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PREFACE

The Institute of Musical Acoustics („Wiener Klangstil“) celebrates its 30-year anniversary with Vienna Talk 2010,
a three-day Symposium on Music Acoustics bringing together internationally renowned researchers, scholars,
and instrument makers. The motto “Bridging the Gaps” reflects a central concern of the Institute: to initiate a
dialogue between artists, instrument makers and scientists, a dialogue that often does not take place because
of existing fundamental differences in terminology, approaches, or simply ways of thinking.
Bridges between these disciplines can already be found among the members of the Institute. All of them have,
in addition to their education as physicists, technicians, instrument makers, or musicologists, a strong musical
background. Since its formation in 1980, the Institute has always been striving to bridge the gaps between
music and physics and between artists and scientists. It was established as a competence center of Music
Acoustics, a field that did not exist in Austria before. Many innovative ideas and products bear witness of the
creative power of the team, such as the measuring systems and techniques for various musical instruments that
have been developed to help instrument makers and musicians solve some of their specific problems.
Originally founded as a one-man concern to remedy the lack of knowledge about manufacturing original Viennese orchestral instruments, the Institute successfully developed into an internationally recognized research
and education center that is considered to be leading in specific areas. We are proud of this Institute, because
on the one hand it reflects the wide scientific range of our university, and on the other hand it is representative
of the dialogue between arts and sciences. Congratulations for this anniversary and all the best for the future!
Mit besten Grüßen
Ihr Werner Hasitschka
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ROBUST REAL-TIME MUSIC TRACKING
Gerhard Widmer
Andreas Arzt
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Johannes Kepler University Linz
The Austrian Research Institute
for Artificial Intelligence (OFAI)

Department of Computational Perception
Johannes Kepler University Linz

ABSTRACT

to 370Hz and logarithmically above, with semitone spacing. In order to emphasize note onsets, which are the
most important indicators of musical timing, only the increase in energy in each bin relative to the previous frame
is stored.

This paper describes our ’any-time’ real-time music tracking system which is based on an on-line version of the
well-known Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm
and includes some extensions to improve both the precision and the robustness of the alignment (e.g. a tempo
model and the ability to reconsider past decisions). A
unique feature of our system is the ability to cope with
arbitrary structural deviations (e.g. jumps, re-starts) online during a live performance.

3. ON-LINE DYNAMIC TIME WARPING
This algorithm is the core of our real-time music tracking system. ODTW takes two time series describing the
audio signals – one known completely beforehand (the
score) and one coming in in real time (the live performance) –, computes an on-line alignment, and at any time
returns the current position in the score. In the following we only give a short intuitive description of this algorithm, for further details we refer the reader to [5].
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is an off-line alignment method for two time series based on a local cost
measure and an alignment cost matrix computed using
dynamic programming, where each cell contains the costs
of the optimal alignment up to this cell. After the matrix
computation is completed the optimal alignment path is
obtained by tracing the dynamic programming recursion
backwards (backward path).
Originally proposed by Dixon in [5], the ODTW algorithm is based on the standard DTW algorithm, but has
two important properties making it useable in real-time
systems: the alignment is computed incrementally by always expanding the matrix into the direction (row or column) containing the minimal costs (forward path), and
it has linear time and space complexity, as only a fixed
number of cells around the forward path is computed.
At any time during the alignment it is also possible
to compute a backward path starting at the current position, producing an off-line alignment of the two time
series which generally is much more accurate. This constantly updated, very accurate alignment of the last couple of seconds is used heavily in our system to improve
the alignment accuracy (see Section 4). See also Figure 2
for an illustration of the above-mentioned concepts.

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we describe the current state of our realtime music tracking system. The task of a music tracking
system is to follow a musical live performance on-line
and to output at any time the current position in the score.
While most real-time music tracking systems are based
on statistical approaches (e.g. the well-known systems
by Raphael [8] and Cont [4]), our alignment algorithm is
based on an on-line version of the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm first presented by Dixon in [5]. We subsequently proposed various improvements and additional
features to this algorithm (e.g. a tempo model and the
ability to cope with ’jumps’ and ’re-starts’ by the performer), which are the topic of this paper (see also Figure
1 for an overview of our system).

2. DATA REPRESENTATION
Rather than trying to transcribe the incoming audio stream
into discrete notes and align the transcription to the score,
we first convert a MIDI version of the given score into a
sound file by using a software synthesizer. Due to the information stored in the MIDI file, we know the time of
every event (e.g. note onsets) in this ‘machine-like’, lowquality rendition of the piece and can treat the problem as
a real-time audio-to-audio alignment task.
The score audio stream and the live input stream to be
aligned are represented as sequences of analysis frames,
computed via a windowed FFT of the signal with a hamming window of size 46ms and a hop size of 20ms. The
data is mapped into 84 frequency bins, spread linearly up

4. THE FORWARD-BACKWARD STRATEGY
We presented some improvements to this algorithm, focusing both on increasing the precision and the robust-
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Figure 1: Overview of our ‘Any-time’ On-line Music Tracking System
5.1. Computation of the Current Tempo

ness of the algorithm in [3]. Most importantly, this includes the ‘forward-backward strategy’, which reconsiders past decisions (using the backward path) and tries to
improve the precision of the current score position hypothesis.

The computation of the current tempo of the performance
(relative to the score representation) is based on a constantly updated backward path starting in the current position of the forward calculation. Intuitively, the slope of
such a backward path represents the relative tempo differences between the score representation and the actual
performance. Given a perfect alignment, the slope between the last two onsets would give a very good estimation about the current tempo. But as the correctness of
the alignment of these last onsets generally is quite uncertain, one has to discard the last few onsets and use a
larger window over more note onsets to come up with a
reliable tempo estimation.
In particular, our tempo computation algorithm uses a
method described in [6]. It is based on a rectified version
of the backward alignment path, where the path between
note onsets is discarded and the onsets (known from the
score representation) are instead linearly connected. In
this way, possible instabilities of the alignment path between onsets (as, e.g., between the 2nd and 3rd onset in
the lower left corner in Fig.2) are smoothed away.
After computing this path, the n = 20 most recent
note onsets which lie at least 1 second in the past are selected, and the local tempo for each onset is computed
by considering the slope of the rectified path in a window
with size 3 seconds centered on the onset. This results
in a vector vt of length n of relative tempo deviations
from the score representation. Finally, an estimate of the

More precisely, the method works as follows: After every frame of the live input a smoothed backward
path is computed, starting at the current position (i, j) of
the forward path. By following this path b = 100 steps
backwards on the y-axis (the score) one gets a new point
which lies with a high probability nearer to the globally
optimal alignment than the corresponding point of the
forward path.
Starting at this new point another forward path is computed until a border of the current matrix (either column i
or row j) is reached. If this new path ends in (i, j) again,
this can be seen as a confirmation of the current position.
If the path ends in a column k < i, new rows are calculated until the current column i is reached again. If the
path ends in a row l < j, the calculation of new rows is
stopped until the current row j is reached.

5. A SIMPLE TEMPO MODEL
We also introduced a tempo model to our system [1], a
feature which has so far been neglected by music trackers
based on DTW.
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6. ‘LEARNING’ TEMPO DEVIATIONS FROM
DIFFERENT PERFORMERS
The introduction of this very simple tempo model already
leads to considerably improved tracking results. But especially at phrase boundaries with huge changes in tempo
the above-mentioned delay in the recognition of tempo
changes still results in large alignment errors. Furthermore, such tempo changes are very hard to catch instantly,
even with more reactive tempo models. To cope with this
problem we came up with an automatic and very general
way to provide the system with information about possible ways in which a performer might shape the tempo of
the piece.
First we extract tempo curves from various different
performances (audio recordings) of the piece in question.
Again, as for the real-time tempo estimation, this is done
completely automatically using the method described in
[6] (see Section 5.1), but as the whole performance is
known beforehand and the tempo analysis can be done
off-line there is now no need for further smoothing of the
tempo computation. These tempo curves are directly imported into our real-time tracking system.
More precisely, as before, after every iteration of the
path computation algorithm the vector vt containing tempo
information at note onsets is updated based on the backward path and the above-mentioned local tempo computation method. But now the tempo curve of the live performance over the last w = 50 onsets, again located at
least 1 second in the past, is compared to the previously
stored tempo curves at the same position. To do this all
n tempo curves are first normalized to represent the same
mean tempo over these w onsets as the live performance.
The Euclidean distances between the curve of the live
performance and the stored curves are computed. These
distances are inverted and normalized to sum up to 1, thus
now representing the similarity to the tempo curve of the
live performance.
Based on the stored tempo curves our system can now
estimate the tempo at the current position. As the current
position should be somewhere between the last aligned
onset oj and the onset oj+1 to be aligned next, we compute the current tempo t according to Formula 2, where
ti,oj and ti,oj+1 represent the (scaled) tempo information
of curve i at onset oj and oj+1 respectively, and si is the
similarity value of tempo curve i.
Pn
[(ti,oj + ti,oj+1 )si ]
(2)
t = i=1
2

Figure 2: Illustration of the ODTW algorithm, showing
the iteratively computed forward path (white), the much
more accurate backward path (grey, also catching the one
onset that the forward path misaligned), and the correct
note onsets (yellow crosses, annotated beforehand). In
the background the local alignment costs for all pairs of
cells are displayed. Also note the white areas in the upper
left and lower right corners, illustrating the constrained
path computation around the forward path.

current relative tempo t is computed using Eq.1, which
emphasizes more recent tempo developments while not
discarding older tempo information completely, for robustness considerations.
t=

Pn
(t ∗ i)
i=1
Pn i
i=1 i

(1)

Of course, due to the simplicity of the procedure and
especially the fact that only information older than 1 second is used, this tempo estimation can recognize tempo
changes only with some delay. However, the computation
is very fast, which is important for real-time applications.
5.2. Feeding Tempo Information to the ODTW
Based on the observation that both the alignment precision and the robustness directly depend on the similarity between the tempo of the performance and the score
representation, we now use the current tempo estimate
to alter the score representation on the fly, stretching or
compressing it to match the tempo of the performance as
closely as possible. This is done by altering the sequence
of feature vectors representing the score audio. The relative tempo is directly used as the probability to compress
or extend the sequence by either adding new vectors or
removing vectors.

Intuitively, the tempo is estimated as the mean of the
tempo estimates at these 2 onsets, which in turn are computed as a weighted sum of the (scaled) tempi in the stored
performance curves, with each curve contributing according to its local similarity to the current performance. Please
note that this approach somewhat differs from typical ways
of training a score follower to follow a particular performance. We are not feeding the system with ‘rehearsal
data’ by a particular musician, but with many different
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ways of how to perform the piece in question, as the
analysed performances may be by different performers
and differ heavily in their interpretation style. The system then decides on-line at every iteration how to weigh
the curves, effectively selecting a mixture of the curves
which represents the current performance best.

musical pieces, automatically recognising both the piece
being played, and the current position. An off-line matching/retrieval scenario related to this has been described in
[7]. Practically this will require a clever indexing scheme
based on musically relevant high-level features to quickly
find those pieces and time points most likely to match the
ongoing sound stream.

7. ‘ANY-TIME’ MUSIC TRACKING
10. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Our system (see Figure 1 for an overview) also includes a
unique feature, namely the ability to cope with arbitrary
structural deviations (e.g. large omission, (re-)starts in
the middle of a piece) during a live performance. While
previous systems – if they did deal at all with serious deviations from the score – had to rely on explicitly provided information about the structure of a piece of music and points of possible deviation (e.g., notated repeats,
which a performer might or might not obey), our system does without any such information and continuously
checks all (!) time points in the score as alternatives to
the currently assumed score position, thus theoretically
being able to react to arbitrary deviations (jumps etc.) by
the performer.
At the core is a process (the ‘Rough Position Estimator’, see Figure 1) that continually updates and evaluates
high-level hypotheses about possible current positions in
the score, which are then verified or rejected by multiple
instances of the basic alignment algorithm (‘Tracker 1–
n’, each including its own tempo model) described above.
To guide our system in the face of possible repetitions
and to avoid random jumps between identical parts in the
score, we also introduced automatically computed information about the structure of the piece to be tracked. We
chose to call our new approach ‘Any-time Music Tracking’, as the system is continuously ready to receive input
and find out what the performers are doing, and where
they are in the piece. For more details we refer the reader
to [2].

This research is supported by the City of Linz, the Federal
State of Upper Austria, and the Austrian Federal Ministry
for Transport, Innovation and Technology, and the Austrian Research Fund (FWF) under project number TRP
109-N23.
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ABSTRACT
While exploring different paths to history, in search of the
known but elusive proofs of music making, we have
encountered specific types of ceremonial rocks that ‘speak’
of their potential and extensive use. Furthermore, the
placement of these rocks seems to have answered a magical
call, in well-chosen open auditoriums for who knows what.
The vast territory, in Portugal, where a large number of these
can be found, has an extended gallery of rock art and
megalithic assemblages. In order to study the special ‘little
hollows rocks’, or ‘rochas com covinhas’, we envisaged a
systematic methodology for measuring and analysing, not
only regarding an objective identification but also, given
their disperse locations, for an intentional comparison of
results. Besides the use of the measuring-grid created for this
purpose, two procedures were proven to be necessary for the
full coverage of this survey: 1) Acoustical analysis of the
sound produced in the flat surfaces and in the hollows, and
comparison between the signals from different depths and
shapes; 2) Observation, in the area, of the amplitude and
repercussion of the formulated sound, recurring to readings
in strategic positions surrounding the rocks. By attesting the
musical exploitation of these pre-historical objects, we are
trying to contribute to the understanding of how important
was sound and its abstract organisation in the development
of the human race. In our research, we are bridging
organology, acoustics and archaeology.

1. INTRODUCTION
So much has been wondered about inscriptions on ancient rocks
– so many wonders are still to be uncovered. The detection of
little holes or cup-marks (‘covinhas’) in some of the rocks
situated in pre-historical settings, although centuries old, was
particularly brought to closer attention from the early 20thcentury onwards, with the development of archaeological,
anthropological and ethnological studies carried out in Portugal.
The spotlight shone again, here and there, in the subsequent
years, resulting in several publications which deal, for the major
part, with specific monuments and not exclusively with the
rocks that have cup-marks. Then and now, the enigma remains.
Nevertheless, through our work we are trying to find some
answers based on scientific parameters: the sound and vibrating
properties of the rocks and its propagation in the immediate and
remote areas. We are considering rites, stories or legends related
to ‘sacred’ monuments or sites as not more than indicators of
possible ancient practices – any location that is important
strategically or which offers special characteristics, or any
extraordinary rock shape or set of rocks with unusual features,
are unsurprisingly associated with ‘paranormal’ attributes, and
as such have been used or even enhanced from immemorial
times; more evidently so when we observe human interference
or strategy, as in cromlechs. In our work, we are analysing the
production and transmission of sound of these special rocks,
hoping that this study may contribute to further research and
knowledge regarding the human development and the origins of
music.

2. CONTEXT
2.1

Human or Nature?

Not all cup-marks have been made through the use of an
incisive object with which the rock is struck by a human hand,
nor did all occur naturally. And the borderline is not ‘clear cut’;
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it is not easy to define plainly which are which. We do not
assume that all marks, with a somewhat round and concave
shape, have been made by a human either for ‘a purpose’ (as
in rock-art) or by repeated percussion. Sometimes the first
has been implied by naming the hollows as ‘insculptures’,
but the observation of a number of these rocks clearly show
no evidence of patterns, geometrical conception, or any
‘thought’ behind the placement of the marks. On the other
hand, we have noticed that all the rocks with resonating
properties, situated in an archaeological location, have these
marks – moreover, in the context of a group or rocks, the
only one whose sound is noticeable is the one with marks.
We have also observed rocks with hollows which have no
significant sound quality when struck. The indenting could
be from human practices [1], but in most cases there are
clear features that indicate the holes being created
‘naturally’. The generating causes can be something as
simple as a continuous falling drop or a channel from rain or
condensed water – there could have been a branch from a
tree, another rock, or simply the water flow. Many times the
causes are no longer ‘there’, but once there had been a
beginning of the hole, the subsequent holding of the water
would most probably increase the depth of the hole [2]. Most
of these rocks are not homogeneous, and some components
are more reactive to water than others, thus provoking a
higher degree of erosion in some locations of the rock. Most
of these have been found on the top of a horizontal platform,
but they can also be found on the bottom (upside down). A
good example of a naturally ‘sculpted’ rock was extensively
studied by geologist Carlos Neto de Carvalho [3], a rock
situated inside the early fortification of the inselberg
Monsanto with more legends than its 14 hollows – these,
however, are of a rather larger size than the ones we have
been working with.
Also important to note is the practice of cutting blocks of
stone by first making holes to insert the wedges, a practice
still used to-day, but which, in ancient times, was performed
in ‘historical sites’. These appear in all types of places and
surfaces, mostly strategically following the vein of the rock.
Sometimes the procedure failed, and the holes were simply
left there, meaningless, and without any special sound
production besides the hard beating it suffered while it
resisted the human effort to split it.

(…) which vibrate with a ringing tone when struck and which
also show indisputable evidence of having been used as
percussion instruments», the majority of which can be seen in
Africa. They usually remain in its original location (in situ, as
pointed by Washsmann in Musical instruments through the
ages, in 1961), either as part of a setting of rocks conceived
following a human strategy, or naturally placed (so to say,
original position, or from detachment of the mother rock, fallen
to a stabilised sitting). Nonetheless, the early definition implied
rocks with clearly distinct ‘rings’, potentially identifiable as
‘musical notes’, hence the name ‘gong’.

Accompanying and continuing her late husband’s
entrepreneurship, Catherine Fagg published what can be
considered the most exhaustive list of rock gongs known to date
[6]. In this book (p. 81), there is a succinct reference to
Portugal: the painted cave in Escoural, from the descriptions by
Dams (1985) and Glory (1966) and the ‘Pedra dos Mouros’
megalith, west of Lisbon. The majority of the existing literature
produced in Portugal is from archaeological or ethnographic
standpoints and usually deals with the description of particular
locations. The specialised work on rocks with cup-marks is
sporadic. The largest text on the subject that we had access to
was published in 1995 and concentrates on ‘rochas com
covinhas’ from the upper region of the river Tagus (Tejo), in the
centre-east of Portugal [7]. Among the various theories related
to rocks that show ‘small holes’, there has not been a complete
acoustical study of the sound production and propagation when
these rocks are struck. We have encountered different displays,
rock formations and results, and it is our intention to cover the
geographical area of Portugal and to study these ‘objects’
through a method that will allow comparability. We would also
like to remark that the sound quality of the ones sought for as
‘rock gongs’ is very different from the drum-like sound of the
rocks of our study, which are indefinite and short (dry), a
description that leads us to suggest the term rock-drum as a
distinct name to identify this type of rocks.

3. STARTING OUT
3.1
2.2

Musical connections

A considerable work has been carried on the subject of
music making on the most remote of human times, and
namely stones and rocks with sound producing
characteristics [4]. Included in the major group of
lithophones, we deal with the ones identified, especially
during the past 60 years, as rock gongs [5]: «natural rock(s)

The sparkling question

On one of our first visits to the museums in the region of Beira,
in August 2009, as part of the project of collecting information
on all sound making objects and their representation (Database
of Musical Instruments – BDIM), Jeremy Montagu asked about
the existence of rock gongs in the area. The answer was a visit
to Monte de S. Brás [8] to experiment one of the known rocks
that have noticeable cup-marks, more likely human made than
from natural causes. The result from our first trial led us to wish
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to pursue a large scale comparative study. This rock, in
particular, presented a far greater sound quality than all the
others, or ‘normal’ rocks, surrounding it, having in mind that
they were probably part of some sort of setting (secular or
sacred), now displaced, as ascertained from their present
positioning. As we stated before, the sound, however, was
not similar to the ones identified as ‘rock gongs’. These were
distinct resonant knocks, but not sustained nor precise. We
then decided to develop a systematic methodology to study
these rocks which revealed similar properties.

3.2

-Measurement of the sounding surface/platform and volume of
the rock, collecting data on position, direction and inclination.
-Placement of a fixed grid (squares 50mmx50mm) coinciding
with the North/West alignment in the case of horizontal
surfaces, and horizontal levelling (from top) for vertical surfaces
[10].
-Identification and measurement of depressions and other
striking points according to fixed coordinates from the grid.
-Recording and analysis of the sound provoked by a striking
PVC sphere using a rail (retrieval of measurable values:
conditions, trajectory and intensity), through digital recorder
and FFT-analyzer.
-Analysis of the vibration of the surrounding area.
-Conclusions.

Selection of rocks

The starting point was to compile the available information
on rocks that had marks, since these could possibly be
provoked by percussion. The most obvious were the rocks
with hollows, known as ‘rochas com covinhas’ already
referred to above, especially those noted as being part of an
archaeological context, as in cromlechs or settings from a
deep-rooted epoch (the rock in S. Brás is an example:
although possibly having slid from a former position, as
observed by geologist Carlos Carvalho, it is located in an
area with a clear pre- or proto-historic occupation, as the
remnants of a defence wall testify [9]). A group of four
rocks from different locations was selected, purposely
varying in elementary features like composition, position
(horizontal and vertical), size and neighbouring landscape.
In addition, we experienced also with a rock with no
historical connection, of smaller dimensions and no marks,
but which contains detached layers similar to the ones of the
other selected rocks which offered analogous sound
properties. With this rock we could advance our study
striking with a stone, without fear of damaging the surface,
whereas the ones within an historical setting were analysed
through the use of a non-invasive method, described below.
For those interested in the locations, please contact the
Associação Nacional de Instrumentos Musicais, in Portugal.

4. METHODOLOGY
Our research, currently in progress, is divided in two parts:
Part I: data retrieval, recording and analysis of the sound
produced from rock striking using a non-invasive method;
study of the sound propagation, through the air, in the
surrounding area.
Part II: analysis of the vibration properties of these rocks
(spectra), using an FFT-Analyzer (with direct impact
hammer and accelerator); study of the vibration propagation
through the soil.
The different stages of work include:
-Preliminary study of the sounding properties of the rock,
especially on the marked surface (inside and outside
hollows) and selection of different striking points.
-Study of the rock properties and the setting.

5. DEDUCTIONS
The work carried so far points to a strong possibility of these
rocks being used for sound production, either for rituals or
simple signalling. The placement of the majority of these rocks
is geo-strategic – even in the cases where the proximity to roads
or villages interferes with the ideal conditions of near silence
achievable in the past, we could ‘hear’ provoked rock knocks
and human calling in the nearby hills. The most probable
material used for striking would be hand-sized stones – metal or
wooden objects are less appropriate. In a context of a group of
rocks, only the ones bearing marks present resonating
characteristics, distinguishable and sufficiently loud; the
vibrations are felt in a large surface or in the whole corpus,
contrary to normal rocks, which absorb or suffocate any impact.
We also noticed that the cup-marks do not necessarily
correspond to better sound production than the surrounding
surface; the sound produced in the holes is similar to the one in
the proximity within the same layer. We have observed that the
sounding properties are related to the fractions on the rocks, and
so closer to the edges of the platforms the amplitude and
frequencies are higher. There are depressions which are
naturally created and those which are probably a combination of
both human hammering and erosion. When a whole surface of a
rock is struck, depressions can be caused especially on weaker
points, according to the different elements present in the rock.
And natural erosion contributes to deepening the hollows. In the
drawing we show a common consequence that explains some
later or even non-sonant cup-marks: the hollow from a higher
layer (possibly resulting from percussion) continues to the next
layers (eventually also broken), which can be, or not, vibrating
surfaces. We continue our work, since these and other wonders
remain: how the sound is produced and how far and how does it
reach long distances; human vs. nature incidence; which
differences regarding material and intensities; ringing tones vs.
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knocks; strategic chains of sound and the role of the rock
formations; or how old were humans, when they struck and
sang and music was ‘conscientiously’ born.

[10] Methodology first described at the International Workshop
on Diagnostics and Preservation of Musical Instruments:
On
the
field
–
universal
measurement
(http://ravennamusicalinstruments2010.bl
ogspot.com/p/programme.html).

hammered
depression

Drawing with
Google
SketchUp

natural
erosion in
the second
layer
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ABSTRACT
Source/filter models are frequently used to model sound
production of the vocal apparatus and musical instruments.
Beginning in 1968, in an effort to measure a filter
characteristic (aka transmission response) of a trombone
while it is being played by an expert musician, sound
pressure waveforms from the mouthpiece and the bell output
were recorded in an anechoic room and then subjected to
harmonic spectrum analysis. Output/input ratios of the
harmonic amplitudes plotted vs. harmonic frequency then
became points on the trombone’s filter characteristic. The
first such recordings were made on analog 1/4 inch stereo
magnetic tape. Recently digital recordings of trombone
mouthpiece and anechoic output signals were made that
provide a more accurate measurement of the trombone filter
characteristic. Results show that the equivalent filter is a
high-pass type with a cutoff frequency around 1000 Hz.
Whereas the characteristic below cutoff is quite stable,
above cutoff it is extremely variable, depending on level. In
addition, measurements made using a swept-sine-wave
system verify the high-pass characteristic, but they also
show a series of resonances whose minima correspond to the
harmonic frequencies under performance conditions. For
frequencies below cutoff the two types of measurements
correspond well, but above cutoff there is a considerable
difference. The general effect is that output harmonics above
cutoff are greater than would be expected from linear filter
theory, and this effect becomes stronger as performance
dynamic increases. This nonlinear effect was verified by
theory and measurements in the 1990’s [1] and early 2000’s
[2] which showed that nonlinear propagation takes place in
the trombone causing a wave steepening effect at high
amplitudes, thus increasing the strengths of the upper
harmonics.
1. INTRODUCTION
While publications showing input impedance functions of
frequency for wind instruments are quite common (e.g., [3]
[4]), there have been very few publications showing pressure
transfer functions (aka transmission responses). An
exception is by Elliott et al. [5], who measured both input
impedance and transfer functions for a trumpet and a
trombone. They concluded that, despite the exceedingly high
pressure levels that can occur in the trombone mouthpiece
(greater than 165 dB SPL), “the magnitudes of the
(nonlinear) effects are small compared to the overall, linear
behavior of the instrument under normal playing
conditions”. This already had been discussed by Backus and
Hundley [6], who concluded that brass systems are linear
and that harmonics were generated in the mouthpiece due to
a nonlinear variation of the slit resistance of the vibrating
lips.
Meanwhile, in 1968 as part of a project to determine a
source/filter model for a trombone, I measured the pressure
transfer function under performance conditions using 4

different trombonists in an anechoic chamber at the University
of Illinois. The idea was to record the mouthpiece and output
pressures for tones performed at various pitches and dynamics
on separate tracks of an analog tape and then submit them to
harmonic analysis. Then, the transfer functions can be estimated
by taking ratios between the amplitudes of the corresponding
harmonics of the output and input. Thus, for each harmonic k
and fundamental frequency f1, we can define
T(kf1) = Pout(kf1)/Pin(kf1),

(1)

which gives the transfer function T(f) in terms of the input
pressure Pin and the output pressure Pout sampled at frequencies
kf1 . Assuming a linear system and constant f1, T(f) should be
independent of dynamic level. However, our measurements,
reported in 1969 and 1980, were showing otherwise [7] [8].
1.1 Swept sine measurements
In 1972 I made swept-sine measurements of T(f) in the U of I
anechoic chamber for a Holten tenor trombone with microphone
positioned 2 m from the bell. The results are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Tenor trombone pressure transfer function (closed position). Four
different cases for trombone output pressure measured: A- on-axis; B- onaxis with mic rotated 45°; C- 45° off-axis; D- 90° off-axis.

In 1973 I visited Arthur Benade at Case Institute in Cleveland
and together we performed a simultaneous measurement of the
transfer and the input impedance functions of my Conn 80A Bb
cornet, using the swept-sine/chart recorder method. The graphs,
shown in Fig. 2, clearly demonstrate that the local minima of the
transfer function curve correspond to the local maxima of the
input impedance curve (given by Zin(f) = Pin(f)/Uin(f), where Uin
is the mouthpiece particle velocity). It is well known that the
local maxima of Zin(f) correspond to the performance
frequencies of the instrument, and therefore these frequencies
correspond to the local minima of the transfer function.
A comparison of swept-sine and the performance-condition
transfer function results based on the 1968 recordings was given
at two subsequent talks [9] [10]. However, there was always a
little doubt about the accuracy of the performance-condition
curves because analog tape has a limited signal-to-noise ratio
(approx. 55 dB) as well as significant distortion, so that accurate
calculation of the FFT ratio between output and input when the
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upper harmonics of the input are weak (especially for the pp
case) could be compromised.

Figure 2. Simultaneous measurement of the transfer function (upper
curve) and the input impedance (lower curve) for a Bb cornet (open
valves). Mic positioned very close to bell.

Therefore, in 2000 I made new direct-to-digital stereo
recordings of the mouthpiece and output pressure of a
trombone played by Jay Bulen in the University of Iowa
anechoic chamber (the U. of Illinois chamber was
unfortunately decommisioned in the early 1980s). This
allowed much more accurate calculations of performancecondition transfer functions. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of
the measurement system.

Figure 4. Trombone mouthpiece spectrum (upper left), output spectrum
b
(upper right), and transfer function (lower) for pitch B 1 and dynamic pp.

Figure 5. Trombone mouthpiece spectrum (upper left), output spectrum
b
(upper right), and transfer function (lower) for pitch B 1 and dynamic mf.

Figure 3. System for measurement of transfer function under
performance conditions. A stereo file is stored on the computer with
the mouthpiece pressure signal pin(t) as the left channel and output
signal pout(t) as the right channel.

2. RESULTS
2.1 Calculation of T(f) under performance conditions
The trombone mouthpiece (input) and on-axis far-field
(output) signals (recorded in 2000) were copied to separate
monaural files, and a “phase vocoder” program [11] was
used to perform harmonic analysis on the signals. The
amplitudes of Pin(fk) and Pout(fk), where fk = kf1 is the
harmonic frequency and f1 = fundamental frequency, were
averaged over 2 seconds within the durations of the sounds
before computing the transfer function ratio T(fk) = Pout(fk)/
Pin(fk),.
Graphs of Pin(fk), Pout(fk), and T(fk), where f1 = 58 Hz for
the case pitch Bb1 are shown (converted into decibels1) in
Figs. 4 – 6 for dynamics pp, mf, and ff, respectively. (Note
that the T(f) curves are shown continuous, but this does not
imply anything about the filter characteristics between the
harmonics as are indicated by the swept-sine measurements.)

Figure 6. Trombone mouthpiece spectrum (upper left), output spectrum (upper
right), and transfer function (lower) for pitch Bb1 and dynamic ff.

Figs. 7–12 show a comparison of T(f) for the pp, mf, and ff
cases for pitches Bb1, Bb2, F3, Bb3, D4, and F4, respectively. Two
things are obvious from the graphs: First, the curves are nearly
the identical for f < 1000 Hz. Second, for f > 1000 Hz the
curves are quite different. In general T(f) is greater as the
dynamic level increases. (Note: vertical scales are in decibels
and horizontal scales are 0 to 5000 Hz.) It is clear from the
graphs that at f = 5000 Hz the separation between the pp and ff
cases is on the order of 30 dB.
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b

Figure 7. B 1 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

Figure 11. D4 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

b

Figure 8. B 2 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

Figure 12. F4 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

2.2 Relationship between T(f) and Zin(f)
Assuming a lossless system, we can conclude that output power
is equal to input power, i.e., Win = Wout . For the input in the
frequency domain we have

{

}

Win ( f ) = Re { Pin ( f )U in ( f )} = Re Pin 2 ( f ) / Z in ( f )
! 1 $
= Pin 2 ( f )Re "
%
# Z in ( f ) &
Figure 9. F3 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

(2)

where Uin(f) is the input particle velocity in the frequency
domain. Note that without loss of generality, under the
assumption that Pin(f) is real, we can move the real part inside
the brackets in the last term to affect only the 1/Zin(f) term.
The output power is the average output intensity Iave on a
sphere of radius r at which this intensity is measured. Thus, the
total output power is

Wout ( f ) = 4! r 2 I ave ( f ) = 4! r 2

2
Pout
(f) ,
D( f )Z o

(4)

where D(f) is the directivity index, Zo is the characteristic
impedance of air, and Pout is on-axis pressure output. Equating
the input and output powers and solving for T(f) = Pout/Pin gives
T(f ) =
b

Figure 10. B 3 trombone transfer functions compared:
pp (dotted lower), mf (dashed middle), ff (solid upper).

Pout ( f )
=
Pin ( f )

Z o D( f ) " 1 %
Re #
&.
4! r 2
$ Zin ( f ) '

(5)

Further, it is approximately true that input impedance functions
are real at their local maxima and minima (as indicated by the
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zero phase values in [5]). Since the local maxima correspond
to the performance frequencies, we can state that

T (kf1 ) !

Z o D(kf1 )
.
4! r 2 Zin (kf1 )

(6)

So we see a plausible theoretical explanation of an important
aspect of Fig. 2, namely that local maxima and minima of
the transfer and the input impedance functions are
interchanged. This is most important for frequencies below
cutoff, i.e., f < fcut, where fcut ≅ 200/d and d is the bell
diameter [12]. For a trombone, the bell diameter is
approximately 0.2 m, and for a trumpet it is approximately
0.1 m, so the cutoff frequencies are about 1000 Hz and 2000
Hz, respectively. We don’t have to be concerned about D(f)
for f < fcut because it is approximately unity [13]. Above
cutoff, however, D increases proportional to f2 (actually, D ≅
(.01d2)f2). Meanwhile, Zin is dropping from its maximum
down to a relatively constant Zo (see Fig. 2). So, we would
expect
d
(7)
T ( f ) ! 0.0027 f , f > fcut .
r
However, the swept-sine measurements don’t verify either
Eq. 6 for f < fcut or Eq. 7 for f > fcut . Apparently there are
internal losses that compensate to produce the actual linear
measured result for f < fcut . Elliott et al. [5] calculate losses
as great as 40 dB for low frequencies and near zero above
cutoff, but the question of why T(f) does not increase
linearly with frequency for f > fcut remains a puzzle.
2.3 Alignment between swept-sine and performancecondition measurements for f < fcut
If we take transfer function values calculated from
performance-condition measurements for the trombone and
superimpose them on the swept-sine data, how well do they
agree? Table 1 shows the data alignment between the two
measurements for f < 1000 Hz.
The results are very close considering that the trombones
were different – a Holton TR602 tenor trombone with a 6 ½
AL mouthpiece was used for the swept-sine measurement of
Fig. 1, whereas a Bach 42 B0 tenor trombone with a Stork
5S mouthpiece was used for the most recent performancecondition measurement. Moreover, the measurements were
done in different anechoic chambers 28 years apart.

b

Table 1. For each harmonic of a B 1 (58 Hz) mf tone, decibel
amplitudes (on a relative scale) for input pressure, output pressure,
and output-minus-input are given in red (see Fig. 5). Values sampled
at the harmonic frequencies from Fig. 1 (upper curve) with 3 added are
shown in green. The average magnitude error is approximately 2 dB.
1

I.e., T(f)dB = 20 log10(T(f)).

3. CONCLUSIONS
Swept-sine measurements of brass pressure transfer functions
show a high-pass characteristic with resonance minima
corresponding to the harmonic performance frequencies.
Measurements of the transfer function under performance
conditions closely follow the swept-sine response for harmonics
below the cutoff frequency but deviate strongly above cutoff.
For example, harmonics above cutoff are roughly 10 to 30 dB
stronger for tones played ff than for tones played pp. A
theoretical derivation assuming a linear system, using power
conservation, indicates that the transfer function should be
inversely proportional to the square root of the impedance.
Below cutoff, this relationship is qualitatively verified by sweptsine measurement. However, the detailed relationship is not
verified, and the lack of agreement for frequencies above cutoff
in the linear case is perplexing.
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PERCEPTUALLY CORRELATED PARAMETERS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
TONES
James W. Beauchamp
School of Music and Dept. of Electrical & Computer Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, Illinois USA
jwbeauch@illinois.edu
ABSTRACT
In Western music culture instruments have been developed
according to unique instrument acoustical features based on
types of excitation, resonance, and radiation. These include
the woodwind, brass, bowed and plucked string, and
percussion families of instruments. On the other hand,
instrument performance depends on musical training, and
music listening depends on perception of instrument output.
Since musical signals are easier to understand in the
frequency domain than the time domain, much effort has
been made to perform spectral analysis and extract salient
parameters, such as spectral centroid changes, in order to
create simplified synthesis models for musical instrument
sound synthesis. Moreover, perceptual tests have been made
to determine the relative importance of various parameters,
such as spectral centroid variation, spectral incoherence, and
spectral irregularity. It turns out that importance of particular
parameters depend on both their strengths within musical
sounds as well as the robustness of their effect on
perception. Methods that the author and his colleagues have
used to explore timbre perception are: 1) discrimination of
parameter reduction or elimination; 2) dissimilarity
judgments together with multidimensional scaling; 3)
informal listening to sound morphing examples.
Ramifications of this work for sound synthesis and timbre
transposition will be discussed and demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION
The principal long-term goal of this study is to achieve a
synthesis system where a minimal set of independent but
perceptually meaningful parameters are used to control and
synthesize musically useful sounds, including sounds of
traditional musical instruments. Basic steps for
accomplishing this goal are a) using spectral analysis to
obtain static and time-varying parameters; b) building
synthesis models to utilize these parameters; c) conducting
formal listening tests on single sounds to test the efficacy of
the models; and d) conducting informal listening tests using
synthesis of extended musical passages.
Although it might seem that this goal could be achieved in
a few weeks or months, in practice, timbre has been studied
using a series of less ambitious steps. Typically the first step
is to select a group of musical sounds to study. The
parameters to be identified from the sounds are first of all
the time-varying amplitudes and frequencies obtained from a
spectral analysis. Then, more detailed, possibly perceptually
important parameters can be inferred such as attack and
decay times, spectral envelope features (such as spectral
centroid spectral irregularity, and spectral flux), vibrato
characteristics, and inharmonicity.

Conducting a formal listening test for timbre requires the
following steps:
•
•
•
•

Stimuli preparation
Psychoacoustic testing (the actual listening test)
Data processing and presentation
Interpretation of results

Either synthetic or recorded acoustic (“real”) sounds can be
used as stimuli, but in either case they should be normalized to
eliminate sonic attributes that are not part of timbre, namely,
loudness, pitch, and duration. The latter two are not a problem
for synthetic sounds (sounds consisting solely of harmonically
related frequencies), but for either sound type loudness
equalization through gain factor adjustment must be achieved by
additional loudness testing or a special program [1] or
alternatively by randomizing the levels [2]. For pitch
normalization of harmonic sounds it is generally acceptable to
make certain that the fundamental frequencies are the same.
Duration is a bit more complicated, but a method is given in [3],
where attack and decay structures are retained and the total
duration is reduced to a standard 2 s.
If a test is to only compare different acoustic sounds, as in the
case of a dissimilarity test, no further stimuli modifications may
be necessary. Physical (spectral) differences between sounds
can be measured in terms of specific parameters and correlated
with the measured perceptual differences. However, for a
discrimination test the experimenter will often want to modify
specific acoustic parameters of the sounds and then examine
how discrimination ability varies with each parameter that is
changed or, in more detail, the amount of change of each
parameter.
Important questions are: 1) What specific parameters should
be varied? 2) Why do we choose these particular parameters?
How do we measure them? How do we vary them? For the
studies reviewed in this paper, the specific parameters are
spectral irregularity, spectral flux, spectral centroid variation,
amplitude and frequency microvariations, and inharmonicity.
Reasons for choosing these parameters are discussed in the
timbre literature. (See [4] and [5] for reviews.) Methods for
measuring and varying them are given in [3] and [6].
Also, it should be remarked that two specific parameters,
average spectral centroid and attack time have proved to be so
salient that they are sometimes factored out (normalized) of the
stimuli. Such was the case with [6] and [7] and is a method
utilized in the second study covered in this paper.
Preparation of a psychoacoustic test requires the selection of
listener subjects and the design of the test. Chosen listeners are
generally young people with good hearing and divided between
those with extensive and those with meager musical experience.
The two formal tests described in this review paper use either
timbre discrimination or dissimilarity judgments. With
discrimination the subjects are generally asked to judge whether
pairs of sounds are same or different. With a dissimilarity task
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they are asked to judge the amount of difference on a scale
of say 0 to 10.
Once a test is completed and the data is collected, the data
can be processed in various ways. Discrimination averages
can be simply presented or graphs of discrimination vs. a
particular parameter can be illustrated. In the case of
dissimilarity judgments, the method of multidimensional
scaling (MDS) is commonly used to display the positions of
the sound stimuli in a 2- or 3-dimensional space [8] [9]. To
show trends within the space the dimensions can be
correlated with
parametric measures of various
spectrotemporal parameters of the stimuli.
Finally, an interpretation of the data is usually given. One
of the biggest problems is estimating the scope of validity of
the results. Scope is usually limited because it is difficult to
design tests that cover a wide range of cases and can still be
conducted over a reasonable time period.

2. THREE TIMBRE STUDIES
Three studies will be described, a 1999 timbre
discrimination study, a 2006 timbre dissimilarity judgment
study with MDS solution, and a 2008 timbre transposition
study.
2.1 Timbre discrimination study (1999)
The objective of this study [3] was to investigate the relative
importance of some different spectrotemporal parameters by
simplifying musical sounds with respect to these parameters.
The stimuli prototypes (reference sounds) consisted of tones
performed on seven different instruments: clarinet, flute,
oboe, trumpet, violin, harpsichord, and marimba at pitch Eb4
(311 Hz). Loudnesses were equalized using a brief test, and
durations were equalized to 2 s using a method described in
[3]. The sound signals were analyzed using a pitchsynchronous short-time Fourier transform program [10], and
the resulting partial amplitude and frequency data was
simplified as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

partial amplitude-vs.-time envelopes smoothed
spectral envelope smoothed (irregularity reduced)
spectral flux (aka incoherence) eliminated
partial frequency-vs.-time envelopes smoothed
partial frequencies locked to time-varying harmonic
partial frequencies flattened to harmonic

and then the sounds were resynthesized to the time domain
by additive synthesis.
Note that the word partial is used here instead of
harmonic because even though the frequencies of these
tones are close to harmonic, departures from harmonicity are
possible.
Although there was considerable variation with
instrument (see [3] for details), the discrimination results
averaged over the seven instruments were:
a) spectral envelope smoothed
b) spectral flux eliminated
c) frequencies flattened
d) frequency envelopes smoothed
e) frequencies locked harmonically
f) amplitude envelopes smoothed

96%
91%
71%
70%
69%
66%

An interpretation of these results is that the spectral
parameters irregularity (i.e., jaggedness) and flux (change of

spectrum shape over time) are, for this set of instruments, most
salient. Smoothing the amplitude and frequency envelopes
(using a 10 Hz cutoff low-pass filter) eliminates fine grained
temporal detail, but this elimination is relatively unnoticeable.
So is locking the frequencies harmonically or removing any
trace of frequency variation.
However, when an error metric (similar to those discussed in
[7]) was constructed based on the difference between reference
and modified partial amplitudes, and a regression line was
constructed to fit discrimination (given in terms of d´) against
the log of this error, it was found that the regression straight line
explained 77% of the discrimination variance (88% if one
outlier point was removed). Since the modifications done could
also change the spectral centroid, d´ was also plotted against the
log of normalized spectral centroid difference between the
reference and modified sounds. In this case a regression straight
line explained only 54% of variance, but when the spectral
centroid difference was combined into a total formula with the
partial amplitude error metric, 83% of variance was explained
(with no outliers removed).
A final interpretation from these results is that, yes, spectral
irregularity and flux are important specific parameters, but
discrimination is also strongly correlated with a total metric
difference between two sounds which takes into account all of
the frequency components of the sounds.
2.2 Timbre dissimilarity study (2006)
With this study, originally presented as a talk in 2006 [11],
subjects had the task of judging the dissimilarity between
musical sounds. The original stimuli consisted of tones
performed on ten sustained-tone instruments: bassoon, cello,
clarinet, flute, horn, oboe, recorder, alto sax, trumpet, and
violin. Two types of tones were constructed from these:
dynamic (with flux) and static (without flux). The tones were
also normalized with respect to pitch (F0 = 311 Hz), attack time
(.05 s), decay time (.05 s static, .15 s dynamic), total duration
(0.5 s static, 2.0 s dynamic), loudness [1], and average
normalized spectral centroid (3.7). Average centroids were
normalized by applying a filter with response kp to each
harmonic k’s amplitude, where p was varied to achieve the
desired centroid value, as described in [6].
The listening test employed ten musically experienced
subjects to judge dissimilarity between tone pairs using a
method of triadic comparison [12]. While dissimilarity scores
theoretically could vary from 0 to 17, actual scores varied from
about 4 to 13. The scores were placed in a 10×10 dissimilarity
matrix which was processed by two different classical MDS
programs (SPSS and Matlab). For the static tones, only 2D
solutions were made, whereas both 2D and 3D solutions were
made for the dynamic tones. Stresses (average normalized
difference between inter-timbre distances given by the
dissimilarity matrix and those given by the MDS solution) for
the 2D solutions were both 0.12 for the static case and 0.15–
0.17 for the dynamic case; for the dynamic 3D solutions they
were both 0.095.
(It was somewhat of a surprise for this author to discover the
degree to which the distances between pairs of timbres in an
MDS solution do not exactly match the values given by the
dissimilarity matrix and that stress is commonly given by MDS
programs as an important measure of their average agreement.
Stress generally decreases as the number of dimensions
increases, but for visualization 2 or 3 dimensional solutions are
preferred. Stress is useful for estimating the accuracy of an
MDS solution. Unfortunately, in reading music several MDS
papers, I could not find a single mention of the word stress,
even though it is a very basic concept in the theory of MDS.)
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Meanwhile, static tone solutions were correlated with two
parameters measured from the sound signals, even/odd
harmonic ratio (ratio of the average rms amplitude of the
even harmonic amplitudes to that of the odd harmonics) and
spectral irregularity. The dynamic tone solutions were
correlated with those parameters plus two others: spectral
flux (aka incoherence) and normalized spectral centroid
variation (spectral centroid standard deviation divided by its
average value). All MDS solutions were rotated so that the
best possible even/odd correlation aligned with the
horizontal axis. For the other parameters, best-fit straight
lines of highest correlation to the various parameters were
computed.
Details of the corresponding SPSS and Matlab solutions
were different. However, for the 2D static case instrument
groupings were quite similar. The most obvious groupings
were {recorder, clarinet, cello} and {trumpet, oboe, violin}.
R2 correspondences with the even/odd and spectral
irregularity parameters were 78-79% and 69-75%,
respectively, for the two solutions. For the 2D dynamic case
the correspondences were 71-69% for even/odd, 68-68% for
spectral centroid variation, 56-53% for spectral incoherence,
and 39-40% for spectral irregularity. Also, the spectral
centroid variation and spectral incoherence straight lines
were close together, indicating that these variables were
highly correlated.
For the 3D dynamic case the correspondences for
even/odd, spectral centroid variation, spectral incoherence,
and spectral irregularity were 82-68%, 83-82%, 53-83%, and
82-71%, respectively, indicating rather strong disagreement
between the SPSS and Matlab solutions as to the saliency of
3 out of 4 of the parameters. Averaging over the two
solutions gives 82.5% for spectral centroid variation, 76.5%
for spectral irregularity, 75% for even/odd, and 68% for
spectral incoherence. Therefore, assuming that 3D solutions
are best for the dynamic case because of their relatively low
stress, it appears that spectral centroid variation is the
parameter with the highest and most consistent saliency
(beyond average centroid and attack/decay) for dynamic
tones. On the other hand, any of the four parameters
corresponds as well as the others for at least one of the two
solutions. Also, it is curious that the average correspondence
for the four parameters is about the same for the SPSS
solution (75%) as for the Matlab solution (76%), which
means it would be difficult to conclude that one solution is
better than the other, but they certainly are significantly
different (average correspondence difference equals 14%).
After making all of these computations one might ask:
What is the advantage of using MDS? Why not just correlate
with the original dissimilarity data? Certainly MDS yields
some pretty pictures, showing the relative positions of
timbres relative to one another, but as the two 3D solutions
for dynamic tones show, different solutions with the same
stress can result in timbres in very different positions and
can yield quite different correlations. At least with the
original dissimilarity matrix there is only one set of data to
correlate with, and it has no stress.
2.3 Timbre transposition study (2008)
This study was presented as a talk in 2008 [13]. The point
of the study was to explore synthesis using a small set of
time-variable control parameters and a family of spectral
envelopes [10] [14], which represent a particular instrument,
but then switch the spectral envelope family to a different
instrument and see what happens. Either the spectral
envelopes will dominate, or the temporal data will dominate,

or a hybrid instrument that shares characteristics will be
produced. The instrument supplying the time-varying
parameters is called the source instrument and the one
supplying the spectral envelope family is called the target
instrument.
In an earlier project it was discovered that using the timevarying parameters Arms(t), f0(t), and fc(t) (i.e., rms amplitude,
fundamental frequency, and spectral centroid), combined with a
spectral envelope family based on spectral centroid clustering,
could produce trumpet tones that were quite realistic. The
spectral envelope family was derived from a training set of
trumpet tones that covered a wide gamut of pitches and
dynamics (i.e., intensity levels). Every frame of every tone was
analyzed (using the pitch-synchronous analyzer) and sorted into
different “bins” based on ranges of centroid values, 0-200, 200400, etc. The spectra in each bin were normalized and then
sorted into critical bands, and finally the amplitudes within each
band were averaged to give a single value that represents the
band amplitude for that bin. These amplitudes as a function of
the band center frequencies formed a spectral envelope, and the
collection of spectral envelopes for the various centroid ranges
formed a family of spectral envelopes for the trumpet.
Synthesis was done by first deriving representative timevarying parameters Arms(t), f0(t), and fc(t) from a trumpet solo
recording. fc(t) was used to compute the instantaneous spectral
envelope by interpolation from the spectral envelope family,
and harmonic amplitudes were obtained from the spectral
envelope by sampling it at frequencies k f0(t), where k is the
harmonic number. These amplitudes can be easily adjusted to
match the total amplitude Arms(t). Then the sound is synthesized
using additive synthesis. A demonstration of this method using
a restricted parametric model for the temporal variations is
given on this author’s website [15]. This includes the addition of
low frequency noise microvariations to the pitch and amplitude
controls to make the synthesis sound more realistic.
There is a question of whether the same family of spectral
envelopes is adequate for all pitches (F0’s) or whether the
family has to change as a function of F0 . It seems to be the
case (but not proven) that single families are adequate for brass
instruments but perhaps not for woodwinds or strings.
However, with the abundance of memory available in
computers these days, it is entirely reasonable to compute and
store a different family for each F0. Thus, spectral envelope
becomes a function of both spectral centroid (fc ) and pitch (f0).
It is fairly obvious that there needs to be a match between the
source instrument and the target instrument in terms of the
ranges of pitches and centroids. Thus, if the source and target
pitch ranges and centroid ranges don’t overlap sufficiently,
timbre transposition won’t work. However, the control ranges
coming from the source can be easily mapped to correspond to
the best ranges for the target using simple linear equations.
Findings for this study were informal. It appears that if the
temporal data of the source instrument is similar to that of the
target instrument, the result will likely be identified as the target
instrument. On the other hand, if the target instrument’s
spectral envelope family is similar to that of the source, the
temporal information of the source may dominate and the result
may still be identified as the source instrument. We have found
this to be true if the source is a bassoon playing a series of lowpitched short-duration notes is the source and a horn is the
target. In between these cases are cases where neither the
temporal information or spectral data are similar for the two
instruments, so a true hybrid is produced. If horn is the source
and clarinet is the target, we have a situation where the resulting
hybrid sound can be recognized as a horn in terms its temporal
envelopes but as a clarinet in terms of its unique spectrum with
emphasis on odd harmonics.
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Gradual morphing or interpolations between the
instruments could be produced by cross-fading the temporal
controls or the spectral envelopes or both. We actually
haven’t tried this yet, but there is no reason why the method
shouldn’t produce interesting results.
Another possibility to investigate is the addition of
additional external controls designed to modify parameters
such as those shown to be salient in the 1999 and 2006
timbre studies discussed above.

3. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
The 1999 timbre study, which used parameter simplification
and discrimination, indicated that spectral irregularity and
spectral flux were more important than amplitude and
frequency microvariations and inharmonicity. However, this
author would take that result with a grain of salt because it is
well known that temporal details and inharmonicity are
important for instrument recognition and for warmth and
realism.
The
2006
dissimilarity
study,
which
used
multidimensional scaling to summarize relative perceptual
distances between instrument timbres, yielded some
interesting results and raised some nontrivial issues. One
issue was the unexpected importance of the concept of stress
(see above). Another was the usefulness of rotation for
comparing solutions using different MDS programs. Still
another was that solutions from different MDS programs can
be quite different, although for the same number of
dimensions their stresses tend to be in approximate
agreement. Still another, was that best-fit straight lines that
don’t normally correspond to dimensional axis lines can be
used to maximize R2 correspondence. Finally, different MDS
programs can yield different correlations with acoustic
parameters, making exact conclusions about the saliency of
these parameters problemmatic. Nonetheless, our
conclusions from the MDS solutions can be summarized
thusly: For static tones (those without flux) for two different
2D solutions with stresses of 12%, even/odd harmonic ratio
correlated quite high (78-79%) and better than spectral
irregularity (69-75%). For dynamic tones (those with flux)
for two different 2D solutions with stresses of 15 and 17%,
even/odd correlated best (69-71%), followed by spectral
centroid variation, spectral flux, and spectral irregularity.
With the 3D solution for these tones, the stresses dropped to
9.5% and some correlations increased 82-83%, but there was
very significant disagreement between the solutions, except
for spectral centroid variation (both solutions close to 82%).
The 2008 timbre transposition study showed that
combining some time-variant parameters with fixed spectral
envelopes can not only allow the formation of a compact
resynthesis model for a given instrument, but it can also
serve as a method for applying the temporal characteristics
of one instrument to the spectral characteristics of another.
In some cases the resulting sounds demonstrate one of the
two characteristics dominating the other. When the
differences between the corresponding characteristics of the
two instruments are both pronounced, a true hybrid is
generally produced, where the temporal (articulatory)
characteristic can be recognized as coming from one
instrument and the spectral (tone color) characteristic as
coming from the other.
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ABSTRACT
Tools and methods for the calculation of acoustical, musical
and physiological criteria using a sound file from the singing
voice are presented, as well as tools for the automation of
the time-dependant calculation processes used for analysis
and statistics. The difference between recordings in an
unechoic chamber and a simulated condition with
reverberation is calculated using a soundfile recorded in the
unechoic chamber and compared to its derivative altered by
a hall simulator.

You will see the speech waveform (DC level) on the top and the
spectrogram (frequency in the vertical axes and energy in the
intensity of gray or black colours) on the bottom. On the
horizontal axis the time is displayed.

The tools presented are Praat, Wavesurfer, SNDAN (used
for Sound Analysis), TAP, ProToo (an automation tool with
a graphical surface) and matlab Scripts like VoiceSauce
(HNR, spectral tilt, formants) and Aparat (Inverse Filter).
The acoustical criteria described are long time average
spectra, α-factor, and time dependant probabilities of single
vowels shown in the parameters loudness (rms), brilliancy
(normalised spectral centroid), vibrato (pitch), Formants
(LPC), and the spectra. Physiological criteria can be
represented in spectral tilt (H1-H2, H1-A1, H1-A2, H1-A3),
HNR and glottal parameters taken from inverse filtering.

1. INTRODUCTION
Good musical qualities show themselves in a complete
sound that harmonises with those the singer is singing with.
Singing, where the sound of the singer, the sound of the
orchestra and the singer’s physiology all fit together, has
become an important factor in the development of classical
singing tradition.
If the singer is accompanied by the piano he will adapt his
interpretation to an optimal mixture of the common sound
produced.
There are many aspects the singer will react to such as
colour, loudness, brilliancy and interaction with his comusicians. These affect development of the quality of the
sound in the time-domain. The singer is likely to adapt his
singing to feedback according to reverberation and early
reflections
Therefore, time dependency plays a big role in describing
musical phenomena.

Figure 1: Spectrogram, rms, formantpeaks and pitch curve. The
DC-values and the text-grids according to the sound are
arranged in windows above and below the spectrogram.
If you click on a text the corresponding part of sound will be
marked, and if you click on the grey area below the sound will
be played. Praat allows you to use a text grid which indicates
the point of beginning and ending of the words, vowels or other
interesting parts of the sound files. There are two kinds of text
markers, point tiers and interval tiers.

2.2

WaveSurfer [2]

This is an open Source Tool for sound visualization and
manipulation. Typical applications are speech and sound
analysis and sound annotation and transcription. It can be used
with custom plug-ins and other applications

2. SINGING VOICE ANALYSIS TOOLS
2.1

PRAAT [1]

This is a tool for recording and doing sound analysis,
specialising in speech analysis, syntheses and manipulation.
It supports the labelling and segmentation of files. It controls
the management for listening tests. It also allows one to use
learning algorithms and statistical tools.

Figure 2: Graphical display from WaveSurver: Formantpeaks,
DC-curve and pitch

2.3

BIAS, VIAS and TAP [3]

BIAS and VIAS are tools for impedance measurement. The
optimizer allows simulation of bore-profiles according to a
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measured or simulated sound and it can be used for
simulation of the vocal tract-shape.
TAP is a part of VIAS. It can be used for analysis and the
synthesis of sounds. It is command-line based. The script for
calculating the α-Factor is a quick and simple process.

2.4

ProToo [3]

This tool allows the controlling of every script-based
tool/programme. Implementation of matlab-scripts like
Aparat, VoiceSauce, and of tools like TAP, PRAAT,
SNDAN and others has been done. It is possible to adapt it
to any kind of project because its structure is based on
regular expressions.

Figure 5: Graphical user surface of VoiceSauce and in the right
corner results of exported data from the vowel of ‘Knab’
averaged and displayed in an automated process

2.7

R [6]

R is a tool for statistics and graphical imaging of data. It can be
scripted.

3. LABOR-EXPERIMENTS VERSUS
REAL CONDITIONS
3.1
Figure 3: Graphical Display of ProToo

2.5

Aparat [4]

Aparat is a matlab-based computational tool to estimate the
glottal flow by inverse filtering of microphone-recorded
signals. It implements the inverse filtering methods DIF and
IAIF. Aparat, like VoiceSauce, can be used with a matlab
runtime-version

An example of the effect of reverberation on the
measuring of results

A female singer sang the first verse from ‘Heidenröslein’ by
Franz Schubert in the unechoic chamber. She got feedback
through headphones from a hall simulator which had altered her
original signal. The loudness of the feedback was adjusted
according to the singer’s sense of her natural volume. The
recorded original signal was altered with the same hall simulator
settings, rerecorded and compared to its original. The altered
signal represented a realistic hearing experience. ‘Original
signal’ means the signal produced by the singer recorded in the
unechoic chamber at a distance of 2.0m.
Spectrum Sah - stehn 2008-06-25 M1 S04 R1 ine 366Hz with and without hall simulation
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Figure 6: Comparison of an altered and an original sample of
‘Sah to stehn’ from Schubert’s ‘Heidenröslein’
In Fig. 6 it is possible to see the diagram of averaged LTAs
measured in two conditions. An indicating graph marks the
frequencies where a difference in loudness can be shown with a
significance level of 0.001 by an alternative value which is
higher than the value of the baseline. The number of samples is
5 pro condition. The delta is set to 1 dB because this represents
the discrimination threshold.
Normalised Spectral Centroid 2008-06-25 S04 R1 ine

Figure 4: Aparat application for the vowel ‘a’ taken from
‘Knab’ from the first verse from Schubert’s ‘Heidenröslein’

VoiceSauce [5]

VoiceSauce matches time-dependant calculations of spectral
tilt, HNR, formants and F0.
It uses the Snack Sound Toolkit to find the frequencies and
bandwidths of the first four formants, using the covariance
method, pre-emphasis of .96, window length of 25 ms, and
frame shift of 1 ms (to match STRAIGHT) as defaults.
Harmonic spectra magnitudes are computed pitchsynchronously over a 3-cycle window.
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Figure 7: Normalised Spectral Centroid averages of
reverberated vowel-samples from ‘Knab’ (Knab R1R1) and its
original signals (Knab R1) and indicating mask for statistical
results (α=0.05)
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In the example in Fig. 7 a sound recording mixed with its
simulated reverberation gives the possibility to visualize
differences of the spectral centroid between the sound the
singer is producing and the simulation of what she was
hearing at the same time. When the singer sings in a concert
hall a comparable situation between the produced sound and
the sound impressions coming back to the singer’s ears will
occur.

3.2

Statistics

For statistical comparison it is necessary to ensure that the
parts to be compared are sung in the same tempo so that they
are truly comparable. To avoid this problem one takes very
short sections of the music such as single vowels. Another
option could be stretching time by interpolation or by
reducing the number of sample by averaging parts of the
data to make them comparable.
When organized by automation techniques statistical
evaluation can be done at each point of time. A freeware tool
for this purpose is R [6]. Matlab [7] is also useful for
statistics.

3.3

Acoustical Analysis

calculation of the pitch is incorrect, the result of the higher
partials and derived calculations will be incorrect.
Vibrato means the time and frequency dependant behavior of
the singing voice. It should be between 5 and 7 Hz and
approximately in the range between one semitone above and
below the centre frequency.
3.3.5 Formants
Formant calculations are always an estimation that should
describe the filter characteristics of the vocal tract. There are
problems with high-frequency-tones and with sounds where the
first formant is identical with the f0. The most common method
is the LPC, but there are also other algorithms used for formantcalculations, e. g. DAP – Discrete all pole modeling.

3.4

Physiological Parameters
3.4.1 Spectral Tilt

The variables describing spectral tilt and the data available from
EGG-measurements
and
other
techniques
observing
vocalization were combined so that a prediction about glottal
closure and breathiness could be estimated by spectral data only.
3.4.2 Inverse Filtering

3.3.1 Spectra
LTAs are so-called long time average spectra. An example
of two LTA averages and their statistical comparison is
shown in Fig. 6. The indicating mask has a horizontal
baseline and the significant statistical results are indicated by
a higher value in the indicating graph. LTAs are calculated
with FFT-analysis.
A spectrogram, or sonogram (for singing voice), shows
intensity variations in the dimension of color and the time
and frequency on the x and y axes.
If spectra are calculated with pvan or mqan algorithms, the
frequency resolution is much better compared to FFT, also
when the time resolution is high because of an interpolation
done in the calculation process.
Time and intensity curves for every single partial can be
plotted and compared statistically, as well as spectra of
selected frequency bands.
3.3.2

RMS

The rms indicates the effective energy at each point of time,
or when averaged the average value over time. It is possible
to calculate the rms of the harmonic parts of the spectrum or
of the whole sound. Rms refers to the effect of the sensation
of loudness, but there are other criteria to loudness sensation
which are not considered in this paper.

A microphone signal can be traced back with the inverse
filtering technique to only an estimation of its original glottal
flow signal. The parameters of the glottal flow are then
calculated from the flow signal and some of them are robust
parameters like AQ, NAQ and QOQ because they are related to
amplitude characteristics.
3.4.3 HNR
This is the ratio between total energy and energy of noise (both
measured in dB). If 99% of the energy is in the periodic part,
then the HNR as 10*log10(99/1)=20 dB. HNR of 0 means that
the energy is distributed to equal parts in harmonics and noise.
Hoarse speakers will have a harmonicity of an /a/ much lower
than 20 dB. HNR can for example be calculated with PRAAT
and VoiceSauce

4. CONCLUSIONS
The singing voice and its behaviour can be described by any
amount of acoustical and physiological criteria. It is always
good to compare the results of calculations to a natural
representation. Any attempt to describe the nature of singing is
incomplete as it focuses only on one aspect of it. Measurements
can provide information for therapy and study purposes and
they may give an insight into how voice and sensation
functions.

3.3.3 Spectral Centroid
The spectral centroid is the weighted average of the
spectrum. Its dimension is frequency and the normalized
spectral centroid is reached by division with f0 and thus
represents the number between which partials the spectral
centre can be found. Spectral centroid is correlated to the
brilliancy of a sound.
3.3.4 Pitch and Vibrato
Singing voice samples often have a vibrato and it is
therefore sometimes difficult to get plausible results for
spectra. Methods have been developed for pitch correction
specifically when the calculations of the spectra are done
pitch-dependant as in the pvan and mqan algorithms used in
SNDAN or applications like PRAAT and VoiceSauce. If the
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MUSCLES MADE FOR BRASS PLAYING
VISUALIZATION OF TRUMPET PLAYERS’ WARM UP BY INFRARED
THERMOGRAPHY
Matthias Bertsch
Interdisciplinary Music Research. Institute 13 / 3
www.MusikundGesundheit.at, www.DrTrumpet.eu
University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna, Austria
bertsch@mdw.ac.at

ABSTRACT
During the warm up, muscle contractions and increased
blood flow result in a higher temperature of the overlying
skin. This effect can be visualized and quantified by
infrared-thermography.
The analysis demonstrates that the main facial muscle
activity during warm-up is restricted to only a few muscle
groups (M.orbicularis oris, M.depressor anguli oris, M.
zygomaticus).
The "trumpeter's muscle" (M.buccinator) proved to be of
minor importance. Less trained players expressed an
inhomogenous thermographic pattern compared to welltrained musicians. Infrared thermography could become a
useful tool for documentation of a trumpeter's playing
technique.
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Fig. 1: Simplified images of the muscles that need to be controlled for the typical “sweet-sour”-embouchure.
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Fig. 2: Temperate of the skin before an after the warm-up of a professional player. While the area at the inner-eyes always is
activated, the main difference can be seen at the corner of the mouth.

Fig. 3: Muscles surrounding the embouchure

Fig. 4: Temperature changes have been measured at several numbered areas. Graphics at the right side show the temperature
changes before and after warming-up at two areas for 15 trumpet players. (5 students, 5 professionals and 5 beginners). The outer
cheek is only warmed up by 3 degrees of one beginner, using a very different playing technique, using the trumpeter’s muscle, like
Dizzy Gillespie did.
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AN ACCENT-BASED APPROACH TO AUTOMATIC RENDERING OF PIANO
PERFORMANCE
Erica Bisesi, and Richard Parncutt
Center for Systematic Musicology
Karl-Franzens-Universität Graz, Austria
erica.bisesi@uni-graz.at
ACCENTS

ABSTRACT
We are exploring the complex relationship between accents and
expression in piano performance. Accents are local events that
attract a listener’s attention and are either evident from the score
(immanent) or added by the performer (performed). Immanent
accents are associated with (temporal, serial) grouping (phrasing), metre (downbeats), melody (peaks, leaps) and harmony
(or dissonance). In piano music, performed accents involve
changes in timing, dynamics, articulation, and pedalling; they
vary in amplitude, form (amplitude as a function of time), and
duration (the period of time during which the timing or dynamics are affected). We are analyzing a selection of Chopin Preludes using a novel method that combines aspects of the generative approach of Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983), the modeling approach of Sundberg (1988) and the accent-based approach of Parncutt (2003). In the first stage, pianists and music
theorists mark grouping, melodic and harmonic accents on the
score, estimate the importance (salience) of each, and discuss
their interrelationships. In the second stage, we mathematically
model timing and dynamics in the vicinity of selected accents
using an extended version of Director Musices − a software
package for automatic rendering of expressive performance.

1. MUSICAL ACCENTS AS EXPRESSIVE ELEMENTS
In a broad definition of accent (Parncutt, 2003), the main accents types are as follows. Grouping accents occur at starts and
ends of note groups at different hierarchical levels. Metrical
accents are similarly hierarchical and relate to the underlying
beat. Melodic accents may be turns (i.e., peaks and valleys
of the melodic contour), and skips (i.e. disjoint intervals between consecutive tones). The wider the interval before a tone,
the stronger its accent, and rising skips produce stronger accents than falling. Harmonic accents correspond to events associated to harmonic tension, and occur at harmonic changes
and at harmonic dissonances. Dynamic accents are those explicitly marked in the score. Timbral accents correspond to change
of instrument and articulatory accents correspond to legato and
staccato. According to Lerdahl and Jackendoff (1983), musical accents may be classified as structural − those assumed to
be intrinsic of the notated score − and expressive, which are
the ones added to the score by a performer. Parncutt (2003) labelled these two categories immanent and performed. Both have
aspects associated with the four primary perceptual attributes
of a sound: time, pitch, loudness and timbre. Musical experience suggests that immanent accents may define categories of
perceptual attributes whose boundaries are determined perceptually and within which performance parameters can be manipulated. Table 1 shows how immanent and performed accents
can be classified according to perceptual attribute.

time
pitch
loudness
timbre

IMMANENT
grouping
metrical
melodic
harmonic
dynamic
instrument
orchestration

PERFORMED
agogic (onset time)
articulatory (duration)
intonation
stress
coloration

Table 1: Parncutt’s (2003) taxonomy of musical accents.

The relationship between immanent and performed accents
is that performers tend to “bring out” immanent accents, i.e.
to attract the listener’s attention to them. For example, a performer may slow the tempo or add extra time in the vicinity of
certain kinds of immanent accent, or change dynamics or articulation (the degree of staccato (separation) or legato (overlap) of
successive events) in consistent ways. This relationship is complex and depends on many factors such as musical and personal
style, local and cultural context, intended emotion or meaning,
and acoustical and technical constraints.
Our approach to music analysis assumes that musical events
that attract attention (accents) can function as a vehicle for emotional expression. So there is an interesting open question about
the relationship between emotion and accent − both immanent
emotion (Sloboda, 1991) and performed emotion (the topic of
our research). Sloboda identified simple structures like sequences (related to structures of grouping accents), appoggiaturas
(harmonic accents or − according to Director Musices (DM)
− “melodic charge”), and new or unexpected harmonies (harmonic accents or “harmonic charge”) which are associated with
emotional responses. As there exists an interesting relationship
between Parncutt’s (2003) model of accents and data of Sloboda
(1991), we can link Sloboda’s main findings with Parncutt theory of accents, as follows: (1) a harmonic descending cycle of
fifths to tonic is an event that arouses expectation of tonic arrival; (2) melodic appoggiaturas can be interpreted as harmonic
accents (Sundberg: “melodic charge”); (3) melodic or harmonic
sequences involve structural accents (at start of each repetition,
at a different pitch); (4) enharmonic changes involves harmonic
accents (sudden change of harmony or tonality); (5) harmonic
or melodic acceleration to cadence corresponds to an increase
in temporal density of (harmonic or melodic) accents (number
of accents per unit time), implying that emotional intensity depends on the salience and temporal density of accents; (6) delay of final cadence may be regarded as an unexpected structural accent; (7) a new or unprepared harmony corresponds to
a harmonic accent; (8) a sudden dynamic or textural change
may be related to any accent (something that attracts attention);
(9) repeated syncopation is a change in metrical accent pattern;
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(10) a prominent event that came earlier than prepared for is
also something that attracts attention. Whereas Sloboda focused on what we call immanent accents (emotional expressivity that is somehow inherent in the score), we will now address
the relation between immanent and performed accents − with
a common underlying concept of accentuation as psychological salience (perceptual importance or probability of noticing,
Parncutt, 1989).
2. AN ACCENT-BASED APPROACH TO AUTOMATIC
RENDERING OF PIANO PERFORMANCE
The following stages are planned for our investigation of the
relationship between immanent accents and general expressive
features (performed accents) in piano music: (i) the empirical determination of immanent accent locations in the musical
score and their relative salience (musical analysis); (ii) the setting of expressive parameters (timing and dynamics) for each
performed accent (style-dependent mathematical and physical
modelling).

of salience 4. The first accent in bar 6 is regarded as a dissonance carrying more tension than its resolution (on the following accent). Similarly, the new chord at the beginning of the
last sub-subphrase is interesting, because it carries out a chromatic modulation from F sharp minor to B minor.
To mark the phrasing accents on a score, it is necessary first
to describe the piece’s hierarchical phrasing structure. In this
example, we first regard the entire excerpt as one long phrase
(indicated by hierarchical level 1 in the boxes), then divide this
into two subphrases (hierarchical level 2) of nominally equal
importance. Then we divide each subphrase into two sub-subphrases (hierarchical level 3). Fig. 1 shows the boundaries of
each phrase, subphrase and sub-subphrase by a curved line from
its beginning (indicated by numbered boxes over the line) and
its end (numbered boxes below the line). The starts and ends of
subphrases are marked intuitively by dividing the main phrase
into excerpts of equal length, while sub-subphrases involve repetitions of motives (as in first two sub-subphrases) or introduction of new structural elements (as in the last sub-subphrase).

2.1. Musical analysis
Notes and groups of notes do not divide easily into two categories, accented and unaccented. The degree of accentuation
varies on a continuous scale. Here we use the term “salience”
to describe the importance of a note. The salience of an immanent accent may be considered to be the same as perceptual
importance when the music is heard in a typical expressive performance, or even in a deadpan performance.
Fig. 1 shows a general example of accentuation. Because
we are talking about accentuation that arises only from the musical structure and not from performance, we may use the term
“immanent accentuation”. Here, immanent accents of first eight
bars of Chopin Prelude op. 28 n. 6 are divided into three
types: phrasing (or serial grouping), melodic (or contour), and
harmonic (or dissonance). Accents are subjectively assigned a
salience level ranging from 1 to 5. This is indicated by the size
of the squares at melodic accents (C) 1 and harmonic accents
(H).
To identify the melodic accents, we have labeled the highest and lowest tones of the whole melody, then labeled the
local peaks and valleys, i.e. the highest and lowest pitches in
a given phrase. The third melodic accent (C) corresponds to
a valley; all the other are melodic peaks. The salience of the
melodic peak in bar 5 is bigger than the salience of the first two
peaks, not only because it is higher in pitch, but also because
it occurs at the third repetition of the same motive. As peaks
normally have more salience than valleys, the melodic valley at
the beginning of the fifth bar has low salience (of level 2). The
last two melodic peaks in bars 7 and 8 are less salient than the
others, if we assume that the melody in the right hand in the
last sub-subphrase is less important than the left-hand melody
in previous bars; further, their relative salience is different, because the pitch of the first one is higher than the pitch of the
second one.
The harmonic accent of a chord in a chord progression has
several components: roughness, harmonic ambiguity, harmonic
relationship to context, and familiarity or expectedness. These
components can change independently of one another, so we
need to consider all of them. The first chord in bar 5 is an unexpected new chord, so we have marked it as a harmonic accent
1 We use the letter C for melodic accents because they only refer to
contour.

Figure 1: Subjective analysis of accents in the first eight bars
of Chopin Prelude op. 28 n. 6. Melodic contours and harmonic accents are indicated by boxes of different size, depending on their salience (levels from 1 to 5). Hierarchical phrasing
is indicated by curved lines from the start and the end of each
phrase, subphrase and sub-subphrase. Numbers in the boxes
refer respectively to the start (boxes over the line) and the end
(boxes below the line) of the main phrase (1), of subphrases (2)
and sub-subphrases (3).

2.2. Mathematical modeling
The formulation of a physical model of expressive performance
involves adjustments in tempo and dynamics curves by means
of a set of prescriptions, enabling different interpretations of
a musical score. The current version of DM operates on variables such as tone, inter-onset duration, amplitude, and pitch,
modeling global aspects of structure such as phrasing, articulation and intonation. In our adapted version of this software,
we adjust local tempo and dynamics curves in the vicinity of
a specific accent. We expect that implementation of Parncutt’s
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model into DM will improve the musical qualities of its renditions, by relating expressive features of a performance not only
to global or intermediate structural properties, but also by accounting for local events (individual notes corresponding to accents) in a systematic way.
Many studies have suggested a relationship between musical motion and physical movement (Clynes, 1977, Friberg and
Sundberg, 1999; Repp, 1992, Todd, 1992, 1995). For instance,
Todd compared the variation of tempo in music with velocity
in the equations of elementary mechanics (Todd, 1995). This
mathematics can be incorporated into a model of performed
accent that predicts timing and/or dynamics in the vicinity of
an accent, where the strength of the accent corresponds to the
height of the peak, the width of the curve accounts for the duration of the event, and the graphic shape is representative of
finer expressive elements. For instance, melodic accent strength
may depend on the size of the interval preceding the corresponding tone (in skips), the shape of the melodic contour and the
distance from the mean pitch of the local context (in turns). The
model should be asymmetrical with respect to peaks and valleys (Parncutt, 2003).
Figure 2 shows some examples of
mathematical functions that can be used to model some of these
effects. As all the functions are given in a parametric representation, the shape of the timing and/or dynamics curves in the
vicinity of an accent may be determined by the kind of the function involved, its width and peak amplitude (the area below the
curve).

of expressive variations. For instance, a salient event in the
score may be emphasized in performance by temporal preparation and addition of elements of surprise − that are suitable
for harmonic changes and dissonances, while a monotonic increase (or decrease) in tempo and/or dynamics will sound more
natural and appropriate for less expressive gestures. The degree
of asymmetry in the global event curve may reflect the salience
of a particular musical attribute of the accent.
3. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF MUSICAL
EXPRESSION
Like other areas of research, modern musicology can take advantage of sophisticated computer models in diverse areas, including the analysis of scores and sound files (music information retrieval), composition, and expressive performance. Despite significant progress in music performance analysis and
rendering in recent years, computer generated performances are
still clearly artistically inferior to real ones. So far, generative
algorithms cannot reliably render musically convincing performances in a variety of styles, nor has a single theoretical approach begun to dominate the field. The modeling of performance expression is one of today’s most important unsolved
problems in music psychology. Considerable progress is still
possible in the automatic generation of musically satisfying or
acceptable renderings. Given that background, out project will
investigate the complex web of relationships that link musical
structure to musical expression:
• How and to what extent are timing and dynamics related
to musical accents (in a broad definition) in expressive
piano music?
• Which computational models best account for changes
in timing and dynamics in a vicinity of accents?
• How can such models best be incorporated into existing
computing environments for simulating music expression?
We will address these questions by incorporating the accent theory of Parncutt (2003) into Director Musices − a performance
rendering system that introduces expressive deviations into input score files.
3.1. Director Musices

Figure 2: Examples of analytical functions to model gradual
changes in tempo and dynamic level in the vicinity of accents.
The change of curvature (second derivative) and asymmetry
of the curves in tempo and dynamic level are particularly interesting from a musical point of view, as they can explain a range

Director Musices (http://www.speech.kth.se/music/performance
/download/dm-download.html) was developed in the 1980s and
1990s by Anders Friberg, Lars Frydén and Johan Sundberg in
a long-term research project at the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm (Friberg, Bresin, and Sundberg, 2006; Sundberg, 1988). It comprises performance rules (mathematically
defined conventions of music performance) that change specific
note properties, including timing, duration and intensity. By
manipulating program parameters, meta-performers can change
the degree and kind of expression by adjusting the extent to
which each rule is (or all rules are) applied. The program is
implemented in Common Lisp and in its current formulation is
available free as a stand-alone application both for Macintosh
and Windows platforms. The main advantages of DM for our
purposes are (i) it already works well in its current form; (ii) the
architecture and code are flexible enough to permit gradual evolution of both structure and mathematical formulations; (iii) it
is an ideal environment to develop specific tools for perceptual
experiments and/or educational applications.
Several of the rules presented in DM can be interpreted in
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terms of Parncutt’s taxonomy of accents. For example, DM
invokes specific changes of timing and dynamics in the temporal vicinity of the peak of a melodic contour. In Parncutt’s
(2003) model, a melodic contour peak is regarded as a melodic
accent, and any accent can or should be emphasized by a slowing of tempo in the vicinity of the accent (or by the insertion
of short time delays) and/or by a temporary increase (or decrease) of dynamic level. Comparisons of this kind suggest that
a conflation of the two models may yield new insights into expressive performance and possibly lead to artistically superior
computer-rendered performances. As a first attempt, we can incorporate aspects of Parncutt’s accent model into the code, retaining existing formulations that correspond to accents, so that
existing procedures in the model can be reinterpreted in relation
to accent theory. Specifically, we will adjust local tempo and
dynamic curves in the vicinity of a specific accent. Moreover,
we will improve DM’ potentialities by implementing Parncutt’s
model into new rules, relating expressive features of a performance not only to global or intermediate structural properties
(i.e. different levels of phrasing), but also accounting for local
events (individual notes corresponding to accents) in a systematic way.
An example of expressive rendering with the two formulations − respectively with the old and the new systems of rules
− is discussed in next paragraph.
3.2. Preparation of sound examples
A major principle in the current formulation of DM is phrasing − a prominent criterion in the majority of music performances (Sundberg, Friberg & Bresin, 2003). Once the phrase
boundaries are marked in the score, the Phrase-Arc rule associates to each phrase an arch-like tempo curve and a sound level
according to a given parametrization. Among the others, parameters involve the shape of the profiles in timing and dynamics,
scaling factors for inter-onset-level and sound level, and turning
position in the phrase. With the current rule system, DM can
model also some aspects of tonal tension: the Melodic Charge
rule emphasizes tones that are far away from the current root
of the chord on the circle of fifths, and the Harmonic Charge
rule emphasizes chords that are far away from the current key
on the circle of fifths. Fig. 3 shows an example of application of these rules to the score of Fig. 1: solid (blue) line in
the upper plot corresponds to the duration difference from nominal duration expressed in percent of each tone’s duration as a
function of the note position in the score, and solid (blue) line
in the lower plot corresponds to the difference in sound level
from the default value as a function of the note position. In this
example, phrasing is modeled with the best settings of PhraseArc, according to a preliminary auditory evaluation based on
our ears. Here, levels of phrasing 1 and 2 have quantity 0.1 and
level 3 has quantity 0.6. To improve phrasing and articulation,
we also used Phrase-Articulation (introduction of micropauses
after phrase and subphrase boundaries, and lengthening of the
last note in phrases), Score-Legato-Art (tone overlaps for notated legato), Leap-Tone-Duration (shorten the first note of an
ascending leap and lengthen the first note of a descending leap),
and Final-Ritard (ritardando at the end of the piece). Finally, the
tonal tension is modeled applying High-Loud, Melodic Charge
and Harmonic Charge (with the same quantity q = 3).
The dashed-dotted (red) lines in Fig. 3 refer to the new
formulation of DM. Here, each accent marked in Fig. 1 is modeled by means of two new functions, for timing (duration) and
dynamics (sound level) variations in the vicinity ot the accent.
Each function admits five free parameters: the event peak, the

Figure 3: Example of mathematical modeling of timing (upper panel) and dynamics (lower panel) corresponding to the analysis of Chopin Prelude op. 28 n. 6 shown in Fig. 1. Solid
(blue) lines are obtained applying the system of rules in the current formulation of Director Musices, that is dominated by phrasing (details in the text), while dashed-dotted (red) lines refer to
the new formulation of DM, based on the model of accents.

width of the interval preceding the accent, the width of the interval following the accent, the shape of the curve before the
peak, and the shape of the curve after the peak. In this case, accents are modeled with exponentials and Gaussians of different
peaks and widths, corresponding to saliences indicated by the
analysis of Fig. 1. As in the previous formulation of the code,
all the new rules are additive: when a tone or a chord has more
than an accent, profiles in timing and dynamics account for the
global (superimposed) effect of all the accents. As in the previous case, we chose the best settings of new rules, according
to a preliminary auditory evaluation based on our ears. No rule
belonging to the previous formulation is employed, apart from
Leap-Tone-Duration and Final-Ritard (both independent on the
context). Therefore a comparison between the two formulations
is possible, as discussed in the next session.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 3 suggests that the accent procedure can closely approximate the patterns of timing and dynamics obtained in the phrasing-based formulation, without the need for any other principle. This is evidence for an intrinsic relationship between
phrase structure and accents. The opposite does not occur: DM’
phrasing algorithms cannot reproduce all timing and dynamic
fluctuations at the local note level. The expressive rendering
based on accent theory sounds promising. It considers local
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events as pillars supporting a phrase or subphrase (bottom-up
approach), and not a subtler realization of the phrasing structure (top-down approach). DM has a mixture of top-down and
bottom-up components (local and global); in its respect our approach is similar, but our simulations suggest that bottom-up
approach can work alone, which would make the model more
parsimonious. In this way, different subphrases can be modeled
independently from one another, leading to higher variability in
the profiles of timing and dynamics and hence a wider spectrum
of performances.
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ABSTRACT
Violin timbre is discussed and demonstrated in light of
Heinrich Dünnwald‟s work on parameters for relative levels
of certain frequency ranges of narrowband violin body
spectra. He analyzed more than 700 violins and found some
characteristic objective features in the spectra of Old Italian
violins that differed from modern master and factory made
violins.
Using data from my impact hammer data set of violins and
hardangers I compare the spectra of instruments with low
versus high values of these Dünnwald parameters and make
“difference filters” between them. These filters are then used
in modifications of a short played violin phrase
demonstrating the effects as the Dünnwald parameters are
varied. I will also present some preliminary results from a
data mining project where I extract some simple significant
correlations between construction details and these objective
timbre parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION
Heinrich Dünnwald studied sine swept violin spectra from
some 700 instruments in his PhD work from the late 80‟s
[1,2]. He measured spectra from some 55 old Italians, 75 old
master instruments made before 1800, 300 master
instruments made after 1800, 170 factory made violins and
100 of another category (probably amateur made etc).
Dünnwald measured all instruments using the same method
exciting the instruments by a very light exciter pushing
against the bridge G string side giving a close to flat force
input. The measurements were conducted in an echo and
noise free environment.

2.1

The relative A0 level, L, in old violin spectra

One of the main findings was that the level of the A0 resonance
compared to the mid frequency range from 650Hz-1,12kHz
tended to be stronger in the old Italians as compared to most of
the rest of the instruments. Figure 2 shows how the L-parameter
was measured out of the violin spectra in his study.

A0

Figure 2: Sine swept frequency response of a violin by A. Stradivari
from 1708. The two green lines show the level difference between the
A0 and the strongest peak in the 650Hz-1,12kHz region. Dünnwald
adjusted the excitation so that the strongest peak in the mid frequency
range was at 25dB. The level of the A0 was then read directly off the
graph and given the name “L” (L = 25dB – ΔL). Graph from [3].

Figure 3 shows the cumulative distribution of the L-parameter
from all the 700 instrument spectra sorted on these four groups
of instruments:
a) Factory violins
b) Master violins made after 1800
c) Master violins made before 1800
d) Old Italians

2. METHOD
His measurement technique would be equivalent to using an
impact hammer system where the input force signal is
accounted for, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: Cumulative curves for the measured L parameter values from
the four groups of instruments. Graph from [3]

Figure 1: Rig for measurement of SPL()/F() “impact hammer”
spectra. The fiddle is insulated from the rig by rubber bands. The
strings are damped with rubber foam pieces.

The Old Italian (OI) violins cumulative curve in Figure 3 show
a small “plateau” ending at 18 dB. Only four of 55 OI violins
have L lower than 18 dB (each step in the curve is an
instrument).
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Dünnwald chose L ≥ 18 dB as the main requirement for Old
Italian violin sound. That is: at most a 7 dB difference
between A0 and the strongest resonance in the region from
650Hz to 1120 Hz. For the Stradivari in Figure 2 the ΔL is 1
dB. L = 25dB – ΔL = 24 dB, close to the max values in
Figure 3. 66% (462) of all the instruments do not meet the
criteria.

2.2

tops weighed an average 64.8 ± 3.8g with the bass bar in place.
Only frequency data for mode 2 and 5 were given.
Using Figure 5, violins with 58-70g tops are likely to have L
parameters spectra values in the green zone.

Data on L and the A0 level from my study

I have spectra from 18 violins and 18 Hardanger fiddles
measured in the impact hammer rig shown in Figure 1.
There are data from a few very good to mediocre
instruments. Some are master built from about 1860 up to
the present, a few are recent mass produced Chinese violins.
Some of these, and some Hardanger fiddles, are regraduated
and set up by me. There are no Old Italian violins included.
Figure 4 shows the cumulative curve for the L parameter
from my set of spectra. They basically perform like the
group of pre 1800 master instruments in Figure 3, but with a
smaller range in the data towards the low end. (Dünnwald‟s
L = 4 dB versus my L = 11 dB as minima)

Figure 5: Color scale for L parameter values from my dataset of 36
violins and Hardanger fiddles. Top plate weights along the x-axis and
first twisting plate mode (Mode 1) frequencies along the y-axis.

In normally graduated violin and Hardanger fiddle top plates,
the free plate Mode 1 resonance is seldom above 90Hz.

2.5

Figure 4: Cumulative curves for the measured L parameter values
from my dataset of 36 violins and Hardanger fiddles. Data for 7
Strads, a Vuillaume and 6 contemporary US makers are included.

The Hardanger fiddles tend to have slightly higher values.
18 of the instruments meet the Old Italian violin criteria for
the L parameter, 7 violins and 11 Hardanger fiddles.

2.3

Data mining set

A quite extensive set of data are collected from the
instruments such as thicknesses, arching heights,
dimensions, wood sound speed data, wood density, plate
weights (if tops come off), different tap tones, f-hole lengths,
distances between them, bridge properties, sound post
position, etc. There are about 200 construction data inputs
per instrument with a main weight on the recorded thickness
graduations.
These construction data are tested for any correlations with
e.g. Dünnwald parameters extracted from the recorded
spectra in a sort of “data mining process”.

2.4

Method for the filtering experiments

One of the aims of this study is to listen to how real instruments
with high and low values of Dünnwald parameters, as well as
A0 and overall SPL, sound. The procedure was:

The SPL()/F() spectra were extracted in
narrowband and 1/12th octave bands

The Dünnwald (DW) parameters were extracted from
these spectra

The spectra were sorted by the DW parameters, the
A0 level and the overall SPL

Average spectra of the instruments with the 5 highest
and lowest parameter values was made

The difference between these were used to filter a
short played violin phrase in SpectraPlus v.5.0

3. RESULTS
The spectra are imported into an Excel spreadsheet for sorting,
calculating the average, making filters and plotting the spectra.

3.1

High versus low A0 spectra

Figure 6 show the average curve for the 5 instruments with the
highest and lowest level of the main air, A0, resonance.

A0

Factors affecting L and A0

In the study several factors appear with significant
correlations with the A0 and L levels. Two of these are the
resonance frequency of the first twisting mode and the
weight of the free top plate. Lighter and less stiff tops tend to
occur more often in instruments with higher L-parameter
values, as illustrated in the contour plot in Figure 5.
Top plate weights and tap tones have been the focus of
recent studies of data from some Old Italian violins [4]. The

Figure 6: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest absolute A0 levels.
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The difference is not only seen for the A0 level, but over the
entire spectrum. In general there are 5-7dB stronger levels in
four frequency regions. The weakest A0 instruments are
stronger only from 3,5Hz-5kHz. Most listeners should hear
the difference between these spectra.

3.2

3.4

High versus low ACD-B spectra

Figure 9 shows the average curve for the 5 instruments with the
highest and lowest level of the A+C+D-B (ACD-B) sum.

High versus low L parameter spectra

Figure 7 show the average curve for the 5 instruments with
the highest and lowest level of the L parameter value.

A0

Figure 9: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest ACD-B sum values.

Figure 7: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest L parameter values.

The spectra show differences also outside the region of the
A0 and the 650Hz-1.12kHz range. The differences are a bit
more moderate than in Figure 6 (the A0). Still there are
some 5-7dB differences, but now there are more regions
where the low L parameter value instruments have stronger
response. I think the difference between the high versus low
value sound sample is heard quite well, but less pronounced
than for the A0.

3.3

Further sound quality parameters, ACD-B

The high L-parameter value (L ≥ 18dB) was a necessary but
not sufficient property for sorting the Old Italian violins
from the rest in Dünnwald‟s study [1, 2]. There were some
mediocre instruments among those meeting the L ≥ 18dB
criteria. Dünnwald extended the number of factors to better
characterize the very good sounding instruments. He divided
the spectrum into frequency regions from A to F as shown in
Figure 8.

The differences in Figure 9 are more pronounced in the mid and
high frequency region with differences outside the range from
A-D. In this set the A region differences are small, while the B
and CD region differences are some 0-7dB and opposite in the
B and CD regions.
There are less sound differences in this comparison than the
former two examples.

3.5

High frequency sound quality parameter, DE-F

A strong response in the high frequency region D and E were
often found in the spectra from the best instruments, while the
very high frequency region F (harshness region) was weak. The
DE-range is the 'body hill' - 'singers formant', brilliance and
carrying power region [5]. Dünnwald made a parameter
combining the levels of the D and E regions and subtracted the
level in the „harshness‟ frequency range F: DE-F. He connects
higher values of this parameter to a clearer or warmer sound.

Figure 10: Frequency regions D-F used for calculating the DE-F sound
level.

3.6
Figure 8: Frequency regions A-D used for calculating the ACD-B
sound level.

He found that the sum of the sound pressure levels in the A,
C and D was beneficial, and that the B region was having a
negative influence on the timbre if it was strong. Often that
region was strong in factory violins. So the parameter
became ACD-B and he denotes that instruments with B
stronger than the sum of ACD regions would sound more
Topfig or nasal [2].

High versus low DE-F spectra

Figure 11 shows the average curve for the 5 instruments with
the highest and lowest level of the D+E-F (DE-F) sum.
There are larger differences in certain 1/12th octave bands in the
DE and F regions than in the former spectra, up to 10dB. There
are smaller differences outside the DE-F region too.
The difference in the sound samples here are more pronounced
than for the ACD-B and maybe also the L examples.
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Figure 11: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest DE-F sum values.

3.7

Figure 13: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest combined Dünnwald parameter values +
SPL.

High versus low overall SPL

Figure 12 shows the average curve for the 5 instruments
with the highest and lowest overall sound pressure level
SPL. In timbre experiments variations in SPL is often
compensated for, as it is known to be a dominating factor.
However, instruments do tend to be more or less loud as a
natural property.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Old Italian violin tone has been assessed through Dünnwald‟s
parameters extracted from spectra from 36 violins and
Hardanger fiddles over time accessible to the author.
Preliminary results indicate that:

Stronger A0 levels seem to be a more robust than just
stronger L parameter values in the data set

Lighter tops and less stiff central part of the top plates
may lead to instruments with higher L and A0 levels.

The differences in the ACD-B parameter seems to be
less dominating than the DE-F in the sound samples

Differences in the overall SPL, and the combined
parameter, seem to be clearly audible. Instruments
with higher values seem to sound more „punchy‟, and
simply better.

7 golden age Strads, a Vuillaume and violins made by
5 contemporary US and German makers (6
instruments) all met the L ≥ 18 dB criterion.

Figure 12: Averages of the spectra from the instruments with the 5
highest versus the 5 lowest overall SPL values.

There are differences of about 0-8dB or so between the
spectra, and the louder instruments tend to be stronger
almost all the way. A trained eye will see that the stronger
instruments probably are the better ones. The mid frequency
range is moderate. (The peak seen at 16 kHz is from my tube
TV). The difference in the sound samples is heard as a
louder sound plus possibly a more „punchy‟ and piercing
character.

3.8

A possible new combined timbre parameter

In earlier studies of recordings of fine old violins I have used
a combined parameter combining Dünnwald‟s parameters
and the SPL: L + ACD-B + DE-F + SPL, [6].
Figure 13 shows the average curve for the 5 instruments
with the highest and lowest overall summed Dünnwald
parameter values and SPL. The differences are a bit more
moderate than those shown in Figure 12 for the SPL, some
0-6 dB. In general the bands assumed to be beneficial are
stronger for the blue curve. The assumed negative B and F
regions are weaker.
The sound samples are less different than the DE-F and A0
examples, but are still quite pronounced. In general the
higher values example is the better sounding.
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ABSTRACT
In the reed woodwind family instruments differ between
them in both their geometry (mainly cylindrical or mainly conical) and their excitation mechanism (single or double reed).
How much of the produced sound is due to the single/double
reed, and how much to the geometry of the instrument? Measurements done by Almeida et al. [1] show that the flow vs
pressure characteristic curve of a double reed is not that different from that of a single reed, the only difference being probably
due to pressure recovery inside the conical staple. Is it possible
to make a single reed mouthpiece for an oboe, keeping the conical staple, that would still give the oboe its characteristic sound?
To find out, a mouthpiece with the following characteristics is
being made: A standard clarinet B ♭ reed can be attached to
it, its volume is approximately that of the missing part of the
instrument cone, and a standard french oboe staple can be inserted to it, so that it can be inserted in the usual way in any
french oboe. Examples of the first prototypes, as well as sound
samples will be presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Would an oboe with a single reed sound like a saxophone? What
difference exactly does a single reed make compared to a double reed? Is the sound of the oboe due to the double reed,
or to the conical bore? Measurements done recently in double reeds point to the fact that the behaviour of double reeds is
not fundamentally different from that of a single reed, as had
been thought before. In the light of this, it is hypothesised that,
given the right parameters, it is indeed possible to build a single
reed mouthpiece for an oboe without modifying its characteristic sound or tuning. Some advantages of having such a mouthpiece could be:

Figure 1: Typical oboe reed.

4. It would not require the oboist to make his/her own reeds:
Buy one from the counter, attach it to the mouthpiece,
and play!
2. DOUBLE REED FUNCTIONING
Hirschberg [2] presented a model of a double reed with a downstream neck or constriction, like the one shown in Figure 3. This
constriction presents a flow resistance, making the pressure vs
flow characteristic curve highly nonlinear and hysteretic. Since
then researchers like Fletcher and Rossing [3] and Vergez et al.
[4] have extrapolated Hirschberg’s model to double reeds like
those of oboes and bassoons (see [3], page 405):
“An important modification of this behaviour occurs in the case of double reeds such as those of
the oboe and bassoon, in which there is a long
narrow passage through the reed. Such a passage
can introduce appreciable flow resistance, which
can have a significant effect on reed behaviour”
How does the oboe reed really behave?

1. Playing oboe would be more accessible to other woodwind players such as clarinetists and saxophonists
2. It would be easier to learn for beginners, since blowing a
single reed requires less pressure and support
3. The single reed excitation is less vulnerable, since the
mouthpiece forms a natural protection for the reed

2.1. Equations
The relationship between pressure difference across the mouthpiece ∆P and the volume flow inside the instrument U is described by the Bernoulli equation:
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Figure 2: Pressure vs Flow characteristic curve for a reed with
flow separation in the reed channel with (solid) and without
(dotted) a downstream neck (taken from [2], page 352, with
author’s permission).

Figure 4: Comparison between pressure and flow characteristics
of clarinet, oboe and bassoon reeds. The measurement corresponding to the clarinet reed was obtained by Dalmont et al. [5].
For the purpose of comparison, all three measurements have
been normalised according to the maximum flow and closing
pressure (taken from [6], page 65, with author’s permission).

Figure 3: Sketch of an ancient Egyptian double reed with a neck
(taken from [2], page 350).
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where u is the particle velocity, S is the opening area of the reed
(which depends on ∆P ), and U is the volume flow. Equation 2
is represented as the Pressure vs Flow curve in Figure 2 by the
broken curve.
Hirschberg [2] presented a model for a double reed with a
downstream neck or constriction like the one shown in Figure
3, which presents a flow resistance, adding an RU 2 term to the
Bernoulli equation, giving:
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The curve resulting from equation 4 is plotted in Figure 2
as solid curve. The extra flow resistance shifts the characteristic
curve to the right, resulting in a strong hysteretic behaviour.

Figure 5: Internal profile of an oboe reed (taken from [6], page
33, with author’s permission).

Almeida [6] presented measurements of the internal profile
of an oboe reed (including the staple). They are shown in Figure 5. According to the measurements presented in Figure 4
it seems that the reed passage is not narrow enough to add a
significant extra flow resistance.
Furthermore, by comparing the curves of clarinet and oboe
in Figure 4, it can be seen that the behaviour of a double reed
is of the same kind as that of a single reed. The only difference
lies on the pressure difference at which the flow is maximum:
In single reeds this is typically at 13 of the closing pressure pM ,
by the measurements done by Almeida et al. [1] it is at 41 for
oboes and 15 for bassoons. He concludes that this effect can be
due to the geometry of the staple, which can be assimilated to a
conical diffuser.
According to Almeida et al. [1], adding the conical diffuser
after the reed results in an extra term:
∆P =

2.2. Measurements

ρ
2



U
S

2

− αU 2

(5)

where

Figure 4 shows the pressure vs flow characteristic measured by
Almeida et al. [1] on oboe and bassoon reeds, as well as the
clarinet reed measured by Dalmont et al. [5]. It shows that
the characteristic curve of the oboe reed is shifted to the left
compared to that of the clarinet reed, and not to the right, as
predicted by Hirschberg’s model.

ρ CP
(6)
2
2 Sin
CP ≈ 0.8 is the pressure recovery coefficient, and Sin is the
opening area at the top of the conical diffuser. It follows then
that the volume flow is:
α=
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Reed maker

Staple
length
[mm]

www.britanniareeds.com
www.girardreeds.com
www.chaseoboereeds.co.uk
www.reedmaker.co.uk

45 - 47
47
??
45 - 47

Total
reed
length
[mm]
69 - 72.5
72
72
70 - 72

Table 1: Length of reed plus staple and of staple alone by different oboe reed makers
Figure 6: Internal bore profile of an oboe (taken from [7], page
77, with author’s permission).

used immediately. The maximum width at the top of a
traditional Vandoren reed is 13 mm.
• Mouthpiece tip shape: The tip of the mouthpiece should
match the shape of a standard clarinet reed.

U =S

r

2∆P
ρ − 2S 2 α

• Mouthpiece tip thickness: The thickness at the top of the
mouthpiece should be as thin as possible, so that an oboe
player can still use his/her accustomed embouchure.

(7)

3. MOUTHPIECE REQUIREMENTS
• Mouthpiece Cavity Volume: According to Nederveen [8],
in order for at least the first two modes to be tuned properly, the volume inside the cavity of the mouthpiece has
to match the volume of the missing part of the cone,
which in turn corresponds to the volume inside the oboe
reed without the staple plus the virtual volume due to
reed motion. Deviations from the preferred value of this
volume strongly influence the high register and the upper
part of the low register [8]. A typical bore profile of an
oboe can be found in [7], and is shown in Figure 6. Careful measurements of the bore profile shown in Figure 6
reveal that:
– the (half) angle of the main cone is 0.82◦
– the length of the missing part of the cone is 82.4
mm
– therefore the volume of the missing part of the
cone is approximately 0.12 cm3
– the volume inside the reed is just under 0.02 cm3 ,
leaving approximately 0.1 cm3 for the reed motion
• Mouthpiece Total Length: Given the fact that the proposed mouthpiece will have a very different geometry
than that of a double reed, it is possible that a different
length will be required in order to achieve the desired
pitch. However, making the total length of the mouthpiece plus staple of approximately the same length of a
standard double reed seems to be a good starting point.
A quick survey on reeds and reed makers (see Table 1)
revealed that the considered standard total length of the
oboe reed is 72 mm, and that of the staple is 47 mm. This
is if the player wishes to play at A4 = 440 Hz. Reeds
get shorter, down to 69 mm (usually on shorter staples as
well), for people who wish to play at a higher pitch.

• Distance between reed and mouthpiece lay: It has been
found by trial and error that a distance of 0.8 mm between mouthpiece lay and reed presents a good compromise between a loud and full tone and ease of play.
• Other geometrical considerations: Sharp edges inside
the mouthpiece should be avoided, in order to avoid turbulence and noise that would result from it.
4. MOUTHPIECE PROTOTYPE
A prototype has been built according to the previous requirements, and is shown in Figure 7. Does it sound like an oboe
played with a double reed?
4.1. Sound comparison between the prototype and a standard double reed
A professional oboe player was asked to play a melody of her
choice 5 times with a standard double reed and 5 times with the
single reed mouthpiece and a standard Vandoren reed strength 5.
The melody she played is “Blues for oboe” written by Christopher Norton, and is shown in Figure 8.
After having played her own oboe with the two mouthpieces (the prototype shown in Figure 7 and a standard double
reed of her choosing), her opinion was that the instrument with
the single reed mouthpiece sounds as if it were being played
with a standard plastic double reed. She also commented on the
intonation being flatter.

• Mouthpiece Staple: The mouthpiece should allow the insertion of a standard oboe reed staple, since it is hypothesised [1] that it is its geometry that is responsible for the
difference in behaviour between single reed and double
reed.
• Mouthpiece Width: It is intended to use a standard clarinet B ♭ reed that can be bought in any music store and

Figure 7: Mouthpiece prototype.
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Figure 8: Melody played by a professional oboe player on the mouthpiece prototype and a standard double reed of her choice.
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With the aid of the program SNDAN [9], the playing frequency and normalised spectral centroid vs time were calculated for each played instance. The average and standard deviation over the 5 instances played for each mouthpiece are shown
in Figures 9 and 10. Close inspection of Figure 9 reveals that
the playing frequency of the oboe was approximately 50 cents
flatter when played with the single reed mouthpiece than with
the standard double reed. This is an indication that the volume
inside the mouthpiece is too big.
Figure 10 shows that the spectral centroid of the oboe played
with the single reed mouthpiece is in most notes higher than
with the standard double reed. The only exception was the
highest note played, which was a G5 , where the situation was
reversed.

500

0

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The prototype shown in Figure 7 is already playable. The sound
is about 50 cents flat, and the timbre is somehow brighter than
that of the double reed. Some minor modifications that are
planned to try to improve sound and intonation include:
• Reduce the volume inside the mouthpiece cavity
• Make the shape of the mouthpiece cavity rounder
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Figure 9: Playing frequency vs time averaged over the 5 played
instances. 0 cents corresponds to the nominal frequency of note
E4 (329.63 Hz)

Once these modifications are done, more sound tests will
be performed. A measurement of the pressure vs flow characteristic curve is also planned, in order to confirm experimentally
Almeida’s hypothesis.
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VICTOR-CHARLES MAHILLON’S THEORIES ON THE CONSTRUCTION
OF MOUTHPIECES FOR BRASSWINDS
Stewart Carter
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC, USA
Victor-Charles Mahillon (1841–1924) left his mark on
the musical instrument field in many ways. As an instrument maker he managed one of the largest manufacturing concerns of its type in Europe. As a museum
curator he was instrumental in founding and systematizing one of the most important collections of instruments in the world, now known as the Brussels Musical Instrument Museum. As an organologist he developed a system of classification for musical instruments
that, though modified by Sachs and Hornbostel in
1914, remains viable to a large extent even today [1]
[2]. He also wrote extensively on musical acoustics.
Today, nearly a century and a half after Mahillon published his first essay on this topic, his theories are primarily of historical interest. It is my objective in this
paper to show that his writings reflect two distinct approaches—one theoretical, the other practical—and to
show in particular how one of these streams of thought
dominates his ideas on mouthpieces for brasswinds.
Mahillon’s Eléments d’acoustique musicale et instrumentale (1874, 21984) is the most comprehensive
of his several publications on acoustics. He also published many smaller studies, including a series of articles in Zeitschrift für Instrumentenbau and also in
L’echo musicale, a periodical he founded and edited
himself. Throughout his life Mahillon exhibited a keen
interest in scientific matters as they relate to musical
instruments. Looking first at the practical side, he was
the son of an instrument maker, Charles Borromée
Mahillon, who, after training in England, established
in Brussels in 1836, in partnership with his brother-inlaw, G.C. Bachmann, an instrument-making firm that
produced brass and woodwind instruments [3]. By the
mid-1850s the Mahillon factory was the largest of its
kind in Belgium, with a branch in London. VictorCharles joined the firm in 1865.
The son’s interest in acoustics may have been inspired by his father, who certainly had a keen interest
in the practical side of the science. Victor-Charles tells
of an experiment his father devised, apparently sometime around 1864, in an effort to prove “to some of his
leading adversaries” that the material of which a wind
instrument is constructed has no effect on its timbre.
The elder Mahillon made an exact replica, in wood, of
a brass cavalry trumpet. According to Victor-Charles,
the experiment proved his father’s point, yet it failed
to convince his “adversaries,” who refused to believe
their ears [4]. The wooden instrument still survives in
the Musical Instrument Museum in Brussels (inv. no.
572).
In addition to the practical side, there was also a
scholarly side to Victor-Charles’s interest in acoustics.

We know little about his early education, but his book on
acoustics reveals his extensive knowledge of the subject.
He often cites earlier sources—writers such as John Tyndall [5], Claude Pouillet [6], Charles Delezenne [7],
Theobald Boehm [8], and Hermann von Helmholtz [9].
Mahillon’s debt to Helmholtz, whose Lehre von der Tonempfindung had appeared just eleven years before the
Éléments d’acoustique, is obvious—sometimes painfully
so, since our author obviously copied a few illustrations
directly from Helmholtz, without indication of attribution
[10]. The younger Mahillon’s scientific bent is further
revealed in the many mathematical formulas and tables he
included in his book. Here he was more careful in acknowledging his debt to earlier authors—notably
Delezenne, twelve pages of whose logarithmic tables he
reproduced as an aid to the calculation of intervals [11].
Mouthpieces are a controversial subject. Not a few
brass players have searched for years for that “perfect”
mouthpiece, the one which is certain to solve all their
problems. Very little of a scientific nature has been written on the subject, however. Moreover, any historical
study of this topic is hampered by the fact that hardly any
mouthpieces bear a date of manufacture, and only rarely
can a mouthpiece associated with a historical instrument
be firmly identified as original to it. It may therefore be
useful to offer a brief overview of mouthpiece construction before Mahillon’s time.

Figure 1: Early mouthpieces for trumpet and trombone, from
Smith 1989.
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In his 1967 article in the Galpin Society Journal,
Eric Halfpenny provided cutaway drawings of several
trumpet mouthpieces manufactured in Britain in the
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries [12].
In 1989 David Smith fleshed out some of these drawings (providing full cutaway sketches, whereas Halfpenny had provided quarter views only) and added his
own drawings of some trombone mouthpieces [13].
Noteworthy in each of the three mouthpieces shown in
Figure 1 is a bowl-shaped cup with a relatively sharpshouldered throat and no backbore. The manufacture
of a mouthpiece with a tapered backbore represented a
considerable challenge for the technology of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Moving into the early nineteenth century, there
are drawings of mouthpieces in publications by Joseph
Frölich (1811) and Andreas Nemetz (1827) (Figures 25). All the mouthpieces depicted here, except that for
the horn, have a backbore—a tapered segment leading
from the throat of the mouthpiece to its end. This feature of nineteenth-century mouthpieces provided a
smooth transition from the mouthpiece proper to the
main bore of the instrument. Additionally, all of the
mouthpieces for trumpet and trombone in Figures 2-4
have a relatively sharp shoulder at the throat—a matter
to which we shall presently return.

Figure 4: Mouthpieces for tenor and bass trombone, from Nemetz, Neueste Posaun-Schule (1827, left) [17], and Fröhlich
1811 (right); reproduced in Weiner 1995.

Figure 5: Mouthpieces for horn (left) and serpent (right), from
Fröhlich 1811.

In spite of Mahillon’s scientific approach to many
aspects of musical instruments, his discussion of mouthpieces and their construction is almost exclusively empirical—even anecdotal. Here the practical man—
Mahillon the maker of musical instruments—speaks. He
says,
•
•
•
•

Figure 2: Mouthpiece for trumpet or alto trombone, from
Fröhlich 1811 [14]; reproduced in Weiner 1995 [15].

•
•
•
•

Figure 3: Mouthpieces for trumpet or alto trombone, from
Nemetz, Trompeten-Schule (1827) [16]; reproduced in
Weiner 1995.

A shallow cup produces a brighter tone.
A sharp-shouldered throat produces a brighter
tone, a smooth-shouldered throat, a sweeter one.
A player should avoid frequent changes of
mouthpiece.
The higher the pitch, the faster the lips must vibrate, because the lips vibrate at the same frequency as the air column of the instrument (italics mine).
Thin lips are better suited to smaller instruments.
A large instrument requires a large mouthpiece.
Pressure with either hand is required to give the
mouthpiece sufficient pressure against the lips.
This is necessary for surety of attack.
“The cup in conical form is necessary for instruments with sweet and velvety sounds, among
which the horn holds the highest rank. This is
the brass instrument whose tone approaches
most closely the sweet sonority of the woodwind
instruments, with which it combines admirably…. [I]ts mouthpiece is the deepest of all; the
throat is so open (écarté) that there is little difference between [the throat] and the lower extremity” [18].

In the 1874 edition of Éléments d’acoustique, Mahillon
provided cutaway drawings of six different mouthpieces
(Figure 6). In 1916 he drafted extensive revisions to his
treatise, apparently with the objective of publishing a sec-
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ond edition that unfortunately did not come to fruition
until long after his death. These revisions take the
form of handwritten annotations to both text and drawings on pages extracted from the 1874 edition, along
with nearly 300 newly typewritten pages. Moreover,
he added some fifty new illustrations to his draft. Daniel Bariaux used this compilation to prepare a second
edition of Éléments d’acoustique, published in 1984
[19].

Figure 8: Mahillon’s new mouthpiece drawings (compilation of
1916), from Mahillon 1984, 147.

Figure 6: Mouthpieces from Mahillon 1874, 96. No. 1, horn;
no. 2, cornet; no. 3, bugle; no. 4, tuba; no. 5 trumpet; no. 6,
trombone.

Figure 7: Mahillon’s 1916 sketches for revisions to 1874
mouthpiece drawings, from Mahillon 1984, 344.

Let us now consider mouthpieces 4, 5, and 6 further.
In his 1916 compilation, Mahillon sketched some modest
alterations to these three mouthpiece drawings on a page
from the 1874 edition (Figure 7). Furthermore, on one of
the new pages he added to the 1916 compilation he provided a new set of mouthpiece drawings. He redrew
mouthpieces 4, 5, and 6, while leaving 1 through 3 essentially intact (Figure 8). Looking again at Figure 7, we see
that Mahillon jotted a note in the upper-left-hand corner.
It appears to read “refaire cette planche d’apres
l’aplication [sic] données et d’apres les [indecipherable
word] actuellement en usage” (“redo this plate according
to the application given and according to those … actually in use”). In light of this remark, it seems that mouthpieces 4, 5 and 6, as redrawn in Figure 8, reflect a change
in the design of certain types of mouthpieces between
1874 and 1916. The most significant aspect of this modification is the elimination of the sharp-shouldered throat
for the trumpet and trombone mouthpieces in favor of a
more curvilinear design.
What is the significance of this modification? I think
the key lies in the trumpet mouthpiece, no. 5. In the late
nineteenth century the trumpet and cornet became more
similar in pitch, shape, bore characteristics, and tone
color—particularly as trumpets in B-flat, the most common key for cornets, became more widely used. Mahillon’s redesigned 1916 trumpet mouthpiece, with its curvilinear throat, probably was an attempt to endow this instrument with a mellower timbre, nearer that of the cornet. The redesigned trombone mouthpiece then followed
the same tonal trend.
Again it must be noted that Mahillon’s acoustical
theories are today largely of historical interest. We have
seen his learned side, reflected in his logarithmic tables,
but we have also seen his practical side, reflected particularly in his discussion of mouthpieces. When it came to
designing mouthpieces for brasswinds, practical considerations clearly dominated his thinking, but he was
widely regarded as an instrument maker with a solid un-
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derstanding of the physics of sound. In other words, he
had a reputation for “bridging the gaps” between
acoustical science and practical instrument-making.
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ABSTRACT
Time-domain modelling of single-reed woodwind instruments
usually involves a lumped model of the excitation mechanism.
The parameters of this lumped model have to be estimated for
use in numerical simulations. Several attempts have been made
to estimate these parameters, including observations of the mechanics of isolated reeds, measurements under artificial or real
playing conditions and estimations based on numerical simulations. In this study an optimisation routine is presented, that can
estimate reed-model parameters, given the pressure and flow
signals in the mouthpiece. The method is validated, tested on a
series of numerically synthesised data. In order to incorporate
the actions of the player in the parameter estimation process,
the optimisation routine has to be applied to signals obtained
under real playing conditions. The estimated parameters can
then be used to resynthesise the pressure and flow signals in the
mouthpiece. In the case of measured data, as opposed to numerically synthesised data, special care needs to be taken while
modelling the bore of the instrument. In fact, a careful study
of various experimental datasets revealed that for resynthesis to
work, the bore termination impedance should be known very
precisely from theory. An example is given, where the above
requirement is satisfied, and the resynthesised signals closely
match the original signals generated by the player.
1. INTRODUCTION
Physical modelling of musical instruments aims to translate a
set of physical model parameters into audio. In order to synthesise a realistic sound, the value of the model parameters have
to be estimated. When modelling single-reed woodwind instruments, special care should be taken regarding the reed excitation mechanism. Two types of non-linearities take place in the
mouthpiece. A mechanical one, due to the interaction of the
reed with the mouthpiece lay and a fluid dynamical one, due
to the complex flow behaviour in the reed channel. In order
to incorporate these non-linearities to the physical model, the
parameters related to the reed-mouthpiece system have to be
estimated accordingly. An overview of experimental and numerical aproaches to the parameter estimation problem is given
in Section 2.
Focusing on the clarinet, this paper estimates the parameters of a lumped reed model, based on oscillations generated
under real playing conditions (see Figure 1). An inverse modelling process is presented that takes as input the pressure and
flow signals in the mouthpiece and estimates the physical model
parameters that are required to resynthesise a sound as close as
possible to the original sound generated by the player. This process consists of a two-step optimisation routine, outlined in [1].
Section 3 gives a brief description of the lumped reed model
that is coupled with a linear resonator model to form the phys-

forward model

Ka

-

p

Sr
inverse model
ym



physical model
parameters

u

signals inside
the mouthpiece

Figure 1: Forward and inverse modelling of the reedmouthpiece system, where Ka is the effective stiffness, Sr the
effective reed surface, ym the closing position of the reed and p
and u the pressure and flow inside the mouthpiece.

ical model of the instrument and also outlines the formulation
of the inverse model, based on a few simplifying assumptions.
An example is given, where the inverse model is applied on
numerically generated data, in order to validate the accuracy
of the presented technique. Section 4 shows how the inverse
model performs when applied on measured data and Section 5
discusses the effectiveness of the presented method.
2. REED PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Considering the simplest possible lumped model of the oscillating reed, namely a single mass-spring model, several attempts
have been carried out in order to estimate the parameters that
are related with the mechanical and the fluid dynamical properties of the reed-mouthpiece system. In 1969 Nederveen measured the compliance of the reed by observing its deformation in
static experiments [2]. Worman [3] managed to experimentally
measure the parameters of an isolated reed and his results were
adopted by many future authors [4, 5, 6]. Another measurement
of the reed stiffness was provided by Gilbert [7] and was in
agreement with the compliance measured by Nederveen. These
approaches study the mechanics of reeds that are detached from
the player, so any actions of the player that affect the system
are neglected. In particular humidity might alter the material
properties of the reed and it was not considered by the previous
authors, besides Worman, who wetted the reed before carrying
out his measurements.
The first published attempt to measure reed stiffness under
real playing conditions was by Boutillon and Gibiat [8]. Considering a saxophone reed, the authors managed to derive its
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stiffness by establishing a balance between the reactive powers
of the reed and the air-column. The obtained range of values
was of the same order with those proposed by Nederveen and
Gilbert. Gazengel [9] was the first one to suggest that varying
lumped reed model parameters can be estimated using a distributed model of the reed. Using a simplified geometry for both
the reed and the mouthpiece, he proposed that estimating nonconstant lumped model parameters it would be possible to capture the effect of the reed-lay interaction. In 2003 Dalmont [10]
provided experimental results for the internal reed damping and
the reed stiffness, pointing out that when near closure a variable
stiffness could be assumed in order to capture the non-linear interaction of the reed with the mouthpiece lay. More recently it
has been shown how using a distributed model of the reed that
captures the interaction with the lips and the mouthpiece lay,
it is possible to estimate lumped reed model parameters, while
considering a quite realistic geometry of the system [11, 12].
Concerning the flow in the mouthpiece, Backus [13, 14]
used an artificial blowing method to obtain measurements for
the vibrations of the clarinet in order to derive an expression
between the volume flow and the reed opening. Nederveen also
presented findings that were in qualitative agreement with those
of Backus. A more extensive study on the fluid dynamics of
the system along with experimental results [15, 16, 17, 18] observed the fact that the flow separates from the walls of the reed
channel, forming an air jet. This fact was confirmed by numerical simulations of the flow in the mouthpiece [19] and incorporated in a refined reed model [20].

where Z0 is the characteristic impedance at the mouthpiece entry. Combining equations (3) and (5) yields the non-linear equation for uf
sign(uf )

where pm is the blowing pressure. The above lumped element
can be coupled to a digital bore model, to create a feedback loop
that completes the digital representation of the instrument (see
[21, chapter 4]) for details).
3.2. The inverse model
The first step towards the parameter optimisation is based on
the simplifying assumption that the the reed displacement y is
proportional to the pressure difference ∆p across it [22]:
y = C∆p = C(pm − p),

with ym the closing position of the reed. Under this assumption the total flow into the mouthpiece as a function of the reed
displacement y is
u

3.1. The forward model

=

where ρ is the air density. The flow induced by the oscillation
of the reed is given by
dy
Sr ,
(4)
dt
with Sr the effective moving surface of the reed.
The mouthpiece pressure p can be decomposed into a wave
going into (p+ ) and out (p− ) of the bore, which are related to
the total volume flow u = ur + uf by
ur =

Z0 u = p+ − p− ,

=
=

where α is the vena contracta factor, Sf the opening surface,
λ the effective width of the reed and h the reed opening. The
flow inside the reed channel (uf ) can be derived by Bernoulli’s
equation for ideal fluid flow and is expressed as
r
2∆p
uf = λh
(3)
ρ

(5)

(7)

where C is the compliance of the reed [2] and p the pressure
inside the mouthpiece. The reed opening h can be related to y
as
h = ym − y,
(8)

3. A LUMPED SINGLE-REED MODEL

The equation of motion for a single mass-spring model of the
reed is
d2 y
dy
m 2 + mg
+ Ka (∆p)y = ∆p,
(1)
dt
dt
where y is the reed displacement, m the mass per unit area and
g the damping per unit area. The effective stiffness per unit
area, Ka , is treated as a function of ∆p, the pressure difference
across the reed, thus rendering the model able to incorporate the
quasi-static mechanical non-linear behaviour of the system.
The formation of the air jet in the reed channel can be taken
into account by introducing an effective reed width that can
scale down the opening surface (here assumed to be rectangular). Thus, the “vena contracta” effect [16, 20] is considered,
assuming that:
αSf ≈ λh,
(2)

ρ
u2 + Z0 uf + (2p− − pm + Z0 ur ) = 0, (6)
2(λh)2 f

uf + ur
s

dp
2(pm − p)
− CSr
(9)
ρ
dt
r
r
dp
2
2
c1 σ
(pm − p)3/2 + c2 σ
(pm − p)1/2 + c3 ,
ρ
ρ
dt

(−λy + λym )

where σ is the sign of (pm − p) and
8
8
< c1 = −Cλ
< Ka = −λ/c1
c2 = ym λ
ym = c2 /λ .
⇒
:
:
c3 = −CSr
Sr = λc3 /c1

Assuming that the pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece are known, and taking as objective function the mean
square error between the original flow signal and the estimated
flow as calculated from equation (9), it is possible to use the
Nelder-Mead optimisation algorithm [23], in order to get a first
estimate for Ka (constant), Sr , ym and pm [22]. These estimated parameters enable the synthesis of oscillatory signals;
they lie within a range so that the simulation of sustained clarinet notes is possible. It remains to fine-tune them so that we
get a better match between the original and the resynthesised
signals.
For the fine-tuning process (second optimisation step) we
use as objective function the mean square error of the pressure
signals at the steady state:
fobj = ||por − pres || .

(10)

where por is the original and pres the resynthesised pressure in
the mouthpiece. This non-linear optimisation problem is solved
using the Rosenbrock method [24]. In contrast to the first optimisation step, it is now possible to include in the model all
the physical parameters that govern the oscillations of the system, namely Ka , Sr , ym , pm , effective mass m, damping g and
effective width λ. Furthermore, at this stage the effective stiffness per unit area (Ka ) is estimated as a function of the pressure difference along the reed, being constant when there is no
reed-lay interaction, and rising linearly for higher ∆p values,
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Figure 2: Pressure (top) and flow (bottom) signals in the mouthpiece for the numerically synthesised sound (dotted-blue) and
the resynthesised sound using the estimated parameters (red).

Figure 4: Pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece for the
measured (blue) and the resynthesised sound (red).
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in Figure 3. Travelling pressure waves are calculated at the reference plane (p0 , u0 ) and translated to pressure and flow signals
in the mouthpiece. More details about the above process and
concerning the model of the resonator of the instrument can be
found in [25, 26, 1], as well as in [21, chapter 6].

mouthpiece
reference plane

Figure 3: Schematic depiction of the experimental set-up.

when interaction takes place [1]. The resynthesised pressure
signal should, at every iteration of the Rosenbrock algorithm,
lie closer to the pressure signal that was used as an input. Thus
by starting with two signals that lie reasonably close to each
other, something achieved during the first optimisation step, it
is possible to reach a suitable set of parameters that produces
almost identical results.
Applying the whole two-step routine on numerically synthesised signals, and since the same model is used to create and
resynthesise the signals, an almost perfect match is required in
order to validate the inverse modelling approach. One example
comparison between the input and the resulting pressure and
flow in the mouthpiece is depicted in Figure 2. The values of
the estimated parameters, after both optimisation steps, as well
as the parameters used to create the original, input signals are
listed on Table 1, where the effectiveness of the second, finetuning step is made apparent.

The two-step optimisation routine is applied on a slice of
the data that resembles the steady state of the measured sound.
In order to obtain a meaningful estimation of the reed model
parameters it is necessary to use an accurate model of the instrument bore. The complex geometry of the clarinet mouthpiece, as well as the radiation impedance of the cylindrical tube
influence the input impedance of the resonator, thus affecting
the parameter optimisation. Using a baffle termination of the
cylindrical pipe allows for a more accurate representation of the
termination impedance [27], resulting in a good match between
theoretical and experimental input impedance, as depicted in
Figure 5. After carrying out the optimisation routine, the estimated reed model parameters can be used to resynthesise the
pressure and flow signals in the mouthpiece, as seen in Figure 4.

50
measured
theory

40

4. APPLICATION TO MEASURED DATA

30

Ka
Sr
ym
pm
λ
m
g

theoretical
8.66 · 106
7.61 · 105
4 · 10−4
1800
0.013
0.05
3000

estimated (I)
8.97 · 106
8.42 · 105
3.2 · 10−4
1919
—
—
—

estimated (II)
8.67 · 106
8.33 · 105
3.68 · 10−4
1825
0.0142
0.044
3805

Table 1: Theoretical vs. estimated parameters.

normalised impedance (dB)

The measured data is obtained from experiments with blowing a
simplified clarinet, the schematic bore profile of which is shown

units
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Figure 5: Theoretical and experimental input impedance of the
flanged pipe used for the experiments.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Estimating the reed model parameters from signals generated
by a real player requires a model of the instrument that can adapt
to the properties of the experimental set-up. Concerning the
bore model, errors can arise during the acquisition of the signals
at the reference plane, and their translation to the mouthpiece.
Such errors can cause a mismatch between the input impedance
of the model (obtained from theory) and that of the simplified
clarinet used in the experiments. Taking special care in order to
ensure that
p − = rf ∗ p +
(11)
where rf is the reflection function of the tube, turns out to be a
pre-requisite for a successful resynthesis. Remaining deviations
from the original signals observed in Figure 4, especially in the
case of the flow signal, are caused by uncertainties in the reed
model, due to unpredictable fluid dynamical phenomena [19,
20] and a more complex reed-lay interaction than that predicted
by the physical model.
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ABSTRACT
The bore profile of a wind instrument has an important
influence on its acoustical characteristics. Specifically,
playing frequencies are close to the resonance frequencies of
the tube constituted by the bore of an instrument. Several
methods were developed to obtain bore dimensions, such as
pulse-reflectometry, or radiography techniques. The method
investigated here is based on tube input impedance
measurement, which provides us with an alternative way to
estimate the bore profile. Accuracy of the method is 2% of
the diameter dimensions for measured ducts. In
collaboration with the oboe and bassoon maker Olivier
Cottet, this method has been applied to the case of a bassoon
crook, at two different stages of fabrication. For two
measured crooks, the average difference between mandrels
dimensions and straight crooks is below 1.1 % of diameter
dimensions. After the bending stage this difference is about
2.5 %. Comparison of reconstructed bores for crooks made
with metal sheets of different thicknesses is presented. No
link is established between the thickness of the metal sheet
used and the bore profile of the crook after the bending
stage. However, some differences appear for a crook made
by metal sheet of varying thickness. Those modifications of
the bore profile might explain differences perceived by the
maker in the sound produced.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Bore reconstruction from reflection function is a convenient
approach which can be applied in many technical fields. The
mathematical resolution used is the so-called “Layer
Peeling” algorithm. Its development for a discrete conical
and lossy model has been proposed in [1].

Prior studies concerning the role of the crook on produced
sound can be cited. Firstly, studies on dynamic motion of crook
structure during the playing [5] shows that the crook curvature
might be a parameter capable of influencing the sound
produced. Other type of studies concern the inner bore profile of
the crook and its relation to the sound produced. In [2], many
historical crooks have been connected to a same bassoon to
observe differences on its input impedance. So far, no univocal
link between inner crooks bore profile and sound produced by
the instrument has been determined.
This paper is divided in three sections. Section 2 describes the
non-invasive technique used to measure the internal profile of
various crooks, based on input impedance measurements.
Section 3 concentrates on measuring crook’s inner bore profiles
at different stages of fabrication. The crooks measured are made
using sheets of different thickness.

2.

ACOUSTIC METHOD FOR BORE
ESTIMATION

To determine bore profile on a tube, an alternative to pulsereflectometry technique [3], [6] is used. The method is based on
an input impedance measurement. In the past few years, a
Z sensor for this specific measurement was developed [7]. This
sensor consists of two microphones, a piezoelectric speaker, a
digital signal conditioner, an amplifier, an acquisition device
and an interface program installed on a PC for signal processing
and swept-sine signal generation.
Data from the two microphones allows the computing of the
pressure and volume flow at the input in the frequency domain,
so that reduced input impedance Z‘i (f) can be calculated.

Other measurement techniques have already been applied to
reconstruct bore dimensions, such as pulse-reflectometry
technique [2], [3]. Impedance measurements are used in [4]
with a different method, which propose an optimization
procedure based on successive modifications of a starting
geometry, in order to mach the input impedance curve
measured. In the present paper, the reflection function is
deduced from measured input impedance.
This method is applied to a bassoon crook at different stages
of fabrication. The bassoon is a double reed wind
instrument, with an air column of approximately 2.6 m
length. Its structure is composed of 5 parts: the crook, the
wing joint, the butt joint, the long joint and the bell. The
crook, first and slender part of the air column is known
(amongst makers) for its incidence on the bassoon sound.

Figure 1 – Schematic diagram of Z sensor
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The algorithm used in bore reconstruction is the “Layer
peeling” algorithm [1]. Knowing the dimension of the input
section of a tube, the method uses the reflection of sound
waves occurring at every section’s change to estimate the
sections in the interior profile iteratively. In our case, the
reflection coefficient R(f) in the frequency domain is
obtained from the tube input impedance Zi (f), (equation 1) :

edges are welded together. The formed cone is then hammered
on a mandrel until it is perfectly adjusted to it. The crook is then
filled with alloy and after a period of cooling down, bent using a
wooden shaper to get an appropriate curvature. Later on, the
assembly is heated again to evacuate the alloy.

(1)
The reflection function in the time domain is obtained by
using the inverse Fourier transform. Propagation losses are
taken in account at each iteration in the algorithm via an
appropriate filter for the calculation of the propagated wave
pressure in a portion of cone [1].

Figure 2 – Two crooks before (up) and after (down) the bending
stage.

Some Gibbs phenomenon can appear as ‘ripples’ in the
reflection function and also in the reconstructed bores, due
to the finite frequency range. Various methods can be used
to avoid such oscillations on the data, such as “zero
padding”, “additional length” or simply by averaging two
following points in the reconstructed bore. This last solution
has been used in this paper.

The aforementioned method is used to measure bores before and
after crooks have been curved. The set studied comprises
various crooks made with metal sheets of different thicknesses.
The dimensions of the reconstructed bores are compared to that
of the mandrel used to produce them.

Input impedance measurements are done with a frequency
range of 100-6000 Hz. At low frequencies, missing data are
obtained from a linear extrapolation of the measured reduced
input impedance Z’i. Because of the inverse Fourier
transform, the reflection function is discretised in the time
domain. This leads to a resolution length x in the bore
reconstruction, given by equation 2 :

Bore reconstruction is first applied to straight crooks, before
bending. Crooks are made of sheets with two different
thicknesses which are 0.5 mm and 0.6 mm. Obtained
reconstruction results are plotted on figure 3 :

3.1. Straights crooks and mandrel

(2)
where fmax is the upper limit of measured frequency range
and c is the speed of sound.
With fmax=6000Hz this lead to a resolution of 1.4 cm in the
space domain. For a bassoon crook 326 mm long, this gives
24 data points along the reconstructed bore. A condition to
the application of the layer peeling algorithm is to respect
the plane wave approximation. That supposes a maximum
diameter of 5 cm for the objects measured. The widest
section of the crook is approximately 9 mm in diameter; well
within limits. An application of this reconstruction method is
used below to investigate the bore profiles of a selection of
crooks.
The reliability of the method for a simple cone showed that
the error between real and reconstructed dimensions is 2%
maximum.

3.

CROOK BORE PROFILE AND STAGE OF
FABRICATION

Instruments such as calipers are generally used by makers to
determine the bore profile of historical instruments. But they
suppose a sufficiently wide bore to allow measurements to
be taken. In the case of a bassoon crook, such measurements
are not possible, and the only readily available way to
control the bore profile is by measuring the dimensions of
the mandrel used to produce the crook or to measure its
external radius at the end of the fabrication process.
The process of crook fabrication consists of 4 steps: a sheet
of metal is first cut in a trapezoidal shape and both oblique

Figure 3 – Bore reconstruction results for two straights crooks
(before being bent) and mandrel dimensions.
Results show that the error on the last point is much larger than
for the other points. So, for all the averages presented below,
this last point is not considered.
The average diameter difference between mandrels and crook
dimensions is 0.076 mm and 0.068 mm, respectively for crooks
made with 0.5 mm and 0.6 mm thick sheets (figure 4).
Relatively to the mandrel dimensions, the corresponding
diameter variation is 1.1 % maximum. During fabrication, the
precision expected by the maker on the diameter is about
0.1 mm. Values obtained here are within this precision interval.
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Another crook made with a metal sheet of varying thickness
presents a larger variation of its internal radius. Reconstruction
of its bore profile is plotted on figure 6. Average difference
between its diameter is about 4.6 %, or 0.32 mm. It seems that
this crook might (according to the maker) produce a different
sound on the bassoon while playing.

Figure 4 – Difference between mandrel dimensions and bore
reconstruction for two straight crooks made with metal
sheets of different thicknesses.
Before being bent, crooks made with metal sheets of
different thicknesses are shown to have very close
dimensions (difference between diameters of the two crooks
is less than 1 %), and the bores dimension are also very close
to that of the mandrel.

3.2. Bent crooks
The same method is used to determine the bore profiles of
five bent crooks. Two crooks are made with 0.5 mm thick
sheets. Two others are made with 0.6 mm thick sheets. The
last crook is made with a sheet of thickness varying from
0.6 mm at the wide section to 0.5 mm at the reed end
(thickness varies linearly along the length). All the crooks
are made using the same mandrel.
The measurement of the two previous crooks initially
straight show a diameter difference with mandrel of
0.148 mm and 0.166 mm, respectively for crook made of
0.5 mm and 0.6 mm thick sheet (figure 5). The bending
operation induces a corresponding mean diameter variation
of 0.08 mm and 0.1 mm respectively.

Figure 5: Differences between reconstructed bores of
straight and bent crooks.
Two other crooks made with 0.5 mm and 0.6 mm thick
sheets have been measured after the bending stage. Similar
differences are found between bore and mandrels
dimensions, respectively 0.17 mm and 0.112 mm.
The fabrication process affects the diameter of all crooks by
an average of 2.15% of mandrels dimensions. Although the
crooks are not all equally affected, this variation is slightly
larger than the precision of fabrication. It should be noticed
that the accuracy of the method used here is comparable to
that obtained in [2].

Figure 6: Reconstructed bore of a bent crook made with a metal
sheet of varying thickness, and mandrel dimensions.
The fabrication process induces larger bore modifications on the
last crook measured, and made of a metal sheet of varying
thickness. In order to explain the differences that is felt by the
maker on the bassoon’s sound, this last crook should be further
investigated. A good starting point would be to observe the
input impedance of a complete bassoon fitted with different
crooks, as done in [2].

4.

CONCLUSIONS

Bore reconstruction based on input impedance measurement is
an efficient method to obtain bore dimensions of bent ducts for
which mechanical measurements are not permitted. The
accuracy of this method is estimated to be 2 % of the measured
diameter. With uniform metal sheets, results for straight and
bent crooks shows that there is no significant difference
between input impedances measured, and also between bores
and mandrels dimensions. The average diameter variation due to
the bending operation is about 0.09 mm, regardless of the
thickness of the crooks.
The crook made with a metal sheet of varying thickness presents
a bore profile variation which is greater than the others.
Corresponding average variation of its diameter is 4.6 %, which
is more than 0.3 mm. Bore differences on this crook may be an
explanation for the differences perceived by the maker in the
bassoon’s sound while playing. Further investigations could be
done to study the effects of crooks bore variations on the sound
of the bassoon.
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ABSTRACT
Analysis the history of electro-musical instruments in Russia
in the first half of twentieth century shows that this period
characterized by great interest of acousticians and audio
engineers to develop a new generation of this type of
instruments. This paper describes the most successful early
Russian electro-musical instruments.

1. ELECTRO-MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
INVENTED BY LEV THEREMIN
1.1

Thereminvox

Created in 1919 by a Russian inventor, researcher and
musician Lev Theremin (1896-1993), Thereminvox became
one of the first electro-musical instruments in the world.

human voice - but also due to the unusual method of generation
sound. It was the first instrument ever which didn’t need to be
touched by its user. Later Lev Theremin created a keyboard
modification of the Thereminvox, but it was less successful.
Another Russian inventor, L. Korolev greatly contributed to
instrument improvement by introducing a device visualizing the
spatial fingerboard (this was a scale depicting pitch height
according hand position); a device for expansion set of timbres
and tuning system stabilization (irrespective of air humidity)
and other. The combination of these new modifications made it
much easier for musicians to play the instrument.

1.2 Terpsitone
Terpsitone (after Terpsichore- the Greek muse of dance) was
manufactured in 1930 when Theremin stayed in the USA; the
other name for this instrument is Theremin ethereal-musicdance platform. The instrument operation principle is very
similar to that of Thereminvox, as it is based on creating beats
produced by the interaction of two high frequency oscillators.

Figure 1: Thereminvox Diagram
The principal part of the Thereminvox is made up of two
high frequency oscillators (heterodynes) tuning at the same
frequency range. While the frequency of one oscillator
remains unchanged that of the other can be modified by
changing the condenser capacity. The condenser is
connected to a vertical metal antenna. If you move your
hand towards this antenna the capacity of the condenser
including into L0C0-circuit is changed due to the variation of
the electromagnetic field properties around it and,
accordingly, the frequency of the alternating electromagnetic
field is also changed. Then the signals produced by both
oscillators are summated, the difference tones located in an
audible frequency range are filtered, amplified and sent to a
loudspeaker. Hand movements within 40-50 cm distance of
the antenna makes possible to change the pitch within the
range of 3 to 4 octaves. The other horizontal antenna shaped
as a loop was also included into the supplementary high
frequency oscillator circuit. When a performer’s hand move
in its proximity, amplitude modulation signal is generated.
Next it is sent to a filter, an amplitude detector and finally to
an amplifier and a loudspeaker. This circuit is used to
change sound volume.
Theremivox excited great interest of the public. This was due
not only to the instrument’s timbre singularity - its sound
thanks to its expressiveness can indeed be compared to the

Figure 2: Terpsitone Diagram
The sounds produced by the dancer’s movements can be
supplemented, if needed, by the specially selected for this
purpose background music. Another peculiarity of the invention
is the presence of the automatic integration of sound and color.
The “Visual sound quality detector” is a lamp panel, where
lamps have different colors. In time with the sounds generated
by the dancer’s movements lamps on the board flash on;
moreover, each tone has a corresponding color. The sounds
generated by the dancer are displayed by lights flashing on and
off simultaneously. “Visual sound quality detector” is made up
of two oscillators, of which one makes constant sound pitch
(that can regulated) and the other is variable; its performance is
affected by a dancer’s movements on the dance floor and by
changing of the capacitance of the oscillator circuit under the
metal plate. The signal is then applied to the mixer. Then it is
sent to the sound amplifier and the lamp panel. On the control
panel, which is located on top of the instrument, there are
volume and timbre controls as well as a vibrator control that is
responsible for the lamp panel of visual detector.
The second modification of the instrument was produced in
1966-1967, while Theremin was working in Moscow
Conservatoire. And yet another copy was manufactured for
Lydia Kavina, the inventor’s niece, who is the best-known
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contemporary Thereminvox player, in 1970’s and this copy
has belonged to her ever since.

1.3

Rhythmikon

Rhythmikon was created by Lev Theremin in 1931 in
response to the request from an US composer Henry Cowell.
The project was also supported by Charles Ives. Rhythmikon
became the first rhythm-machine. It was designed to create
any rhythmic patterns the player might wish. An original
mechanism of this instrument included sources of light and
rotating perforated disks.

The process can be easily used in a modification with a greater
number of lamps. The total number of manufactured
Rhythmikons was three. The first one was in Stanford
University, but it stopped functioning. Another is also in the US
in Smithsonian institute. The third one was produced by Lev
Theremin in 1960’s and is kept in Moscow Conservatoire.

2. KEYBOARD ELECTRO-MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
In 1920-1930’s the first fingerboard and keyboard monophonic
electro-musical instruments were developed in Russia; they
were: Sonar by N. Ananyev (1931), Violena by V. Gurov and
V. Volynkin (1927), then Equodine by A. Volodin (1932),
Emiritone by A. Rimski-Korsakov etc [1].

2.1

Figure 3: Rhythmikon Diagram
Rhythmikon has keys resembling those on a piano, disk
speed controls (for ‘sound pitch disk’ and ‘rhythmic disk’)
and a photo sensor with an amplifier which shape the
produced rhythm. The sound pitch disk is a metal black disk
20 inches in diameter, which has holes (half inch in diameter
each) located on a circle. The disk is rotated by an
electromotor, whose speed can be changed from 700 to 150
r/m (rotations per minute) by a variable resistor. Alongside
its rim the disk has 96 holes; the closer to the centre the
number of holes is 90, 84, 78 etc. The total number of these
circles with holes is 16. The rhythmic disk is, too, a metal
black disk 20 inches in diameter. A separate electromotor
rotates it at a lesser speed than that of the sound pitch disk.
The hole’s circle closest to the rim has only 16 holes. Each
smaller circle has one hole fewer than an adjacent bigger
circle. The number of the circles is also 16. The light panel
contains light sources so that it can generate rhythmic
patterns and has two vertical rows of light indicators. The
first of these rows, which is closer to the rhythmic disk has
nine light indicators, while the other row has eight which are
positioned parallel to the first row and at a small distance
from it.
The light penetrating through both disks is intercepted by the
photo sensor, which is positioned on one side of both disks
opposite the light indicators. The sound pitch disk’s main
function is audio signal generation. The signal’s frequency is
determined by the disk’s rotating speed and the number of
holes that let through the light. The rhythmic disk’s function
is shaping the intended rhythmic patterns. Its typical speed is
around 60-70 r/m. The two disks are positioned on the pivot
in such a way that the round holes in both disks let the light
through onto the photo sensor each time a hole in each disk
is into alignment with both the light source and the sensor.
This way the holes of the rhythmic disk serve as a mask or a
window for the light penetrating through the sound pitch
disk. When the hole in the slower rhythmic disk is into
alignment with both the light source and the sensor, the
window is opened and, at the same time, a number of the
sound pitch disk holes come in turn into alignment with it.

Equodine

Equodine seems to be one of the most successful inventions in
the field of engineering research of that time. The instrument
was designed to be played in concert as a solo instrument with
piano accompaniment, but it could also be used as part of
instrumental ensembles. The instrument possessed a wide
frequency range (six octaves and a half), allowed to produce a
great variety of tones (over 330 combination) and was capable
of imitating almost any symphony orchestra instrument.
A number of Equodine modifications were created in 1950’s:
Equodine V-9, V-10 and V-11. For instance, V-10 was a
stereophonic multi-timbral instrument which allowed the user to
set the timbre for each voice as well as merging two voices.
Each voice allowed for 128 combinations of timbres. The size
of the instrument was 700х750х500 mm, its watt consumptions
was 80 Watt.

Figure 4: Equodine Diagram
The instrument operation principle is following [2]. Keyboard
(1) through a multiple rheostat (2) set an operating voltage to
oscillator (3) which range is 3.33 octaves (according a
frequency of repetition of impulses). This range is expanded
with the aid of division octave devices (4-7), which are switched
during a performance by a key range selector. Last division
devices (7-8-9) are included to the circuit of the spectral
converter (10) which is shaped seven different waveform of
signals. Then filters (11-12) are configures different variants of
spectra envelopes with specified formant features related to
different musical instruments. After the amplitude limiter (13) a
signal passed to the additional band pass filter (14). Timbre
modifications are involved due to a commutation in blocks (10,
11, 12) and (9, 14). For an additional timbre nuances a special
band pass filter is located (16), its characteristics are varied with
a selector levers (17) during a music performance. The
dynamics controller (18) is switched by a right pedal. Left pedal
(20) is located for switching the block of smooth pitch transition
(21). The chain is ended by an amplifier (27), included into
acoustics system (28). Main oscillator (3) have two inputs –
main and additional – for a generation of frequency modulation
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with the aid of a commutator (22). A performer could choose
a automatic vibration by a generator (23), or to make finger
vibration with an underneath a keyboard electromechanical
transformer (23). Underneath a keyboard is located a starter
device (25) for a shaping an amplitude envelope, which
modes are set by a keyboard manipulator (26), that allowed
to create a mode of attenuation sounds with different roll-off
and time.
Equodine was awarded the Grand Gold Medal at the World
exhibition held in Brussels in 1958.

2.1

Neoviolena and Emiritone

Another instrument which was created in 1920’s – 1930’s
which it is important to mention is the invention of an
engineer V. Gurov that was named Neoviolena.
Contemporaries described Neoviolena as ‘producing a
pleasant and ‘juicy’ sound that resembled different
symphony orchestra instruments (in accordance with its
settings) and possessed a wide range of sounding shades and
timbres.’
The instrument was first manufactured in 1927. Direct
generation of sound frequency signal was used as its
operating principle. When pressed by a finger a steel string
came in contact with the metal fingerboard, which was
incorporated into the circuit of a frequency oscillator; at the
same time the metal plate on the fingerboard responded to
the intensity of the pressure and sent the signal to the volume
control positioned under the fingerboard.
In 1932 a group of researchers: A. Rimski-Korsakov, A.
Ivanov et al. invented a melodic instrument which worked
along the same principles as Neoviolena. The new
instrument, named Emiritone, which became quite popular
as an instrument played in concert. The name originated
from the initial letters of ‘electro-musical instrument’, the
initial letters of the surnames of the two inventors and the
word ‘tone’. It has a keyboard of the same type as the piano.
The instrument is based on an electronic valve oscillator
which produces the electric current of a sawtooth waveform.
The form of the electric current determines the future
combination of the sound timbres, whose total number
equals 540. Emiritone is provided with a keyboardfingerboard interface, which incorporates non-eventempered ultrachromatic fingerboard, a special chromatic
keyboard and a double pedal responsible for nuances.

3. PHOTO-OPTICAL METHODS FOR SOUND
SYNTHESIS
Another area which exited particular interest of acoustics
researchers and musicians in 1920’s and 1930’s was using
photo-optical methods for sound synthesis. An
extraordinary technique of graphic method of sound
recording was developed at the beginning of 1930’s
simultaneously in Moscow and Leningrad. The technique
was successfully applied to creating experimental animation
films. Sets of synthesised timbres drawn on a film were
made in the State Music Science Research Centre (19211926); these could be played with the help of a special
“vibroexponator”.

3.1

Variophone

In order to synthesise artificial sound tracks using the
technique of ‘paper sound’ an electric optical synthesiser
was made. It used not graphic samples but samples cut out
from cardboard, so-called ‘crests’, whose combs could be
combined to produce chords etc. The first wooden

modification, named Variophone appeared in 1931. Yevgueny
Sholpo was the author of the invention. The instrument allowed
for unrestricted alternation of sound pitch, obtaining glissando,
vibrato, shades of sounding, changing the sound volume and
producing polyphonic chords (up to 12 simultaneous tones). The
instrument works on rotating disks with cut out indentation
shaped as a sound wave which from time to time block the ray
of light that forms the outline of the sound track. The shooting
was produced with a special transmission, passing the rotation
of electric motor, which let the mechanism, stretching a
photographic film, move. Variophone was used for creating
sound track for a considerable number of films. Another unique
peculiarity of this instrument was the possibility of modeling
subtle rhythmic nuances.

Figure 5: Variophone Scheme

4. “ANS” SOUND SYNTHESISER
ANS sound synthesiser was created by Yevgueny Moorzin and
became world famous due to its being used in E. Artemyev’s
sound tracks written for Andrey Tarkovsky’s films. The ANS
acronym stands for the initials of the great Russian composer
Alexandre Skryabin, who was the first person in Russia to
suggest the concept of merging light, colour and music in a new
art form. ANS was the first Russian-made sound synthesiser that
applied the unique method of optical synthesis.
ANS was built in 1950’s though its concept was shaped back in
1937. The synthesiser is a device which combines three
processes: composing, recording and playback of recorded
music. Making music on ANS a composer had to inscribe the
desired sounds on glass, which was covered in nontransparent
nondrying paint, by taking the paint off certain spots on the
glass with chisels. The glass serves as a kind of instrument
score. The recorded sequences of sound codes can be
immediately played back on the device, hearded and corrected.
All possible voices, noises and polyphony maybe inscribed at a
one glass. Sounds are synthesized in the score as a combination
of single-frequency tones with the chosen principles of its
amplitude transformation. For this purpose composer can
applies 720 controlled oscillators in the range of more then 10
octaves. The principal scale of ANS is denied into 72 intervals.
Working with precision recorder, applying cross-cutting
technique it is possible to get a division of an octave into 144
intervals, and even into 216 intervals.
The principal characteristics of “ANS” are following:
Optical oscillation of pure tones
Photoelectric pickup of useful signals
Magnetic long-term memory
Chanel amplifiers – vacuum tubes
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Operating circuits – semiconducting radio
electronics
Electric power supply of blocks – semiconducting,
stabilized
Range of spectrums within temperation of 72
degrees – from 20 to 20000 Hz (10 octaves)
Range of spectrums within temperation of 72
degrees for 6 mordent octaves and within 144
degrees temperation for 6 upper octaves – from 40
to 10000 Hz
Number of controlled one-half registers – 20
Number of controlling registration channels – 10
Degree of accuracy of formants compounding – 5
dots per octave
Degree of accuracy of envelop compounding – 22
dots per allotment
Dynamic range into useful signals spectra in the
score – 48 and 24 dB
Maximum sharpness of percussion sounds attack –
1 ms
Maximum speed of score moving – 24 ms/sec
Minimum amount of operative memory – 20 sec
Principal resolution characteristics of scanning
point at the score – 0,8 mm
Power supply – 50 Hz, 220 V

made in Russia in the second half of the 20-th century meant
that the unique peculiarities of Russian electrical musical
instruments had been preserved.
6. REFERENCES
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Figure 6: ANS Diagram
Light from the optical source (1) pass into a rotating disc of
photooptical generator (2). It’s intensity modulated by the
sound tracks. Mask (3), which is located between a disc (2)
and a reading photo element (4), pass the rays only from
useful tracks. After photoelement is used cinema
reinforcement chain (5). Sound synthesis methods of E.
Murzin carrying on traditions of graphic sound synthesis
(presented in the works of E. Sholpo), became an attempt of
modulation the shape of sounds oscillations or its spectratemporary characteristics.
E.Murzin continued experiments both in the field of graphic
sound and of spectra synthesis, which were conducted at
1920-30 years in Soviet Union. In consequence of this
continuity “ANS” integrated in the sphere of Russian
electro-musical instruments and arouse a great interest
among the composers and musicians. Nowadays “ANS” is
kept in the Mikhail Glinka museum in Moscow.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Unfortunately, most of the archives belonging to the first
electro-musical instrument inventors haven’t been preserved
and there are not enough recordings of the way those
instruments sounded or footages from the concerts where
they were played. Both the names of the inventors and their
unique inventions are almost unknown not only to an
average amateur, but even to professional musicians. The
powerful figure of Lev Theremin, is much better known.
Yet the continuity of the foundation principles in the field of
electro-musical instrument designing laid by its pioneers
back in 1920-30’s, the promotion and development of these
ideas in a new generation of electro-musical instruments
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ABSTRACT
In violin playing, the properties of the sound are shaped continuously through the control of three main bowing parameters
that are the bow force, the bow velocity, and the bow-bridge
distance. The mastering of the range and the time evolution of
these bowing parameters in different playing situations is one
of the main challenges of the violinist’s education and training.
Furthermore, playing violin also requires the mastering of different bowing techniques like staccato, or spiccato, which are
very dynamical and short bow strokes.
Technologies like motion capture and sensors allow measuring
the effective bowing parameters used by the performer in real
performances. These measurements can be analysed in order
to characterise playing techniques and differences among musicians. In this paper, we will present measurements of control parameters for basic classes of bowing patterns (sautillé
and martelé), whose performance is mainly based on reproduction of well-practiced motor behaviour, more than on conscious
control in real-time. Because a proper performance of these
bow strokes requires extensive practicing under a long period
of time, they exhibit characteristic and reproducible bowing parameter patterns. The time evolution of the bowing parameters was modelled by analytical functions, which allowed to describe and characterise bow strokes by a limited set of control
parameters.
1. INTRODUCTION
Musical performance and the control of musical instruments
can be studied from the point of view of control parameters,
i.e. the description of the action of the musician on the instrument. In some instruments like the piano or some drums, the
interaction between the player and the instrument is limited in
time and the musician’s action for each note can be described by
a limited set of parameters (force and position of the impact for
the drums, key velocity for the piano, for example). However,
the case of continuously excited instruments like bowed string
or wind instruments is more difficult to deal with, because the
action varies along time. For example, in violin playing, the
time evolution of the sound is shaped through the control of
three main bowing parameters that are the bow force, the bow
velocity, and the bow-bridge distance. The magnitude and the
relative variation of these parameters along time offer an almost
unlimited space to explore in order to obtain different sounds
and different dynamical shape of the sound, which make the
expressive richness of these instruments. In this case, the control and the performance cannot be directly described by a set
of discrete parameters, one for each note, and it is necessary to
reduce the problem by finding a set of pertinent parameters describing the time evolution of the bowing parameters.
In the past, the problem has been mainly approached for sound

synthesis purposes, in order to produce adequate bowing parameters from musical scores. For instance, sound synthesis
based on physical modelling requires a description of the control parameters representing the action of the player. Pioneer
works have been presented by Chafe [1], Jaffe and Smith [3] or
Rank [2]. In a recent work by Maestre et al [4], the time evolution of the bowing parameters are represented as a sequence
a short segments, each segment being modelled using Beziers
cubic curves. After analysis of real performances, the authors
constructed a database of classes representing different playing
situations and they were able to synthesise bowing parameters
from different musical scores.
Violin performance is based, for a great part, on different bowing techniques that have been practiced and improved during
years of education. A first class is made of bow strokes during
which the player steadily draws the bow across the string in order to maintain a continuous vibration of the string (Helmholtz
motion). For instance, for notes played détaché or legato, the
player continuously controls the motion of the string in order
to obtain the adequate vibration and specific sound properties
depending on the musical context (sound colour, variation in
dynamic). More importantly, he receives an immediate feedback from the instrument which allows him to adapt his control
and make corrections while executing a given note.
A second class of bowing patterns consists of short or quick
strokes, during which the player cannot have a conscious control in real time. It can be assumed that the performance of such
bow strokes is mainly based on reproduction of well-practiced
motor behaviour and, to some extent, these bow strokes could
be considered as ballistic movements. Examples of bow strokes
belonging to this class are martelé, spiccato, sautillé, and tremolo.
In our approach, we will not try to have an extensive description of all possible playing situations. Instead, we will focus on
the later class, i. e. short and highly dynamical bow strokes.
Because the proper performance of these bow strokes requires
extensive practicing under a long period of time, we can assume
them to exhibit characteristic and reproducible bowing patterns.
For each of these bow strokes, we used simple mathematical
functions (mainly sine functions) in order to reproduce the time
evolution of bowing parameters measured with a system combining optical motion capture and sensors attached on the bow
[5]. In contrast with the approach in [4], our goal was to build
representations described by a limited set of parameters that
could be easily understood and interpreted, and we wanted each
model to be sufficiently general to allow extrapolation capabilities (i.e. some related bow strokes could be obtained easily
by changing only a few parameters in the model). As a consequence, a compromise had to be fund in each case between the
simplicity of the mathematical expression, the pertinence of the
parameters, the fidelity to the original measurements, and the
extrapolation capabilities of the models.
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In this paper, measurements and the modelling of different bowing techniques are shown and discussed. Sect. 2 is concerned
with bouncing bow strokes, and Sect. 3 presents dynamical and
accentuated bow strokes belonging to the class of martelé bow
strokes.
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2. BOUNCING BOW STROKES
2.1. Description
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Bouncing bow strokes are started from the air and finish off
the string. The string is excited during a rather short contact
time, set by the rebound of the bow. Because the bow leaves the
string, the string is then free to vibrate with a decaying oscillation. This principle of driving the string is shared by several
bowing patterns that differ essentially in the technique that is
used for controlling the rebound, according to Galamian [6]: in
spiccato, ”the bow is thrown down on the string for every single
note and (at least for the longer strokes), lifted up again”, while
the sautillé uses the natural rebound of the bow for performing
several notes with the same impulse, and the bow comes off the
string because of the elasticity of the bow.
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Figure 2: Double cosine model used for fitting the bow force
during the rebound in sautillé

the duration T of the contact, the asymmetry of the shape A,
and the slope at the beginning and the end. Fig. 2 shows that
the model fits well on real measurements: no difference can be
seen between the measured and the fitted curve.

Bow vel. [m/s]

Bow force [N]

G on D string, mf, 90 bpm

In sautillé playing, the bow bounces only once on the string
while performing a short to-and-fro movement. The simplest
representation of the to-and-for motion of the bow consists in
using a half sine curve per bow stroke for the bow velocity. Fig.
3 shows such a model, with real data in grey and a fitted sine
in black. The duration Tbs of the stroke is determined by the
positions where the velocity crosses zero. The amplitude of the
sine must be fitted to data.
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Figure 1: Illustration of bowing parameters measured during
sautillé. From top: Bow force, bow velocity and bow-bridge
distance. The bow velocity is displayed in solid line when the
bow and the string are in contact.
In Figure 1, bowing parameters measured during sautillé
are illustrated. Roughly, the force shows regular impulses corresponding to the rebound of the bow on the string. Each individual bow force pattern exhibits a bell-like shape mainly characterized by the maximal force that is reached (around 0.74 N
here). Furthermore, the synchronisation between the rebounds
and the velocity changes is of primary importance in order to
obtain well performed sautillé, as noticed by Guettler and Askenfelt [7].
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Figure 3: Simple sine model used for fitting the bow velocity in
sautillé.

2.3. Fitting model parameters to measurements
2.2. Modelling bowing parameters
All variations of bouncing bowing patterns share the same feature, which is the rebound of the bow on the string. The time
evolution of the bow force during the rebound can therefore be
considered as the most prominent feature for the perception of
the rebound. The model used to reproduce the bell-like shape
of the bow force is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two successive cosine
functions are used, before and after the force maximum.
Each function is defined by three parameters (frequencies
f1 and f2 , amplitudes A1 and A2 , offset O1 and O2 ), but these
parameters can be changed in more intuitive and relevant parameters such as the force maximum during the stroke Fmax ,

The model parameters used to synthesise the bow velocity and
bow force patterns don’t have the same importance. Intuitively,
we expect the maximum bow force, the velocity amplitude, the
duration of the stroke and the phase between bow force and bow
velocity to have the strongest effect on the synthesised sound.
In contrast, the asymmetry factor can be used to change the balance between the landing and lifting of the bow.
A more complete discussion about the fitting and the values of
the model parameters can be found in [8]. As an illustration,
Fig. 4 shows the force maximum and the velocity amplitude for
the model fitted to real measurements, for three dynamic levels
(p, mf, f) and two tempos (90 and 150 bpm).
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Figure 5: Illustration of fast martelé. Top: Bow force. The
periods when the bow is at rest are shown shaded. Bottom:
Bow velocity. The direction of the bow was down-u-down.
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Figure 4: Example of model parameters fitted to real measurements, for three dynamic levels (p, mf, f) and two tempos (90
and 150 bpm). Top: Force maximum. Bottom: Velocity amplitude.

3.2. Modelling bowing parameters

1.5
Bow force [N]

As expected, the force maximum (Fig. 4, top) is found to increase with increasing dynamic level and the values range from
around 0.5 N in piano to more than 3 N in forte. It is interesting to compare the resulting trends with the velocity amplitude
presented in Fig. 4, bottom. At 150 bpm it was found that the
increase in velocity was not as clear as for the slower tempo.
In contrast, we can notice that the increase in force is still very
clear for rapid sautillé. An explanation could be that rapid motions of the bow constrain the gesture of the player in such a
way he cannot control the velocity as freely as when the motion
is slower.
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3. FAST MARTELÉ
3.1. Description
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The fast martelé is one of the three fundamental types of bow
strokes together with détaché and spiccato, according to Menuhin.
It is a fast, accented bow stroke that requires a good control of
the bow for obtaining precise variations of the bow force.
According to Galamian [6]: ”The martelé is decidely a percussive stroke with consonnant type of sharp accent at the beginning of each note and always a rest between strokes. The accent
in this stroke requires preparation in the form of a preliminary
pressure: the bow has to ”pinch” the string before starting to
move. This pinching is a pressure stronger than the stroke itself
will require, and it has to last just long enough to produce the
necessary accentuation at the beginning of the tone. The pressure is then immediately lessened to the degree required. If this
preparatory pressure is released too soon, there will not be any
accent; if it is released too late, there will be a scratch.”
This description is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows measurements of bow force and bow velocity during the performance of three fast martelé strokes. During the stroke, the
bow force if rapidly decreased from about 1.5 N to less than
0.5 N. During intermediate periods of rest (shaded parts), the
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Figure 6: Model used for fitting the bowing parameters of fast
martelé. Top: A short constant part followed by a simple sine
used for simulating the bow force decrease (dark line) A second sine with higher frequency is used to reproduce the damped
oscillations of the bow due to the sudden relaxation of the bow
force at the beginning of the stroke. Bottom: The cos-cos model
described for the bow force during sautillé is used for reproducing the time evolution of the velocity.
As the bow velocity patterns are rather similar to the bow
force evolution that was observed during rebounds of the bow
(bell-shape profile), the same model will be used (cos-cos model).
The resulting pattern and the parametrisation is illustrated in
Fig. 6 (Bottom). The observed decrease in force can be modelled by a sinusoidal decrease. To enable a control of the time
during which the string is ”pinched”, we add a constant part at
the beginning. The force profile and definition of the parameters
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are shown in Fig. 6 (Top). This modelling provides a good description of the overall shape of the bow force. However, some
more or less pronounced oscillations around a frequency of 13
Hz can be observed as well, which are probably due to the response of the bow when the finger force on the stick is suddenly
decreased at the start of the motion. These ripples can be modelled with a second damped sinusoid with a higher frequency.

a musical discourse. The model parameters for each bow stroke
provide a faithful description of isolated strokes, and could be
also used to analyse a musical performance.
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3.3. Extending the models
The gesture models are described by a few parameters that can
be changed in order to obtain different time evolutions of the
bowing parameters. Some of these parameters such as the maximum velocity or the value of the initial pinching have a great influence on the simulated sound, while others such as the ripples
in the bow force, or the initial and ending slope of the bow velocity, will only have a slight influence on the simulated strokes.
The important point is that the models are not restricted to the
exact reproduction of the strokes they are inspired from, but
they have extrapolation capabilities. By changing the parameters, it is possible to obtain different qualities for the bowing
patterns (well performed or not), and we can also move away
from these standard cases in order to reproduce related bow
strokes such as flying staccato, and collé, for example.
As an illustration, different qualities of the fast martelé will be
produced if the initial pressure of the bow on the string is too
high, or if the force is decreased too late. In this case, the resulting sound will be scratchy during the attack or part of the
stroke. Similarly, a scratchy sound is produced when the bow
pressure restored to its initial value too early at the end of the
stroke, when stopping the bow, which can be simulated by making the period for the decrease such as the minimum of the force
is well before the end of the stroke.
The flying staccato ”is performed with the same motion as the
solid staccato, except that the pressure is lightened and the bow
is permitted and encourage to leave the string after each note”
[6]. In order to simulate this stroke, the model for the martelé is
used, with a force decreasing below zero in order to imitate the
release of the bow from the string. However, in the case of the
flying staccato, the bow force must become positive again and
damp the free oscillation of the string before the start of the next
stroke. The collé is very similar, but the time of preparation is
reduced to minimum, and the string is encouraged to oscillate
freely between successive strokes.
4. CONCLUSION
We have illustrated the modelling of bowing parameters for two
important bowing patterns in this paper: bouncing bow strokes
sautillé and spiccato, followed by fast martelé and related bow
strokes. We have presented representative bowing parameters,
measured during real performance, and, from analyses of the
measurements, we have empirically deduced simple models that
reproduce the time evolution of the bowing parameters well.
The bowing parameters models can be used to control a physical model of the bowed string, for example. With adequate
parametrisation, the gesture models produce very satisfying sound
synthesis. Special care was taken to obtain an intuitive parametrisation of the models, because we wanted the model parameters
to be relevant and as understandable as possible from a string
player’s and a naive user’s point of view. In the design of the
models, choices were made in order to permit extrapolation to
related types of bow strokes by simply modifying relevant parameters.
The models described here can be considered as basic bricks of
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AN AID TO INNOVATION IN INSTRUMENT-MAKING:
A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH BETWEEN WORKSHOPS
AND RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Vincent Doutaut
Pôle d’innovation des métiers de la musique,
Institut technologique européen des métiers de la musique, Le Mans, France
vincent.doutaut@itemm.fr
ABSTRACT
The economics of French instrument-making consists almost
entirely of very small handicraft enterprises. Faced with
strong international competition, they are positioned on the
top-end and concert musical instruments market, while
learning instruments are rather manufactured on an industrial
basis. This observation may certainly be applied more
generally at European level, and even at international level.
The craft industry production of musical instruments is the
result of a long process of learning know-how and
optimising the instrument-making stages. The development
of traditional instruments is an ongoing process that occurs
in response to the needs of musicians and composers (both
contemporary and old ones), or is imposed by constraints on
the supply of protected materials, such as certain types of
exotic wood. Consequently, the use of alternative materials,
the modification of structural elements, and improvements
made to intonation or acoustic instrument radiation is
therefore now carried out using scientific tools. While this
approach is widespread for industrial applications, this is
seldom the case within handicraft enterprises.
The issue, therefore, is to develop tools for characterising
instruments suitable for use in a workshop so that
instrument-makers may have the means at their disposal for
innovating in order to keep their production quality one step
ahead and keep their handicraft enterprises competitive.
How is a response to be provided to the geographic and
thematic dispersal of the craftsmen? The objective of this
paper is to present the initiatives taken in France over the
last few years in order to bring instrument-makers and
research laboratories closer together in a structured,
sustainable way, and create a joint working dynamic. This
illustration is provided based on two complementary projects
– Lutherie tools and PAFI (Instrument-Making Aid
Platform) – which are intended to provide low-cost tools
suitable for workshop operations and concrete responses to
situations involving the innovation of musical instruments.
What makes the projects original is the fact that instrumentmakers are involved in all the development stages, from
defining the specifications through to testing the prototypes.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to present a original approach to scientific
and technical collaboration between a collective of
craftsmen, manufacturers and repairers of musical
instruments, a grouping of four research laboratories, and a
technology transfer and support structure for enterprises;
Itemm, “Institut technologique européen des métiers de la
musique” (Figure 1). This paper does not, strictly speaking,
have a scientific aim; instead, it outlines the environment
and the special conditions which led to this experiment. The
issue of innovation as a part of instrument-making is by no

means specific to the French context and does seem to have the
capacity for general application at international level. So what is
involved here is a presentation of examples of technology
transfers that contribute to maintaining craft industry production
of high-quality musical instruments, by providing instrumentmakers with tools for innovating and improving instruments
which are suited to their needs, and which are the outcome of
scientific research over the last twenty years, particularly in the
field of musical acoustics.

Figure 1: Itemm, an instrument-making resource centre.

2. ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Nowadays, in addition to the cultural industries and now the
leisure industries (technically speaking, engineering and
broadcasting of musical signals) which, by their very nature,
require in-depth analysis of “musical sound” and the mastery of
the cutting-edge technologies associated with it, instrumentmaking, by rights, constitutes one of the renowned economic
sectors drawing directly on the results of scientific research, and
particularly research in the field of musical acoustics and
materials sciences.

2.1

The music industry

The advent of electronic and digital technologies is bringing
about far-reaching, drastic changes in the music industry and,
consequently, instrument-making, to the extent of deliberately
using electronic accessories, and even computers, as fullyfledged musical instruments. Historically speaking, the starting
point for this change was the recurring issue of amplifying
instruments which, over the last century, have been the outcome
of new cultural practices related on the one hand to the growth
of Afro-American music and then electro-acoustic music and,
on the other hand, to the change in places where performance
are provided and music is listened to, which applies to all types
of music.
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A consequence of this technological and cultural revolution
has been a change in the landscape in terms of instrumentmaking. From the second half of the 20th century onwards,
the mass-manufacturing of musical instruments gradually
moved from Europe to the United States, Japan, South-East
Asia and now, China. This distribution is also to do with an
industrial mode for instruments development (electroacoustic and electronic instruments, among others) which
began in the United States and was applied to electric
guitars. It now impacts on all the instrument families, where
a few major brands dominate the market, particularly in the
case of electronic instrument-making. Computer-assisted
music and sound synthesis technologies provide examples of
this perspective.
Along with the expansion of amplified forms of music,
music-making being made accessible to all and worldwide
cultural intermixing have also brought about this change in
the manufacturing sites for traditional acoustic instruments
on the beginners’ and learners’ markets. For example, only
instrument-making that provides high added value has been
retained in Europe, with a few “specialities”, like the piano
industry in Germany and the wind instruments industry in
France.

2.2

The craft industry sector

Although in this case the presentation is restricted to the
typology applicable to French instrument-making, it seems
that the clear distinction between international industrial
companies on the one hand and a network of very small
handicraft enterprises on the other hand, reflects the situation
in many countries.
It is quite difficult to obtain an accurate picture of the French
instrument-making sector. An overview of its economic
activity leads to a current assessment of the number of
companies involved as being between 2,500 and 2,800 (the
manufacturing, restoration, repair, maintenance, tuning,
servicing and marketing of musical instruments), providing a
pool of about 10,000 jobs [1]. These figures tell us a great
deal, because in order to fully delineate this instrument
sector, all of the actors involved in the technical field must
be taken into account: industrials, craftsmen, distributors,
and music stores of a general or specialised nature with a
repair workshop.
Musical instruments production, which is positioned solely
at the top end of the market, now constitutes the output more
or less solely of very small handicraft enterprises with fewer
than twenty employees, two-thirds of which are sole
proprietorships. What is actually entailed in the sector is no
longer just craft-industry or semi-industrial manufacturing,
but the existence of structures engaged in “mixed” technical
and commercial lines of business, offering repair and
maintenance services along with customer advice and direct
selling. Pools of rental instruments, which consequently
require regular technical maintenance, are becoming
increasingly important within this context (markets for
learning instruments, particularly for young people receiving
musical training).
The standard profile for a craft industry workshop, to a
varying extent depending on the instrument speciality, is
thus oriented towards a service offer ranging from the
manufacture and repair of instruments (sometimes to a very
high level of technical quality and know-how) through to
marketing and maintenance, and even, increasingly, the
finishing and adjustment of imported unfinished instruments,
within the learning instruments market niche. The estimated
number of companies with a repair workshop is between

1,600 and 1,800. The estimated number of enterprises with a
recognised manufacturing line of business is nearly 800.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES
From a technical perspective, the basic characteristic of
instrument-making is the multidisciplinary nature of the skills
which, quite often, are held by the same person within the
company:
− Use of multiple materials (wood, metals, skins, textiles,
composites);
− Mastery of related types of know-how (design, assemblies,
finishes);
− Varied technical and scientific knowledge (of a mechanical,
acoustic, or electronic nature, or relating to computerintegrated manufacturing);
− Various types of cultural knowledge (music, organology,
instrument playing);
− And, of course, company management (supplies, inventory,
trading, communication).
And this is not to mention the advent of electronic instruments
and computer music technology. It goes without saying that the
international economic context is now imposing ever-greater
integration of technological innovation, which handicraft
enterprises are far from being exempt from. Quite to the
contrary, keeping ahead in terms of quality demands (both on
the products and the services that they offer) or, in other words,
in relation to both “top end” and “customised” items, involves
the intense development of appropriate technical solutions and
their quick implementation within the enterprises, following the
example of the developments noted over the last twenty years in
mass-production units in all sectors. The benefits derived from
this are also the same:
− Reduced costs and shorter design and execution timeframes
(virtual prototyping, selection of materials, reproducibility,
production monitoring and control, etc.);
− Capitalising on knowledge and practices (products
traceability, the optimisation and development of models,
etc.);
− And, a key advantage for small enterprises; adaptation to
customers’ needs (response to specific demands,
responsiveness, service quality, etc.).
Moreover, as is the case in a number of other business sectors,
instrument-making is also confronted with changes to standards
and new regulations concerning workplace health and safety, or
which relate to the themes of procurement and sustainable
development. By way of an illustration, one of the major issues
currently relates to the natural materials normally used for
manufacturing musical instruments. Going above and beyond
just the framework of restoring instruments that are collectors’
items, international agreements for protecting flora and fauna
concerning certain endangered species (CITES; the Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora [2]) are now adversely affecting the production of
new instruments: the pernambuco used in modern bows and the
rosewood used in guitars and percussion instruments. In the
medium-term, the precondition for maintaining a competitive
craft industry production of high-quality musical instruments is
not only seeking alternative high-performance materials (wood
essences and/or composites), but also determining appropriate
dimensions for their use in instrument-making.
Thus, combining the maintenance of traditional know-how and
the use of innovative methods and means currently lies at the
heart of the challenges to be taken up by the instrument-making
sector [3]. In order to provide an effective response, we need to
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overcome the isolation of craftsmen and provide solutions
that are of common interest to each family of instruments.

4. INNOVATION AND INSTRUMENTMAKING
The relations between science and music go back a long
way. Instrument-makers have continually sought to
understand how the instruments that they make work so that
they can improve their performance and adapt their
characteristics to what musicians want. Moreover, advances
made in research have already enabled significant spin-offs
in terms of the characterisation and sizing of instruments,
and prediction and prototyping tools. Currently, instrumentmakers even have products dedicated to instrumentation
such as BIAS and VIAS, developed by IWK [4]. The
projects presented here are not positioned as competitors to
existing tools, but rather as complementary tools. What is
original about them is the collaborative approach adopted in
defining them, which involved the instrument-makers
themselves.

4.1

Lutherie tools project

Lutherie tools is an experimental device that consists of
various equipment items (vibration and force sensors, signal
conditioning box) and analysis software (Figure 2). It is
intended for stringed instruments and is organised into
specialised modules: the guitar, harp, quartet and bow. By
measuring transfer functions, it enables instrument elements,
and even whole instruments, to be characterised and sized.
The objective here is not to provide details of the system’s
various functionalities, but rather to present the project’s
development approach [5].

Of the various examples of tutorials carried out, the following in
particular may be cited: identification of the initial resonances
of guitars using vibration measurements or by determining the
characteristics of luthier’s wood based on the resonances of the
sticks that bows are made from. From 2001 to 2007, a number
of experiments were designed and presented. Their design and
development involved numerous students from the acoustics
training courses offered by Le Mans University (France); over
sixty in total. This potential enables the concrete issues raised
by craftsmen to be responded to.
4.1.2 Individual support
After six years of collaborative effort, the closer links between
luthiers and university staff resulted in the development of a
pilot metrology tool called Lutherie tools, developed by the
“Laboratoire d’Acoustique de l’Université du Maine” (LAUM)
and the “Pôle d’innovation des métiers de la musique” (music
professions innovation centre 1 ), Itemm. This system is made
available to craftsmen free of charge, in exchange for feedback
about using the tools. Above and beyond being a tool with
predefined functionalities enabling a response to the needs
identified, the main purpose of Lutherie tools is to provide
luthiers and bow-makers with guidance concerning their
thinking and their approach to characterising their work.
Lutherie tools has an open design in order to respond to the
issues specific to each instrument, and to enable developments
of the various functionalities to be oriented according to the
feedback obtained. One of the major advantages of the system is
its low cost when it comes to ensuring broad dissemination
within workshops. While some of the system’s functionalities
are already to be found in commercial products used in the field
of mechanical engineering, nevertheless they are only available
piecemeal and their complexity requires a level of expertise that
most instrument-makers do not have.
Ten or so copies of the initial prototype of the device were
produced in 2007, and then twenty or so in 2009 for the second
version. The systems are loaned at professional meetings for a
one-year period. Modifications are made based on the critical
feedback provided. These loans are extended by being
associated with a personal applied research project, formulated
by each of the instrument-makers involved in the dynamic. Each
individual project is supported and monitored over the current
year and forms the subject of a presentation of the results at the
next professional meeting.

4.2
Figure 2: Pilot Lutherie tools device.
4.1.1 Craft industry/research dynamics
Since 2001, annual meetings between luthiers and scientists
have been organised by the Itemm with the support of one of
the main French professional associations, the UNFI
(National Instrument-Making Union). These meetings
devoted to stringed instruments, which are held over a twoday period, provide the opportunity to exchange information
via specialised lectures devoted to musical acoustics, as well
as tutorials applying vibrations and acoustics measuring
equipment. These simulations provide an educational
framework within which scientific ideas and concepts can be
discussed, criticised, understood and adapted to the specific
features of the instruments. This educational support
provides a structure for the exchanges and enables
instrument-makers’ needs to be expressed.

The PAFI project

The PAFI (French acronym for Instrument-Making Aid
Platform) project, drawn up over a four-year period, began in
December 2008, and may be seen as the general implementation
of the Lutherie tools approach to all the families of instruments:
plucked and bowed stringed instruments, wind instruments
(woodwind and brass) and, on an exploratory basis, percussion
instruments. The objective targeted is the implementation of a
hardware and software platform for supporting the design and
characterisation of musical instruments. The major stake
involved is to ensure the compliance of this platform’s
functionalities with the concrete needs of instrument-makers
and their seamless integration into their everyday activities.
4.2.1 Partners and objectives
The Pafi project forms part of an ambitious collaborative
approach involving four scientific partners (LAUM, GSII1

The name “Pôle d’innovation” (innovation centre) is awarded subject to a French Ministry for
the Craft Industries quality label granted to an establishment for developing an economic and
technological support mission for a business sector. The Itemm, one of the main instrumentmaking training centres at European level, is in charge of technology transfers for companies
within this field in France.
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ESEO, LTCI-Télécom ParisTech, and STMS-Ircam 2 ), the
music professions innovation centre (Itemm), and a group of
instrument-makers co-ordinated by the UNFI (National
Instrument-Making Union). The project’s strength lies in
this combination of skills. What is involved is not just the
isolated approach of a single craftsman, but a shared
dynamic aimed at the whole of the professional sector.
Currently, top-end instruments are manufactured on a craft
industry basis. The difference in assessments made by
musicians and instrument-makers from one instrument to the
next relates to the aspects of sound rendering,
expressiveness, ease of playing, and the manufacturing
quality: the finish, sturdiness, staying in tune, etc. This
complex concept, referred to using the qualifier “quality”,
turns out to be tricky to assess. The multitude of factors
which contribute to the development of a successful
instrument make it difficult to seek ways to improve it.
Indeed, the ideal instrument, as a target to be achieved, does
not exist, and does not constitute an unequivocal concept
regarding which musicians, instrument-makers and music
lovers might agree on. On the other hand, certain aspects of
instruments can be deduced by measuring them, such as
improving the range, or optimising the accuracy, even
though they are linked to judgements based on perceptions.
In terms of applied research, the plan of the PAFI project is
to identify particular indicators which, by using objective
characteristics for the instruments, make it possible to
categorise and discriminate between instruments using
automated methods. For example, these indicators come out
of mobility measurements at the bridge in the case of
stringed instruments or input impedance measurements in
the case of wind instruments. For each of these two families
of instruments, this work is carried out by two students
completing their doctoral theses. It also involves seeing in
what way the results obtained may be integrated into the
craftsmen’s various activities: checks on the reproducibility
and quality of a manufacturing process, characterisation for
the purposes of replicating a reference instrument, design
support for a new product, the selection of materials and
sizing, etc.
4.2.2 Organisation and expected results
Each laboratory specialises in a field – in musical acoustics
of course – as well as in instrumentation for the equipment
items (force, vibration or acoustic sensors) and in signal
processing (traditional Fourier analysis and high-resolution
methods). Three engineers were hired to ensure the
developments and provide support for enterprises. Indeed,
the distinctive feature of the PAFI project is that it integrates
craftsmen right from the time of the design of the products
intended for them and the definition of specifications,
through to the testing and development of prototypes. Ten or
so “pilot craftsmen” representative of all the various types of
instruments were thus selected. Very small instrumentmaking enterprises do not have either the human or financial
resources to purchase and adapt laboratory measuring tools.
One of the major constraints of the PAFI project once again
is to find robust technological solutions at the lowest cost. It
is not the purpose of these tools to find answers to
everything, but rather to facilitate innovation within very
small enterprises.

The organisation of the PAFI platform will be structured based
on modules: a general module concerning signal analysis and
synthesis (for listening educational purposes), and specialist
“sector” modules within each family of instruments. The whole
lot will be linked to a database and a collaborative workspace on
the Internet enabling information to be exchanged by the
various users of the system. This pooling is intended to make it
possible to provide a response to the isolation of craftsmen and
create a dynamic that promotes innovation and the maintenance
of know-how. Simply making such a device available is not
enough, and it is foreseen that craftsmen will be trained via
training courses organised by the Itemm from 2013 onwards,
when the products are marketed.
The PAFI platform is intended to be upgradable and open so
that it can be used as the basis for future complementary work.
For example, in light of the fact that the scientific results have
already been published, it is foreseen that the analysis and
calculation software will be published subject to a free licence
or on an “open source” basis. The aim is to be able to easily
integrate new functionalities and to establish a common purpose
that may be developed more largely.

5. INTERIM ASSESSMENT, PROSPECTS
This paper presented collective initiatives for technological
support to the very small enterprises involved in instrumentmaking currently under development in France. By 2013, upon
completion of their development, it is possible that these
experiments may serve as the basis of work for the general
implementation and continuation of this dynamic at
international level. Indeed, in light of the general typology of
handicraft enterprises and the open, upgradeable nature of the
PAFI project, this prospect may be envisaged and is even
desirable for maintaining the craft industry production of highquality musical instruments.
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the middle, the treble and the bass strings. A little fret was
also added, in order to have a definite “tuning” of the after
length of the string, whereas before, the strings didn’t have a
definite stop at the tailpiece end. Violoncellos, of modern
size, were being made before 1700, soon after the invention
of overspinning
strings
with
metal,
and progressively replaced the old, larger "Basse de violon"
which had much thicker gut strings. Today, when set up as
modern cello, it has a tailpiece that can be made of hard
wood, metal, or plastic, and, most of the time, it has four
adjusters to hold and fine tune four thin heavily wound metal
strings. Modifications in materials, shapes, weighs of the
tailpieces usually followed the evolution of strings.
The attachment cord used to be in gut; it was tried in rigid
metal as well, and in the 20th century piano strings have
been used, as well as nylon or Kevlar.

ABSTRACT
The application of modern scientific methods and measuring
techniques can extend the empirical knowledge used for
centuries by violinmakers for making and adjusting the
sound of violins, violas and cellos.
Accessories such as strings and tailpieces have been studied
recently with respect to style and historical coherence, after
having been somehow neglected by researchers in the past.
These fittings have played an important part in the history of
these instruments, but have largely disappeared as they have
been modernised.
However, the mechanics of these accessories contribute
significantly to sound production in ways that have changed
over time with different musical aesthetics and in different
technical contexts. There is a need to further elucidate the
function and musical contribution of strings and tailpieces.
With this research we are trying to understand the
modifications of the cello's sound, as a consequence of
tailpiece characteristics (shape of the tailpiece and types of
attachments). Modal analysis was used to first investigate
the vibration modes of the tailpiece when mounted on a nonreactive rig and then when mounted on a real cello where it
can interact with the modes of the instrument’s corpus.
In this paper a preliminary study of the effect of the tailpiece
cord length will be presented.

1.2

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

State of the art

In 1993, while working on violin modes, Hutchins [1]
mentioned the possibility of tuning the tailpiece to the
frequency of modes in the violin itself. A study of the
vibrating modes of violin tailpieces was then carried out and
published by Bruce Stough in 1996 [2], and he explored all
the resonances below 1500 Hz, in which the violin tailpiece
moves as a rigid body. He defined 6 degrees of freedom : 1.
Torsion around a lengthwise axis (revolution); 2. Rocking
around a transverse line; 3. Rotate around a vertical axis; 4.
Up and down movement; 5. Left to right movement; 6.
Forwards to backwards movement. For the violin tailpiece,
Stough found 5 rigid body modes below 1500 Hz: Swing
bass side, Swing treble side, Swing under, Rotation around
vertical axis, Rotation round an horizontal axis. In 2002,
Woodhouse mentions this work [3] and notes specifically
that he found the 3 typical modes under the fundamental
note of the violin : G (196 Hz) and two others in the bracket
300 to 800 Hz. The frequencies of the modes depend on the
mass and on the length of the tailgut.

History

Since the middle ages, the strings of bowed instruments may
have been attached to a pin at the bottom of the sound box
(violins, violas, kits, saranghis), or attached to a piece of
leather, material or gut string. Iconography shows that in the
Renaissance, for violins and viols, a piece of wood cut into
an intricate shape at first, then simplified in a flat dove tail
shape, has been used. Tailpieces from the 17th, 18th, 19th
and 20th century for the viol family as well as for the violin
family are kept in the Musée de la musique in Paris, and they
show the changes that have taken place over the centuries.
The top surface of the tailpiece became more rounded at the
end of the 18th century, and that increases the angle of the
lateral strings on the bridge, which means a stronger force
applied vertically onto the sounding box, from those strings.
This shows a want of a bigger sound and a balance between

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
This work was performed partly on a real cello and partly on
a dead rig in order to eliminate cello’s influences and
evaluate the tailpiece behaviour. The software used to
perform modal analysis is GS Software suite developed by
George Stoppani himself. The software suite is composed of
several subprograms: “Mode shape” permits to set-up a
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shape and define were the tapping points are chosen on the
object, “Acquisition” is the program that calculates the ratio
of the accelerometer response to the hammer excitation
force, acquires data and stores them separately, “FRF
overlay” allows to superpose the results and compare them,
“Modefit” allow to mode fitting and “Mode shape” again
allowing the measured displacement and acceleration of
each point to the equivalent point on the drawn outline of the
object, in order to reproduce the movement virtually. The
representation in two dimensions of the 3 different planes
allows us to analyse the movement.

mobility in the three planes. The lower saddle, on which the
tailpiece string lies, can fetch 2% in the vertical plane,
normal to the cello table, and 7‰ in lateral mobility left to
right of the instrument. We therefore consider the dead rig as
sufficiently still to study its vibration without significant
influence on coupling of the holding device.
The points where the measurements were to be taken have
been carefully chosen according to dimensions of the
tailpiece and the wavelengths of the frequencies considered.

A modal analysis of a cello tailpiece, mounted on a
Stoppani’s manufactured cello in playing conditions, was
achieved [4]., The study was then followed in France by the
construction, in Eric Fouilhé’s workshop, of a dead-rig, of
the dimensions of the cello string length, body length and
bridge dimension in order to isolate the behaviour of the
tailpiece from the vibrations of the instrument, and to
eliminate as much as possible the coupling between the
strings/tailpiece group and the cello.
The study consisted in establishing the different modes on a
specimen tailpiece, then to evaluate differences of changes:
of mass and of mass distribution by placing magnets on the
tailpiece, or in changing the tailcord length. The same
changes where then made on a cello which has been played
by a musician, and a recording was made, his comments
noted, for later analysis.
We will present here the first part of our work, on the
determination of the cello tailpiece mode shapes.

Figure 2: Selected points to hit with the hammer, and
accelerometer positions (in red).

3.2

In Figure 2 is shown the taping grid with upper and lateral
views. The points shown in the grid were hit and in red is
shown the positions of the accelerometer for the acquisition
in 3 axis. In Figure 3 the set-up is shown. Each point is
hammered ten times, and the double bounces taps are
automatically detected and suppressed. Two other
measurement sets of 42 points were acquired after moving
the accelerometer in each of the two other positions (38 for
lengthwise motion, and 26 for lateral motion), in order to
highlight the three planes directions of vibration. The
acquisition rate was chosen at 44.1 kHz, in 24 bits for 65536
samples. The hits were produced by a PCB 4.8 g hammer,
model 086E80, and the vibrations recorded by a PCB uniaxial 0,6 g piezoelectric accelerometer model 352A21.

3. ACQUISITIONS
3.1

Measurements

Set up of the experiment

The dead-rig is a rigid cello set up, mounted on an I-beam on
which a blank bridge and an end-pin are fixed. The tailpiece
is fixed in the usual manner with a tail-string. For the
standard test, we have a string length of 69,5 cm. The string
angle and the tuning CGDA stay the same for each
experiment. There is neither vibrating body nor fingerboard.
The bridge is reinforced in order to keep it still. The same
tailpiece was measured and the strings are muted with a felt
band.
This stand holds the chain: [string length + bridge + after
length of the string + tailpiece + tailcord + saddle + endpin]
identical to that which is mounted on a real violoncello (see
Figure 1). Particular attention was given to the steady
fixations of bridge and saddle, which are the contact points
to the rig.

Figure 3: Dead rig, reference
accelerometer in place and hammer.

tailpiece

marked,

Several other sets of measurements where taken with
different tailpieces of different materials to give some
variability of the frequencies.
Finally, tests have been made in adding mass to the
reference tailpiece, and in changing the tail cord length, to
study the variation of frequency of the modes. Each time, a
new set of measurement was taken.

3.3

Analysis

Once the acquisition completed, the data was observed with
the FRF Overlay utility (see Figure 4), highlighting the main
modes. We made various averages of the different groups
(for the different accelerometer locations).
For the selected modes we used the ModeFit utility of GS
Software (see Figure 5) in order to mathematically fit the
FRF curves to find the modes with Rational Fraction
Polynomial calculations. It is sensible to choose a frequency

Figure 1: The chain: [bridge + after length of the string +
tailpiece + tailcord + saddle]
The system was tested for its mobility, particularly the lower
saddle (on which the tailpiece string lies) and the bridge, in
the frequency range of the three modes 1 &, 2 and 4, which
are the most significant in amplitude. The mobility of the
bridge was then found to be less than 5‰ of the tailpiece
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resolution that is fine enough to show separate peaks.

frequency of the cello, modes of the cello.
A total of 9 modes was found (see Figure 6).
The first four modes of the cello tailpiece are solid body
motion modes, the two lowest being found below the lowest
C string, while mode 3 is a third or a fourth above, near the
Helmholtz A0 mode of the cello.
Then, modes 5, 6 and 7 are flexible modes, implying that the
thickness and material of the tailpiece is involved. Their
frequencies are within the range of the instrument, the last
one being at the top G # near the highest note that can be
played on the A string.
The modes 8 and 9 are more complex, involving flexion and
motion, and we record them for reference.

4.1

Mode 1

(F#-A under open String C2 at 65.4Hz)

Figure 4: Data observed by FRF Overlay utility of GS
Software.
A time window long enough to contain the decay and a
sample rate high enough to avoid aliasing of frequencies
above the Nyquist frequency were chosen. With a window
of 65536 and a 44, 1 kHz acquisition rate we get a frequency
resolution of 0, 67 Hz.

Figure 7: Mode 1
It is a solid body motion with predominant lateral swing, and
does not appear or little width vertical tapping.
Looks like a Windscreen wiper the movement (see Figure 7)
is nearly on a plan. The amplitude is large, second after
mode 2. When the tail cord was crossed over the saddle, the
rotation of the tailpiece could be bigger and this mode went
down 9 Hz (20 %), which is significant being the frequency
resolution 0,67 Hz (see 3.3). With shortening the tailpiece
chord, first mode 1 goes down, then it goes up again.

4.2

Figure 5: Using the Mode Fit utility of GS Software.

Mode 2

(B b to C2 at 65.4Hz)

The fitted data of each mode were then used in the GS Mode
Shape application in order to attribute the measurements to
the 3 planes of our drawing, to simulate the tailpiece
behaviour for each single mode.

4. RESULTS:

Figure 8: mode 2
It is also a full body mode, with a prominent vertical motion;
it looks a bit like a large bat motion, displacing air (see
Figure 8). This mode has the strongest amplitude, the peaks
are narrow, suggesting a smaller damping than for mode 1.
Crossing the tail cord on the saddle does not affect the
frequency. Adding a 30 g mass at 2/3 towards the bottom
end of tailpiece,lowers the frequency by 7Hz. Adding a 30 g
mass at 1/4 of the upper end of tailpiece lowers by 11 Hz.
Shortening the tail cord diminishes the frequency and
increases the amplitude. When it is at 4 cm from the bridge,
the motion is maximum. When the tailpiece is nearer the
saddle, at a normal distance used today, the mode is still
lower in frequency.
Figure 6: Modes of cello tailpiece, strings and range
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4.3

a free rectangular plate), with crossed nodal lines and the 4
corners going up and down by diagonal pairs (see Figure
11). Vertically, there is a torsion with a vertical axis normal
to the plate at points 12-13. Laterally, it has a strong rocking
axis at the same place,but it is a laterally and lengthwise
excited mode. Although no RMS is visible in the vertical
motion, GSModefit detected one vertical mode.

Mode 3 or 1 bis

(E to F#, on the C string)

This mode has a smaller amplitude than mode 4. It is
attached to mode 4, (shortening the Tailcord), and is very
affected by the change in the string tension. In the free-free
mode, its frequency goes up from 265Hz to 937Hz (+250%).

4.6

Mode 6

(C#- D)
Figure 9; mode 3
It is not very homogeneous mode. Laterally, the strong lever
near the saddle, resembles the lateral motion of mode 1 (see
Figure 9). Like mode 1, it is a solid body mode, with a
lateral pre-eminence, not seen or very little with vertical
tapping. Looks like a Windscreen wiper, with a stronger
diagonal tendency, the upper treble corner plunging. The
amplitude is about half of that of mode 1. Mode 1 and 3
seem attached, going up and down in frequency together
with the change of tail cord length or when crossing the tail
cord. Mode 3 is near the A0 Helmholtz mode of the cello.

4.4

Figure 12: mode 6
Vertically, very sensitive, the 6th mode is also a flexion
mode, with a strong bending and one anti node: it looks like
a first mode of a beam (see Figure 12). Laterally, the flexing
is negligible to feeble also with one anti node. The amplitude
is small compared with other modes. The peak is often not
clear and possibly there are several peaks superimposed.
When crossing the tail cord on the saddle, the rotation is
more supple so the peak is bigger and more defined, and the
frequency lowers by 70 Hz.
When adding weight 30 g at 2/3 towards the bottom end of
tailpiece, mode 6 seems to be cut in two: one peak lowers by
155 Hz, the other goes up by 60 Hz, both with an increase of
amplitude.
When adding weight at 1/4 of the upper end of tailpiece only
the upper peak appears, These strong variations are
surprising because the weights were added not far from
nodal lines.
With shortening the tail cord from 5.5 cm to 1.1 cm, mode 6
increases in frequency + 73 Hz, with two exceptions.
Amplitude is halved and the shape of the peak remains
unchanged. These modifications resemble modes 4&5.
When the strings are loose, the frequency lowers to 100Hz (17%), so it takes the place of the first mode of torsion.

Mode 4

( F# to A on the D string)

Figure 10: mode 4
It is a full body vertical mode, with a strong seesaw with an
axis at the upper third or quarter of the tail piece length,
combined with a small torsion of the bottom of tail (see
Figure 10). Laterally there is a small flexing with seesaw or
torsion.. Powerful motion, maximum amplitude near to that
of mode 1&2. It is always associated with mode 5 lateral
mode (see below.) Mode 4 is very near the B1+ mode of the
cello.

4.5

Mode 5
4.7

(A to C# on the A string)

Mode 7

from 827.24Hz to 857.15Hz (around G#)
Vertically, medium to strong torsion.
Laterally, strong seesaw, centered on points 12-13 (see
Figure 13).
Typical of a mode 2 torsion of a plate with a strong lateral
seesaw. Axis being 2/3 from the top, one side curling up
while the other side curls down opposite corners having
opposite direction. Amplitude larger than mode 6, peak very
pointed and neat. Strong peak appears with lateral excitation,
does not exist vertically.
When the tail cord is crossed on the saddle, the peak is
attenuated, but the frequency does not move.

Figure 11: Mode 5
This is the first mode of torsion, (similar to the mode one of
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When adding mass 30 g: no result because only vertical
tapping were done.
With shortening the tail cord, frequency increases by 29 Hz
with a slight increase of amplitude.

Figure 15: Mode 9.

Vertically, there is a strong twist or a flexing. Laterally,
strong bending with one anti node, otherwise complex
flexing (see Figure 15). Dominance of vertical motion, no
lateral excitation visible.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We succeeded in identifying 9 modes of a reference cello
tailpiece under tension on a dead-rig: four full body motion,
two torsion modes, one bending mode and two complex
modes above the cello’s range.
The two first modes are below the lowest note of the cello.
The third mode is near the A0 Helmholtz mode of the cello,
while mode 4 is still below the A string, but very near the
B1+ mode of the cello.
Changing the tension of the strings influences the first three
modes, lowering them by 6%. Adding an extra mass (30g)
on the tailpiece lowers these modes, from 9 to 29 %
depending where the mass is placed.
Mode 1 and 3 seem attached, going up and down in
frequency together with the change of tail cord length or
when crossing the tail cord.

Figure 13: mode 7

4.8

Mode 8

Frequency from 1150Hz to 1189.65Hz (D)

The definitions of the modes will be pursued to study their
variations to understand the influence of geometry , material,
and fixation once on the instrument. Finally the perception
of the musician will be studied in order to find how these
different set up and modes influence the playing feel.
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Figure 14: Mode 8.
Vertically, this mode is affected by lateral excitation, there is
a swinging from left to right like mode 1, and a torsion with
two nodes. Laterally, there is a strong flexing and bending
with one anti node (see Figure 14).

4.9

Mode 9
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Frequency from 1263Hz to 1332.62Hz (around D#)
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ABSTRACT
In 1951 Licklider presented a model for pitch perception,
based on a periodicity analysis of neural spikes [13]. This
process of pitch extraction is similar to an autocorrelation
analysis. Langner and Schreiner could prove in 1988 that a
periodicity analysis in the auditory organ exists and that the
periodicity pitch is neurally represented in the Inferior
Colliculus and Cortex [12]. Their dimension is independent
of the tonotopic representation and runs in about orthogonal
to it. The periodicity of sound signals of consonant intervals
could be neuronally proven by means of a periodicity
analysis too [15]. The periodicity of the acoustic signals
however is imperfect in music performance. Intonation
deviations, which are a disturbance of the periodicity, are
tolerated in the hearing process to a considerable extent.
This can be seen particularly in the judgement of consonant
intervals. Depending on the musical context, standard
deviations of 13 cents for the optimal intonation were
measured for the fourth as well as for the fifth. In total the
variation was even at 70 cents. For those on this scale
experimentally determined hearing tolerances, the statistical
processes of neural coding and processing, in particular the
neural integration for the autocorrelation, seem to be
responsible.

1. POSSIBILITIES OF INFORMATION
CODING
1.1

Local coding

An example for "place representation" (local coding) is
given by the so called homunculus, where the neurotopic
representation of sensory information in the brain is shown.

The other sensory modalities are organized spatially too.
Neighborly position is responsible for similarity relation.

Figure 1: Homunculus: The neurotopic representation of
sensory information in the brain.
Tone pitches are situated in the temporal lobe in the brain
according to the frequencies next to each other. There we have
to distinguish spectral pitch (tonotopic organization) and
residual pitch (periodotopic organization). These organizations
habe an orthogonal spatial representation [12].

1.2

Temporal coding

The duration of an action potential (spike) lasts about 1 msec.
The time dependent course is illustrated in standard publications
([3], p. 24). Neurons generate a series of brief action potentials.
The minimum interval between consecutive spikes is
determined by the refractory period. The outcome of this is the
highest frequency of 0.8 to 1 kHz. In bunches of neurons of the
auditory nerve frequencies up to 4 kHz can be observed. This
higher frequency is possible because many neurons are activated
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during the triggering by the sound signal. Neighboring
neurons fill the gap, when other nerves pause firing
(population coding, [11], p. 334).
The stimulus intensity is coded by the occurence of spikes
per time unit (= spike frequency). This is described as the
"temporal coding" of the first kind ([11], p. 333). To
overcome the limit of information transmission for a single
neuron given by the refractory period (of 0.8 to 1 kHz)
neighboring neurons assist in firing: the bundled fire rates
are produced by groups of neurons.
The firing behavior of a single neuron (unit) shows a
stochastic characteristic. On this background it is possible to
simulate the spontaneous activity by stochastic models of
single cells. A relevant description is for example the
Poisson process, characterized by the rate or mean
frequency.

Figure 4: Peri event time histogram (PETH) and a raster dot
display showing all the spikes of a single unit around the time of
the event. ([1], p. 131). The dots represent the peaks of the
registered action potentials.

1.3

Frequency of discharge (rate code)

Compared to other human senses the ear is in a big advantage:
sound contains often periodical parts (instead of steady-going
stimuli like pressure, smell, temperature etc.). The periodic
repeat rate is in the realm of possibilities of the neuronal firing
rates.

Figure 2: Spike train and the random Poisson process. ([11],
p. 354)
The illustrated spike train looks like a bar code. Each bar
represents an action potential of a neuron, recorded from a
single unit. The spike train shows the statistical distribution
of the nerve activity. In the bottom: the spike train from a
synthetic Poisson process. It appropriately emulates the
nerve activity. This is demonstrated in the next picture.

Figure 3: Representative spike train, interspike interval (ISI)
histogram, and power spectrum of a neuron recorded from
cortical area compared against a modeled point process,
Poisson distributed with an absolute refractory period drawn
from a Gausssian distribution (of 2 ms standard
deviation)(right column). [11], p. 355).
Peri event time histograms and Interspike interval
histograms permit a survey of the raster dot displays.
Demonstations of these processes are shown in the next
picture.

Figure 5: Neuronal activity triggered by sound waves.
Left column: noise, right column: sine wave.
([10], p.180).
Peri event time histograms and interspike interval histograms
(PET- and ISI-histograms) offer the possibilities to reveal
periodicities in the raster dot displays. At the sine wave one can
see the periodicity of the sound signal. But one can also see the
scattering that appears during the triggering of the waves and
during the autocorrelation of the coinciding of the spikes.

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of neuronal autocorrelation
([13], p. 102, Fig.9). This is a model to detect periodicities.
The straight through neuron is one of the ascending neurons,
connected with others in parallel having a delay line inserted. If
you imagin that they are running in parallel to the cochlear duct
the delay chain is realized by the traveling wave in the duct. The
second condition realizing an autocorrelation process is the
summation of coinciding spikes. This is veryfied by synaptic
integration.
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One can find 10.000 synapses from presynaptic cells on
every single neuron [3]. In the brain every neuron has
contact to about 20.000 other neurons and receives signals
from just as much neurons ([14], p. 64).

pattern results in an even greater variance of periodotopic
representation..
The spikes that are triggered by a periodically moved basilar
membrane show a random distribution. They are collected in
volleys. The periodicity information therefore is coded in the
volley distances. By time delay the preceding volley of two
succeeding volleys is time shifted. The amount of this time
shifting corresponds to the period time. But coincidence
detection takes place between two spikes out of two different
volleys. This is the source of a much bigger scattering than that
in a single volley.
The coincidence detection itself is impaired by the imprecision
of the summation process. This is a third source of uncertainty.

Figure 7: Synaptic integration. Spatial and temporal
summation of synaptic potentials.
Note the span of time where a summation still succeeds.
After the attenuation of the excitation because of the first
synaptic impulse – at a larger time difference – no
summation takes place any more. The time span between the
synaptic excitations where an addition takes place provides
an indication on the imprecision at the coincidence of spikes
where a correlation still proceeds. When calculating the
correlation that span of time has to be considered as
uncertainty.

2. ORIGINS OF UNCERTAINTY
2.1

Uncertainty of localisation

The uncertainty of local representation in the brain
corresponds to the local uncertainty of the receptors in the
cochlea (tonotopic representation).

2.2

Uncertainty of/by pulse width and
uncertainty of time to trigger

Figure 9: Spatially organized autocorrelation. A filterbank of
parallely organized correlators is arranged along the cochlear
duct. Each correlator has a fixed time delay. A sequence of low
pass filters prevents the higher frequencies to arrive the higher
cochlea helix where lower frequencies are processed.
Each filter that works as a correlator with fixed delay time
reacts on the fundamental and its partials. But the harmonic
partials are suppressed due to the mechanical properties of the
cochlear duct [2][5]. These mechanical properties are
comparable to a series of low pass filters with decreasing edge
frequencies.
The fundamental T1 is corresponding to τ.
The partials Tn = T1/n and consequently fn = nf1 are suppressed.

2.3

2.2.1 Temporal scattering in the triggering process of
adjoining neurons
The first source is inside the volley: Here the single spikes
are distributed statistically. The volleys appear in a sequence
where the distances between single volleys conform to the
cycle duration of the sound wave (stimulus). The effect of
scattering is even stronger in the distance between the spikes
of two successive volleys, corresponding to the cycle
duration of the stimulus: The distances between two
arbitrary spikes taken from two succeeding volleys are much
wider scattered than the width of one single volley. This is a
second effect.

The consequence of a filter bank with these characteristics
(spatially distributed delays) is a spatial organized
autocorrelation and a spatial organized representation i.e. a
periodotopic representation in the brain, ("correlation code",
[11], p. 333).

3. CORRESPONDING EMPIRICAL
/EXPERIMENTAL DATA.
Judgements of musical interval distances. evidence
of statistical distribution.

2.2.2 Uncertainty of coincidence in the correlation
process

3.1

In addition (as a third source) there is an uncertainty at the
coincidence during the integration process (autocorrelation).

Figure 8: The correlation of spike volleys (containing
statistically distributed spikes) with a fuzzy coincidence

Uncertainty of discharge frequency
combining the uncertainty of "which" and
"when"

Experimental setting and results. Evidence
of statistical distribution of judgements

Pairs of successive chords played by either harpsichord or a
group of violins were presented to music experts (choir
directors, music theory teachers and conservatory students). In
most cases, a dissonant chord (containing a diminished or
augmented fourth, an augmented fifth and a minor sixth,
respectively) resolves into a consonant chord following the rules
of classical harmony. When hearing these successions of chords
in which one note was varied in its frequency, the subjects were
asked to decide between a) optimal, perfectly in-tune intonation
and b) tolerated, 'still barely acceptable' divergence from
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optimal intonation. (For more on experimental setting see
[6][7]).
Consonant intervals (fifth, fourth and thirds) included in
both the dissonant and the consonant chords were to be
judged. These intervals were evaluated separately according
to their musical context. Some examples of fifths (Figs. 11,
12) and fourths (Fig. 13) are presented here to demonstrate
the extent of variation and statistical distribution.

3.2

This should not be possible according to musical theory,
because the fifth, defined by the frequency relation 3/2, has the
value 702 Cents independently from the context.

3.3

Judgements of the fourth

Judgements of the fifth in two different
musical contexts

In the first case, Fig. 10, optimal, perfectly in-tune intonation
of the fifth is presented in different musical contexts. The
mean 703,47 Cents (N = 237) has nearly the same value as
the theoretical one (702 Cents). But the perfectly in-tune
intonations show a standard deviation of nearly 13 Cents.
The whole range of scattering compounds about 70 Cents. If
you have in mind that a semitone has the extension of 100
Cents this makes about three quarters of a semitone.

Figure 12: The statistical distribution of judgements of optimal,
perfectly in-tune intonation of the fourth in different musical
contexts. The mean has the value of about 502 Cents (N = 90).

Figure 10: The statistical distribution of judgements on tone
intervals is a result of the (at least threefold) statistical
distribution in the information processing of the neuronal
network.
The next picture (Fig. 11) shows the distributions in case of
a differentiation of the musical context.

The standard deviation of the statistical distribution amounts in
this case 13 Cents as well. The whole range of scattering
compounds about 70 Cents too. These findings are in
contradiction to music theory and up to now to known
consonance theories.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Consonant musical intervals are characterized by periodicity of
the sound signal. The limited precision of neuronal information
processing in the adjusted Licklider model is responsible for a
better fit of the model to the psychophysics of the human ear. It
is able now to react on consonant musical intervals that are out
of tune in a way we are accustomed to in music hearing. As of
yet the measured hearing tolerances have not been able to be
derived from the neural processes quantitatively. But they can
be explained by the statistical behavior of the neurons.
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ABSTRACT
This work presents the measurement results of two drum sets
(one for professional use and the other one for beginners use),
played by two different drummers, carried out in the Acoustics
Laboratory of the Department of Applied Physics of the
University of Padova (Italy). The sound power of these drum
sets has been evaluated in reverberation room, according to
the methods indicated in the ISO 3741 Standard. Six common
and simple drum patterns, with different rhythm speed have
been played (120 BPM and 60 BPM). Then, some
comparisons have been made between the whole sound power
level of the drum sets, and each single drum piece of the drum
set separately played. The relative third octave bands Aweighted spectrums of six grooves has been calculated in
order to calculate spectrum adaptation terms for predicting the
A-weighted sound pressure level in a receiving room.
According to the methods indicated in the ISO 140-3 Standard
[2], sound insulation has been measured using a drum set
instead of a omnidirectional source.

2.2

2716,

Drums, drummer and grooves

For the measurements of the sound power level, two basic
drum sets have been used, one for professional use and
another one for beginner use, with the following
characteristics:
Table 1: Description of drum sets
Model
Bass drum
Snare drum
Hi-Hat
Ride

Professional drum set
SONOR Signature
SONOR wood 22”x18”
SONOR wood 14”x8”
ZILDJIAN K/Z 13”
ZILDJIAN K Custom 20 ”

Beginners drum set
PEARL EX825P Export Drum
PEARL wood 22”x16”
PEARL wood 5-1/2”
PEARL Cymbal 14”
PEARL Cymbal 18”

Ride/Crash

Hi Hat

1. INTRODUCTION
Acoustics drums set instruments produce very high sound
pressure level, depending on the type and quality of the drums
and cymbals and of the drummer. It depends also by the
groove and by the BPM (beat per minute) of the groove.

Bass
Drum

2. MEASUREMENTS
2.1

B&K

Snare
Drum

Figure 1: Basic Drum set in the reverberation room

Sound power level of acoustic drum sets

Every drum set was played by two drummers, one with a
school background (drummer 1) and the other one self-taught
(drummer 2).

Sound power level, Lw, of a acoustic source is a characteristic
of a source and doesn’t depend on distance and room
absorption. The sound power level of acoustic drum sets was
determined in laboratory according to ISO 3741 Standard [1].
It is calculated by the following equation:
⎛
A
A
S ⋅c
⎪⎧
Lw = Lp + ⎨10lg + 4,34 + 10 lg ⎜1 +
A0
S
⎝ 8 ⋅V ⋅ f
⎩⎪

⎡ 427
⎞
273 B ⎤ ⎪⎫
⎥ − 6⎬ [dB]
⎟ − 25lg ⎢
⎠
⎣ 400 273 + θ B0 ⎦ ⎭⎪

(1)

where:
Lp is the mean sound pressure level in the reverberation room
[dB];
A is the equivalent absorbing area of the room [m2];
A0 =1 m2;
S is the surface of the reverberation room [m2];
V is the volume of the reverberation room [m3];
f is the third octave band frequency [Hz];
c is the sound velocity at the temperature θ [m/s];
θ is the temperature [°C];
B is the atmospheric pressure [Pa];
B0 = 101300 [Pa].

Figure 2: Drummer 1 and drummer 2 play Sonor and Pearl
drums in the reverberation room
Six basic grooves are chosen. Every groove was played at 120
BPM and 60 BPM for 20 seconds. Single piece was also
played using the same grooves.

For the measurements it has been used a 4 channels Svantek
948 sound analyzer, microphones B&K 4188, microphone
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Table 2: Grooves played

120

Groove

120BPM Pearl (1) Crash +
SN Lw=117,2dB

Notation

1

“CHH+SN”
(cloded Hi-Hat with snare drum)

2

“OHH+SN”
(open Hi-Hat with snare drum)

3

“CHH+SIDE”
(cloded Hi-Hat with side stick)

4

“CRASH+SN”
(4/4 board cymbal with snare drum)

5

“RIDE+SN”
(Ride cymbal with snare drum)

120BPM Sonor (1) Crash +
SN Lw=116,7dB
120BPM Sonor (2) Crash +
SN Lw=117,3dB

100

60BPM Pearl (1) Crash + SN
Lw=114,9dB
60BPM Pearl (2) Crash + SN
Lw=111,9dB

90

60BPM Sonor (1) Crash +
SN Lw=114,8dB
60BPM Sonor (2) Crash +
SN Lw=113,4dB
5000 Hz

4000 Hz

3150 Hz

2500 Hz

2000 Hz

1600 Hz

1250 Hz

800 Hz

1000 Hz

630 Hz

500 Hz

400 Hz

315 Hz

250 Hz

200 Hz

160 Hz

125 Hz

100 Hz

80

“RIDE+SIDE”
(Ride cymbal with side stick)

6

120BPM Pearl (2) Crash +
SN Lw=115dB

110
Sound Power Level [dB]

n°

Frequency [Hz]

2.3

Figure 6: Sound power level of groove 4 at 120 and 60 BPM

Experimental results

In the following graphics are presented the sound power level
of acoustic drum sets, with different groove and BPM.

120
120BPM Pearl (1) Ride + SN
Lw=115,8dB

Sound Power Level [dB]

120

120BPM Pearl (2) CHH + SN
Lw=110,3dB

110

120BPM Sonor (1) CHH + SN
Lw=115,7dB
120BPM Sonor (2) CHH + SN
Lw=112,6dB

100

120BPM Sonor (1) Ride +
SN Lw=115,8dB
120BPM Sonor (2) Ride +
SN Lw=113,5dB

100

60BPM Pearl (1) Ride + SN
Lw=113,1dB
60BPM Pearl (2) Ride + SN
Lw=108,2dB

90

60BPM Sonor (1) Ride + SN
Lw=113dB

60BPM Pearl (1) CHH + SN
Lw=113,3dB
60BPM Pearl (2) CHH + SN
Lw=107,4dB

60BPM Sonor (2) Ride + SN
Lw=110,9dB

5000 Hz

4000 Hz

3150 Hz

2500 Hz

2000 Hz

1600 Hz

1250 Hz

800 Hz

630 Hz

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 7: Sound power level of groove 5 at 120 and 60 BPM
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60BPM Sonor (2) CHH + SN
Lw=110,5dB
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315 Hz
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60BPM Sonor (1) CHH + SN
Lw=113dB
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100 Hz

Sound Power Level [dB]

120BPM Pearl (1) CHH + SN
Lw=114,9dB

120BPM Pearl (2) Ride + SN
Lw=112,2dB

110

Frequency [Hz]

120
120BPM Pearl (1) Ride +
Side Lw=106,5dB

Figure 3: Sound power level of groove 1 at 120 and 60 BPM
Sound Power Level [dB]

120
120BPM Pearl (1) OHH +
SN Lw=116,1dB
120BPM Pearl (2) OHH +
SN Lw=113,7dB
120BPM Sonor (1) OHH +
SN Lw=115,9dB
120BPM Sonor (2) OHH +
SN Lw=113,7dB

100

120BPM Sonor (1) Ride +
Side Lw=107,8dB
120BPM Sonor (2) Ride +
Side Lw=107,7dB

100

60BPM Pearl (1) Ride +
Side Lw=103,8dB
60BPM Pearl (2) Ride +
Side Lw=104,8dB

90

60BPM Sonor (1) Ride +
Side Lw=105,7dB

60BPM Pearl (1) OHH + SN
Lw=113,2dB
60BPM Pearl (2) OHH + SN
Lw=109,8dB

60BPM Sonor (2) Ride +
Side Lw=107,1dB
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Figure 8: Sound power level of groove 6 at 120 and 60 BPM
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In the following graphics are presented an example of time
history of the sound pressure level in the reverberation room.

Figure 4: Sound power level of groove 2 at 120 and 60 BPM

120

120BPM Pearl (2) CHH +
Side Lw=107,7dB

115

120BPM Sonor (1) CHH +
Side Lw=106,9dB
120BPM Sonor (2) CHH +
Side Lw=107,9dB
60BPM Pearl (1) CHH + Side
Lw=103,9dB
60BPM Pearl (2) CHH + Side
Lw=103,8dB
60BPM Sonor (1) CHH +
Side Lw=104,3dB
60BPM Sonor (2) CHH +
Side Lw=105,6dB

100

95

Time [x0,1 s]
CHH+SN Pearl (1) 120BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Pearl (2) 120BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (1) 120BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (2) 120BPM - Short Leq

Frequency [Hz]

Figure 5: Sound power level of groove 3 at 120 and 60 BPM

CHH+SN Pearl (1) 120BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Pearl (2) 120BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (1) 120BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (2) 120BPM - Leq

Figure 9: Sound pressure level of groove 1 at 120
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120

Single event, SELwA, can be used to estimate global Aweighted sound power level of a drum groove using the
following equation:

Sound pressure level [dB]

115

110

105

100

LwA _ groove

95

191

181

171

161

151

141

131

121

111

91

101

81

71

61

51

41

31

21

1

11

90

⎛
⎛ E ⋅ BPM ⎞ ⎞ ⎞
⎛
⎜ SELwAi +10lg ⎜
⎟⎟
⎝ 240⋅TS ⎠ ⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
10
⎜
⎟⎟
⎜
⎝
⎠
= 10 lg ⎜ ∑ i 10
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠

[dB( A)]

(3)

Time [x0,1 s]
CHH+SN Pearl (1) 60BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Pearl (2) 60BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (1) 60BPM - Short Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (2) 60BPM - Short Leq

CHH+SN Pearl (1) 60BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Pearl (2) 60BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (1) 60BPM - Leq
CHH+SN Sonor (2) 60BPM - Leq

where:
SELwAi is the single event A-weighted sound power level
[dB(A)];
E is the number of musical event in a measure;
BPM is beat per minute;
TS is the time signature.

Figure 10: Sound pressure levels of groove 1 at 60 BPM
It can be noted that different drummers play with different
sound power levels.

For example for a heavy metal groove (Figure 12) at 130 BPM
with 16/16 double bass drum, we can estimate the global
sound power level by this:

Single drum set piece sound power level has been also
measured and summed. It has been found quite the same
sound power level of total groove (example of “Ride+SN” in
Figure 11).
⎛ LP _ SD ⎞
⎛ LP _ Ride ⎞
⎛ ⎛⎜⎜ LP _ BD ⎞⎟⎟
⎞
⎜⎜ 10 ⎟⎟
⎜⎜ 10 ⎟⎟
10 ⎠
⎠
⎠⎟
Lsum = 10 lg ⎜ 10⎝
+ 10⎝
+ 10⎝
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠

⎛
⎛
⎛ 4⋅130 ⎞ ⎞
⎛ 8⋅130 ⎞ ⎞ ⎞
⎛ ⎛⎜ 101,4+10lg⎛⎜ 16240⋅130⋅1 ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟
⎜ 109,0 +10lg ⎜
⎜ 91,3+10lg ⎜
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎝
⎠⎟
⎝ 240⋅1 ⎠ ⎟
⎝ 240⋅1 ⎠ ⎟
⎜
⎜
⎜ ⎜⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
10
10
10
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟⎟
⎜ ⎜⎝
⎠
⎠
⎠
LwA = 10lg ⎜10
+ 10⎝
+ 10⎝
⎟=
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
= 114,7 [dB( A)]

(2)

[ dB ]
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(4)

Sound Power Level [dB]

110
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Figure 12. Heavy metal groove
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Figure 11. Sound power level of groove “Ride+SN” at 120
BPM and the energetic sum of single piece

2.4

⎛S⎞
R = L1 − L2 + 10 lg ⎜ ⎟
⎝ A⎠

Prediction of drums grooves A-weighted sound
power level

From the measurements of single piece, it has been calculated
the mean single event A-weighted sound power level by two
drum sets and two drummers, SELwA, (power level
normalized to one second).

Hard Bass Drum
Soft Bass Drum
Snare Drum
Closed Hi Hat
Open Hi Hat
Crash
Ride
Side Snare Drum

[dB ]

(5)

where:
L1 is the mean sound pressure level in the transmitting room
[dB];
L2 is the mean sound pressure level in the receiving room
[dB];
A is the equivalent absorbing area of the receiving room [m2];
S is the surface of the separating wall [m2].

Table 2: mean single event A-weighted sound power levels by
two drum sets and two drummers
Piece

Sound reduction index measurements

Measurements of sound reduction index, R, of a wall were
taken using an omnidirectional source, according to ISO 140
part 3 Standard [2], and a drum set with “CHH+SN”
(groove 1).
R is calculated by the following equation:

70

SELwA
101,4 dB(A)
96,0 dB(A)
109,0 dB(A)
91,3 dB(A)
98,7 dB(A)
108,1 dB(A)
98,9 dB(A)
100,4 dB(A)

Figure 13: Measurement of sound reduction index of a wall
using omnidirectional sound source and using drums set
(groove 1 in transmitting room).
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Figure 17: Relative spectrums (normalized to 0 dB) for
“drums grooves spectrum adaptation terms” calculation
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Figure 14: Sound reduction index of a wall using
omnidirectional sound source or drums set

We can use Rw+”Cdr” to estimate A-weighted sound pressure
level in a receiving reverberant room, or to choose the best
wall for sound insulation (for example if we have to project a
drums insulation box, we haven’t to choose only the higher
Rw value but we have to choose the higher Rw+”Cdr” value).
The weighted sound reduction index, Rw, of 58 dB and “Cdr”
of -8 dB has been measured for a light wall in laboratory and
groove 1. In the transmitting and receiving room, the Aweighted sound pressure levels of respectively 108,1 dB(A)
and 58,4 dB(A) has been measured. Predicted A-weighted
sound pressure levels in the receiving room, Lp2(A), is:

The weighted sound redution index was Rw(C;Ctr)=58(-3;-10)
for both source, so sound reduction index doesn’t depend on
the drums sound.

2.6

Drums grooves spectrum adaptation terms

It has been found that the frequency distribution of sound
power levels dosen’t change very much by changing BPM,
and drummers (Figure 15).

Lp1( A) − (Rw +"Cdr ") =108,1− (58 −8) = 58,1 [dB( A)]

(6)

120
120BPM Pearl (1) CHH + SN
Lw=114,9dB

Sound Power Level [dB]

110

100

well according to measurements.

3. CONCLUSIONS

120BPM Pearl (2) CHH + SN
Lw=110,3dB

The comparison between two drums sets played by two
drummers show a relation between sound power level and
BPM. In fact, doubling the BPM sound power level increase
up to 3. It is noted that adding sound power level of single
piece get the sound power level of entire groove.
It has been calculated the mean single event A-weighted sound
power level, SELwA, to predict the A-weighted sound power
level of any groove.
It is find sound power level of different groove and six
normalized to 0 dB spectrum for “drums grooves spectrum
adaptation terms” calculation useful for predicting sound
pressure level in a receiving room produced by a particular
drums groove in a transmitting room or to choose the best wall
for a particular groove.

90
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Figure 15: Example of sound power level changing BPM and
drummers
So, average sound power levels of the six grooves have been
calulated (Figure 16) to find normalised to 0 dB spectrums
(Figure 17).
This is useful for “drums grooves spectrum adaptation terms”
calculation, we call this parameter “Cdr” in analogy with ISO
717-1 method [3].
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Figure 16: Average sound power level of different gooves
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SENSOR FUSION AND MULTI-MODAL FEEDBACK FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
LEARNING AND TEACHING
Tobias Grosshauser and Thomas Hermann
Center of Excellence in Cognitive Interaction Technology
Ambient Intelligence Group
Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany
{tgrossha, thermann}@techfak.uni-bielefeld.de
ABSTRACT
Pressure, motion, gesture and the coordination of all these parameters is an important task in musical instrument playing, exercising and teaching. New sensing and feedback technologies
provide many possibilities to support the teacher and the student
in the complex learning scenarios. In this paper we show with
some practical examples the application of our current sensing
technologies to teaching and everyday self exercising of violin.
This starts from a left hand and chin pressure sensing method
for coordination and position change analysis, a setup for force
measurement and the weight allocation between the chin and
left hand while playing, and a left and right hand thumb position and bending measurement method.
Different individually adapted feedback methods allow assisted teaching in teacher-to-student tuition and also efficient
training in single exercising situations at home without a
teacher. But also in combination with audio, video, and gesture
recording, our setup is useful for accurate offline music sheet
alignment and analysis.
Especially studies of complex movements as well as finger position and force distribution changes can benefit from this
approach. We discuss the practical applications regarding the
recognition of inaccuracy, cramping, and malposition.
1. INTRODUCTION
In numerous papers and articles about sensing technologies applied to musical instruments, here especially the violin, different methods and strategies are introduced and developed. E.g.
Rasamimanana et al. [1] and Maestre [2] in his thesis about
bowing gestures, interesting approaches about gesture recognition and especially bowing gestures have been developed and
realized. The mainly used measuring methods in case of pressure are one or more foil strains placed in the middle of the bow.
Another pressure measure method is described by Demoucron
et al. [3] where the overall pressure of the bow hair is measured
near the frog. McMillen [4] measures the first finger pressure,
integrated into the commercially available K-Bow, which is a
complete bow and does not allow to use the existing bow of the
violinist. Other frequently used sensors and technologies are radio frequency transmission, gyroscopes, acceleration, and force
resistive sensors, integrated into smallest PCBs, which are fixed
on the frog. Beginning with the work of Bevilaqua et al. [5],
meanwhile several similar setups exist.
These are just the most recent developments – the “history of violin sensing” goes back for many more years and approaches. There are other technologies, that allow sensor-based
motion and gesture tracking in 3D and video or VICON-based
systems, e.g. the one described by Ng [6], which are different to

Figure 1: Example of the bow mounted sensors, (here pressure
sensors) after ca. 3000 played bowing samples.

our approach and are not described here and would extend the
list.
Beginning with the measurements of the relations of the
pressure of each finger (see Fig. 1) and especially the changes of
it during one bow stroke (see Fig. 4), we ad new aspects to this
subject regarding different coordination issues and pressure allocations e.g. chin versus left hand. Conclusions and measurements regarding cramping, faults, bow position, and different
types of bow strokes, just to name a few, are thereby made possible. In general, the fixation of the sensors is easy. The basic
module usually contains 3 axis accelerometer and gyroscope,
in this paper we emphasize the “FSR” (force sensitive resistor)
sensors. In section 4 we demonstrate some typical violin teaching scenarios with the implementation of real-time feedback.

2. TECHNICAL SETUP AND DESCRIPTION
The used sensing method was introduced at WSEAS 2007 and
NIME08 by Grosshauser [8]. First results of pressure and position measurements as well as applications for teaching, recognition of bowing type and quality and first composition examples
have been shown.
In this study, we introduce several improvements and extensions, including a left hand sensor and a chin rest sensor.
The modularity of our setup allows a flexible number of
sensors to be fixed on the bow or violin, depending on the needs
of the student, teacher or performer. Data transmission is possible either to a computer via Bluetooth or directly to sound
synthesizers or other modules via the serial port, OSC or MIDI.
All sensor data are recorded, sometimes with additional audio
and video recording, but most importantly real-time feedback
can be composed and given directly onboard the PCBs.
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Figure 2: Sensor board (3) and 2 vibration motors (1 and 2)
attached to the frog of the violin bow.
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Figure 3: Chin and left hand weight/pressure allocation with
adjusted threshold lines.

3. FEEDBACK TYPES
3.1. Tactile feedback
The vibrotactile feedback are short rhythmic bursts between
40Hz and 800Hz, which is the sensitive range of the mechanoreceptors in the fingers. The distance between the two motors is
big enough for easy identification which one is vibrating. The
amplitude and frequency can be varied. This allows to evoke
a controlled level of attention by increasing and decreasing of
the vibration level and by using different combinations between
the motors. For example (1) all motors on, (2) only the indicating motor on, (3) one motor high frequency, other low frequency, and so on. The vibrotactile motors are attached directly
to the bow, as depicted in Fig. 2 near the thumb and fingers. As
described in Grosshauser et al. [10] the touch-sense feedback
channel is extended and the awareness of the vibrotactile feedback is increased and trained (see video BowHapticFB at [7]).
The feedback reacts if the fingers are in incorrect position or if
the applied pressure is too strong.

3.3. Visual feedback
The simplest and mostly used visual setup in every-day teaching
and practising is a mirror. Gesture, posture and angle detection
are observed easily and without delay. The key advantage of
the before mentioned direct vibrotactile feedback is, that it is
given at the exact position, where it refers to. This is also possible with visual feedback, small “displays“ e.g. LED lights or
other small devices, which are very lightweight and can be attached to the observed position, where the feedback is needed
and expected.
The visual feedback used here is adjusted and attached according to the observed position or problem. This means for
example a LED at the chin rest and a second one at the neck
of the violin. For standard displays, real-time plotting and simple graphical displays are sometimes useful after an adaptation
phase. A demonstration can be seen in the video VisFB at [7].

3.2. Auditory feedback by Sonification
We use sonification, the non-speech auditory display of information as real-time auditory feedback. Sonification, as described in [11] addresses our highly developed yet often neglected sense of listening. Indeed, compared to visual display,
sound does not demand the user to visually attend a specific
display location. Sound is processed over a larger range of frequencies. Typically the useful pitch range 50Hz to 5000Hz exceeds the visual ’one octave’ from red to blue, and in the range
from 0.1 to 10 Hz we perceive temporal structure and rhythm.
Even more, sound is highly capable to direct and alter the human’s focus of attention. Furthermore, we are capable to attend to even subtle cues in complex sounds simultaneously and
perceive the sound as a whole at the same time. Concerning
coordinated rhythmical activity, by listening we are capable of
discovering even faint changes in rhythm as well as coordination problems.
Sonification allows short and long-term unobtrusive monitoring and feedback of many parameters to the musical instrument player in real-time. But long-term use allows the recognition of mistakes or symptoms of fatigue while exercising a
completely other problem or playing a long piece en bloc. Particularly in the latter situation, attention is concentrated to other
demands and in turn sometimes even basic skills are neglected
and cause a significant loss in sound or performance quality. A
sonification example is given, evaluated and published in [12]
by the authors Grosshauser and Hermann.

4. STUDIES AND EXEMPLARY TEACHING
SCENARIOS
In the following part, some examples for complex motion, posture and position scenarios in violin teaching and playing are
described. All motion and force data of the experiments including the real-time multi-modal feedback are recorded for later
data analysis and real-time plotting.
4.1. Force allocation between left hand and chin
Problem: Student applies too much pressure to the chin rest
and the neck of the violin.
Pedagogical aspect: Understanding and getting a feeling of
the violin’s weight allocation between the pressure from
the chin on the chin rest and the weight and the force in
the left hand.
Real-time feedback: Indicating lights (LEDs) near the left
hand and on the chin rest during the exercise. The lights
are switched on, when a certain threshold is exceeded. In
the graph (see Fig. 3) the thresholds are the straight lines
“Threshold Thumb Left” and “Threshold Thumb Right”.
Results: The student is able to apply the appropriate pressure
herself to the chin rest during the first bowings, although
she started with the wrong pressure. See 0-35 sec.,
“Chin“ value, applied chin pressure and ”Thumb left”,
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Figure 6: Self correction (phase 1) of the student during playing
(with visual real-time feedback) and corrected position (phase
2).

Exercise and Results: In this scenario, the student plays a
simple scale and tries to correct the thumb position. The
range itself was adjusted during a short supervised gesture and posture preparation phase. The student begins
playing with wrong thumb posture and changes the position of the left hand thumb (see Fig. 5b and Fig. 6, phase
1), and after some bow-strokes, the position is changed
to the correct range (see Fig. 6, phase 2).
Figure 5: Wrong (a) and correct (b) thumb position on the bow.
4.4. Left hand and chin coordination during stage shift
0-60 sec., applied force of the left hand thumb (also Fig.
3).
4.2. Right hand thumb position
Problem: Student starts playing with inaccurate right hand
posture.
Pedagogical aspect: Learning to keep the correct bending of
the right hand thumb.
Real-time feedback: Vibrotactile feedback (see video
BowHapticFB at [7]) gives a correction signal. The
correction signal is given by the vibrotactile channel,
directly near the thumb and indicates the student to
change the thumb position.
Results: The student changes the bending of the thumb to the
correct posture (see Fig. 5b), although she started with
the wrong posture.

4.3. Left hand thumb position
Problem: Student starts playing with inaccurate left hand
thumb position.
Pedagogical aspect: Learning to keep the correct position of
the left hand thumb.
Real-time feedback: Visual feedback (see video VisFB at
[7]) gives a correction signal. The correction signal
given, directly near the left hand thumb, indicates the
student to change the thumb position.

In this example, we are interested in the left/right hand synchronization and left hand pressures itself. Left hand sensing for
string instruments is underrepresented compared to right hand
research. A recent article from Kinoshita et al. [9] shows one
possibility to measure the left hand finger pressure at different
volumes, tempi, and bowings on one single position on the fingerboard. We observe our coordination demand while playing
any notes and music pieces and record the left and right hand
parameters simultaneously (similar to [8]). This means, finger
pressure compared to bowings, speed, volume, and with different types of vibrato and double stops.
In this study, pressure sensors are fixed on the chin rest and
on the neck of the violin, where thumb and the side of the first
finger are in contact.
Problem: Student learns to shift the stages or to coordinate difficult stage shifts within a piece.
Pedagogical aspect: Supporting the understanding of the
weight allocation between chin and left hand (and bowing) during a stage shift.
Real-time feedback: In this case we use visual feedback,
meaning real-time plotting of the pressure graphs, to explain visually the force allocation during the stage shifts.
Exercise and Results: The student plays a simple scale and
tries to optimize the transition between the left hand and
chin (data shown in Fig. 7). The recording of position
shifts shows the coordinated reduction of the finger pressure, here of the thumb and of one of the fingers 14, the increase of the chin pressure during the shifting
phase and the increase of the pressure of the new position. These data allow a precise analysis, especially of
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Figure 7: Typical real-time visual display of a transition between first and third position.

the timing between finger and chin rest, which is one of
the most complex movements to learn and execute for
beginners and to optimize for advanced students. The
analysis can help the student to better understand the coherences of the correct timing and weight allocations between chin and left hand. The teacher sees, beside the
latter mentioned coherences, the pressure and effort the
student applies. Beside other parameters, this indicates a
lot about the smoothness and well-being of the student.

5. CONCLUSION
The full potential of sensing and feedback supported violin tuition is only tapped in this article. We currently work on more,
easier to use and cheaper sensors and we will extend the above
mentioned possibilities. More advanced feedback methods and
stand-alone solutions will bring new possibilities and simplification. The practical evaluation is going on and we find more
and more useful teaching situation, where this technology is applied. Other instruments like string instruments in general, piano and wind instruments are considered as well.
The combination of the mentioned methods and setups with
advanced data mining techniques is a further promising way of
recognition of different playing styles, left/right coordination,
cramping detection, and many more possibilities. This may
open up useful tools for every-day exercising and teaching. Especially the pressure and force sensors offer many more possibilities for new music compositions in combination with simplified real-time interaction within electronic music environments.
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BOWING GESTURE ANALYSIS ―FOR WHOM, WHY, AND HOW?
Knut Guettler
Norwegian Academy of Music, Oslo, Norway
knut.guettler@tele2.no
ABSTRACT
To our knowledge the book “Motion Study and Violin
Bowing” by Percival Hodgson, published by Lavender in
London 1934 (and reprinted by American String Teachers
Association in 1958), was the first attempt to describe the
acoustical consequences of bowing gestures. At least, if
reserving the term “bowing gesture” for dynamic bow
movements. The study was aimed at string players, and was
based on an ingenious method for recording the bow’s
motion during performance. Later the utilization of many
novel techniques, including robotics, numerical simulation,
and digitalized optical motion capture has greatly
contributed to increased understanding of how the bowstring contact actually works, even on a rather detailed level.
This presentation walks through a number of different
projects and methods, and discusses the results and their
usage as seen by the performer, the string teacher, and the
acoustic researcher.

1. INTRODUCTION
The present author has background as a performing musician
(principal double bassist of the Oslo Philharmonic), teacher
(professor of double bass at the Norwegian Academy of
Music and the Royal Conservatory of the Hague in the
Netherlands)―and acoustician (with a Ph.D. from Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Sweden, focusing on
the bowed string).
During a convention organized by the International Society
of Bassists, held in Madison, Wisconsin in 1968, I
experienced a series of lectures on string and stringinstrument physics given by physicist William Fry. Among
other things, he explained how to modify double-bass
bridges to achieve more brilliance and better response. After
having returned home I did that on a number of basses in the
Oslo Phil. with great success. This was the seed that later led
to my growing engagement in string-instrument acoustics.
To understand how the string moves under the bow has ever
since been a great help in my teaching, even though I never
introduced math and equations to my music students.
However, I believe knowledge on how our instruments work
is paramount when trying to utilize the instrument’s
potential of musical expression to its fullest extent. This is
particularly true in the context of contemporary music.

2. PRESENT KNOWLEDGE ON BOWING
GESTURES
In Hodgson’s book [1], which obviously is written for
players rather than acousticians, he presents the bowing
movements of a large number of musical phrases familiar to
the violinist. The main concept seems to be recommendation
of rounded gestures to ensure continuity of movements (see
Figure 1). He makes no real analyses of the acoustical
consequences with respect to noise generation, bow speed
etc, but it is a fact that rounded bow changes is a neat way to

control the relative acceleration between the bow and the string.
When the bow plays sustained tones, speed is an important
parameter. During attacks, however, acceleration is the
operative word.

Figure 1: Gesture pattern as seen by the player when playing six
notes on four strings (from Hodgson). Patterns obtained by
extended-exposure photography in darkness with a small light
bulb mounted on the frog. The circular movements ensure
smooth and continuous bow movements.
When Hodgson’s book was published it stirred up some
discussion, as a lot of players disagreed with this circularity
concept. On the other side, however, the great violin teacher
Leopold Auer is said to have advocated rounded bow changes
where the frog made excursions from the straight line back and
forth. Such rounding can be carried out in several planes;
vertically or horizontally, or both. The main issue is to keep the
bow moving in order to avoid jerky movements. Figure 2 shows
analysis of two different bow changes where the right panel
suggests a strategy for making the deceleration greater than the
following acceleration in order to carry out the bow change as
quickly and inaudibly as possible. In a doctoral thesis, Williams
[2] showed that good players do this, instinctively. All in all,
shaping of the frog trajectory can provide good acceleration
control. Our own numerical analysis [3] shows that the
maximum/minimum bow acceleration acceptable for noise-free
tone outsets is inversely proportional to the mass of the active
string. This implies greater acceleration when moving up the
string to higher pitches and vice versa. The rate of success can
be judged from the string movement, readily measurable
through the voltage difference of the string ends when a small
magnet is placed under the bow.
Even though the works of McIntyre, Woodhouse, and
Schumacher [4], [5] only to a limited degree discuss dynamic
bowing gestures as such, their revolutionary numericalsimulation concepts of the bowed string, published 1979, made
it possible for other researchers to go further along the gesture
path, and check basic phenomena in more detail than would
have been possible for Hodgson. Many years earlier, Raman [6],
and later Schelleng [7], had analyzed the static use of basic
bowing parameters thoroughly, of which bow speed is one.
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Figure 2: Analysis of the
bow’s
velocity
and
acceleration resulting from
quasi-circular frog movements when the frog is
moving with constant
speed. The thick green line
indicates the duration of
the actual bow change.
The right panel shows that
by deviating slightly from
the perfectly circular frog
trajectory of the left panel
a quicker bow change is
possible (here, some 14%),
since the string will accept
a higher deceleration value
at the end of a stroke than
the acceleration value at
the beginning of the next
one. Excess values will in
both
cases
produce
slipping noise. The plots
underline the importance
of gesture.
In 1892 Cremer pointed out that some acceleration was a
prerequisite for starting the string [8] with regular stick/slip
intervals (i.e., “noise free”). Bow acceleration and speed are
only two of many gesture parameters. Two more, of equal
acoustical importance, are bow position (along the string)
and pressure (the bow’s force on the string). In the mid
eighties Askenfelt designed an ingenious electric device for
measuring speed, position, and bow force during actual
playing [9], [10]. He found that players tend to change
position more than speed for different dynamic levels,
including crescendo and diminuendo, but also that there
were differences in strategy between individuals. (In 2009
Schoonderwaldt revisited the topic, using even more
sophisticated measuring methods on a greater variety of bow
strokes [11].) At the end of the nineties Askenfelt cooperated
with the present author on analyzing off-string bowing
techniques, such as spiccato and ricochet [12], [13]. Here
numerical
simulations
accompanied
traditional
measurements with accelerometers, force transducers, etc.
An interesting observation was that in good, crisp spiccato
(sautillé) the actual bow change would take place after the
bow had landed on the string in preparation for the next
attack, contrary to the general concept of the players, and
what is claimed in many methods.

Figure 3: (a) correct and (b) incorrect movements of the bow
during fast spiccato or sautillé. (b) will produce noisy
attacks. Placing a small mark on the stick provides visual
feedback to the student.

An important issue to settle was “How much onset noise is
acceptable for the string player”? A study showed that it
depended on what kind of noise, slipping- or creaking-, and that
the acceptance limits for violins were ca 90 and 50 ms for
“neutral attacks”, respectively [14]. Of course, it also depends
on the character of the music being performed.
Further topics have been discussed with concern to the
acoustical effects of bowing gestures: Tilting the bow gives only
a small spectral change (modestly increasing the brilliance), but
is important enough when it comes to bowing close to the
bridge, particularly in attacks [15]. If you think that bowing
position is more important than bowing speed when it comes to
spectral changes, you are wrong [16], [17]. The main reason
why string players experience an increasing spectral brilliance
as they move the bow towards the bridge is that they
simultaneously (but unconsciously) increase the bow force.
In the last decade optical measuring methods have
revolutionized the bowing-gesture research. Partly replacing
accelerometers with their cables and sensitivity to gravity (not
to speak about the challenge of double-integration), tiny
reflecting spheres is now all you need in order for the motioncapture system to record the bow’s movements in all planes.
The resolution is good: ca 0.6 mm at a rate of 250 Hz. The
McGill University of Montreal, Canada, has long been a
foreground figure in utilizing such equipment for gestural
research. However, the hardest obtainable bowing parameter is
without doubt the bow force. Different strategies have been
tested, but so far a special, lightweight electronic device
designed by Matthias Demoucron seems to be giving the most
reliable results and can readily be combined with motioncapture techniques [18], [19]. In all, this opens up possibilities
for analyzing further gestural parameters such as skewed
strokes, dynamic tilting, etc. Schoonderwaldt has done just that
through a series of research projects [20], [21]. The same
researcher did also utilize a Swedish-designed bowing machine
[22] for mapping the real outcome of a vast number of strokes
with one parameter changing at a time, thus confirming or
disproving established concepts founded on purely theoretical
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considerations [23]. Theoretical conclusions need to be
challenged regularly as they often miss important details
even if they substantially might give rather good overviews.
Musicians’ skepticism to theoretical analyses is healthy as
long as not all such analyses are thrown overboard. One
might wish that string players had been equally skeptical
with regard to myths conveyed by their teachers and
colleagues, e.g. concerning hair friction, purpose of the
soundpost, vibration in different parts of the instrument, etc.

3. WHO IS THE RESEARCH FOR?
Clearly, Hodgson did his research for the benefit of the
players. Their gratitude does not seem to have been
overwhelming. One reason (as Hodgson points out himself,
[24]) is that string players not always realize how they
actually are moving the bow when they play. As a doublebass teacher I have had the advantage of being able to
demonstrate the differences for my students, who thus have
been able to believe me through seeing and hearing. On the
other hand, I have rarely come in the position to convey such
information to other string students, simply because the
other string teachers of my own or other music academies
were lacking interest (albeit not proposals from my side). As
an internationally acknowledged researcher of bowing
gestures for about 15 years I must admit that I found it
alarming that (with one single exception) I never got the
opportunity to share my own and other scientists’ findings
with the string students and teachers in any of my own two
academies (in Oslo and the Hague). The good thing was that
as long as I kept it a secret that my suggestions were based
on science, I could, particularly as the head of the string
department in Oslo, teach also the non-bass players anything
I wanted, as long as it worked.
In general, I believe that modern academies/conservatories
should provide their students with a minimum of knowledge
on how their instrument actually work acoustically, since
such information is available and has now reached a level of
good quality for most instruments and voice. Viola players
could learn when to copy the gestures of violinists and when
not to, if they had a better understanding of the underlying
physics, etc. The instrumental teaching of classical music in
academies and conservatories is mainly built around one
single person, your private teacher. As a music student you
are not encouraged to consult other teachers in order to get
answers to instrumental challenges, unless through sporadic
master classes or courses; just the same way your teacher
once did it. This is in high contrast to general universitylevel education, where students are encouraged to seek
expertise wherever it may be found and trusted, and where a
supervisor does not think of himself as a person who has an
answer to every question. We see that it is in cases where the
student openly wants to go along a different musical path
than the one that made his teacher famous, where
educational cooperation is introduced, also with concern to
details on instrumental techniques. Here, the scientific
approach is suddenly not exotic anymore, but rather natural
and logical.
The “classical” music student will most probably continue to
copy the solutions of his/her teacher as long as the results are
satisfactory. The change will happen through students that
want to explore their instruments further for the purpose of
creating novel musical expressions. Admittedly, most of the
research literature in the fields of string instruments is not
meant for the music community, but rather peers in the
music-acoustic society. And it is actually here you will find

most of the applications resulting from bowing-gesture research,
as we know it today. It lies in the nature of scientific research
that you have to prove your theories scientifically and let them
be scrutinized by the scientific community before you produce
text adapted for other user groups. So far, bowing-gesture
analysis have mainly been utilized for three purposes: bowedstring synthesis [25], score recognition with automatic soundfilter switching at certain predefined points in the score—and
real-time sound filtering activated by predefined gestures [26].
All founded on electroacoustic manipulation.
Still not mentioned: luthiers and string manufacturers constitute
an important user group of bowed-string analysis. Many of these
have already realized how important understanding the physics
of the bowed string is for developing better instruments and
strings. Again, we see a distinction between those who prefer to
make true copies of well-functioning instruments, and those
whose ambitions are to bring the craft even a step further.

4. COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS
There are several reasons why the communication between
musicians and acousticians is so difficult. As a person who has
experienced this from both sides, I would like to point to the
following obstacles: Terminology: musicians do not have a
precise terminology for common musical phenomena (e.g.,
accents, tone onsets in general, acoustical properties of the hall,
etc.), and they are not familiar with the well-defined
terminology of the acousticians. Intrusion: many musicians
have experienced acousticians as intruders on their properties. It
is experienced as a problem that so many acousticians want to
define what good sound and good music is. Carl E. Seashore
wrote that the best vibrato is sine-wave shaped [27]. It should be
left to the musician to decide what sounds best, and how to
practice it. Fragmentation: in order to study a phenomenon, the
scientist will separate it from all other properties that could
influence the outcome. The musician sees the total sound as an
entity, and will usually not benefit from such disintegration,
unless when trying to bring the same phenomenon to the
absolute foreground. Insults: telling a flutist that she could have
replaced her 100 000 € platinum flute by the same model in
German silver, requires quite a bit of consideration and
tactfulness—if at all it is true! It comes dangerously close to
telling the flutist that she is stupid. Patronizing: I have on
several occasions, as a musician, felt patronized by acousticians.
Particularly during the design of the Oslo Concert Hall, which
acoustically ended up just like the musicians’ committee
unanimously had warned the acoustician about, but to no avail...
Tradition: at all times, apprentices have learned from imitating
their Master. The fact that musicians’ terminology appears
somewhat limited is probably reflecting this learning method.
This form of pedagogy works fine as long as the apprentice
stays fairly well within the tradition being taught. If he wants to
deviate from that track, he is probably better off by doing
something similar to what so many young farmers choose: They
educate themselves in universities of agriculture, getting more
comprehensive and updated information than what their parents
could possibly have provided themselves—even though the
farm remains the same. Competition is getting harder in both
arenas, and new challenges reveal themselves on a daily basis.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The idea that bowing-gesture analysis would make a strong
impact on string pedagogy in general seems to be a wrong one,
although many of us started our research with just that in mind.
Instead, our research is mainly seen to be utilized in settings
involving electroacoustic filtering or synthesis, an area that is
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interesting, indeed, but hardly contributing to raising the
level of consciousness and understanding of the bowed
string among players.

[7] Schelleng, J. C. (1973) "The bowed string and the player" J. Acoust.
Soc. Am. 53(1), 26-41.

On a personal basis, scientific studies on bow/string
interaction have been of great help and inspiration, both as a
performer and as a teacher, and not least in facilitating and
developing novel techniques in cooperation with my
students. As a double-bass player/soloist I have given
numerous master classes around the world. In some of these
I have included a short section on bowed-string physics.
These have always been well received. On the other hand,
when I have been visiting an academy as an acoustician, i.e.,
without being presented as a high-level musician, the
lectures have gained very little interest among teachers and
students. In order to get their attention, I clearly need the
authority of a respected musician.

[8] Cremer, L. (1982) "Considerations of the duration of transients in
bowed strings" Catgut Acoust. Soc. Newsletter 38.

It is my belief that not only music academies, but art schools
in general, are facing crossroads, where they very soon have
to choose directions. Like in pictorial arts, where new
materials, new chemistry, new light effects, new stages, etc.
pop up all the time, music―or at least parts of it―are given
new opportunities and platforms with steadily increasing
rapidity. Much time has expired since the wooden stage was
the most important arena for music performance. To cope
with this development we need new thinking, new
information—in addition to preserving the best of our
instrumental traditions. In plain words, this implies that the
Master instrumentalist has to give away some of his/her
hegemony over the student, and share it with other
specialists. If principals of music academies don’t see this,
they will easily end up as directors of museums, if having
jobs at all.

[13] Guettler, K. and Askenfelt, A. "On the kinematics of spiccato and
ricochet bowing" Catgut Acoust. Soc. J. 3-6(II), 9-15 (1998).

After having been researching, collecting and conveying
relevant information on the bowed string over a substantial
number of years, it was rather frustrating when a while ago
one of my superiors at the Norwegian Academy of Music
(which has mostly funded my efforts) remarked:
“It would be nice if your research could be focused on
something we could use in our teaching!”
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SPECTRUM OF THE PIANO STRING VIBRATION
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the vibrations of the ideal flexible string, which
one end is rigidly clamped, and another one is terminated on the
curved contact surface. The vibrating string repeatedly touches
the termination and in turn, causes the modulation of fundamental frequency of the string, and the train of high frequency oscillations is generated. The problem is studied both analytically,
and numerically. The effect of the contact nonlinearity and of
the shape of the contact surface on of the spectral structure of
the string vibration is considered. The influence of the impact
amplitude on the vibration spectra of struck string is discussed.

from above, the sawari surface deforms, and, as a result, the repelling net force acts on a string.

y
string displacement y(x,t)

L
x
sawari surface y=f(x)

resonator

Figure 1: Scheme of sawari model.
1. INTRODUCTION
Investigation of the boundary condition of vibrating string is a
very important problem in musical acoustics. It is well known
that the fundamental frequency of piano string is strictly determined by the type of the string termination. The types of the
string support in the piano are different for the bass and treble
notes. All the far ends of the piano strings are terminated on
the bass and treble bridges, which are the rather complicated
resonant systems. The nearest ends of the bass and long treble
strings begin from the agraffe that can be considered as an absolutely rigid clamp termination. But the most part of the treble
strings starts from the edge of the cast iron frame. These strings
turn the rigid edge over, and the tone of the strings vibration
depends on the curvature of this termination. The similar type
of the string support can be seen on the guitar and some other
musical string instruments.
Usually the changing of tone caused by the curvature of the
string support is negligible, but there is a family of Japanese
plucked stringed instruments (biwa and shamisen), which sounding is strictly determined by the string termination [1, 2]. These
lutes are equipped with a mechanism called ”sawari” (touch).
The sawari is a contact surface of very limited size, located at
the nut-side end of the string, to which the string touches repeatedly, producing a unique timbre of the instrumental tone called
the sawari tone.
This paper studies the influence of the geometrical nonlinearity
of the string termination on the spectrum of its vibration.
2. SAWARI MODEL
The nonlinear model of sawari mechanism is considered in [3,
4] and the scheme of this model is shown in Figure 1.
It is assumed that the displacement y(x, t) of the ideal (flexible)
string of length L obeys the second-order wave equation. The
right-hand end of the string is supported by the bridge, which is
considered as a resonator. The left-hand end (x = 0) terminates
at sawari surface, which is assumed to be rigid enough, and that
is defined by y = f (x). When the string pushes this surface

The effect of sawari mechanism was studied also experimentally and numerically in [3, 4] . It was shown that the sawari
excites a local disturbance of the string motion, which gets rich
spectral components up to very large numbers of the fundamental frequency of the corresponding monochord (without sawari).
It is evident, that similar mechanism of the contact nonlinearity
can also generate the high frequency oscillations of the piano
strings. In the following section will be presented another approach to the problem of vibration of the piano string with a
nonlinear support.
3. PIANO STRING MODEL
The scheme of position of the treble piano string is shown in
Figure 2. The left-hand end of the string wire is fastened to the
y
y = f(x)

Edge

yyn

Frame

0

δn

String

l

L
x

y+
-yn

Force

Bridge

Frame

Soundboard

Figure 2: Scheme of piano string model.
cast iron frame. Then the string bends around the rigid edge
of the frame, thereafter it runs over the piano bridge, and terminates again on the frame. The string is assumed to be ideal
(flexible). The piano hammer strikes the string at the contact
point x = l, and this generates two simple nondispersive traveling waves y(t + x/c) and y(t − x/c) moving in both directions.
At the first moment the amplitude of these waves is always positive.
Let’s consider the wave y− = y(t + x/c) moving to the edge
termination, which form is defined by the function f (x). This
wave reflects back from the edge, and the reflection occurs in
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such a manner that on the rigid surface at any moment t we
have y− + y+ = 0. Thus, the amplitude of the reflected wave
y+ = −y− . But it doesn’t mean that the reflected wave simply turns over. During reflection the form of the wave is essentially deformed. It occurs due to the fact that each ordinate yn = y(tn ) reflects back at the different moments of time
t = t∗n , and only when yn = f (x). It means, that each amplitude yn reflects not from the point x = 0, but from the point
x = δn , and thus the length of the string ”looks” shorter, and
this ”truncation” depends on the amplitude of the incident wave.
Now we can derive the formulae for description of both traveling waves y+ and y− moving in both directions.
In musical acoustics each function of time y(t) may be considered as a baseband signal, with range of frequencies measured
from close to 0 Hz to a highest signal frequency, which is equal
to 100 kHz, approximately. Therefore, such function is completely determined by giving its ordinates as a series of discrete
points [5]
y− (t) =

+∞
X

n=−∞

y(tn )

sin ωmax (t − tn )
.
ωmax (t − tn )

(1)

Here tn = nπ/ωmax , and ωmax is a maximum bandwidth of
the signal.
Because each ordinate y(tn ) reflects back at moment t = t∗n
when yn = y(tn ) = f (x), the reflected wave can be represented in the form
+∞
X

sin ωmax (t − tn + t∗n )
y+ (t) = −
y(tn )
,
ωmax (t − tn + t∗n )
n=−∞

Here the parameter Q0 is the static hammer stiffness; p is compliance nonlinearity exponent, and α is the retarded time parameter.
If the string has the rigid termination, the spectrum of the string
motion exited by the hammer may be calculated [6] directly
from the force history F (t). The general expression for the
string mode energy level is


2M ωi2
2
2
Ei = 10 log
,
(8)
+
B
A
i
i
mV 2
where
Ai =

(2)
Bi =

where t∗n = 1c f −1 (yn ). Here f −1 (yn ) denotes the inverse
function of f (x).
4. PIANO STRING EXCITATION AND BASIC
FORMULAE
The presented model is used here for demonstration of the influence of the contact nonlinearity and the shape of the contact
surface on the spectral structure of the piano string vibration.
Let’s consider an ideal (flexible) string. The displacement y(x, t)
of such a string obeys the simple wave equation
∂2y
∂2y
= c2 2 .
∂t2
∂x

Here it is assumed that the string of length L extends from
x = 0 on the left to x = L. Parameter a = l/L is the fractional
length of the string to striking point, and b = 1−a. Parameter a
determines the actual distance l of the striking point from nearest string end. The initial conditions at the moment when the
hammer first contacts the string, are taken as g(0) = z(0) = 0,
and dz(0)/dt = V .
The hammer is described here in according to tree-parameter
hereditary model that is presented in [8]. According to this
model, the nonlinear force F (t) exerted by the hammer is related to the felt compression u(t) by the following expression


d(up )
p
F (u(t)) = Q0 u + α
.
(7)
dt

(3)
y(x, t) =

sin(iaπ)
iπcµ

Z

∞
X

g (t − T1i ) −

∞
X

g (t − T3i ) −

i=0

y(x, t) =

(4)

dg
c
=
F (t),
(5)
dt
2T
where g(t) is the outgoing wave created by the hammer strike
at the contact point x = l, F (t) is the acting force; m, z(t),
and V are the hammer mass, the hammer displacement, and the
hammer velocity, respectively. The hammer felt compression is
determined by u(t) = z(t) − y(l, t). Function y(l, t) describes
the string transverse displacement at the contact point x = l,
and is given by [7]


∞
X
2iL
y(l, t) = g(t) + 2
g t−
−
c
i=1

 X


∞
∞
X
2(i + a)L
2(i + b)L
g t−
−
g t−
.
(6)
c
c
i=0
i=0

Z

F (s) cos(ωi s)ds,

(9)

F (s) sin(ωi s)ds.

(10)

0
t0
0

Here ωi = πicL−1 = iω0 is the string mode angular frequency; t0 is the contact time. In our case the string at one
end has the nonlinear support, therefore we must include this
edge influence on the string vibrations by other way.
At the first stage the outgoing wave g(t) generated by the hammer strike may be considered as the initial local disturbance of
the string motion, which creates a sequence of pulses gn =
g(tn ) satisfying the conditions of relation (1). Each pulse is
reflected back according to relation (2). Thus this model of the
nonlinear reflection gives possibility to obtain the distribution of
the transverse displacement y(x, t) of the string at any moment
by the following expressions

In [6], the following system of equations describing the hammerstring interaction is employed
dz
2T
=−
g(t) + V,
dt
cm

t0

sin(iaπ)
iπcµ

∞
X

g (t − T2i ) , if x 6 l , (11)

∞
X

g (t − T4i ) , if x > l . (12)

i=1

i=0

i=1

Here g(ξ) = 0 if ξ 6 0, and the functions Tji are given by
T1i = c−1 [l − x + 2i(L − δ1i )] ,

(13)

T3i = c−1 [x − l + 2i(L − δ3i )] ,

(14)

T2i = c

−1

[l + x − 2L + 2i(L − δ2i )] ,

(15)

T4i = c−1 [2δ4i − x − l + 2i(L − δ4i )] .

(16)

In our case δij ≪ L, and we can find δij = f
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(Gij ), where

G1i = g(t − c−1 (l − x + 2iL)) ,

(17)

G2i = g(t − c−1 (l + x − 2L + 2iL)) ,

(18)

G3i = g(t − c−1 (x − l + 2iL)) ,

(19)

G4i = g(t − c
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∂y
v(x, t0 ) =
∂t

t=t0

y(x, t0 ) − y(x, t0 − ∆)
=
.
∆

(21)

Now using Fourier analysis we can find the spectrum of the
string vibrations. If


X
iπx
(Ai cos ωi t + Bi sin ωi t) sin
y(x, t) =
, (22)
L
i
with normal-mode frequencies ωi = iω0 , one finds


Z
iπx
2 L
dx,
(23)
Ai =
y(x, t0 ) sin
L 0
L


Z L
2
iπx
Bi =
v(x, t0 ) sin
dx,
(24)
Lωi 0
L
and the string mode energy level Ei of the ith mode is also
defined by Eq. (8).
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For numerical simulation of the piano string with nonlinear support we chose here the note number n = 70 (note F6♯ , frequency
f = 1480 Hz). The string parameters are the following: the
string length L = 119 mm; the actual distance of the striking
point from nearest string end l = 7.2 mm; the string tension
T = 644.8 N.
The continuous variations in the hammer parameters vs. key
number n were obtained experimentally by measuring a whole
hammer set of recently produced unvoiced Abel hammers. The
result of those experiments are presented in [8, 9, 10]. A best
match to the whole set of hammers was approximated using
Q0

=

183 exp(0.045n),

p

=

3.7 + 0.015n,

α

=

259.5 + 0.58n + 6.6 · 10−2 n2 −

−

1.25 · 10−3 n3 + 1.172 · 10−5 n4 ,

0.5
Transverse displacement (mm)

Using such procedure, we can define function y(x, t0 ) as an
initial string displacement at the moment t = t0 , just as the
string vibrates freely. The initial string velocity v(x, t0 ) at this
moment we can find using the string displacement y(x, t0 −∆),
where ∆ = ti − ti−1 = π/ωmax . Then, the initial string
velocity we can determine as

0.2
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Figure 3: Transverse string displacement for string n = 70.
Varying the edge curvature R with fixed hammer velocity V =
3 m/s.

In Figure 3 is presented the string transverse displacement along
the string length just at the moment t0 , when the hammer has
lost the contact with the string. The results are shown for different values of the curvature R of the edge of the frame, and for
the fixed initial hammer velocity is V = 3 m/s. In this Figure
the influence of the edge on the form of the string displacement
is well visible. In vicinity of the edge (x = 0) the amplitude
of the string deflection becomes smaller with increasing of the
radius of the edge.
To calculate the string vibration spectrum according to relationships (8, 22 – 24), we must obtain the distribution of the
string velocity according to (21). For this purpose we calculate the string displacement just one step of time ∆ before the
moment, when the hammer has lost the contact with the string.
Here, for this note number n = 70 (f = 1480 Hz) we choose
∆ = 0.204 µs.
Using the data about the string displacement presented above,
by means of numerical differentiation (21), we can find the
string velocity distribution, which is displayed in Figure 4.

(25)

1

(26)

The mass of hammer n = 1 (A0 ) is 11.0 g, and the mass of
hammer n = 88 (C8 ) 5.3 g.
For the hammer number n = 70 we use such values of parameters: static stiffness Q0 = 4270 N/mmp ; nonlinearity exponent
p = 4.75; hereditary parameter α = 0.395 ms.
Because this note has three strings per note, the hammer mass
for numerical simulation was taken as 1/3 of the real hammer
mass, and is equal here m = 2.1 g.
The rigid edge of the frame has approximately a parabolic form,
and it is described here by the function y = (2R)−1 x2 , where
R is the radius of the curvature of the edge at x = 0.
The first step of numerical simulation of the string vibration begins with calculation of the outgoing wave g(t)created by the
hammer strike using formulae (4 – 7). Then we can find the
form of the string using relationships (11) and (12).

0
String velocity (m/s)

1 6 n 6 88.

0.3

0

for hammer number 1 6 n 6 88. Here the dimension of parameter α is [ms], and the dimension of Q0 is [N/mmp ].
The hammer masses of this set were approximated by
m = 11.074 − 0.074n + 10−4 n2 ,

0.4

-1
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-2
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-3
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-4
0

20
40
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80
100
Distance along the string (mm)
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Figure 4: Velocity distribution for string n = 70. Varying the
edge curvature R with fixed hammer velocity V = 3 m/s.
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Here we can see that the influence of the edge curvature on the
string velocity and on the string displacement is similar. In
vicinity of the edge the string velocity is equal almost to zero
along a distance, which becomes longer with increasing of the
radius of curvature of the edge.

Mode energy level (dB)
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-60
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grows up significantly and reshapes essentially with increasing
of the hammer velocity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have provided a careful model of piano string with nonlinear
support, and found that this theory may be of some use for piano
treble strings, which one end is terminated on the curved edge
of the frame. One respect in which this model is still idealized
is its assumption about a very simple string boundary condition
at the piano bridge.
It is found that the new trains of high frequency oscillations that
do not exist initially grow up eventually, and its appearance depends on the curvature of the edge of the frame. It is shown
that the power spectrum of the string vibration is enriched by
spectral components up to very large numbers, and essentially
reshapes with increasing of the amplitude of the initial wave exited by the piano hammer.
It is revealed that even the small variation of the edge curvature significantly influenced on the amplitude of the second harmonic in fact. For this reason the manufacturers of grand pianos
should produce a cast iron frame very accurately, and carefully
process the surface of the edge.

Mode number
Figure 5: Spectral envelopes for string n = 70. Varying the
edge curvature R with fixed hammer velocity V = 3 m/s.
In Figure 5 we demonstrate the influence of the edge curvature
on the spectrum of the string vibrations excited by the hammer
with initial velocity is V = 3 m/s.
It is clear that with increasing of the edge curvature the amplitude of higher harmonics becomes greater. Moreover, the form
of the spectral envelopes for R = 3 mm and 5 mm is essentially
irregular, and the rate of higher harmonics attenuation changes
significantly. Obviously, the edge curvature R > 5 mm creates
the train of oscillations up to very high frequencies. Finally, we
can see the strong influences of the edge curvature on the amplitude of the second harmonic, and this fact is very important.
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Fig 1 : Wall forces caused by internal pressure

ABSTRACT
The effect of vibrating walls on the radiated sound of wind instruments has often been claimed to be audible by musicians
and instrument makers. Many scientists resisted such ideas because comprehensible explanations have been missing. In this
paper a theory based on forced vibrations is presented which
predicts changes in input impedance and transfer function which
are qualitatively comparable and in the same order of magnitude as those having been observed in experiments[?]. Sound
pressure induced axisymmetric wall displacements are causing
pressure fluctuations due to the oscillating volume. These influences have been added to a typical transmission line model[?]
propagating complex pairs of sound pressure and flow through
a sequence of cylindrical elements represented by their transmission matrices.
1. MODELING WALL VIBRATIONS
Elastic strain of the metal wall, which is proportional to the oscillating sound pressure inside the instrument, could provide
an explanation for the observed shifts in input impedance and
changes in the transfer functions. A first order numerical analysis of such interactions reveals differences in the impedance
and transfer function that are of the right order of magnitude
and qualitatively similar to the experimental observations.
1.1. Static Case
We begin by calculating the static (purely proportional) case,
where the change in diameter of a cylindrical pipe is directly
proportional to the applied pressure. In the standard transmissionline model, the instrument is divided into a series of short segments as shown in Fig. ??. Since the wall thickness is small
compared with the tube radius, there will not be significant
stress in radial direction. Stress in axial direction associated
with Poisson’s ratio and by forces related to pressure gradients
are also neglected. Since the pressure distribution along the instrument axis is smooth and never discontinuous, these assumptions also apply to the dynamic case considered below.
The balance of forces inside any short segment of length
∆x of a pressurized pipe with internal pressure p, radius r
and wall thickness t, requires the pressure induced force Fσ =
p (2 r ∆x) on any cross-section to be compensated by an equal
total force in the walls. The hoop stress σ due to the internal air
pressure p can therefore be calculated by
σ=

pr
.
t

(1)

From the axially symmetric hoop stress σ the relative change
of circumference ε is given by
ε=

σ
,
E

(2)

where E represents the Young’s modulus of the material, which
is approximately 100-125 GPa for brass. The relative change in
the circumference leads to a larger cross sectional area of the
pipe when an internal positive pressure is present. The change
in pipe radius ∆r over the causative pressure p is then given by
r2
∆r
=
.
p
Et

(3)

A quasi-static view, considering frequencies small enough
to neglect mass inertia of the wall as well as its internal friction against strain, allows one to define the change in the pipe
radius at the maximum positive instantaneous pressure p̂ as the
amplitude of the oscillations in the wall displacement ŝ,
ŝ = p̂

r2
.
Et

(4)

1.2. Flaring Sections
If the tube is not completely cylindrical but instead flares, as
in the bell region of most brass instruments, the situation must
be reconsidered. The air pressure displaces the wall in normal
direction. Since we are interested in the cross-sectional area of a
conical slice, which is described in a coordinate system fixed to
the air column, the displacement normal to the wall sp caused
∆x
by the pressure force fp ≈ p 2 r π cos(φ)
is translated into a
sp
radial shift sr = cos(φ) .
The displacement sp will also be larger than that found in
the purely cylindrical case because the direction of the displacement is no longer radial, so less circumferential strain is required for the same amount of displacement. This can be taken
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into account by another factor of cos(φ), which reduces the effective Young’s modulus in that case accordingly.
Eq. ?? can be therefore be rewritten as
ŝ ≈ p̂

r2
.
E t cos(φ)3

(5)

1.3.2. Critical Frequency of Strain Oscillations
If we concentrate the whole mass of one hoop section and introduce an effective spring constant k for the radial displacement
√ s,
k
we can calculate the critical frequency according to ω0 = m
.
For a conical hoop segment of infinitesimal width ∆x the
total mass is given by

From the amplitude of the wall displacement we can derive the
wall velocity v̂ = ω ŝ and the parasitic flow ûL = v̂ 2 r π ∆x,
which is lost into the vibrating wall.
1.3. Dynamic Case
Any damped mechanical system of first order which is driven
by a sinusoidally oscillating external force with amplitude F̂
and frequency ω can be described by
k s(t) + γ s′ (t) + m s′′ (t) = F̂ ei ω t ,

(6)

where k is the effective spring constant, γ is a damping coefficient and s(t) is the displacement of the effective mass m. The
velocity and acceleration are denoted as usual by s′ = ds
and
dt
2
s′′ = ddt2s respectively.
It is useful to describe the motion in terms of the resonance
frequency ω0 = 2 π f0 , the quality factor Q, and the quasi-static
displacement amplitude ŝ at very low frequencies. The first two
of these quantities can be measured, while ŝ can be calculated
using eq. ?? or ??.
With these quantities we can formulate Eq. ?? as
s′′
s′
+
+ s = ŝ ei ω t ,
ω0 2
Q ω0

(7)

m = 2rπ

Note that the critical frequency does not depend on the wall
thickness t, but it depends strongly on the flare angle φ and the
radius r.
The radius and flare angle dependencies indicate that there
is not one single critical frequency, but a spatially distributed
range of critical frequencies. That is, there are regional resonances that are excited at different positions as the driving frequency of the air column changes. Thus the wide range of bore
radii and flare angles in the bell of typical brass wind instruments causes strain oscillation resonances over a wide range of
frequencies, but local to different parts of the bell.
1.3.3. Thermodynamic Pressure Modulation due to Volume
Oscillations

m=

k
,
ω0 2

(8)

γ=

k
,
Q ω0

(9)

and
F̂ = k ŝ.

(10)

1.3.1. Amplitude and Phase of Wall Vibrations
The solution for the displacement s is again a harmonically oscillating function s(t) = Â(ω) ei ω t with an amplitude Â(ω),
which can be obtained by substituting s(t) and its derivatives
s′ (t) and s′′ (t) into Eq. ??. Doing so results in
ω0 2
Â(ω) = ŝ 2
.
ω0 + i ω ωQ0 − ω 2

(11)

√
+

(Q−2

ω0 4
,
− 2) ω 2 ω0 2 + ω0 4

(12)

−ω ω0
.
Q (ω02 − ω 2 )

(13)

with the phase being
arg(Â(ω)) = arctan

The ideal gas equation p(t) V (t) = R T n(t) relates the number of moles of gas n(t), the volume V (t) and the pressure p(t)
at constant temperature T at any time t (R being the universal
gas constant). The time varying quantities p(t), V (t) and n(t)
are usually derived from constant equilibrium conditions p0 , V0
and n0 and small harmonically oscillating magnitudes p̂ ei ω t ,
V̂ ei ω t and n̂ ei ω t . The value of n̂ can be calculated from the
ideal gas equation at constant volume V0 and constant temperature T by n̂ = VR0Tp̂ .
Superimposing such volume oscillations with an amplitude
V̂ , which has a phase shift of ϑ with respect to the pressure in
the air column, the gas equation becomes
(p0 +p+ (t)) (V0 +V̂ ei ω t ei ϑ ) = R T (n0 +

V0 p̂ i ω t
e ). (17)
RT

Neglecting second order terms and solving for the effective time
varying pressure p+ (t) yields
p+ (t) = p̂ ei ω t −

The magnitude of the displacement Â(ω) is then given by

ω4

(14)

with ρ being the mass density of the wall material. Using the
definition of the spring constant, k = Fs , and substituting the
total radial force F = p 2 r π ∆x, and s given by eq. ?? results
in
2 π ∆x E t cos(φ)3
.
(15)
k=
r
This leads to an expression for the critical frequency,
√
√
E cos(φ)4
cos(φ)2
E
ω0 =
=
.
(16)
r2 ρ
r
ρ

thus defining the correspondences

Â(ω) = ŝ

∆x
t ρ,
cos(φ)

p0
V̂ ei ϑ ei ω t .
V0

(18)

As expected, the effective pressure is composed of the oscillating pressure, which originally modulated n(t), and an oscillating but phase-shifted additional pressure, which is due to the
oscillating volume.
This extra pressure amplitude pˆV , which is caused by the
wall vibrations, is given by
pˆV =
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p0
2 p0 i ϑ
V̂ ei ϑ = 2
(2 r π ∆ x ŝ) ei ϑ =
ŝ e .
V0
r π∆x
r
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1.4. Impedance and Pressure Transfer Function
In one-dimensional transmission line theory complex wave quantities p and u are propagated through sections of arbitrary acoustical ducts according to
p1

=

a p2 + b u2

u1

=

c p2 + d u2 ,

(20)

a, b, c, d being complex frequency-dependent elements of the
propagation matrix A which for lossless cylindrical elements is
given by[?]
(
) (
)
cos(k L)
i R0 sin(k L)
a b
A=
=
,
i
sin(k L)
cos(k L)
c d
R0
(21)
with L being the length of the cylindrical section, the wave
number k = ωv and the characteristic impedance R0 = ρaS v .
As usual, v is the speed of sound, ρa is the density of air and
ω is the angular frequency. The proportionality of c and the inverse proportionality of b to the cross-sectional area S also hold
in the lossy as well as in the conical case.
If the resulting pressure p1 is decreased by the amount pV =
kV p1 caused by the oscillating volume, then a corrected left
side pressure p∗1 is obtained. This correction results from a corrected matrix element b∗ because the matrix element b is proportional to the characteristic impedance R0 and therefore inverse proportional to the effective cross-sectional area. The matrix element c is also proportional to the effective cross-sectional
area and needs to be adjusted accordingly. These considerations
can be formulated according to
p∗1

=

p∗1
∗

=

p1 (1 − kp − kV )

a p 2 + b∗ u 2
b
c
=
.
(22)
c
b∗
Note that all wave quantities pi and ui as well as the coefficients a,b,c,d,kp and kV are complex and therefore represent
an amplitude or scale factor as well as a relative phase or phase
shift. Using eq. ?? and the fact that Z2 = up22 , we obtain modified matrix elements
b∗

b (1 − kp − kV ) − a Z2 (kp + kV )
b
c
= c ∗,
(23)
b
which now take wall vibration effects into account. The acoustic impedance therefore propagates through ducts with vibrating
walls according to
=

∗

Z1 =

b∗ + a Z 2
,
d + c∗ Z 2

Fig 2 : (a) Predicted transfer function of trumpet with walls
free to vibrate (black, solid) and with the walls heavily damped
(red, dashed).
(b) Difference in the theoretical transfer functions.
(c) Predicted input impedance of trumpet with walls free to
vibrate (black, solid) and with the vibrations heavily damped
(red dashed).
(d) Difference in the theoretical input impedance.

Fig ??(a) shows the predicted pressure transfer spectrum for
the case with the vibrations damped and with no damping. The
difference between the two cases is shown in Fig. ??(b). The
magnitudes of the differences between the two cases predicted
by the theory are quite similar to those observed experimentally, as is the qualitative shape of the graph. The impedance
spectrum predicted by the model is shown in Fig. ??(c). As
is the case with the transfer function, the predicted impedance
difference between the damped and free case is similar in magnitude, and a graph of the difference is qualitatively similar in
shape to the experimentally derived values.
The similarity between the theoretical and experimental results indicate that a significant portion of the acoustical effects
attributable to bell motion during play can be accounted for by
assuming an axisymmetric motion of the wall that is caused by
the internal air pressure. While these breathing modes occur
throughout the instrument, their effect is most pronounced when
they occur in the bell section.

(24)

which allows one to calculate the effective propagation coefficients b∗ and c∗ during accumulation of all propagation matrices when the accumulation process is started at the known
radiation impedance at the open mouth of the bell. These modifications due to wall vibration effects can be interpreted as the
static cross-sectional area of an element being slightly increased
when a non-rigid wall yields to the air column pressure.
1.5. Theoretical Results
A one-dimensional transmission line simulation using lossy cylindrical and conical elements as proposed by Mapes-Riordan, [?]
implemented in the Brass Instrument Analysis System (BIAS),
was used to calculate input impedance and mouthpiece-to-bell
pressure transfer spectra of the trumpet that was used in the experiments.
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MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AS PART OF OUR MUSICAL HERITAGE
Jeannine Lambrechts-Douillez
Emeritus Curator of the archeological museums of the city of Antwerpen
INTRODUCTION
Within the theme on "bridging the gaps" this paper presents
a concise survey of several initiatives during the 2nd half of
the 20th century that can be regarded as the growing
consciousness of the need for preserving our national and
international heritage and as a change in attitude towards
treatment of musical instruments. Each action should be
regarded in the context of its time; every generation has a
different approach to the problem of preserving that
particular part as a result of the evolution of new techniques.

1. WHO IS INTERESTED IN HISTORIC
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND FOR
WHAT REASON ?
Amongst the visitors to a collection of historic musical
instruments one gets several requests:
In general the visitor is fascinated by the mystery of how
they sound. If keyboards or strings are within the range of
the common visitor they are tempted to touch them. Playing
is the more specialized request of musicians to verify if the
sound and technique is satisfying according to their taste.
The instrument-maker wants to produce something different
commonly known as copies by taking measurements.
Musicologists are happy with a photograph to illustrate an
article on contemporary compositions. Organologists want to
have a better knowledge of the different materials and
techniques that promoted a specific sound. Sometimes you
get requests by mail from visitors who want to "see" the
instrument. It is obvious in most cases that in general
requests have only one purpose and is only meant to satisfy
their own curiosity or how to produce something different
from what is commonly known.
In the midst of these requests the main task of the museum
curator is to protect the intrinsic values of the instruments as
sound producing device so that future generations could also
formulate their own opinion thanks to newly developed
techniques. Their task is not always that easy. Drawings
were made available by museums; in many cases these
drawings can no longer be reproduced by the lack of
adequate scanners and photographs on a reduced scale are
not the solution. Nobody is happy with the provided
information. It has been proven recently that measurements
taken of the same subject independently by three people
have different results. However those in charge of musical
instruments don't always have the proper training for a wide
range of disciplines and have not the adequate equipment at
their disposal. It is easier to work together when you don't
care who gets credit. Obtaining a proper sound can only be
organized as a multidisciplinary task putting one's ego aside
by working together like an orchestra.

2. WHAT MOTIVATED THE COLLECTOR
OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS ?
As collector's items musical instruments were very often
acquired for their similarity to fine furniture or as a decorative
item in an adequate surrounding. Very often the proper sound
device was discarded and replaced being adapted to changing
tastes and needs of one strong personality within certain
communities as music schools, churches, orchestral ensembles.
Some "unplayable" instruments found shelter together with
outdated files in the basements or attics of the institutions.
In the introduction to the catalogue (1894) of his collection of
1.145 items César Snoeck [1] formulated his intentions as
follows: "un instinct naturel, un caprice, l'idée qu'il est utile,
pour un simple amateur de connaître le maniement et l'emploi
des divers instruments de musique, afin de mieux comprendre
leurs fonctions dans un ensemble et de pouvoir mieux apprécier
le talent de ceux qui en jouent...L'envie me prit alors
d'apprendre quel parti on avait put tirer autrefois de ces vieux
engins" César Snoeck had collected these instruments out of
interest for these devices "ces engins" so that he could better
understand the talent of those that played them. There was no
consideration for the esthetic concept of the instrumentmaker.
The general public is only interested in attending concerts and
musicians are supposed to know best how to deal with it.
Recreating music from early days requires research in libraries
and archives: this should be taken care of by musicologists. In
this process no attention was given to the musical instrument as
a very important component of this new rediscovered music.
Instruments were only considered as appliances and not as
entities of a certain period with intrinsic qualities, created by
instrument-makers serving esthetically the music of their time.
They were not considered an important factor in a better
understanding of the interpretation of music. The consequence
was that music was performed on available instruments and if
needed new materials and techniques were adapted to historic
instruments, as the best result of technical evolution. Two
examples amongst so many can illustrate this tendency: certain
piano-companies starting producing harpsichords with the
plucking device adapted to the piano concept. Many historic
organs were destroyed by adapting them to the newly devised
concept.
In 1970 the situation is clearly summarized in a publication by
Martin Skowroneck, prominent scholar and instrument maker:
Zu welchem Zweck und Ziel, mit welcher Absicht werden
historische Musikinstrumente restauriert? [2]
Es mag seltsam erscheinen, wenn ich ausgerechnet hier vor
Ihnen eine solche Frage stelle. Sie klingt primitiv und
überflüssig. So überflüssig dass sie - wie es mir erscheint - sehr
oft gar nicht gestellt wird. Unsere Arbeit an historischen
Saitenklaviern ist eingebettet in ein allgemeines und
unverbindliches Gefühl von kulturell wertvollem Erhalten und
Pflegen von Kunstwerken. Die fragen, die uns ernsthaft
beschäftigen, sind eher technischer als grundsätzlicher Natur.
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Und doch hängen beide, grundsätzliche und technische,
untrennbar zusammen.
About the lack of interest for the problem by musicologists
J.H. Van der Meer [3] summarizes the situation as follows :
Organology has always been looked at slightly askance by
many musicologists, who seem to feel uncomfortable in the
presence of organologists, in some cases display an
unbelievable ignorance of the field and very seldom see its
problems, its results and its connections with other fields of
musicology....I have tried to demonstrate in the first place
that there are, indeed, connections with musicology and in
the second place that some musicological conclusions can
only be made from organological facts.

3. LET US NOW CONSIDER THE
DIFFERENT STEPS TAKEN FOR
ESTABLISHING A BETTER PROTECTION OF
THE INTRINSIC VALUES OF MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
In 1946 ICOM (International Council of Museums) was
founded as a department of UNESCO, after the end of
World war II in 1945. The United Nations are centralized in
New York replacing the League of Nations. ICOM
(UNESCO) is located in Paris; it was in Europe that
hostilities were conducted by force implying economic
sabotage between countries.
Although enlighted amateurs had contributed immensely to
saving unprotected and endangered artifacts, it was evident
that after World War II the protection of our cultural
heritage needed a more professional approach; being a
museum curator became a recognized profession for scholars
with an historical training.It was no longer a honorary
occupation, where people are appointed for granted services.
Unfortunately technical and museological training was and
still is exceptionally provided for. Within the several
specialized international committees different aspects of
museum training are considered for specific problems.
Today ICOM has 30.000 members representing 137
countries
Also in 1946 the Galpin Society was established promoting
the study of history, construction, development and use of
musical instruments. Within this association collectors tried
to promote exchange of information about how to deal with
the different aspects of musical instruments. The access to
collections was often denied; those in charge did not have an
open mind. Within museums the situation was certainly not
better and the musical instrument collection of f.i. the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London was a subdivision of
furniture and consequently treated as such.
By establishing the International Charter of Venice in 1964
it was the intention to protect architectural monuments and
their environment; the general guidelines could also be
applied to other parts of our national heritage: "The
preservation and restoration of cultural properties determine
a discipline that has to consult different natural and human
sciences and techniques that can help with the study and
preservation of the cultural property. Elements that are part
of the monument such as sculpture and paintings can only be
removed when this is the only way of preserving them".
In 1983 the Icom International Committee for Conservation
formulated a definition of the profession since everybody
could call himself Conservator-Restorer without specific
requirements. Important was the observation that:

Today the conservator-restorer must work as part of a team. Just
as the surgeon cannot be simultaneously radiologist, pathologist
and psychologist, the conservator-restorer cannot be an expert in
art or cultural history, chemistry, and or other natural or human
sciences. Like that of the surgeon, the work of the conservatorrestorer can and should be complemented by the analytical and
research findings of scholars, whose collaboration must be
accessible at the proper time. In short, interdisciplinary
dependence is of paramount importance.
In 1986 The Canadian Group of "The International Institute for
Conservation" formulated Code of Ethics and Guidance for
practice for those involved in the Conservation of Cultural
Property in Canada:
1. Balance between needs of society on one side and
preservation on the other
2. Claiming respect for the physical, historic and esthetic
integrity.
3. Demanding
highest
standards
in
training,
examination, treatment, research and documentation.
4. The recognition of ones limitations
5. Sharing information and experience with colleagues in
order to promote a knowledgeable profession
6. Respect for the integrity of fellow conservators.
Respect and integrity are important requirements. Restorations
were very often performed by only one person, adapting to
modern needs certain techniques and no information was
available about these alterations to the authentic situation.
In 1960 (Comité international pour les musées et collections
d'instruments de musique) within ICOM(UNESCO) was
founded; contacts with other International Committees f.i. the
International Conservation Committee became easy and their
expertise was very valuable. In 1970 a colloquium was
organized in collaboration with the Ruckers Genootschap in
Antwerp on "Restoration problems of Antwerp harpsichords".
The importance of this meeting has been confirmed by Robert
Barclay [4] saying that for the first time not only museum
directors were invited but also musicians, technicians and
instrument-makers. Such meetings are widely accepted today
promoting lively discussions on materials and techniques.
CIMCIM produced two major publications:
In 1986 Recommendations for regulating the Access to musical
instruments in Public collections. By publishing it in ICOM
news in English, French and Spanish it reached thousands of
members
In 1993 Recommendations for the Conservation of musical
instruments: an annotated bibliography mentioning the
following statement:
To a great extent, destruction of the intrinsic value of musical
instruments by over- restoration results from an inability or an
unwillingness of individuals to share responsibility and
expertise. Preservative or restorative treatment of any object is
the province of a wide range of specialists, from curators and
conservators to historians and instrument makers. Decisions
concerning large and complex treatments, which may
significantly alter historical objects, should be taken only after
extensive consultation with appropriate specialists.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion to this survey let me submit the following
thoughts:
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Milestones in our cultural evolution cannot be measured by
the form in which these ideas are created but by its content.
Those responsible people involved in maintenance of our
heritage should always put their ego aside and bare in mind
that they are only the temporary caretakers: the objects will
survive them and tell the future generations how they
accomplished their task.
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COMBINATION TONES IN VIOLINS
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ABSTRACT
In this study we investigate the appearance of combination
tones in violins. Most modern textbooks emphasise that
combination tones occur inside the ear exclusively (intraaural). In this study this assumption will be subjected to
scrutiny based on evidence found in an empirical study, in
which combination tones were measured outside the ear
(extra-aural).
An experiment was performed in which a violinist played
two tones of a particular musical interval simultaneously.
This was recorded and subsequently analysed using a
Fourier Transformation. In addition to the partial tones of
the primary interval the resulting spectrum showed
frequencies which correspond to combination tones. Such
frequencies may influence the timbre of musical intervals
played on the violin.
With a newly devised tone matrix one can compute all
potential combination tones that can occur between any pair
of partial tones. The detailed analysis of musical intervals by
both the frequency spectrum and the tone matrix show in
their partial tone structure characteristic mirror and point
symmetries.
It is hoped that this research will lead to results relevant for
interpreters, composers, violin makers and violin
acousticians.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the 1900’s the phenomenon “combination tones” became
generally known as “psychoacoustic combination tones” or
“subjective combination tones”. Most modern textbooks
emphasise that combination tones occur inside the ear (intraaural) exclusively. In this study this idea will be discussed
on the base of measurements of bowed string instruments.
To make progress in the discussion about the real nature of
combination
tones,
this
research
demands
an
interdisciplinary approach. Therefore, the authors put great
importance on collaboration and comprehension between
their disciplines, which are acoustics, mathematics and
music.
In the current section the detection of combination tones is
discussed. In section 2 the mathematical formulation of the
problem is analysed including the derivation of a tone
matrix. Section 3 describes a set of experiments carried out
on several bowed string instruments and the outcomes of the
measurements are discussed in section 4.

1.1

Tartini and Helmholtz

The phenomenon of combination tones was detected by the
famous Italian violinist and music pedagogue Giuseppe
Tartini in 1714. He discovered that two musical tones played
simultaneously, no matter if on one single instrument or on

two different instruments, generated a third tone, in Tartini’s
words “terzo suono”. He observed that, lying lower than the
played interval, the third tone acted like a bass giving the
interval a third dimension, a subtle harmonic context.[1], pp. 1317. Tartini, not only a genius musician but also a genius thinker,
wrote down the detected correlations between mathematics and
the third tones in his book Trattato di musica secondo la vera
scienza dell’armonia (“Treatise on Music according to the True
Science of Harmony”). His insights about the principles of the
third tone had a significant influence on the development of
music theory. Tartini’s discovery opened up entirely new
possibilities of how sound quality can be understood and
realized by practising musicians. Il terzo suono served him
especially as a tool to control the intonation of intervals and to
build entire scales in absolutely precise proportions.
"When I play a double stop on my violin I can physically meet
the form of the interval: its physical sign and proof is the third
tone which must result. I have thus for myself and for my
students the benefit of reliable intonation, and consequently, the
benefit of the actual use of the above-mentioned scale, with its
precise proportions.” 1 [Transl. by Ph. Borer]
The contemporary term for the “third tone” is “difference tone”
which is actually only a sub-category of the entire family of
combination tones.
In the 19th century, the third tone was studied more
systematically. The term “combination tone”, introduced by
Vieth in 1805, was then generally adopted.
About 150 years after the discovery of combination tones by
Tartini, Hermann von Helmholtz published his ground-breaking
book Die Lehre von den Tonempfindungen (“On the Sensations
of Tone”) in 1862. Chapter 7 of that book is exclusively
dedicated to the phenomenon of combination tones.
Apart from the detection of summation tones, Helmholtz
presented an entirely new and revolutionary explanation of
combination tones (‘distortion theory’) and performed
experiments where he measured extra-aural combination tones
(combination tones that are generated outside and independently
of the ear). He called them “objective combination tones” and
demonstrated their existence on a polyphonic siren and on a
harmonium applying membranes that began to vibrate if the
specific frequency occurred.
Helmholtz’s new conclusions were accepted universally. Until
1906, inspired by the new theories of Helmholtz, several studies
appeared about this second type of combination tones, the
“objective combination tones”. [2], p.1114. Since that time,
research about objective combination tones seems to stagnate.
Plomp explains: “By the rapid development of electronics in the
1

Giuseppe Tartini, [1], p. 100:“Io nel mio violino, dove suonando a
doppia corda posso incontrar fisicamente la forma dell’intervallo, di cui
è segno fisico dimostrativo il tal terzo suono, che deve risultare, ho il
vantaggio per me, e per i miei scolari della sicura intonazione, e in
conseguenza dell’uso reale della scala suddetta in precisione di
ragioni.”
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first decades of this century, the phenomenon of nonlinear
characteristics became so familiar that the existence of
combination tones lost much of its enigmatic character.” [2],
p.1115.
This may be true as far as the aspects of physics are
concerned, but regarding music performance, the
significance of combination tones has not been sufficiently
investigated.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
2.1

Definitions
2.1.1 Nonlinear systems

Combination tones are the product of nonlinear, acoustic
transmission systems [3], p.36. The human ear or a string
instrument are examples of such a system. We are dealing
with a nonlinear system if the response of the system is not
equal to the sum of the original signals.
2.1.2 Intra-aural and extra-aural combination tones
For the purpose of clarity, combination tones that are
generated inside the ear will be called „intra-aural“, those
that occur outside and independently of the ear „extra-aural“.
In contrast to the intra-aural combination tones, extra-aural
combination tones (ECT) can be measured as vibrations in
the air. They follow exclusively physical principles.
Intra-aural combination tones (ICT) on the other hand
cannot be measured using a microphone, but have their
origin in the human ear. Accordingly, how intense intraaural combination tones are perceived varies depending on
the individual auditory habits of the person.
2.1.3 Mathematical expression
The response of linear system that is being excited by two
frequencies f1 and f 2 can be represented by a linear
equation as below.

y = (cos f1 + cos f 2 )
!

(1)

2.1.4 Difference tones and summation tones
The complicated formulas mentioned above (2) are not
indispensable to understand the origin of combination tones. At
first, it is very important to make the distinction between
difference tones and summation tones. Von Helmholtz defined:
“Combination tones are subdivided in two categories. The first
one, detected by Sorge and Tartini, which I have called
difference tones, are characterized by the fact that their
frequencies are equal to the difference between the frequencies
of the primary tones. The second category, the summation tones,
are detected by myself; their frequencies are equal to the sum of
the frequencies of the primary tones.”2 [Transl. by A. Lohri]
Summation tones are more difficult to hear. They are subjected
to the masking effect of the primary tones, whereas most of the
relevant difference tones are not masked because they are lower
than the primary tones.

2.2

Tone matrix

Furthermore summation tones and difference tones can occur
between any pair of partial tones. To represent systematically all
possible combinations between partial tones, a special tone
matrix has been devised. Inserting the ratio of a particular
musical interval or the frequencies of the interval themselves,
the tone matrix computes all potential combination tones that
could be generated by this interval (see Fig. 2). This tone matrix
shows that the same combination tone can be generated via
different partial tone pairs. Inserting the frequency ratio of the
primary tones in the yellow boxes at the left, the matrix
computes all possible sums (summation tones) and subtractions
(difference tones) between pairs of partial tones.
In music theory the representation of intervals in frequency
ratios (or in string length proportions) is fundamental. "In
Pythagorean tradition, the quality expressed by a musical tone
corresponds to the quantity expressed by a number."3
Moreover, operating with simple ratios, interesting structures
can be observed in the matrix. Determined by its ratio, each
interval generates characteristic point symmetries (see Fig. 2).
The same symmetries are visible in the corresponding spectrum
too, but changed from point symmetry into mirror symmetry
(see Fig. 1).

!

If the system is nonlinear, based on the “distortion theory” of
von Helmholtz, we use a function of this type:

!

y = a(cos f1 + cos f 2 ) + b(cos f1 + cos f 2 ) 2

(2)

+c(cos f1 + cos f 2 ) 3 + ...
with a + b + c + ... = 1

!

!

Because both extra-aural and intra-aural combination tones
are generated due to a nonlinear system, they can be
described with the same mathematical equations. This is not
self-evident considering that a body of a violin is
morphologically different from a human ear.
The presence of intra-aural combination tones has been
studied extensively by Helmholtz (1863,[6]), Krueger
(1908), Stumpf (1910), Husmann (1953,[5]), Plomp
(1965,[2]), Zwicker/Feldkeller (1967,[4]) and Smoorenburg
(1972), to mention just a few. Their results show that for
simple primary tones the average investigator could hear
combination tones of the second and third order, what
corresponds to the quadratic and cubic distortion of the
human ear.

Fig. 1, Spectrum of the third 5/6 played on the violin. The
structure of partial tones and combination tones show
characteristic mirror symmetries. More details in [7].
2

Hermann von Helmholtz, [6] p. 240: “Die Combinationstöne zerfallen
in zwei Klassen. Die erste, von Sorge und Tartini entdeckte Klasse,
welche ich Differenztöne genannt habe, ist dadurch charakterisiert, dass
ihre Schwingungszahlen gleich sind den Differenzen zwischen den
Schwingungszahlen der primären Töne. Die zweite Klasse, die
Summationstöne, sind von mir entdeckt; ihre Schwingungszahlen sind
gleich der Summe der Schwingungszahlen der primären Töne.”
3
Philippe Borer, Conversation with A. Lohri, April 2008
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Method 2
Instead of a bow, an electrodynamic mini-shaker (Brüel & Kjaer
Type 4810) that produced two simultaneous frequencies excited
a violin fixed at its neck and ribs. The contact point of the
shaker was placed on the corner of the bridge or on the body
next to the bridge. The vibrations were measured using an
accelerometer fixed on the body next to the bridge to obtain the
vibration of the instrument’s body. To find out where
combination tones originate from, we used violins specially
prepared for the measurements. Performing these measurements
in a violin maker’s studio we were able to change or combine
the following parameters:
A: with free vibrating strings/with damped strings
B: with sound post/without sound post
C: without strings and without bridge

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sections 4.1-4.5 expose some intermediate results and
perspectives of our ongoing research project.

4.1

Measurement results from methods 1 and 2

With both methods various extra-aural combination tones were
detected.

Fig. 2, The example shows the third 5/6. Partial tones are
colored in yellow. In the upper quadrant are the difference
tones, in the lower the summation tones.

3. MEASUREMENTS
In contrast to intra-aural combination tones, research about
extra-aural combination tones has been neglected since the
early 20th century. As far as the writer knows, the latest
measurements of extra-aural combination tones date from
1906, performed by E. Waetzmann (“Zur Frage nach der
Objekivität der Kombinationstöne”, Ann. Phys. 20, 837845). Due to the author’s presumption that combination
tones on the violin exist already outside the ear, in December
2009 a series of measurements have been performed.
3.1.1 Methodology
Two different methods have been applied.
Method 1
In an anechoic chamber, the string player played two notes
simultaneously that corresponded to a particular musical
interval. The sound was recorded using a microphone (Roga
RG-50), positioned near the f holes. A section of
approximately two seconds duration was taken from the
recorded sound, and its spectrum was calculated using an
FFT. To get more information from the measurements we
could remove or add following parameters directly on the
violin:
A: with free vibrating strings
B: with sound post/without sound post

Fig. 3, Excitation of the violin body with 440Hz and 704Hz. A
shaker generating two frequencies excited the violin on the
bridge (method 2). Numerous combination tones were observed.
To obtain significant results, more measurement series have to
be done. Especially the data of method 2 must be confirmed by
further measurements. Due to the fact that changes in any part
of the violin (see 3.1.1) may cause major differences in the
resonance behaviour, it is very difficult to determine the origin
of combination tones. Nevertheless, the following intermediate
results can be mentioned:
We expect that the sound post increases the nonlinearity in
middle and high frequency regions whilst low combination
tones are damped out. Another hypothesis is that the wood of
the body of the violin has nonlinear properties.
Nonlinearities might appear in violins where two different
elastic materials are in contact, but still have certain freedom to
move independently [6]. Such transmission systems can easily
be found in a violin. Namely the strings, the bridge or the sound
post are possible sources of freely vibrating components that
could hold potential nonlinear behaviour.

4.2

Violin, viola and violoncello

Extending the experiment, viola and violoncello players were
invited as well. To establish a basis for comparison the same
intervals were played on all three instruments on the two
analogous strings. The data of measurements show that
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combination tones appear in all three instruments. The
positions of combination tone peaks are determined by the
distance (frequency ratio) of the fundamental tones. The
amplitudes of combination tones depend on the amplitudes
of the partial tones and on the individual resonance
behaviour of each instrument. Generally it can be observed
that the violoncello tends to generate less extra-aural
combination tones than the violin. Regarding the violin, a
preliminary test showed that the wood tone (about 200240Hz) and the air resonance (about 290Hz) might favour
the appearance of extra-aural combination tones in these
frequency regions.

4.3

A virtual pitch as greatest common divisor

When a musical interval is played on the violin, the sensitive
ear can perceive not only combination tones but also a
virtual pitch, which corresponds to the greatest common
divisor of the two primary tones.
Experiments at the University of Vienna, Department of
Musicology, lead us to assume that the appearance of
combination tones has a significant influence on the strength
of that virtual pitch. Filling in the blanks between partial
tones, combination tones complete the series of a grid of
equidistant frequencies (see Fig. 4) that suggest the
harmonic series of a virtual pitch. This is similar to the
„residual tone“ phenomenon.

audible in the recording, became much weaker when isolated
from the original sound. These circumstances suggest that both
mechanisms (ICT and ECT) are active in complex sounds. We
may even conclude that in most cases the intra-aural
phenomenon has a stronger influence on the loudness of
combination tones than the extra-aural phenomenon.
Accordingly, we have to be prudent with statements about the
audibility of instrumental combination tones. It is easy to
confuse the intra-aural with the extra-aural phenomenon. It is
our assumption that what we hear in reality is a mixture of both
types (ICT and ECT).

4.5

Perspectives

This study opens up further questions regarding the importance
of combination tones in music performance and acoustics of
string instruments.
•
•
•

•

•

How important is the effect of extra-aural
combination tones in violin playing?
Are intra-aural combination tones more important in
the performance of music than extra-aural
combination tones?
How important is the natural resonance of the
instrument regarding the amplitude of particular
combination tones?
How is the combination tones appearance of high
quality instruments compared to that of low quality
instruments?
How many orders of combination tones have to be
considered to get a mathematical model for extraaural combination tones generated by two
frequencies?

Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate the existence
of extra-aural combination tones in other musical instruments as
well.

5. REFERENCES
[1] Tartini, Giuseppe, Trattato di musica secondo la vera
scienza dell’armonia, Stamperia del Seminario, Padova,
1754

Fig. 4, Spectrum of the interval a’/c-sharp’’. Partial tones
(higher peaks) and combination tones (lower peaks) build a
regular pattern. The peaks of combination tones are not
chaotically distributed, in contrary, they can appear only in a
pattern of equal distance, which is determined by the
greatest common divisor (GCD) of the two primary tones. In
our example this “virtual pitch” is 110Hz, the greatest
common divisor of 440Hz and 550Hz. (Recording: Angela
Lohri and Sandra Carral in Dec. 2009)

4.4

Measurements compared with the perception
of the listener

Woodhouse points out: “It is never safe to assume that
because a particular effect is small in terms of physical
measurements, it will not be significant to a skilled
performing musician.”[8] This also applies the other way
round. With the sound processing program “Jaco” it was
possible to extract combination tone frequencies from
recorded sounds. The aim was to extract a conspicuously
audible combination tone that is present as a Fourier
component and compare its audibility in the isolated
condition with the audibility when embedded in the original
sound. It happened that a combination tone, that was clearly
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ABSTRACT

Often musical instrument makers need to compare
instruments in terms of sound quality. An objective
comparison can help the instrument maker to retrace
changes in the building processes, as well as in changes on
the instrument itself. But how to excite the instrument
reproducible?
In this paper, a method for comparing the acoustics of
hammered dulcimers is explained. For a consistent and
reproducible excitation, a computer controlled excitation
mechanism is used. The sound spectra as well as the decay
rates are chosen as comparative parameters.

Because of the round shape of the hammer–head, a variation of
the angles φ, β and the Y position will excite the strings
differently. Hitting the string at a different X position will
influence the excited vibration modes of the string [4].

1. INTRODUCTION
Often musical instrument makers need to compare
instruments in terms of sound quality. In addition to the
sound spectrum of the produced tone, the decay time of the
excited note is also a main quality parameter for the
hammered dulcimer [1]. To provide a reproducible
excitation, an artificial drum mechanism is used.

Figure 2: Parameters of variety
As long as the instrument is assumed as a linear system, a
variation of the striking force will affect only the produced
power of sound and the decay time. Practical tests, made using
recordings in an anechoic chamber showed clear variations in
sound spectra and decay time depending on the parameters of
variation.

3. ARTIFICIAL EXCITATION MECHANISM
Figure 1: Typical Styrian Dulcimer (diatonic)

According to the aforementioned possible variations of striking
parameters, an electro mechanical system to provide
reproducibility has been designed (Figure 3).

2. EXCITING A DULCIMER
In general, the Styrian Dulcimer (see Figure 1) is played
using a special set of drumstick or hammer. Mostly the
heads of the wooden hammers have one side covered with
leather (or similar material) to soften the surface. This gives
the musician the possibility to change the characteristic of
the produced sound [1, 2]. For all analysis described in this
paper, the hard side of the hammer was used.

2.1

Parameters of variety

For comparing the sound and decay rate of the initiated note,
the excitation has to be as reproducible as possible. In fact, a
musician will not be able to strike the hammer in the exact
same way [3]. Figure 2 illustrates the main parameters of
variation in excitation, where:
φ
is the angle of strike,
α
describes a possible tilt in the rotation of the
hammer,
β
is the variance of the hammer angle different from
90 degrees in relation to the strings,
defines the variation in the distance measured
XPos
between beater and bridge,
YPos
is the strike position in relation to the center of the
set of strings,
F
is the striking force, and
v
the striking velocity.

Figure 3: The mechanical excitation mechanism
The artificial excitation mechanism (AEM) consists of two
solenoids connected to a hammer fixture and a computer
interface. Software controls the audio recording, as well the
movement of the hammer. To provide a free vibration of the
string after a strike, as well as a non chattering excitation, the
hammer has to be pulled up immediately after the first string-tohammer contact. A force sensor, located between the hammer
and the fixture, triggers the software to send a “pull-up” request.
After using the AEM, the excitation was proved to be
reproducible by recording 10 excitations at 3 notes each, and
comparing the sound-data. The differences in sound-level are
below 1 dB, and a comparison of the sound spectra show
negligible variations. This highly reproducible sound-production
simplifies the calculation of the decay time.
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4. SOUND DATA ANALYSIS
To provide comparable sound data for analyzing, all
recordings where done inside an anechoic chamber. The
instrument sits on an optical table where also a heavy yet
movable stand for carrying the AEM is also mounted (see
Figure 4). The sound was captured using a ROGATM RG50
instrumentation microphone positioned one meter in
distance above the dulcimer center. A PCBTM signal
conditioner and charge amplifier (Model 482A22) is directly
connected to a PC-soundcard. The total recording time was
limited to 15 seconds each strike.

After calculating the envelope of the time signal (see red curve
in Figure 6) the method of least squares is used to fit the decay
rate curve (black line in Figure 6). The gradient value can now
be used to compare the decay rates of different notes of one
instrument and also for a comparison of different models of
dulcimers.

4.3

Conclusion

The artificial excitation mechanism proved to excite the
instrument more consistently (therefore more reproducibly) than
a musician. The standard deviation of the measured decay rates
of 5 human excitations (1,23) in comparison to 5 computer
controlled excitations (0,12) showed a factor of about 10 in
difference (see Figure 7).

Figure 4: Setup inside the anechoic chamber

4.1

Segmentation of sound data

For a consistent decay rate processing, the time domain
signal has to be trimmed at a specific level of amplitude (red
lines in Figure 5). The total length of the trimmed sound data
becomes dependant on the decay rate, but will be
independent of the total recording time and position of attack
after recording start (see blue colored signal in Figure 5).

Figure 7: Comparison of decay rates of one note excited by a
musician (blue) and the artificial excitation mechanism (red), 5
times each
Due to thermal effects inside the solenoids and electronics,
some variances in the striking force are not negligible. The
accuracy of the AEM could be improved by using the force
sensor not only as a trigger, but also to normalize the recorded
sound signal by the measured striking force.

5. REFERENCES
Figure 5: Captured time domain signal, red: trim levels,
blue: trimmed signal, green: cut signal

4.2

Calculation of decay rate

Because the design of the hammered dulcimer, the strings
are strongly coupled to the slotted bridge and soundboard.
David Peterson assumed in his paper [3], that this may be
one reason, why the double decay rate, which can normally
be observed at instruments with more than one string per
note (e.g. piano), can not be found in hammered dulcimers.
This fact simplifies the calculation of the decay rate.

[1] D. Peterson, T. Rossing, G. Canfield, "Acoustics of the
hammered dulcimer, its history, and recent developments",
Acoustical Society of America: Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America (JASA). P.3002 (1994)
[2] D. Peterson, "String vibrations in hammered dulcimers",
Acoustical Society of America: Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America (JASA). P.3002 (1994)
[3] D. Peterson, " Hammer/String Interaction and String
Modes in the Hammered Dulcimer ", Société française
d'acoustique: Proceedings of the International Symposium
of Musical Acoustics, ISMA SFA, P.532-538 (1995)
[4] H. Fleischer, H. Fastl, "Beiträge zur Vibro- und
Psychoakustik - Schwingung und Schall eines Hackbretts",
ISBN: 1430-936X, Germany, P.55ff (2004)

Figure 6: Decay graph, red: RMS amplitude, black: least
square fitted linier approximation
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ABSTRACT
Narrow-bore instruments are commonly perceived to be
brighter than wide-bore models of the same kind of
instrument. This effect is closely related to the effect of the
bore profile of a brass instrument on the potential for nonlinear propagation of sound within the tube. This paper
reports on practical tests with trumpets of different bore
diameters, experiments with loudspeaker excitation of
instruments, and simulations. The brassiness curves of a
range of low instruments with similar Brassiness Potential
but differing in their absolute bore diameters are compared.
The relative importance of the two effects is explored.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Brassiness Potential parameter B [1, 2] relates in a
simple way to the propensity for a brass instrument to sound
bright (especially at high dynamic levels) due to spectral
enrichment caused by non-linear propagation along the tube
of the instrument. As defined in Equation 1, B depends on
bore diameters relative to the initial bore diameter:

⎛ 1 ⎞ L
B=⎜
⎟∫
⎝ Lecl ⎠ 0

⎛ D0 ⎞
⎟⎟.dx
⎜⎜
⎝ D( x) ⎠

(1)

Narrow-bore instruments are generally considered by musicians
to have a brighter timbre than wide bore instruments of
comparable bore profile. So (for example) narrow-bore and
wide-bore trombones can have the same value of B if they are
similarly scaled, but musicians will say that the narrow-bore
instrument is brighter. An intuitive explanation for this apparent
anomaly is that to produce a given dynamic output, a narrowbore instrument requires a higher sound pressure at the
mouthpiece (giving rise to more non-linear spectral enrichment)
than a wide-bore instrument, so in a performance situation
where a certain dynamic level is required the narrow-bore
instrument will have a brighter timbre, other things being equal.
To explore this effect we carried out playing tests, laboratory
tests, and simulations.

2. PLAYING TESTS
Figures 2 and 3 show the results from playing tests with a
modern wide-bore trumpet by the S.E. Shires Co and an older
narrow-bore trumpet by Vega.
5000

Average Frequency (Hz)

Here we see that straightforward physical measurements of
the minimum bore Do, a number of bore diameters taken
over the length L of the instrument, and the equivalent cone
length Lecl allow a computation of B. Typically the physical
measurement of one instrument can be made in less than an
hour.

The Brassiness Potential parameter B has proved to be an
effective parameter in constructing taxonomies of brass
instruments [3] since it is derived from the kinds of
measurements instrument makers adjust when designing
instruments, and at the same time relates directly to an effect
which is a factor in determining the timbre of the various
families of instrument.

Shires (bore 11.66 mm)
Vega (bore 11.13 mm)
2000

1000

500

F4
200
20

30

40

50

60

Sound Pressure (dB)

Figure 1: This shows clear differentiation of instrument
families by Brassiness Potential parameter B and bore size
for instrument families at 8-ft and 9-ft pitch.

Figure 2: This shows the variation of spectral enrichment with
sound pressure level for narrow bore and wide bore trumpets
with similar values of B playing the note F4
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Shires (bore 11.66 mm)
Vega (bore 11.13 mm)
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EU5880 Sackbut
EU5717 Trombone (narrow bore)
EU5877 Trombone (wide bore)
EU3812 Saxhorn
EU3412 Kaiserbaryton
EU4509 Cornophone (late)
EU2854 Wagner tuba
EU3758 Cornophone (early)
EU2925 Basse
EU4287 Ophicleide

3
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2
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Figure 3: Spectral enrichment of B-flat4 played on two
trumpets at different dynamics.
The steeper curve for the narrower bore instrument supports
the general view by musicians of the effects of bore size

3. LABORATORY TESTS
In our laboratory tests we used a variety of instruments at 8ft to 9-ft nominal pitches (C, B, B-flat) in which the spectral
enrichment was measured. The input frequency was a pure
sine wave at 2500Hz, the microphone for the output was in
the plane of the bell. A steadily increasing sound pressure
level results in a well-defined curve for the spectral centroid
of the radiated sound. Instruments at 9-ft pitch have bell
flare cutoff frequencies ranging from under 700Hz (for a
euphonium) to around 1100Hz (for a trombone), with
relatively little reflection from the bell above 1500Hz. The
sound pressure level of the sine wave excitation provided by
a loudspeaker was measured with one microphone and a
second microphone measured the output at the bell.
In each test the sound pressure level at the input was
increased from zero to a maximum determined by the safe
limit of the loudspeaker cone. The normalised spectral
centroid [4] of the signal at the bell gives an indication of the
timbre as heard by the audience, in particular the brightening
of the timbre as the dynamic is increased. The input sine
wave frequency chosen to be 2500Hz, above the bell cut-off
frequency and thus obviating internal reflections and
standing waves, but not so high that higher order transverse
modes were excited. The sensitivity of these tests is limited
by the presence of relatively weak fluctuations in amplitude
of the order of 20% well above cutoff frequency [5] These
limitations on the sensitivity of the tests meant that small
differences in instrument properties produced changes in the
spectral centroid which could not reliably be detected, but
larger differences in bore profile produced distinct changes
in the spectral centroid.

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

rms pressure at mouthpipe (kPa)

Figure 4: Spectral enrichment of ten instruments input a pure
sine wave at 2500Hz, the microphone for the output was in the
plane of the bell. The spectral centroid is plotted against rms
sound pressure at the mouthpipe.

Instrument
B
Tenor sackbut in 9-ft Bb (Voigt)
0.76
Tenor trombone in 9-ft Bb (Hawkes & Son)
0.70
Bass trombone in 9-ft Bb (Rath)
0.70
Saxhorn basse in 8-ft C (Fischer)
0.48
Kaiserbaryton in 9-ft Bb (Cerveny)
0.37
Cornophone ténor in 8-ft C, late (Besson) 0.43
Wagner tuba in 9-ft Bb (Alexander)
0.37
Cornophone ténor in 8-ft C, early (Besson) 0.36
Tuba in 8-ft C (Couesnon)
0.39
Ophicleide, keyed for B (Gautrot)
0.30

Figure 5: Instruments tested in ranked order of measured
spectral enrichment shown in Figure 4 with values of B
computed from physical measurement of bore profile.
The rankings by spectral centroid (Figure 5) do not perfectly
reflect the rankings by brassiness potential parameter B (righthand column). The narrow-bore instruments (the Wagner tuba
and the cornophones) are ranked higher than would be expected
if B were the only factor. Thus possibly absolute bore diameter
makes an important contribution to the enrichment alongside
bore profile as characterized by B. Looking at the initial
diameters of pairs of instruments with similar values of B
(Figure 6):
Instrument

B

Tenor trombone in 9-ft Bb (Hawkes & Son)
Bass trombone in 9-ft Bb (Rath)

0.70
0.70

Kaiserbaryton in 9-ft Bb (Cerveny)
Wagner tuba in 9-ft Bb (Alexander)

0.37
0.37

Figure 6: Pairs of instruments with similar values of B but
different bore diameters
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Instrument
Green: Tenor trombone
Magenta: Cornophone, late
Grey: Kaiserbaryton
Olive: Ophicleide

7
EU5717 Trombone (narrow bore)
EU5877 Trombone (wide bore)
6
EU3412 Kaiserbaryton
EU2854 Wagner tuba

SC at bell

5

Figure 9: Ranked order of simulated spectral enrichment for the
four instruments in Figure 8. This ranking matches that of B
perfectly, as might be expected.

4

3

2

1
0.00

0.02

0.04

B
0.70
0.43
0.37
0.30

0.06

0.08

0.10

rms pressure at mouthpipe (kPa)

To test the effect of absolute bore diameter, the spectral
enrichments of exactly scaled instruments were simulated.
Three instruments were scaled to larger bore by multiplying the
bore diameter throughout by 1.25 and scaled to smaller bore by
dividing the bore diameter throughout by 1.25. This scaling did
not change the value of B since B is linearly dependent on both
initial bore diameter and bore diameter throughout the tube.

Figure 7: Plots for pairs of instruments with similar values of
B but different bores diameters. The spectral centroid is
plotted against rms sound pressure at the mouthpipe.

EU5717 Trombone (wider)
EU5717 Trombone (actual)
EU5717 Trombone (narrower)

1.5

From Figure 7, the narrower trombone (green) is clearly
brassier than the wide-bore trombone (blue); the much
narrower Wagner tuba (navy) is close to and just below the
wide-bore Kaiserbaryton (Grey). This discrepancy could be
due to the frequency-dependent fluctuations observed before
and thus represent a limitation of the experimental method
rather than a limitation of the brassiness potential parameter
B.

EU4509 Cornophone (wider)
EU4509 Cornophone (actual)
EU4509 Cornophone (narrower)

1.4

EU4287 Ophicleide (wider)
EU4287 Ophicleide (actual)
EU4287 Ophicleide (narrower)

SC at bell

1.3

1.2

1.1

4. SIMULATIONS
1.0
0

The spectral enrichment for four of these instrument bore
profiles were simulated using the tool described in 2008 [6]
using the physically measured bore profiles. The brassiness
curves are shown in Figure 8.

100
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500

600

rms pressure at mouthpipe (Pa)

Figure 10: Plots of simulations of three instruments, scaled up
[dashed lines] and down [dotted lines], centroid at plane of bell
plotted against pressure at the mouthpipe
1.5

EU5717 Trombone (narrow bore)
EU4509 Cornophone (late)
EU3412 Kaiserbaryton
EU4287 Ophicleide

1.4

The closest comparison between simulated and measured
spectral enrichment is the signal at axial point in the plane of the
bell. Here (Figure 10) the ratio between spectral centroid of the
bell signal and the input signal is greater when the bore is
increased [dashed lines] and lesser when the bore is decreased
[dotted lines]; but the output pressure is also reduced (due to
greater losses in a narrower tube). If the input signal is increased
to compensate for the losses to give the same rms pressure in the
bell plane output, the simulated spectral enrichment is
unaffected by scaling the bore diameter:

SC at bell

1.3

1.2

1.1

1.0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

rms pressure at mouthpipe (Pa)

Figure 8: Plots of simulations of four instruments. The
spectral centroid at the plane of the bell is plotted against
rms sound pressure at the mouthpipe.
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1.5

In a musical performance situation the listener hears neither the
signal in the plane of the bell nor the far field signal on axis, but
the total output of the instrument modified to some extent by
room acoustics.

EU5717 Trombone (actual, wider and narrower)
EU4509 Cornophone (actual, wider and narrower)
EU4287 Ophicleide (actual, wider and narrower)

1.4

SC at bell

1.3

5. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS

1.2

Tentative conclusions from this work are that:

1.1

1.0
0

5

10
15
20
rms pressure at bell (Pa)

25

30

Figure 11: Plots of simulations of three instruments, scaled
up and down, centroid at plane of bell plotted against
pressure at plane of bell
Figure 11 would suggest that a wide bore instrument of the
same proportions as a narrower bore is neither brassier
(brighter timbre) nor less brassy for a given output rms
pressure. However, to achieve a given sound energy output
(volume of sound) a wide bore instrument will require a
lower output rms pressure since the sound is being radiated
from a larger cross-sectional area, so a wide bore instrument
can be expected to sound less brassy than a narrow-bore
instrument for the same sound energy output.

•

Narrowing the bore by 25% has an effect on
brassiness potential equivalent to increasing B by 10%

•

Widening the bore by 25% has an effect on brassiness
potential equivalent to decreasing B by 10%

The effect on spectral enrichment of a 25% increase or 25%
reduction in absolute bore size can be approximately equated to
the effect of changing the bore profile to give a 10% reduction
or 10% increase respectively in the value of B. This is an initial
ballpark figure which needs further testing and theoretical
refinement.
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Figure 12: Plots of simulations of three instruments, scaled
up (dashed lines) and down (dotted lines), centroid at far
field plotted against pressure at far field
Looking at the simulated far field signal (500mm from the
bell plane on axis), the ratios between spectral centroids of
the far field signals and the input signal (Figure 12) are
greater when the bore is narrowed [dotted lines] and less
when the bore is widened [dashed lines]. This would
indicate that a wide bore instrument of the same proportions
as a narrower bore is less brassy (brighter timbre) for a given
output rms pressure. This effect of bore size is a linear effect
and is complementary to the non-linear contribution to
brassy sounds.
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EFFECT OF TRANSVERSE ACOUSTIC FLOW ON THE INPUT IMPEDANCE OF
RAPIDLY FLARING HORNS
C. J. (Kees) Nederveen
Acacialaan 20, 2641 AC Pijnacker, The Netherlands
cjnederv@xs4all.nl
ABSTRACT
In slowly flaring horns the wave fronts can be considered
approximately plane and the impedance can be calculated
with the transmission line method (short cones in series). In
a more rapidly flaring horn the kinetic energy of transverse
flow adds to the local inertance, resulting in an effective
increase in length when the horn is located near a pressure
node. For low frequencies corrections are available. These
might be no longer applicable at higher frequencies when
cross-dimensions become comparable to the wavelength,
causing resonances in the cross-direction. To investigate
this, the pipe radiating in outer space was modelled with a
finite difference method. Computer capacity limits the outer
space. The outer boundaries must be fully absorbing just as
the walls of an anechoic chamber. Applied is Berenger’s
PML (perfectly matched layer). Presented are results for
conical horns, they are compared with earlier published
investigations on flanges. The input impedance changes
when the largest cross-dimension (outer diameter of flange
or diameter of the horn end) becomes comparable to half a
wavelength. This effect shifts the position of higher modes
in the pipe, influencing the conditions for mode locking,
important for ease of playing, dynamic range and sound
quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most wind instruments are nearly cylindrical or conical.
Sometimes they are provided of a horn at the open end,
supposedly for increasing the radiation to the space, though
the trumpet, definitely louder than a flute, would not need
this (see Figure 1).

(short cones in series) can be used for calculating the input
impedance. Figure 2 shows a basic situation of a cylinder of
length La joined to a cone of length Lba. The input radius of the
cone is a, the output radius b. For low frequencies, assuming the
horn short with respect to the wavelength, applying the TL
method, the cone can be described as a length correction δ to the
cylinder of
(1)
where in the case of an unflanged open end, Lb = 0.613b. (See
[2].

Figure 2. Dimensions of a cylinder with a short cone.
When the flare of the horn is large there will be cross flow
which demands kinetic energy. In that case we may apply a fit
formula for an extra series impedance to be added to the input
impedance of the conical tube piece [2]
(2)

Figure 1: Three wind instruments with and without horns at
the radiating open end (x and y scales are different)
Since a horn is a bore perturbation over a certain length,
its influence is dependent on the mode so it may have a
function in the tuning of the instrument. The cylindrical flute
has a long taper toward the embouchure, which influences
tuning, the clarinet ends in a catenoidal horn which
compensates for the tuning shifts in the second register due
to the speaker hole and the volume of the closed holes [1]. In
both cases the bore changes are sufficiently gradual to allow
applying the Webster horn equation: wave fronts are
approximately plane and the transmission line (TL) method

The correction becomes important for (b – a)/Lba > 0.1. For
practical purposes this expression can be used up to Lba = 0
(flanges). This may fail to be true at higher frequencies where
resonances may occur in the transverse direction. Investigating
this was the aim of the present study.
An indication of what may happen can be seen from a
previous study of the end correction of a flange. Here it was
found that resonances across the flange change the end
correction irregularly. [3]. Results are given in Figure 2 for a
circular flange with b = 5a. As can be observed, a peak in δ/a
occurs at ka ≈ 0.3, or kb ≈ 1.5 ≈ π/2, approximately a quarterwavelength.
This can be expected also to happen in a short horn at the end
of a trumpet, which resembles a flange. This may influence the
positions of higher overtones.
Calculations were done with the TL method without (called
1D) and with (called 3D) the cross-flow correction, and with the
finite difference method (FDM). Results were experimentally
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validated in the Laboratoire d’Acoustique de l’Université du
Maine in Le Mans, France.

if the PML absorbing layer is extending to the right the grid
dimensions become
(4)
where m is the layer number and mmax the thickness of the
absorbing layer (for example 10).
The limited accuracy due to the discretization was improved
by plotting the results against the reciprocal of the number of
points and extrapolating to zero, yielding an estimate for an
infinite number of points.

3. RESULTS

Figure 3. End correction for a flange (b=5a), divided by the
pipe radius as a function of ka; top: real part; bottom:
imaginary part/(ka). Dotted lines: theory for infinite and zero
flange; ++: calculation with boundary element method;
drawn line: measurements, dashed line: fit formula. [2]
.

Investigated were various horns attached to a cylindrical pipe.
As an introductory example we show some results for a conical
pipe of the dimensions
(5)
[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] = [1 3 22 12 15 30],
for ka=1.2 (appr. 6600 Hz). In Figure 5 and 6 the fieldlines of
the pressure are plotted in 2D and 3D. The presence of waves in
the transverse direction is clearly visible. It can be seen that the
pressure smoothly goes to zero toward the boundaries, no
unwanted waves due to reflections are visible. From these
calculations, the impedance can be obtained as well as a length
correction to the cylinder preceeding the cone.

2. FDM CALCULATIONS
The Helmholtz equation describes the sound field in the pipe
and the open space it radiates into. It was modelled using the
finite difference method (FDM). For example, the
discretisation Helmholtz equation in two-dimensional
Cartesion space is (see Figure 4)
(3)
where hn = h. The points are fitted to the curved walls of the
pipe. Since the pipes are rotationally symmetric, cylindrical
co-ordinates are used to make the field two-dimensional,
saving on computer capacity [2]. Eq(3) is subsequently
modified.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional plot of the lines of equal pressure in
a cylinder-cone combination

Figure 4. Computational module for FDM calculations
To save on computer capacity the outer space must be
bounded in some way. To ensure a smooth transfer in the
first outer layer of thickness Lsur (for example 10 points) the
equation is kept the same. Then follows a layer of thickness
LPML in which Berenger’s PML (perfectly matched layer)
technique was used. In this layer absorption gradually
increases, mimicking the absorbing walls of an anechoic
chamber. There are various ways to implement this, but it
appeared most convenient to make the grid spacing
progressively complex to the outside [4, 5, 6]. For example,

Figure 6. Three-dimensional plot of pressure field in a cylinercone pipe combination. Cone to the left of the cylinder.
Measurements were carried out on horns made in the
workshop attached to cylindrical tube pieces, in the anechoid
chamber of the Le Mans laboratory. For these pipe shapes TL
and FDM calculations were carried out. Results were compared.
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Since the dimensions are not exactly comparable, some
differences remain.

Figure 7 Absolue value of input impedance as a function of
frequency for a cylinder with a long cone, determined in four
different ways (vertically shifted)

3.1

Figure 8. Relative positions of modes in a cylinder
with a long cone
value of the 1D-TL calculation is higher, due to neglect of the
transverse flow energy in the horn.

Cylinder with a long conical horn

First investigated was a cylinder/cone combination (see
Figure 8) with the following dimensions (in mm)
(6)
[La a Lba b] = [88 9.9 75 39.5]
Because of its discrete nature the dimensions of the FDM
shape had to be slightly different
[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] = M[18 2 15 8 10 20], (7)
where M ≥ 2. M is a multiplier increasing the number of
pointrs and consequently the accuracy; it is bounded by the
computer capacity, mostly M ≤ 8. The accuracy is increased
by extrapolation to infinity, by plotting the results versus the
reciprocal of M and extrapolating to zero.
Measurements on the various pipe combinations were
performed at a temperature of 21°C. So in all calculations
the velocity of sound at that temperature was assumed, viz.
343 m/s. FDM calculations were performed for ka =
0.02:0.01:1.4, corresponding to a frequency range between
110 and 7700 Hz. Impedances obtained in the four ways
described above are plotted in Figure 7. The relative
positions of the peaks are given in Figure 8. The exit
diameter of the horn, 80 mm, corresponds to a wavelength at
4300 Hz, the frequency where the peaks predicted by the TL
methods appear to flatten out according to both
measurement and FDM.
The cone can be considered as a length correction to the
cylinder, this is plotted in Figure 9. Value at zero
(extrapolated) = 2.15. Calculated with eq (4) gives 2.02. The
value in publication [2] is 2.33.
Table 1. Position of first resonance peak for a cylinder with
a long cone obtained with various methods
Method
TL-1D TL”3D”
FDM
Measured
1st peak, Hz 766
746
744
748
Difference
+ 2.4 % – 0.3 %
– 0.5 %
In Table 1 gives he values of the first peak of the
resonance spectrum obtained with the various methods. The

Figure 9. Real part of the end correction coefficient δ/a to
the cylinder for the long cone, obtained by FDM.
By way of calibration, a cylinder without horn was
investigated. The difference with the measured value of the first
maximum was – 0.4% for the TL method, and + 0.3% for the
FDM results (probably due to dimensional and temperature
uncertainties). It may be concluded that the best forecaster of
the impedance at low frequencies is the TL-3D.

3.2

Cylinder with a short conical horn

A cylinder with a short conical horn is sketched in Figuie 11..
The dimensions in mm are:
(8)
[La a Lba b] = [89.8 10 12 19.9]
and those in the FDM model
(9)
[La a Lba b Lsur LPML] = M[18 2 2 4 10 20],
Results are given in Figures 10 and 11 and in Table 2.
Impedance calculations and measurements are plotted in Figure
10. Figure 11 gives relative positions of the peaks. Modes are
approximately odd harmonincs. At 6 kHz the peaks flatten out,
which does not show up in the TL calculations, but only in both
FDM and measurements. Table 2 gives the positions of the first
impedance peaks. As can be seen the first peak shifts when the
3D correction is added to the TL method, but the relative
position of the peaks do not change much (see Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Relative positions of modes in a cylinder
with a short cone

Figure 10. Absolute value of imput impedance of a cylinder
with a short cone
Table 2. First resonance peak for a
conical horn
Method
TL-1D TL-3D
1st peak, Hz
865
850
Difference
+ 0.7% – 1 %
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cylinder with a short
FDM
855
– 0.5%

Measured
859

An end correction to the cylinder can be calculated
(Figure 12). As can be seen the behaviour is only varying
slightly below 5 kHz. Above that frequency the length
correction suddenly decreases.

4. DISCUSSION
The position of the first resonance peak of the impedance
spectrum is best predicted by TL-3D. The value found with
TL-1D can be too high. The short conical horn can be
described as a length correction, in a way comparable to that
of a flange, provided the frequency is not too high. At higher
frequencies the FDM results correspond much better with
the measurements than the TL methods. TL methods are fast
and conveniently applied. The FDM is cumbersome, a
program must be written, there are limitations to the choice
of the dimensions.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Since the investigations are still in progress, conclusions are
preliminary. For calculating the input impedance of an
arbitrary pipe, we conclude that
1. The well-known 1D-TL method is useful for pipes
flaring not too much.
2. For horns flaring more than 10% a correction for
transverse flow, leading to the so-called 3D-TL method
is useful for low frequencies.
3. For higher frequencies, where cross-dimensions are no
longer small with respect to the wavelength, the FDM
gives better results. This method, however, is
cumbersome.
4. Berenger’s PML absorbing boundary can be
implemented easily in a FDM calculation scheme.

Figure 12. Real part of the end correction coefficient δ/a to
the cylinder for the short cone, obtained by FDM.
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POSSIBILITY OF ESPI VISUALIZATION
OF SOUND PRESSURE FIELDS
Zdeněk Otčenášek, Pavel Dlask
Sound Studio of Music Faculty
Academy of Performing Arts in Prague
otcenasek@hamu.cz
ABSTRACT
Electronic speckle pattern interferometers (ESPI) are
prominent helping tools for non contact observations of
movements of an object surface. Their functionality is based
on speckles, which are products of the interference effect
between both the laser beams scattered from separate
unevenness of the object rough surface and the reference
beam originated from the same laser source. This method is
applicable on rough surfaces of solids. In the case of
acoustic fields the air particles don’t give speckle patterns.
Also in this case ESPI visualization can be used, but based
on a principle of changes in the air refractive index when air
pressure is changed. The aim of this contribution is to
explain basic know-how and possibilities of ESPI (especially
double pulse TV ESPI method) visualizations of a sound
pressure distribution in a defined space. The practical output
is focused on applications on wind musical instruments
(presented is an example of sound pressure distribution
inside and outside of an organ pipe in the process of normal
excitation).

1. INTRODUCTION
Electronic speckle pattern interferometers (ESPI) allow non
contact observations of movements of an object surface
(full-field manner). The double pulse TV ESPI method
visualizes relative displacements. The relativity of such
movement observations rises from the matching of two
speckle images: reference state and recording state (the
principle of ESPI see Figure 1). Both images are recorded by
one CCD camera, when the object is illuminated with a
sequence of two flashes of a pulse laser. On both images the
speckles are visible. The speckles are products of the
interference effect between both the laser beam scattered
from separate unevenness of the object rough surface and the
reference beam originated from the same laser source. In
accordance with the value of the phase shift between both
beams, a darker (both beams are with opposite phase) or a
brighter (beams are in coincidence) spot is created on the
pixel of the camera. This spots are called speckles.

Figure 1: The principle of a reference and recording speckle
image creation. The object beam passes through the camera
after reflecting from the surface points; the reference beam is
lead to the camera through an optical fiber (used example is
from a violin surface observation).

The correlation of obtained speckles and the subtraction of its
hue in both the reference and recording image give a speckle
intensity image with a pattern of fringes (contour lines in
positions with equal extent of deflection due to deformations or
movements, Figure 2). But the speckle intensity image itself
does not inform about directions of displacements and thus
about relations between fringes.

=

-

Figure 2: Intensity pattern (right) created from reference (left)
and recording (midst) speckles. The fringes (right) are contours
of the same intensity (gray grades) and denote surface points
with identical values of displacement per time between both
laser pulses.
Therefore, the pixels intensity values I from this obtained
intensity image are further used in a system of equations for the
calculations of laser beam phase shifts (∆Φ due to a surface
point displacement per time between both laser pulses). Here a
trick is used. For this system of equations to be solved, the
phase difference between neighboring reference beams, which
illuminate separate pixels in one row of the CCD camera sensor,
is +2/3π. This phase increases progressively through all pixels
of a row. Then the values of a phase shift of a pixel (at image
coordinates xn,y) can be computed from intensities of this pixel
and intensities of both neighboring pixels (xn-1,y and xn+1,y) in
the same row:
I ( x , y) − I ( x , y)


n −1
n +1
∆φ ( xn , y ) = arctan  3
 ,(1)
 2I ( x , y) − I ( x , y) − I ( x , y) 



n

n +1

n −1



Obtained values of pixel phase shifts are then elements of a
resulting phase image (Figure 3 Left). This image already
includes information about directions of the surface point
displacements.
The phase image could be further mapped in a suitable color
scale. Then the points with negative (e.g. in Figure 3 Right:
blue, green) and positive (here: yellow, red) directions of
displacement are well distinguishable through different colors.

Figure 3: Movements of all surface points simultaneously
observed in one selected time relatively to a used trigger event.
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Since in the double pulse ESPI method both the time delay t1
of the first flash after a defined trigger event (e.g. the zero
crossing of a movement excitation, see Figure 4) and also
the laser pulse separation time ∆t are adjustable, repeating
the double flashing after readjusting the t1 gives a possibility
to follow the deformation changes in time.

A gaseous environment (whose features differ from the normal
air) inserted into the lights path (Figure 5 Right, Figure 6)
changes the lights velocity (and the value of the refraction
index; such environment can also be the air, whose pressure
differs from pnormal). Due to this different velocity (υenvironm.≠υair)
the propagated light goes through this environment (length l in
the path of light) in a different time in comparison to normal air
(tair+environm.≠tair). If the lights incidence at the environment
boundary has a perpendicular angle (Figure 6 Left), this time
difference is:

∆t = tair − t air +environm. =

Figure 4: Adjusting the laser double pulses relatively to the
triggered event and following the surface movements in time
(capturing different stages of a displacement).

l.(nair − nenvironm. )
c0

.

(5)

If the incidence is non perpendicular (Figure 6 Right), light
beam diffractions occur. However, since the Fermat’s principle
of ′shortest time′ is valid, thus, all sketched light paths (without
and with diffractions) have the same time difference. Then it is
possible to calculate with the same length l of passing through
the medium as if it would be on a straight line from the source
on the path without diffraction (red arrow in Figure 6 Right).

2. GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT
These explicit ESPI principles are applicable on rough
reflecting surfaces, usually of solids. If an acoustic field
(certain sound pressure spreading in a 3D space) has to be
visualized, then we must use a suitable finesse, because the
air particles don’t give speckle patterns. In those cases it is
possible to utilize the changes of the air refractive index (n)
when air density (ρ), pressure (p) or temperature (T) is
changed (it changes the velocity of laser light propagation).
Their relationship solves the Gladston – Dale relation:

n=

c0
p
= 1 + 2,2563.10 −4.ρ = 1 + 7,8607.10 −7.
v
T

.(2)

Total air pressure in a space point X(x, y, z) in an acoustic
field has an in time invariant part (pnormal=101325Pa/20oC)
and a variable part due to sound source (sound pressure ∆p):

p X (t , xyz X ) = pairnormal + ∆p X (t , xyz X )

.

(3)

The time flow of laser light intensity in air in normal
conditions (∆p = 0) can be described by the solution of a
wave propagation equation (without losses):

I (t , d ) ≈ I 0 .e

 d .nairnormal
iωairnormal  t −
c0






,

(4)

where: ωairnormal is light circular frequency, t is time, c0 is
lights velocity in vacuum, d is the distance on beam from a
source (see Figure 5 Left), nairnormal is air refractive index
joined with lights velocity in air υ through the relation
nairnormal = c0 /υairnormal.

d

l … length

Figure 5: Laser beams reflections and scatterings. Left:
Beam propagation through air. Right: Beam passing through
inserted gaseous environment with features different to air.

Figure 6 Left: perpendicular angle of light beam incidence at an
environment (in Figure 6 cold medium) boundary. Right: non
perpendicular incidence; the straight-line path of light beam
(here marked with a red arrow) has the same passing time ∆t as
has the path with diffraction (both green arrows together); the
phase of the light after passing through both these trajectories
(red and green) is identical.
This explicit time difference ∆t has to be subtracted in the
solution of the wave propagation:

I (t , d ) ≈ I 0 .e
=
=

I 0 .e
e

d .nairnormal

iωairnormal  t − ∆t −
c0


(

)





=

l . nairnormal −nenvironm.
d .nairnormal

iωairnormal  t −
−
c0
c0


−iωairnormal .

(

l . nairnormal −nenvironm.
c0

shift of phase ∆θ

)

.I 0 .e





=

 d .nairnormal
iωairnormal  t −
c0






. (6)

time flow of lights intensity
in air without inserted environment

From this result arises, that the changes of the refraction index
change the phase ∆θ of the recorded light beam. If we illuminate
the non moving surface in the background through the part of
the air (or through other inserted gaseous environments), where
the different features are, this surface at the speckle pictures
seems as if it is relocated.
The example in Figure 7 illustrates the similarity of a
displacement of a surface in the background (Left) with a
situation in which an acoustic field is inserted (Right: the beam
path with a diffraction goes through an area of higher pressure
symbolized with more black dots; also the beam path in an area,
where sound pressure has null value and no additional
diffraction occurs, is demonstrated). Such presented sketch of a
sound pressure distribution can arise e.g. in a transparent box
and can originate e.g. through a standing wave excitation.
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and outside of an organ pipe in the process of normal excitation
(both side walls of this pipe were from glass).

Figure 7: Due to light beams phase changes, the non moving
surface in the background, illuminated through an
environment with diverse features, seems on the camera
speckle pictures as if it is displaced.

Δ

The air in normal conditions has its refraction index very
low: nairnormal = 1.0002718029 (λ = 632.8 nm/ pnormal). If the
sound pressure level is 100 dB, the air pressure alters from
the normal value p(t, xyzX) = 101325 Pa to values between
peak values (normal + acoustic) p(t, xyzX) = -101323 and
+101327 Pa. Then the refraction index varies up to the peak
value (substituted in the relation 2; taken only + value):
101327
nairnormal +acoustic = 1 + 7,8607.10 −7.
= 1,0002718434 ,
293
and shift of phase (∆θ in the relation 6 after substitution) is:
5
360.3.10
0,1(1,000271802 9 − 1,000271843)
o
θ≅
.
= +2,3 .
−7
5
6,328.10
3.10
Even thought the sound pressure level of 100dB is great in a
usual acoustic environment, it is still not sufficient for ESPI
visualization. Such a small phase shift (1/78π) is not
recognizable with this technique. Generally, a good
differentiation of very small phase shifts with double pulse
TV holography method is influenced: 1) by the adjustment
of laser illumination and 2) by relative displacement of a
surface in the background. For this type of sound pressure
visualization the self vibrations of both the background
surface and also the ESPI laser head (and camera) are not
negligible, because we must use a long interval between the
first reference pulse (which illuminates the background
through air in its standing stage) and second recording pulse
(which illuminates the background in synchrony with a
temporal course of an observed air feature, here in
synchrony with course of sound pressure). These self
vibrations are excited mainly by the motion of the building
(can be evoked also through an acoustic way). Even if these
vibrations are minimized, they always bring a measurement
noise (usually comparable with phase shifts up to 1/10 π).
The simplest solution to this sensitivity problem is to
increase the refraction index (and thus its changes) in the
inserted environment or to have a substantially greater
distance l. Since CO2 has its refraction index relatively
sufficient (nCO2 normal = 1,0004174/ 20oC, pnormal) and air
contains it, it is possible to increase air refraction index
through mixing this gas with normal air (the increase of CO2
concentration). The CO2 concentration would be chosen in
correlation to distance l of an inserted environment and to
the peak values of sound pressure. A suitable shift of phase θ
would be approximately π and more. In the case of wind
musical instruments, when their sound is excited naturally
by an air flow, the mixing of CO2 with air can be done
similarly as in a cars carburetor.

3. MEASUREMENT EXAMPLE
Figure 8 presents an example of a use of a mixture of 80%
volume unit of normal air with 20% volume unit of pure
CO2 (20oC, pnormal) for visualization of sound pressure inside

Figure 8: Distributions of sound pressure inside and outside of
an organ pipe in the process of normal excitation.
The images (Figure 8) show two different sound excitation
stages that are captured in synchrony with the sound pressure
recorded by a microphone. Red (and yellow, see scale in Figure
9) colors in images visualize areas in these environments with
positive laser light phase shift. This is caused by the positive
values of sound pressure in those areas, which cause lower
values of velocities of laser beams passing this way and
therefore higher values of refraction index in comparison to
normal air. The blue (and green) colors visualize opposite
values (the relations p, n, v and theirs mapping to a color are:
pairnormal+SP - pairnormal → nenvironm.- nair → vair - venvironm.> 0 → ••
pairnormal+SP - pairnormal → nenvironm.- nair → vair - venvironm.< 0 → ••).
Such relations between ESPI images color scale and positive or
negative difference of environment features can be well
demonstrated in an image example (Figure 9), in which a CO2
environment or only a hot air environment is used (Figure 9
Left: CO2 decreases lights velocity; Right: hot air increases
lights velocity; both environments were produced as a jet in air).

CO2 jet

250o C hot air jet

↑
↑
Figure 9: Positive phase shift of laser light in a CO2 jet (red and
yellow colors) and negative phase shift in a hot air jet (blue and
green). Both jets go from its sources ↑ bottom-up.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The presented method of sound pressure visualization appears to
be an applicable way to study such problems, where other
methods are often complicated or do not exist. In this paper the
practical outputs are focused on applications on wind musical
instruments, especially on organ pipes, but this can be extended
on other spheres of interest, based on air density, pressure or
temperature changes. Of course, even if the use of this method
is simple, in cases where the studied gaseous environments are
inside boxes, a complication can arise, because these boxes
must be constructed to be transparent for laser light.
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IS IT THE PLAYER OR IS IT THE INSTRUMENT?
Robert Pyle
S. E. Shires Co.
11 Holworthy Place
Cambridge, MA, 02138-4509, USA
rpyle@post.harvard.edu

ABSTRACT
Previous measurements of trombone tones [1] showed
considerable player-to-player variability in the degree to
which the radiated spectrum changes with different bell
alloys. This might arise in the following way. Consider
two very different players, W and G. Player W is able to
produce the desired timbre, independent of the bell alloy,
by altering the embouchure as needed. Given a choice
of instruments, player W will presumably pick the one
that, for him, most easily produces that timbre. Player
G, on the other hand, always blows each instrument as
freely as possible, allowing the instrument to determine
the tone quality, and then chooses an instrument with the
desired timbre. It is plausible to think that the characteristics of the sound pressure in the mouthpiece cup will
show greater variability (with changes of bell alloy) for
player W than for player G due to the embouchure adjustments by player W. An attempt was made to test this hypothesis by simultaneously measuring sound pressure internally within the mouthpiece and externally on the bell
axis. However, a more effective means for separating the
influence of the player from the properties of the instrument was to perturb the feedback loop to the player’s ear
with moderately loud masking noise.
1. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

to the hand slide, so that its position relative to the trombone was fixed as long as the slide was kept in the same
position (all measurements were made with the slide fully
retracted, that is, in first position).
After passing through a preamplifier (built by the author), the two signals were digitized by a USB sound card
(M-Audio Transit) whose output was recorded on a MacBook Pro computer at a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 16-bit
resolution using the Amadeus Pro sound editing program.
The recordings were made in a moderately dead room
(but by no means anechoic). However, the external microphone was close enough to the trombone that the direct sound very strongly dominated the reverberant field.
Moving the playing position within the room produced
no discernible change in the recorded signal.
A skilled brass player can exercise a good deal of
control over timbre, except perhaps at the extremes of
the dynamic range [2]. In order to estimate this effect,
for half the tests the players performed normally, while
for the other half they listened to moderately loud pink
noise through MP3 player ear buds worn beneath soundisolating earmuffs. The masking noise level was high
enough that vocal communication, even at shouting level,
was not possible. Both players found the masking noise
quite disconcerting, but were eventually able to adapt to
it. However, their control of the playing pitch was somewhat impaired by the masking noise.

1.1. Data acquisition
1.2. Data analysis technique
An S. E. Shires symphonic tenor trombone was played
by two players with two different bells. The trombone is
constructed in a modular fashion, so that it was possible
to interchange bells with no other alterations to the instrument. One bell was made of red brass (90% Cu, 10% Zn),
the other of yellow brass (70% Cu, 30% Zn). In addition,
the red brass bell was made of thicker metal.
Both players used a Vincent Bach 5G mouthpiece.
Sound pressure within the mouthpiece was monitored with
an Endevco 8510 B-2 piezoresistive pressure transducer
mounted flush with the interior surface of the mouthpiece
cup.
Sound pressure external to the trombone was measured with an electret microphone positioned on the bell
axis 75 cm from the plane of the bell rim. The external
microphone was mounted on an aluminum rod attached

Four pitches were recorded: B[2 , F3 , B[3 , and F4 (the
second, third, fourth, and sixth harmonics of the trombone with the slide in first position).
Both players had stated in advance the Bach 5G mouthpiece was sufficiently similar to their normal mouthpieces
that they would be quite comfortable playing on it, but
this proved not to be true. Both players had difficulty
controlling B[2 ; results for that pitch are more scattered
than for the higher pitches.
The analysis software was written in Python and was
inspired by parts of Beauchamp’s SNDAN package [3].
Every two periods of the fundamental frequency of the
analyzed note, the program analyzes a window four periods wide and finds the signal level and a number of parameters derived from the spectrum.
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The parameter used here to characterize the radiated
spectrum is the average frequency [4], defined as
N
X

fav =

fk |Ak |2

k=1
N
X

(1)
2

|Ak |

k=1

noise (Figure 1), fav for the yellow brass bell is noticeably higher than for the red brass bell in the middle of the
dynamic range, as expected. This is not so without the
masking noise (Figure 2).
The next two figures show the corresponding data for
player W. Again, with the masking noise (Figure 3), the
yellow brass bell is the brighter, this time over more of the
dynamic range. Without the masking noise (Figure 4), the
difference largely disappears.
External Sound Pressure (dB)

where fk and Ak are the frequency and Fourier coefficient of the kth harmonic of the windowed signal, f1
being the fundamental frequency1 . This calculation included harmonics up to 90% of the Nyquist frequency;
that is, fN = N f1 ' 0.9fN yquist .
A higher value of fav means stronger higher harmonics, and corresponds to a brighter or brassier timbre.
2. RESULTS
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Figure 2: Player G, without masking noise, B[2 .

External Sound Pressure (dB)

External Sound Pressure (dB)

All of the results shown here are taken from slow diminuendos over the full dynamic range. Thus, they represent
essentially steady tones.
The conventional wisdom among players is that the
light-weight yellow brass bell produces a brighter sound
than the heavy-weight red brass bell, presumably corresponding to a higher fav .
All the figures below show fav vs. sound pressure,
both quantities measured by the external microphone.
Figures 1 and 2 compare the two bells for the note
B[2 , played by player G. At high levels, there is considerable scatter, but this was the pitch where both players
felt most strongly the departure from their normal mouthpieces.
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Figure 3: Player W, with masking noise, B[2 .
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Figure 1: Player G, with masking noise. The vertical
dashed line shows the fundamental frequency of the note
played, in this case B[2 .
Although player G was the one who did not appear
to be correcting the timbre by altering his embouchure, it
is clear that he does so unconsciously. With the masking
1 The average frequency is the center of gravity of the power spectrum; it is a close cousin of spectral centroid as defined by Beauchamp,
which is the center of gravity of the amplitude of the spectrum.

But this is not the end of the story. Figures 5 through
8 show similar plots for F3 , the note a fifth higher.
This time, the presence of the masking noise does
not exaggerate the difference between the bells. In fact,
player W, who normally seems to be able to control the
timbre quite well, shows a large difference without the
masking noise and almost none when the masking noise
was present. For him, the yellow brass bell has the higher
fav , as expected.
For player G, on the other hand, the red brass bell has
the higher fav , with or without masking noise.
Finally, Figures 9 through 12 show the results for
B[3 . For this note, as for B[2 , the absence of masking
noise seems to allow both players to produce a more consistent timbre on both bells.
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Figure 8: Player W, without masking noise, F3 .
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Figure 5: Player G, with masking noise, F3 .
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Figure 7: Player W, with masking noise, F 3.
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Figure 4: Player W, without masking noise, B[2 .
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Figure 6: Player G, without masking noise, F 3.

Figure 9: Player G, with masking noise, B[3 .
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For player G the red brass bell has the higher fav , at
least at the softer playing levels (Figures 9 and 10).
This contrasts with player W, for whom yellow brass
produced a (very slightly) higher fav in the presence of
masking noise (Figure 11). Without the masking noise,
red brass had the higher fav , but only at the loudest playing levels (where player control is least). At lower dynamics, there was minimal difference (Figure 12).
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3. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 10: Player G, without masking noise, B[3 .
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Without the masking noise, both trombonists control the
timbre to some extent, whether consciously or not. With
the masking noise, differences in timbre, presumably due
to the different bell alloys, are more pronounced. The
prediction that the yellow brass bell will produce a brighter
timbre than the red brass bell was not observed at all
pitches, nor was it consistent between the two players.
It is very likely that players’ perception of tone quality is based on the entire gamut of pitches, not just three
or four notes, and that attack transients also play a role.
It is widely thought that red brass bells are characterized
by a “softer” attack than yellow brass. This could mean
that the higher harmonics build up more slowly for a red
brass bell.
It appears that more experiments would be helpful.
4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Figure 11: Player W, with masking noise, B[3 .
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states and nearby New York. Spiridopoulos is also the
professor of trombone at the University of Massachusetts.
Thanks are also due to the author’s son, Robinson Pyle,
for suggesting the use of masking noise as a means of
disrupting a player’s control of timbre.
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Figure 12: Player W, without masking noise, B[3 .
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THE INFLUENCE OF MOUTHPIECE CUP SHAPE ON “BRASSINESS”
Robert Pyle
S. E. Shires Co.
11 Holworthy Place
Cambridge, MA, 02138-4509, USA
rpyle@post.harvard.edu

The degree of spectral enrichment of brass-instrument
tone due to non-linear propagation in the instrument depends not only on the amplitude of the sound, but also
on the maximum rate of change of the sound pressure in
the mouthpiece. A skilled player has some control over
the latter, but the internal contour of the mouthpiece is
also very important. Judging from the sounds produced,
a deep funnel-shaped (horn-like) mouthpiece encourages
a less steep waveform than does a shallow bowl-shaped
(trumpet-like) mouthpiece. This paper opens with a review of the physics of finite-amplitude sound propagation
in a flaring tube, and how this has led to the definition of
a “brassiness potential” that predicts the relative degree
of spectral enrichment for various brass instruments. The
remainder focuses on the influence of the mouthpiece. Internal (within the mouthpiece) and external (beyond the
bell) measurements of sound pressure and spectrum have
been made for a trumpet played with both a conventional
trumpet mouthpiece and a flugelhorn mouthpiece.

Particle velocity u

ABSTRACT

Distance x

Figure 1: One cycle of the initial sine wave. The sound
is propagating from left to right. The arrows indicate the
direction of particle velocity.
than c0 and those parts where u is negative move slower
than c0 . This causes the waveform to steepen between a
positive peak and the negative peak just ahead of it, as
shown in Figure 2. Eventually, the rate of change of the
waveform becomes infinite and a shock wave is formed.
Figure 3 shows the distorted sine wave at that point.

Particle velocity u

1. BRASSINESS POTENTIAL
1.1. Large-amplitude plane waves
Consider the propagation of a large-amplitude plane wave
in a lossless cylindrical tube [1]. Suppose the initial wave
shape is sinusoidal, as shown in Figure 1. The velocity
imparted to the air by the sound wave carries the sound
along with it. Thus, dx/dt, the propagation speed at x
relative to a fixed observer, is the sum of c, the sound
speed re the moving air, and u, the particle velocity:
dx
=c+u
(1)
dt
Additionally, the sound pressure alters the local temperature, increasing c where the air is compressed and decreasing it where the air is rarefied. In air, this increases
the effect of convection alone by about 20%:
dx
= c0 + 1.2u
(2)
dt
where c0 is the small-signal value of the speed of sound,
or about 345 m/sec under playing conditions.
The speed of the wave as a whole is c0 , but those
parts where the particle velocity u is positive move faster

Distance x

Figure 2: The wave shape at 0.6 times the shockformation distance.
As the wave propagates beyond the shock formation
distance, the shock grows and the waveform eventually
assumes a sawtooth shape. Figure 4 shows the wave shape
a little beyond the initial formation of the shock.
1.2. Large amplitude sound in a flaring horn
As the sound energy spreads across the increasing crosssection of an outwardly-flaring horn, the particle velocity
decreases. If we neglect losses within the horn and assume that the sound energy is spread uniformly across
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Particle velocity u

Trumpet

Flugelhorn

Distance x
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Figure 3: The wave shape exactly at the shock-formation
distance.

Figure 5: Three ducts with the same total distortion. At
the top is a Vincent Bach model 37 B[ trumpet bell, in
the center a cylindrical tube, and at the bottom the final
portion of a Salvation Army St. Albans flugelhorn bell.
The dashed lines connect intermediate points at which the
distortion is the same in all three ducts.

of the instrument1 .
Distance x

Figure 4: The wave shape at 1.1 times the shockformation distance. The shock wave is shown with a
heavier line (in red, if viewed in color).
the tube, conservation of energy leads to
u(x)
D0
=
u0
D(x)

(3)

The brassiness potential B is thus a dimensionless
number lying between zero and unity. It is higher for
“narrow” instruments like the trumpet and trombone, and
lower for “wide” instruments like the flugelhorn and euphonium. Larger values of B mean greater nonlinear distortion and therefore a greater tendency for the timbre to
acquire a brassy edge at louder dynamics.
The brassiness potential B has proven to be a useful parameter for establishing what might be termed an
“acoustic kinship” among instruments, as shown in Figure 6.

dx
D0 u0
= c0 + 1.2
dt
D(x)

Brassiness Potential B

where D(x) and u(x) are bore diameter and particle velocity at position x. D0 and u0 are D(x) and u(x) at a
reference point, normally the input end.
The sound speed for the various parts of the waveform
is changed accordingly. Equation 2 for a plane wave in a
cylindrical tube now becomes
(4)

For the same amount of nonlinear distortion, the sound
must travel farther in an outward-flaring horn than in a
cylindrical tube, “stretching” the coordinate x.
Figure 5 compares an unstretched cylinder with the
stretched x coordinates of a relatively narrow trumpet bell
and a more rapidly-expanding flugelhorn bell. Given the
same particle velocity injected at the small end, all three
ducts have the same nonlinear distortion.
Equation 4 can be integrated over the whole length of
an instrument to give the length of a cylindrical tube with
the same nonlinear distortion as the instrument. Since
all brass instruments flare outwards, it is clear that the
length of the cylinder will be less than the length of the
instrument.
The brassiness potential B is defined as the ratio of
the length of the cylinder to the equivalent conical length
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flugelhorn
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Figure 6: A scatter plot of brassiness potential B vs.
minimum bore diameter for some trumpets, cornets, and
flugelhorns. (Adapted from [2].)

1 The equivalent conical length is the length of a cone, complete
to the vertex, whose lowest resonance frequency matches the nominal
fundamental frequency of the instrument. It is generally slightly longer
than the physical length of the instrument.
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2.2. Data analysis

2. THE EFFECT OF THE MOUTHPIECE
2.1. The experimental setup
An S. E. Shires B[ trumpet was played with both a normal trumpet mouthpiece and a flugelhorn mouthpiece (see
Figure 7). Both mouthpieces were made by Denis Wick
and had identical rims. Sound pressure in the mouthpiece
was measured with an Endevco 8510-B2 piezoresistive
pressure transducer mounted flush with the interior surface of the mouthpiece cup.

Figure 7: The two mouthpieces tested, together with wax
castings of the cup shapes. The flugelhorn mouthpiece is
on the left, the trumpet mouthpiece on the right.
Sound pressure external to the instrument was measured with an electret microphone positioned on the bell
axis 60 cm from the plane of the bell rim. The external
microphone was mounted on an aluminum rod attached
to the lower valve caps on the trumpet, so that its position
relative to the trumpet was fixed.
After passing through a preamplifier (built by the author), the two signals were digitized by a USB sound card
(M-Audio Transit) whose output was recorded on a MacBook Pro computer at a 44.1 kHz sample rate and 16-bit
resolution using the Amadeus Pro sound editing program.
The recordings were made in a moderately dead room
(but by no means anechoic). However, the external microphone was close enough to the trumpet that the direct sound very strongly dominated the reverberant field.
Moving the playing position within the room produced
no discernible change in the recorded signal.
A skilled brass player can exercise a good deal of control over timbre [3]. In order to eliminate this as much as
possible, during the tests the player listened to moderately loud pink noise through MP3 player ear buds worn
beneath sound-isolating earmuffs. The masking noise level
was high enough that vocal communication, even at shouting level, was not possible. Although the masking noise
was quite disconcerting, the player was able to perform
as requested.

Three pitches were recorded: B[3 , F4 , and B[4 (the second, third, and fourth harmonics of the open B[ trumpet). Of these, only F4 could be played comfortably over
a wide dynamic range.
Although the player had stated in advance that he
thought he would be quite comfortable playing on the two
test mouthpieces, this proved not to be the case. Because
the mouthpieces are somewhat narrower than his current
favorites, he had difficulty producing a stable B[3 , particularly on the trumpet mouthpiece. For this reason, data
taken for B[3 will not be shown here.
Not surprisingly, the acoustic parameters of the flugelhorn mouthpiece did not match the trumpet very well.
There was a pronounced tendency to play progressively
flatter as the playing pitch rose. The interval between
F4 and B[4 played on the flugelhorn mouthpiece was 12
cents smaller than on the trumpet mouthpiece. Even so,
the B[4 data were reasonably consistent with the F4 data.
The analysis software was written in Python and was
inspired by parts of Beauchamp’s SNDAN package [4].
Every two periods of the fundamental frequency, the program analyzes a window four periods wide. Each data
point was taken from a slow diminuendo and therefore is
an essentially steady tone over the four-period duration
of the analysis window.
The parameter used here to characterize the spectrum
is the average frequency [5], defined as
N
X

fav =

fk |Ak |2

k=1
N
X

(5)
|Ak |

2

k=1

where fk and Ak are the frequency and Fourier coefficient of the kth harmonic of the windowed signal, f1
being the fundamental frequency2 . This calculation included harmonics up to 90% of the Nyquist frequency;
that is, fN = N f1 ' 0.9fN yquist .
A higher value of fav means stronger higher harmonics, and corresponds to a brighter or brassier timbre.
In the following figures, “internal” refers to the signal
from the mouthpiece pressure transducer, “external” to
the signal from the microphone on the bell axis.
Figure 9 shows how the average frequency fav of the
radiated sound varies with playing level. It should come
as no surprise that fav for the trumpet mouthpiece is consistently higher than for the flugelhorn mouthpiece.
Above approximately 45 dB, the rate at which fav increases with playing level is substantially greater than at
lower levels. It can be inferred from this that only above
45 dB is finite-amplitude distortion the dominant factor
determining the timbre.
2 The average frequency is the center of gravity of the power spectrum; it is a close cousin of spectral centroid as defined by Beauchamp,
which is the center of gravity of the amplitude of the spectrum.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 8: External sound pressure vs. external average
frequency for F4 . The dB reference level is arbitrary.
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At softer levels, it should be noted that the ratio of fav
for the two mouthpieces is very nearly constant. For these
mouthpieces, this ratio is very close to the square root of
the ratio of the mouthpiece cup volumes, as determined
by weighing the wax castings shown in Figure 7. This
suggests that at low playing levels, fav is close to a resonance formed by the shunt compliance of the mouthpiece
cup volume and a series mass “seen” by the mouthpiece
cup looking into the instrument.
A shown in Section 1.1, a shock wave will form first
at the point on the waveform where the initial slope is
maximum. Hence, it has been found fruitful to use the
maximum value of dp/dt, denoted by ṗmax , as a measure
of signal strength in the mouthpiece.

Analysis of a relatively simple model of large-amplitude
sound propagation in a flaring horn has led to the definition of a brassiness potential B derived from the dimensions of a brass instrument. B quantifies the amount of
spectral enrichment that will occur at loud playing levels
due to finite-amplitude distortion. It has proven useful
in providing an acoustic dimension along which to rankorder brass instruments.
The measurements under playing conditions using two
radically different mouthpieces on the same trumpet suggest that, to first order, mouthpiece cup volume is a key
parameter. The experiment was flawed in that the flugelhorn mouthpiece seriously perturbed the intonation of the
trumpet. There are mouthpieces made for trumpet that
are intended to imitate flugelhorn tone quality (and still
play in tune!). It might be instructive to repeat the experiment using one of these, provided a satisfactory trumpet mouthpiece is available with an identical rim. In the
absence of a pair of suitable commercially-made mouthpieces, it would be possible (given the proper resources)
to fabricate special experimental mouthpieces.
4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Figure 9: External sound pressure vs. maximum internal
sound pressure derivative for F4 . The dB reference levels
are arbitrary.
Figure 9 shows how ṗmax varies with the external
sound pressure. It is interesting that (in dB), the relationship is nearly a straight line. The slope is not unity; a
1 dB change in ṗmax corresponds to a change of roughly
1.3 dB in the external sound pressure. For a given ṗmax ,
more energy is stored in the compliance of the larger
flugelhorn cup than in the smaller trumpet cup. Thus
the flugelhorn mouthpiece produces the greater external
sound pressure.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes ways how to accurately identify
sinusoids and how to calculate and transfer spectral
envelopes from one sound to another, both with high quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
There are many tools that can analyze sound signals using
algorithms. However, algorithms are sometimes not perfect,
not because they are implemented badly, but because the
algorithm is inferior when compared with a human doing the
analysis by ear and visual inspection. Real world sinusoids
of a trombone for example are not steady, are intermittent,
but the overall pattern still makes a perceptual sinusoidal
tone. Because we are lacking an algorithm that is capable of
tracking such sinusoids reliably, the only resort is sometimes
to identify such sinusoids with human interaction. Tools that
close the gap between human interaction and working on the
signal manually do almost not exist. Jaco Visual Signal is a
tool that tries to fill this gap [1]. Two functionalities that are
based on human interaction are described in the following.

2. TRACKING SINUSOIDS
Identifying sinusoids and tracking them is a difficult task in
dense environments or when the sinusoid is far from the
ideal mathematical formula. We show how this is done
manually using a tracking algorithm.

2.1

An example

The sinusoids near 1.5 kHz and near 2 kHz are both starting at
time t=0 seconds and have no steady amplitude. Both of them
even have a gap in the amplitude and continue somehow steady
for only a short time before they exhibit gaps again. If sinusoids
are somehow steady in their amplitudes, identifying them is
simply solved by interactively clicking on the sinusoid in a
spectrogram view and a simple tracking algorithm with
constraints for amplitude and frequency changes.

2.2

Analysis window

The analysis window for the Fourier transform is crucial to get a
good time-frequency representation of the sound signal.
Interference terms should be a minimum. The length of the
window and the window function are equally important. A long
window can actually be short if the window function has very
low values at the tapering ends. It is important to understand
that a long window will smooth out in time, and a broad
window in the frequency domain will smooth out in frequency.
A window can be designed to smooth out in time and frequency,
e.g., by multiplying the window with a si function (or sinc
function) to make it broader:

~ (n) = w(n) sin( an)
w
an

(1)

The figure below shows the same sound as in Figure 1, but
using a longer window with 300 milliseconds.

The figure below shows sinusoids of a trombone at the
beginning of the sound using a Fourier spectrum in decibel
and a Kaiser window with a length of 100 milliseconds (see
Figure 1).

Figure 2: Sinusoids with a longer window, black colors
correspond to small amplitudes.

Figure 1: Sinusoids of a trombone, black colors correspond
to small amplitudes.

Now with the longer window the beginning of the sinusoid
looks much better and is track-able, i.e., a simple tracking
algorithm with constraints will be able to follow the frequency
path. However the sinusoid exhibits now intertwined multiple
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frequency tracks after 200 milliseconds. A tracking
algorithm will fail here again.

2.3

Wigner distribution details

If we take a closer look at the sinusoid which is a little below
2 kHz, we see an almost steady sinusoid which splits up into
2 sinusoids a little before t = 200 milliseconds (see figure 3).

Figure 5: Sinusoid track in red.

3. COPYING ENVELOPES
Identifying, extracting and transferring envelopes from one
signal to another can be solved using manually identified
sinusoids in source and destination signal.
Figure 3: Splitting of one sinusoid into two.
To analyze this part we are using the Wigner distribution.
The Wigner distribution has much higher resolution and
accuracy but also much more cross terms (interference
terms). To avoid cross terms we can isolate the sinusoid by
copying it with a simple time-frequency region around the
sinusoid track. The figure below shows the Wigner
distribution with a very long rectangular window using 2
seconds, which is the mathematically perfect Wigner
distribution (see figure 4). We can now see the splitting very
accurately.

Figure 4: Wigner distribution of the splitting into two
sinusoids.

2.4

Selecting the sinusoid

After we have identified the sinusoid we can select it by
clicking on the two sinusoids and also on the common part
before (see figure 5). Now we can remove the sinusoid to
separate harmonics from noise. If all harmonics have been
removed from the signal by deleting them, all is left is noise,
which we can subtract from the original signal to get
harmonics only.

3.1

Identifying envelopes

There are several methods on how to calculate envelopes. LPC
envelopes will dent to have sharp peaks pointing up at the poles
of the signal model but otherwise follow the envelope quite
good. Cepstrum envelopes also follow the envelope quite good,
but fail in giving the envelope at the right amplitude level: they
are often far below the envelopes at the peaks. Another method
using a window function for the spectral analysis that has a very
broad frequency characteristic works well, but also fails because
of the interference terms of the now overlapping frequency
components.

Figure 6: Different envelopes: LPC (sharp peaks pointing up),
cepstrum, broadband window (sharp peaks pointing down).
To improve these methods additional information about the
signal would be necessary, e.g., the cepstrum envelope could be
improved if the fundamental frequency is known and the cut-off
frequency of the low-pass filter in the cepstrum domain is
adapted (lifter).

3.2

Defining the envelope

If a signal consists of two basic components, noise and
harmonics (sinusoids), they are shaped both by the frequency
characteristic of the given system (the envelope), when
assuming a source/filter model. Looking at the spectrum of
some sounds show that the noise and harmonics sometimes
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follow different envelopes. All of the methods above will
follow the energy distribution of noise and harmonics
together, giving an overall value for the envelope.

3.3

Different envelopes for harmonics and
noise

Identifying the harmonics in a signal will allow to handle
noise and harmonics in a signal separately. To get harmonics
only we first select all sinusoids and remove them to get
noise only, and then subtract the noise from the original
signal. Adding both parts again will exactly give the original
signal, modifying the envelope of one or both of them and
adding them up will give a new signal which is perfectly
aligned with the original. The cepstrum envelope works very
well for noise signals, for harmonics however, as explained
above, it does not.

3.4

example, with the help of this function it is possible to listen to a
bowing noise of a violin only or to the belting noise of a
trombone playing a crescendo.

4.2

Spectral analysis and resynthesis

Another very valuable function of this tool is the possibility to
use spectral information as a complex filter function using
single envelopes or the complete series of slices of a waterfall
spectrum. So spectral editing is possible in various ways like
flattening, morphing or transferring spectral information from
one sound to another. For stimuli generation it is easily possible
to modify a bassoon sound with an oboe spectrum in a way that
it sounds like an oboe and vice versa. It is also possible to clear
the formant structure of a bassoon sound, so that it loses its
characteristic sound features (see figure 8a and b).

Envelopes for tracks

To avoid the shortcomings of the methods above, identified
sinusoid tracks can be used to calculate the envelope using
an appropriate interpolation algorithm (see figure 7).

Figure 8a: Typical bassoon spectrum.

Figure 7: Interpolated envelope using sinusoid tracks.
A quick solution with good results that only needs sinusoid
tracks in the target sound is to calculate the overall envelope
of the source sound, e.g., with a cepstrum using no harmonic
tracks, and applying the envelope using a linear time-variant
filter only to identified harmonics in the target sound. This
will not change the noise parts, especially in the upper
frequencies where no harmonics may exist.

3.5

Transferring the envelope

To be able to compare or relate envelopes of two different
sounds, the way the envelope is calculated in both sounds
must be exactly the same. Therefore, to transfer the envelope
you apply the difference between two envelopes using a
linear time-variant filter to the target sound signal.

4. MUSICOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
4.1

Figure 8b: Bassoon spectrum with flattened structure.

Recognizing and editing harmonics

One of the main and powerful advantages of this program is
the recognition of harmonics by selecting just one single
partial. This function enables one to edit only the harmonics
of a sound independently of all other present noises. It is
possible to isolate or amplify or attenuate a single instrument
in an already recorded ensemble or to separate the harmonic
parts from the noisy parts of one single instrument. For

4.3

Moving the spectral threshold

With the threshold function it is possible to look and listen to
free selectable spectral regions (e.g. only partials with
amplitudes between -20 and -35 dB). This audiovisual spectral
magnifying glass is very helpful on different occasions, like in
an actual sports science project [2]: Very good bowmen can
predict the quality of a shoot by just listening to the noise of the
arrow when it leaves the bow. Comparing shooting sounds of
Austrian and German cadre athlets together with their quality
judgements and hitting successes it turned out that they listen
especially to a frequency region between 3000 and 3500 Hz: If
there is an energy maximum in this area, the shoot got mostly a
bad rating and the hitting score were pure. This holds also for
the opposite: shoots get a good quality rating (and a high score)
if there is no spectral maximum in this area (see figure 9a and
b).
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Figure 9a: Typical spectrum of a bad rated shoot (left) and
typical spectrum of a good rated shoot (right), both original
recordings).

Figure 9a: Typical spectrum of a bad rated shoot (left) and
typical spectrum of a good rated shoot (right), both
recordings with partials above -40dB only (shifted spectral
threshold).

5. CONCLUSIONS
Manually defining components of a signal by visual
inspection alone yields very good results and is sometimes
the only option to get results at all. Having a tool that allows
manual interaction for the analysis and resynthesis of sound
is very helpful and superior to algorithm based analysis and
gives new perspectives to acoustical research and systematic
musicology.
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ABSTRACT
A long-standing research programme at Cardiff University
has established the low- and mid-frequency mechanics and
acoustics of the classical guitar. Techniques such as
holographic interferometry and finite-element analysis have
yielded considerable information about the modal
characteristics of the instrument and their relationship with
the construction and materials of the instrument.
Considerable work has also been undertaken to determine
the sound-radiation fields associated with these modes,
establishing those modes which make the greatest
contribution to the radiated energy. Studies of string
dynamics (including the interaction with the player’s
fingertip) show how readily the strings’ energy is coupled to
the body and sound field. Our measurements and models
allow a relatively small number of measured parameters to
be used to predict the sounds radiated by a guitar; these
sounds can be used for psychoacoustical tests to gauge those
modifications to the guitar’s structure which are likely to
produce perceptible differences in sound quality.

analytical solutions which can be used
experiments”. This is the approach taken here.

in

“thought

The most simple approximation to the mode shown in Figure 1
is obtained by modelling the lower bout as a circular plate with
a diameter roughly the width of the guitar.
Further
simplifications assume that the plate is made from an isotropic
material and that it is unstrutted and of uniform thickness.
These are not entirely unreasonable assumptions: the cross struts
(“harmonic bars”) and bridge of the guitar to some extent even
out the stiffness variations found “along” and “across” the grain
of a flat board of spruce tone-wood, and these simplifications
contrive to make the maths manageable. It turns out that the
boundary conditions are important. In this first model described
here it is assumed that the plate is clamped at the edges such
that its displacement and slope at the boundary are both zero
(this is actually a good approximation for many of the modes
observed in real guitars). Solutions for the mode shapes and
mode frequencies are given in many text books. The modes of
this circular, isotropic plate share many of the characteristics of
modes in guitars.

The aim of this paper is to present the key finding of this
work in a form accessible for the practical maker and to
present simple models which can be used by makers for
effective decision making during the construction of an
instrument.

1. INTRODUCTION
The most important modes of vibration of guitars are those
which induce large volume changes in the surrounding air –
the so-called “air-pumping modes”. The most prominent of
these is the fundamental mode of the soundboard (Figure 1),
which involves uni-phase motion of the lower bout.
Although in the completed guitar this mode is complicated
by its coupling to the air cavity and the back plate, there is
much to be gained from developing simple models of this
mode and investigating the factors which control its
resonance frequency and also the ease with which it is
excited and with which it radiates sound. The following
discussions use straightforward theory (standard equations)
to give a little insight into guitar design, some of which is
intuitively obvious, some of which is not.

1.1

Figure 1: The fundamental mode of a guitar soundboard (finite
element calculation).
The fundamental mode of a clamped circular plate is shown in
Figure 2. The frequency of the mode is given by Equation 1.

Tuning the Fundamental Mode

Calculating the modes of vibration of guitars is difficult
because wood is anisotropic (i.e. it has different material
properties “along” and “across” the grain), the shape of the
instrument is mathematically complex, and the struts, bars
and bridge are difficult to incorporate into a model. Whilst
techniques such as finite element analysis allow accurate
predictions to be made of mode shapes and frequencies, it is
sometimes better to work with more simple models with

E
 h 
f 01 = 0 ⋅ 467 2 
,
2
 a  ρ 1 −ν

(

(1)

)

where h is the thickness of the plate, a its radius and ρ its
volume density. E and ν are the Young’s modulus and Poisson
ratio respectively (the latter is usually about 0·3 and can be
ignored in these discussions). The subscript (01) refers to the
mode designation: zero diametrical nodal lines and one
circumferential node (in this case at the edge only).
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Equation 1 immediately identifies the mechanisms by which a
guitar maker can control the frequency of the fundamental
mode. The initial choice of materials determines E and ρ ,
whereas overall design (the outline shape of the guitar)
determines the radius a. Once these are fixed, it leaves
variations in the thickness h as the only control mechanism for
tuning the mode. (In reality, thickness and strutting would be
used in conjunction.)

Figure 2: Fundamental mode of a plate clamped at the edge.
The boundary conditions are that the displacement and slope
of the vibrations are zero at the edge.

Figure 3: Fundamental mode of a plate hinged at its edge.
The boundary condition is that the displacement is zero at
the edge but a finite slope is allowed. (This is equivalent to
the vibrations of a membrane.)
Talk of “tuning” modes implies that there is some preferred
resonance frequency for this (and other) modes, and, indeed,
a good deal of the scientific literature implies that modetuning can be used for quality control. However, it is clear
that mode-tuning in isolation is not sufficient to determine
the “quality” of an instrument, but it is worth noting that
conventional guitar-making practice places the fundamental
within a semitone or two of a “standard” position. (This is
not the place to digress on mode frequencies because this
discussion involves the uncoupled plate. When the plate
interacts with the body cavity, two modes result both of
which exhibit motion similar to Figure 1.) In the ensuing
discussions, it would be easy to argue that allowing the
fundamental frequency to fall could be advantageous, but
significant departure from the mean can give an
uncharacteristic guitar sound.
There are also some
arguments for keeping this mode frequency relatively high.
A high fundamental ensures that the higher bending modes
of the plate are well spaced throughout the playing range of
the instrument and helps reduce the effects of over-coupling
of string modes. Recent work at Cardiff [1] has, however,
identified other parameters which we consider more
important than mode frequency (such as the effective masses
of modes as discussed later).

Assuming that there is some specific mode tuning in mind, the
four variables (E, ρ , a and h) offer considerable flexibility in
design. For example, low-density wood or a smaller bodied
instrument could be made with a thinner soundboard – and it
begs the question as to whether there are “optimum” or
preferred values for these quantities. Before considering these
design variables, it is necessary to introduce two further
equations.

1.2

Acoustic Merit of Modes

The function of the modes of the body is to act as “mediators”
between the vibrating strings (which supply energy) and the
surrounding air (in which sound waves are set up and energy is
propagated to the listener). There are lots of subtleties in the
relationships between the strings and the body and body modes
and their radiation field which will not be dealt with here, but
important aspects of the function of the body can be explored by
examining the volume of air displaced by the body per string
cycle and also the ease with which the body can be driven by
the string. The latter is summarised by determining the effective
mass of the body at the driving point (assumed to be the centre
of the plate in this particular case). The effective mass is
somewhat unintuitive (it can vary very substantially from the
physical mass of the plate) but in physical terms it is the
equivalent mass which a simple mass-spring system would have
to have to exhibit the same vibrational properties as the
extended mode.
The volume of air displaced by a mode vibrating transversely is
given by the following integral (Equation 2).
V0 = ∫

area

ψ ( x, y ) d A ,

(2)

where ψ (x, y ) is the transverse displacement of the plate at a
particular coordinate and the integral is performed over the
whole surface. (The zero subscript is there to indicate that the
integral gives the monopole contribution to the radiation only.)
V0 is basically the volume under the wire-frame figures shown
in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The effective mass of the plate is also
given by an integral equation.
M =∫

ψ 2 ( x, y ) ρ h d A .

area

(3)

Note that this time ψ appears as a squared value. This is
significant, as will become evident. For the case of the circular
isotropic plate clamped at its edges as shown in Figure 2
V0 = 0 ⋅ 313π a 2 and M = 0 ⋅ 184π a 2 ρ h .

The ratio of V0 M is a useful measure of the effectiveness of
the mode to radiate energy from the string to its surroundings.
For these discussions the ratio V0 M will be called the
“acoustic merit” of the mode – this is not a standard term, but it
is useful to give it a name. Note that in this case the acoustic
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merit is proportional to 1 ρ h . The acoustic merit depends
quite sensitively on the shape of the mode (i.e. ψ (x, y ) ).
Returning to Equation 1, it is clear that it is advantageous to
choose values of E, ρ , h and a which simultaneously tune
the mode and maximise the value 1 ρ h . We now have
some definite objectives with which to work.

1.3

Discussion

It is immediately obvious why “tone wood” is characterised
by a high ratio of E ρ . Spruce and cedar naturally offer
some of the highest available values of this ratio. For a
given size of instrument and a preferred tuning of the
fundamental, a high value of E ρ allows h to be made as
small as possible thereby increasing the acoustic merit.
Correct cutting of timber is essential for maintaining a
maximum value of E (the fibres must be parallel to the
surface of the board and the rings exactly at right angles),
but growth conditions affect both E and ρ . The equations
suggest that if there is a choice between material with a high
Young’s modulus and high density or a low Young’s
modulus and low density ( E ρ being constant), the latter
would be preferable as both h and ρ could be minimised
simultaneously. (This is assuming that a major criterion of
guitar construction is to make an instrument which is
responsive and an efficient radiator – in simple terms, and
without prejudice, a “loud” instrument.) In a real guitar, the
use of strutting allows the maker to maintain the stiffness in
the plate (equivalent to E) whilst keeping the mass of the
plate (effectively ρ ) to a minimum, highlighting the
acoustical advantage of using a strutted plate.
Unfortunately, the relationships between plate thickness and
strutting height are not so easy to investigate.
It is often suggested that large plates (large-bodied
instruments) produce louder instruments, but the analysis
here implies the contrary (though there must be some
practical limits to how “small” the plate might be made).
Note that the acoustic merit does not depend on the radius,
but if a is reduced, h must also be reduced to maintain the
same mode frequency. This is turn increases the acoustic
merit. So why not make smaller instrument? Well, many
makers do! However, note that in Equation 1 a is squared.
Thus, a 10% reduction in a requires a 20% reduction in h –
and the soundboard could soon get uncomfortably thin and
mechanically unviable! This is particularly true of a strutted
plate. Also, if the maker departs a long way from
“conventional size”, for the same string length, the bridge
position would move to a less active part of the soundboard.
However, it is interesting to see a convincing argument
against increasing the size of the instrument.

1.4

Subtleties – Mode Shape

The geometry of the plate, its boundary conditions and its
elastic properties uniquely define the mode shapes. In a real
guitar soundboard there is considerable choice of shape and
strutting patterns and considerable variability in material
properties – hence there are variations in mode shapes from
one instrument to another. The positions of nodal lines
relative to the bridge have a major influence on the
acoustical function of the body, but even subtle changes in
shapes of modes which have antinodes near the bridge, such
as the fundamental, can have an impact on the workings of
the instrument.

The acoustic merit involved the ratio between Equations 2 and
3, both of which involve the mode shape ψ (x, y ) . Because
ψ (x, y ) is squared in one equation and not in the other, the
acoustic merit actually depends on ψ (x, y ) as well as ρ and h.
This is best illustrated by a specific example.
Figures 2 and 3 show the fundamental mode of an isotropic
plate under two boundary conditions: fixed (as defined
previously) and “hinged”. The latter has a zero displacement at
the boundary but is free to have a finite slope. This system is
equivalent to the fundamental mode of a circular membrane (a
drum skin).
It is interesting to determine V0 and M for this second
configuration. For the “hinged plate” these turn out to be
0 ⋅ 432π a 2 and 0 ⋅ 269π a 2 ρ h respectively. There is an
increased volume displacement over the fixed plate – that is
very evident from the figures – but the calculations show that
the effective mass has also increased. Because of the squared
term in the equation for M and the nature of changes in the
mode shape, the effective mass rises faster than the volume
displacement. For equivalent geometries, the acoustical merit of
the second configuration falls by about 6%. From a cursory
glance at the wire-frame pictures in Figures 2 and 3 it would be
very easy to make the mistake that the latter figure was the more
effective radiator.

2. A REAL CASE STUDY
Real instruments are inevitably more complex than implied in
these discussions. In particular, the vibrations induced directly
in the soundboard by the vibrating strings in turn couple energy
to the rest of the body, which also then vibrates and radiates; the
added complication is that radiation from the different parts of
the guitar are not always in phase, which has considerable effect
on the far-field pressure response. Coupling can be via pressure
changes within the cavity (the so-called plate-Helmholtz
coupling) or via structural power flow. Sound radiation is thus a
combination of pressure changes induced by motion of the
soundboard, the back plate and also volume flow through the
sound-hole. Whilst the soundboard is undoubtedly the most
important sound-radiating element, radiation from the back and
air cavity can be very substantial at times (at may even
dominate at some frequencies).
At Cardiff, we have set up systems to measure various
“acoustical parameters”, some of which correspond to the
volume displacements and effective masses discussed earlier.
By way of an example, in Figure 4 we show some comparative
measurements of the equivalent mode in three guitars of quite
different construction. The mode shown is the most dominant
of all body modes – one often referred to as the “main body
resonance”. This title is somewhat of a misnomer because the
mode involves significant coupling of the air cavity of the body
and also involves anti-phase motion of the back plate. (We
define the phase of the motion of the soundboard and back plate
relative to the centre of the body. Hence “in-phase” motion
implies that the soundboard and back plate both expand
outwards from the cavity inducing strong volume change. “Outof-phase” motion implies that the two plates move in the same
linear direction; the net volume change is then less.)
The interferograms shown in Figure 4 show each instrument
driven at an arbitrary amplitude, but a measure of how easy each
mode is to drive (from the string) can be determined from the
effective mass measurements quoted below. By contrast, the
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m = 100 g

m = 191 g

f 0 = 214 Hz
G00 = 24 ⋅ 3 × 10

−3

m = 182g

f 0 = 172 Hz
m

−2

(a) Ambridge SA121

G00 = 3 ⋅ 6 × 10

−3

f 0 = 248 Hz
m

−2

(b) Romanillos JLR677

G00 = 51 ⋅ 7 × 10−3 m −2

(c) Fischer PF952

Figure 4: Comparative measurements of modes and radiation fields for three guitars of different construction (makers Simon
Ambridge, José Romanillos and Paul Fischer).
sound radiation plots use the same scaling. The latter show
an equal pressure surface in space. It’s clear in each case
that the sound radiation is largely monopole, though the
techniques used also extract the higher-order-pole radiation
which is responsible for the directivity, which is especially
observed at progressively higher frequencies.
The acoustic merit in this case is given by the ratio of the
monopole radiativity ( G 00 ) to the effective mass. An
interesting comparison can be made between the Ambridge
and Fischer instruments. The former is a “traditional”
Torres-style fan-braced instrument, whereas the latter
employs a “lattice bracing” system with some clear
unconventional design. The increased stiffness of the
soundboard towards the periphery of the edge of the plate in
this lattice-braced guitar shows the sort of “mode
confinement” evident in Figure 2 compared with Figure 3.
(The confinement is even more evident in higher-order
modes.) The acoustic merit of this instrument is a little
higher than the traditionally-braced instrument.
The
Romanillos instrument shows a much lower value of
acoustic merit (for this mode), but this is because of overcoupling between the soundboard and back plate. The out-

of-phase radiation from the back tends to reduce the monopole
contribution. Further details of these instruments and the other
acoustical parameters are given by Richardson et. al [2].
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ABSTRACT
The acoustics group at Cardiff have used holographic
interferometry for many years to study the vibrations of
musical instruments. After a brief review of the technique
and equipment and the particular strengths and weaknesses
of this analysis tool, the paper will describe measurements
on historic, modern and experimental guitars and related
instruments. These studies highlight the effects of strutting
and bracing patterns used on the underside of the
soundboard and the size and positioning of the bridge, which
give insight how the design and construction of these
instruments affects their mechanical vibrational properties
and their acoustical function.
Whilst there will be some technical elements in this paper,
the intention is to assist the maker in interpreting these
intriguing images and using them to make informed
decisions about modifications in the designs of musical
instruments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Holographic interferometry has, to some extent, now been
superseded by scanning laser Doppler velocometry, but
holography does have the advantage of being able to measure
static as well as dynamic displacements, it has better sensitivity
at low frequencies and it also has applications in real-time
capture of distributed motion.

2. HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
2.1

The holographic system

Our holographic system is powered by an argon-ion laser with
intra-cavity etalon. The laser generates about 1 W of light at
514.5 nm with a coherence length well in excess of any pathlength differences encountered in these measurements. Whilst
the etalon ensures temporal coherence, spatial coherence is
compromised mainly by thermal currents in the room. The
system is mounted on a rigid bench and decoupled from
building vibrations, mechanical stability being another essential
requirement of a holographic system.
The system also
incorporates a speckle interferometer for real-time visualisation
of vibrations. The system is shown in Figure 2.

The structural vibrations of stringed musical instruments
which generate audible sounds are very small, typically of
the order of a micron. There are many methods available for
measuring the vibrations at a point (e.g. accelerometers) but
fewer options for detecting motion across the whole
instrument’s surface. The optical interferometric techniques
developed in the late 1960s added a highly-sensitive method
to the armoury of the musical acoustician giving several
orders of magnitude better sensitivity and far more
information than previous methods such as Chladni patterns,
(see Figure 1). Chladni patterns detect only the position of
nodal lines; holographic interferometry shows nodes as
bright lines (fringes) and creates a “contour map” of the
distributed vibration amplitude.

Figure 2: (Upper) The holographic system shown measuring
modes on a violin plate. (Lower) Detail showing the hologram
plate on the left with camera for recording the reconstructed
image. The speckle interferometer is shown just left of centre.
Figure 1: A Chladni pattern and interferogram of a mode of
a free violin plate. Note the appearance of nodes in the two
cases.

Holography and the various forms of holographic interferometry
are described elsewhere (e.g. see Vest [1]). The main laser
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beam is split to form the illuminating beam and a reference
beam. The laser itself is plane polarised. A half-wave plate
placed before the beam splitter allows the polarisation to be
rotated, thus allowing control of the relative intensities in the
two outgoing beams (a second half-wave plate ensures that
the interfering beams have the same polarisation, a necessary
criterion for interference). The hologram is formed on a
piece of photographic emulsion coated on glass from the
interference of the light back-scattered from the object and
light from the reference beam. When available, we used
Agfa-Gevaert 8E56 emulsion, but more lately we use Agfa
Millimask HD FL5. These are high-resolution emulsions
(recording in excess of 2000 lines per mm). The plates are
developed using standard wet photographic techniques and
then processed to form phase-modulating holograms, as
described by Phillips and Porter [2]. The 8E56 emulsion had
the advantage of being insensitive to red light so the
hologram could be viewed whilst being developed using a
He-Ne laser and discarded within seconds if unsuitable. The
processed hologram is then placed back into the reference
beam where the interference pattern recorded by the
hologram diffracts the beam so as to reconstruct the original
light field with such fidelity that interferometric comparison
can be made between the original object and the holographic
image (this requires reconstruction to a fraction of a
wavelength). This is the basis of “real-time holographic
interferometry” [1]. More usually a holographic recording is
made of the object whilst it is undergoing stable sinusoidal
oscillations. Assuming that the recording period involves
many cycles of the object (the recording period is usually
several), the holographic image now comprises a collection
of all the object positions between the two extremes of its
motion – a sort of “blur”. However, the object spends most
of its time at the two extremities of its motion, and it is these
two positions which contribute the greatest to the
holographic image and it is essentially these which create the
interference patterns (the “fringes”) observed in the
reconstructed image. In passing, it is worth commenting that
the fringe contrast (and hence visibility) falls off for higherorder fringes because of the “blur” (the fringe intensities are
actually described by the square of a zero-order Bessel
function). The fringes thus map out contours of equal
vibration amplitude with adjacent bright (or dark) fringes
representing a further (approximately) quarter-wavelength
amplitude change (the technique does not give the relative
phases of the displacements but these can usually be readily
inferred – adjacent vibration “patches” separated by nodes
will always be out of phase). Nodal lines stand out as very
intense fringes (they are brighter than others because there is
no “blurring” in these positions).

2.2

checking that the nodal lines remain in the same position when
sweeping through the mode’s resonance frequency. Driving
positions are chosen such that the mode under observation is
driven near an antinode but near to nodes of adjacent modes.
Another helpful technique is to employ two drivers. In our
experiments, the instrument is driven electro-magnetically using
a coil and magnet (the latter being very small and attached to the
instrument, usually with double-sided tape). The driving
positions are chosen such that by varying the relative driving
forces and phases individual modes can be isolated.
In our system, real-time observations are undertaken using a
speckle interferometer, the design of which is described by
Stetson [3]. This exploits the speckle noise, a prominent feature
of laser illumination (the speckle actually degrades holographic
images, but it can be reduced by using imaging lenses of large
aperture). The interferometer shows up nodal lines with high
speckle contrast and those moving areas with a “blur”. (When
set up well, the speckle interferometer produces “speckle
fringes” comparable to the interference fringes of holographic
interferometry.)
Finally, it might be noted that holographic interferometry is not
an easy technique to use. To call it temperamental is an
understatement. At its best, however, it produces images of
quite stunning imagery with a wealth of technical content.

3. MODE STUDIES
3.1

Vihuela (modern copy)

The vihuela was known at one time as “the Spanish lute”.
Though superficially guitar-like, and it surely is an inspiration
for the modern guitar, it employed six pairs of strings or
“courses” and shared the same tuning as the lute.
Figure 3 shows the modes of a copy of a vihuela (the only
extant vihuela is of uncertain origin and rather untypical of its
type compared with contemporary drawings). Compared with
modern guitars, the instrument is lightly built and rather smaller
bodied. It is interesting, however, that its first two resonances
(see Figure 3a and 3b) lie at frequencies not unlike the modern
guitar (presumably achieved by compensation for the smaller
body using thinner and less-well-braced plates). The bridge is
also much smaller and lighter than in the modern instrument and
clearly dominates the mode shapes much less. (See Figure 6 for
a comparison with a modern concert guitar).

Complications

The fringe spacing described above is true only for
illuminations and viewing along the vector displacement of
the object; “off-axis” viewing and illumination (usually
necessary) reduce the sensitivity. For small angles this is of
no great concern but it is problem for objects with high
curvatures. Incidentally, the same applies to the use of laser
Doppler velocometry.

(a) 102 Hz (b) 220 Hz (c) 254 Hz (d) 285 Hz (e) 319 Hz

A bigger complication arises as a result of observing modes
in combination, which can produce very misleading results
and shrinking nodal lines (unfortunately all too evident in
much published literature). The problem is alleviated by
ensuring that one mode only is excited (one should say, for
exactness that the one mode “dominates”). This is best
achieved using real-time observation of the system and

(f) 405 Hz (g) 558 Hz (h) 734 Hz (i) 998 Hz (j) 1095 Hz
Figure 3: Modes of a vihuela (a modern copy by Martin Fleeson
1978).
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The modes show the typical hierarchy observed in all
members of the extended “lute family” (which includes the
guitar and violin). Since the soundboard is much stiffer
along the length of the instrument, even though it is longer
than it is wide, nodal division first occurs across the width of
the instrument. The light (or even no-existent) longitudinal
strutting in the lower bout means that the transverse division
of nodes occurs at much lower frequencies in the vihuela
than in the guitar (cf. Figure 6).

3.2

A early guitar

Figure 4 shows the modes of an early guitar made by Josef
Pages of Cadiz. Like the vihuela, this instrument also uses
six courses, but tuned EADGBE as in the modern guitar.
The lack of continuity of some of the fringes highlight the
opening of the central longitudinal join in the soundboard
(nearly all soundboards are made from a pair of “bookmatched” pieces of timber). The body is much smaller than
the modern guitar but rather more lightly built; the small
body volume, however, raises the lowest mode frequency.
Otherwise the mode hierarchy is very similar to the modern
instrument; the internal strutting of most guitars tends to
produce soundboard vibrations centred on the lower bout
and they have much in common with the modes of a
clamped oval plate.

Lutes tend to have transverse struts only. Various “acoustical
theories” of the day dictated the positions of these struts at loworder fractional distances along the length of the plate (which
gives rise to the term “harmonic bar”, which is sometimes used
in place of “cross strut” or transverse bars to this day). The
plate is consequently comparatively stiff across the width of the
instrument and only transverse division of the vibrations is
noted in this restricted frequency range. The wavelengths are
such that the vibrations are so distributed as to not be aligned
with the internal bars, a clear demonstration that the precise
alignment of the bars is unimportant.
Perhaps the most-notable feature of these “lute-like” instruments is that the bridge is set very well down the lower bout
(rather than the centre of the lower bout as in the guitar).
Consequently, the bridge and strings couple to a much less
sensitive area of the soundboard; this must surely be one of the
primary reasons for the characteristic differences in sound
between guitars and lutes.

3.4

The concert guitar

The development of the modern concert guitar is attributed
primarily to a nineteenth-century maker called Torres. He fixed
the string length at about 650 mm and enlarged the body to its
current proportions and developed a system of internal strutting
still in common use (see Figure 10a). Modes of these types of
guitars are shown extensively in the literature, and Figure 6
shows a small representative set.

(a) 140 Hz (b) 172 Hz (c) 257 Hz (d) 521 Hz (f) 599 Hz
(a) 103 Hz (b) 215 Hz (c) 268 Hz (d) 436 Hz (f) 553 Hz
Figure 6: Modes of a conventional “Torres-style” guitar (BR11).
(g) 684 Hz (h) 749 Hz (i) 754 Hz (j) 1024 Hz
Figure 4: Modes of a six-course guitar by Josef Pages
(1813). Kindly loaned from the Edinburgh Collection of
Historic Musical Instruments.

3.3

By contrast, Figure 7 shows the modes of a guitar of somewhat
unusual design. This employs a “lattice bracing” system (a little
like Figure 10c but in this case more densely packed). The
maker has also moved the position of the sound-hole, splitting it
on either side of the fingerboard.

Al’ud and lutes

Al’ud is an Arabic instrument. Its name means “instrument
of wood” (to distinguish it from stringed instrument using
stretched skins as resonators) but the word was corrupted to
become the “lute” in the West. Figure 5 shows the first four
modes of a modern ud, and these modes have much in
common with those found in Renaissance lutes.

(a) 120 Hz

(b) 162 Hz

(c) 256 Hz

Figure 5: Modes of modern ud from Bahrain.

(d) 366 Hz

(a) 109 Hz

(b) 248 Hz

(e) 606 Hz

(f) 672 Hz

(c) 369 Hz

(g)

(d) 522 Hz

(h)

Figure 7: Modes of a guitar by Paul Fischer (PF958).
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One of the aims of this instrument was to extend the
vibrating region of the soundboard beyond the lower bout.
The cross strut which normally lies just below the soundhole tends to force nodes in this region, but there is some
clear extension of the motion in this case. However, the
lattice bracing creates a much stiffer plate, which has a
dramatic effect on the hierarchy of the modes. Note that
longitudinal division of the plate now occurs after the
transverse division (i.e. the mode shown in Figure 7d occurs
after 7c, unlike the Torres-style guitars).

3.5

Figure 9 shows how the fringes can be used for quantitative
measurements, in this case to show the bending of the
soundboard across the region of the bridge. Note how the
design of the bridge strongly influences the position of some
nodal and antinodal regions.
As a final example, Figure 10 shows the fundamental mode of a
guitar soundboard clamped at the edge (but with no backing
cavity) for five different configurations of internal struts.

Some detail

It is sometimes worth taking a more careful look at the detail
in interferograms rather than simply counting vibrating
patches. Figure 8 shows a guitar with a “nodal bar”. This is
a short bar glued asymmetrically on the underside of the
plate running under the bridge from around the centre out
towards the edge of the guitar. Its effect on the position of
the antinode in Figure 8(a) is clear. In Figure 8(b) careful
observation shows that the nodal line has been displaced
from the centre line of the guitar out towards the bass
strings. The shift in nodes and antinodes (especially the
former) can have a profound effect on input admittance at
the bridge).

(a) 176 Hz (b) 238 Hz (c) 181 Hz (d) 150 Hz (e) 175 Hz
m = 69 g
m = 54 g
m = 67 g
m = 88 g
m = 71 g
Q = 65

Q = 63

Q = 72

Q = 94

Q = 60

Figure 10: The fundamental mode of a guitar soundboard for
five different strutting patterns.

(a) 85 Hz

(b) 195 Hz

Figure 8: Two modes of a guitar with a nodal bar (BR8).
This instrument also has relief in the cross strut immediately
below the sound-hole. The concept here is again to
supposedly extend the vibrations beyond the lower bout, but
the extension is minimal. What this relief does, in fact, is to
simply reduce the stiffness of this strut (equally achieved by
reducing its height).

Only very careful examination here shows the subtle variation
in mode shapes generated by modifications to the strutting, and
yet, as discussed in another paper at this conference [4], the
effects of these variations can have a major influence on the
acoustical function of the instrument. The subtle variations in
mode shape contribute to a change in “effective mass” of the
mode and also the volume velocity of the displaced air, which in
turn affects the coupling of the string to the body and the body
to the air. Interferograms are always worth a closer look!
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Figure 9: Plots of the displacement amplitude along the line
of the bridge for two modes of the soundboard with and
without the bridge (BR9).
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ABSTRACT

2. METHOD

J.S. Bach’s Preludium of the third Partita for solo violin contains passages with complex periodic bowing patterns, involving combinations of bow changes and string crossings across
two and three strings. The recorded bow motion revealed spatial patterns in the form of circles and figure-of-eights. Closer
inspection showed that string crossings consistently led changes
in bowing direction in performances by advanced players. It is
plausible that this behavior is necessary for the production of
clean note transitions and attacks, and it can therefore be considered as a good example of optimization in human sensorimotor learning. Comparison of performances by two advanced
players, one of them familiar with the piece and the other sight
reading it, as well as a performance by an amateur player reveal clear differences in the stability and consistency of bowing
patterns.

Recordings were made of performances of J.S. Bach’s Preludium
of the third Partita for solo violin by three violinists. Two of the
players were advanced students; one of them (player A) was
familiar with the piece, the other (player B) was sight reading.
The third player (C) was an amateur player, who was familiar
with the piece. The musical fragments selected for analysis are
shown in Fig. 1.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the execution of a musical piece on a bowed-string instrument the bow is constantly in motion. The spatial trajectories followed by the bow (bowing trajectories) are not only
directly related to the control of the loudness and the quality of
the tone, but also reflect past and future events as a result of
co-articulation and preplanning. For example, bowing trajectories in the vicinity of string crossings often show ‘rudimentary’
circular patterns, as demonstrated in the 1930s by Hodgson [1].
The effects of co-articulation and preplanning were also clearly
present in recent visualizations of measured bowing gestures by
Schoonderwaldt [2, 3].
Repetitive bowing patterns, containing simultaneous bow
changes and string crossings form a particularly interesting class
of bowing gestures, in which continuous control forms an integral part with past and future events. A common type of such
patterns consists of fast notes alternately played on two adjacent strings. This is often used as a compositional technique in
baroque music, in which the notes on the respective strings form
two intertwined voices (e.g., melody and accompaniment). Another type of repetitive bowing patterns are series of arpeggiated
chords, extending over three of four strings. Many examples of
these types of repetitive bowing patterns can be found in the
Sonatas and Partitas for solo violin by J.S. Bach.
Earlier research on bowing gestures has mainly dealt with
the analysis of isolated bow strokes, with the focus on the use
of bowing parameters [4, 5] or specific bowing techniques [4,
6, 7, 8]. Furthermore, bi-manual coordination of bowing and
fingering has been subject to study in simple musical sequences
[9, 10]. In this paper a preliminary analysis of repetitive bowing patterns in a complex musical context will be presented,
in which bow strokes cannot be considered as separate events.
The focus will be on the coordination of string crossings and
bow changes.

Figure 1: Selected fragments of J.S. Bach’s Preludium of the
third Partita for solo violin. Fragment 1 (upper staff) represents a repetitive pattern across two strings, and Fragment
2 (lower staff) is played as an arpeggio across three strings.
Both fragments start on a down bow and are played détaché
(a single bow stroke per note with the bow always attached
to the string). The roman numbers indicate the strings; E
(I), A (II), and D (III). [Score adapted from Mutopia project,
http://www.mutopiaproject.org/]

The bowing gestures were recorded using an optical motion
capture system (Vicon) in combination with sensors on the bow
for measuring bow force and acceleration. The measurement
method allowed for an accurate definition of all relevant bowing
parameters, including bow velocity, bow-bridge distance and
bow force, as well as the angles of the bow relative to the violin [11].
A qualitative analysis of the measured bowing patterns will
be provided from two visual representations; (1) direct visualizations of the spatial trajectories followed by the frog of the
bow (corresponding to the motion of the hand of the player),
and (2) phase plots showing trajectories of the inclination of
the bow versus bow velocity [2]. A useful property of the latter representation is that it clearly reveals the moments that the
bow changes direction by the intercepts of the trajectory at zero
bow velocity, making it suitable for studying the coordination
between string crossings and bow changes in cyclic bowing patterns.
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Figure 2: Performance of Fragment 1 by player A. The phase
plot shows bow inclination versus bow velocity. The trajectory shows a couple of cycles of the repetitive bowing patterns,
the directions are indicated by the arrows. The angles corresponding to string crossings (measured for the open strings) are
labeled at the y-axis. Bow changes occur where the trajectory
intersects with the thick vertical line corresponding to zero bow
velocity. The small plot on top provides a more intuitive spatial
representation of the bowing pattern, more or less as seen from
the player’s point of view. The dashed lines show the borders
of the fan-shaped string zones on the violin, and correspond to
the labeled inclination angles in the phase plot. The strings are
indicated by roman numbers.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Circular bowing patterns
Figure 2 shows the performance of Fragment 1 by player A. The
spatial bowing trajectory (small panel on the left side) shows a
clear circular pattern, which can be explained as follows. The
bow motion can be decomposed into a radial and a tangential
component, where the string forms the axis. The radial component corresponds to the displacement of the bow, which is
directly related to sound production, or more precisely, the excitation of transverse vibrations on the string. The tangential
component (inclination of the bow) corresponds to the motion
used for selecting the string. In the tempo the piece was played
(about 7 notes per second) both components can be characterized as simple sine-like time series, and as their periods are
equal (2 notes) they add up to a circular spatial trajectory.
The phase representation (main panel of Fig. 2) of the bow
motion is derived from the spatial trajectory by taking the polar representation of the tangential component (bow inclination)
versus the time derivative of the radial component (bow velocity). The trajectory in the phase plot shows a narrow elliptical
shape. This might be surprising at first consideration, as this indicates that string crossings and bow changes are not perfectly
synchronized. In case of perfect synchrony one would expect
that the two movement components would be exactly in phase,
which would yield a diagonal trajectory. The hysteresis in the
phase plot indicates that the bow changes lag behind the string
crossings in the performed bowing pattern.
This behavior was highly consistent in the performance of
player A. Given the high quality of the performance it is unlikely that this behavior is erratic or that it reveals a lack of control. On the contrary, there might be good acoustical reasons for

−100

0
100
Bow velocity [cm/s]

200

Figure 3: Performance of Fragment 2 by player A (see Fig. 2
for an explanation of the graphs).

the observed behavior.
A possible explanation can be provided by closer consideration of the mechanics of tone production during string crossings. Firstly, it should be realized that the string crossings do not
occur instantly, but that they take place during a finite amount
of time due to the bending of the strings and the bow hair at the
contact point. During the transition, the bow force is transferred
from one string to the other. It is then plausible that the optimal
moment for bow reversal is at the end of this transition, rather
then the beginning or the middle, for two reasons; (1) the bow
force acting upon the old string is released before bow reversal, preventing the vibration from being ‘choked’ [12, 13], and
(2) the bow force is built up on the new string, providing the
necessary conditions for a good attack [14].
From these considerations, it follows that the observed lag
of bow changes might in fact reflect an optimal strategy for producing clean note transitions. At the speed of the performance
this timing profile is achieved by the player by maintaining a
roughly constant phase difference between the two movement
components. Given that this strategy has developed by practicing under influence of auditory feedback, it is a convincing demonstration of the level of sophistication of performance
skills internalized by sensorimotor learning.
3.2. Figure-of-eight patterns
The bowing pattern of Fragment 2 is more complex as there
are three strings involved, and it is therefore considerable more
difficult to play. Again, it is helpful to decompose the bow motion in a radial and a tangential component. However, in this
case the periods of the two components are not equal; the tangential component has a period of four notes corresponding to
the sequence of strings (II-I-II-III), which is twice the period
of the to-and-fro motion (down-bow, up-bow) for playing the
notes. Thus, the total bow motion forms a spatial pattern with
a figure-of-eight shape, as shown in Fig. 3 (small panel on the
right side).
Again, the phase plot (main panel in Fig. 3) revealed a small
phase difference between the two movement components, in
such a way that bow changes lagged behind string crossings.
This indicates that the player used a similar strategy to achieve
clean note transitions. Even though some local deviations could
be observed within the whole 12 measures arpeggio passage,
player A was able to maintain this strategy, which is indicative
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Player B (sight reading)

x = sin(t+δ)
y = sin(t)

Player C (amateur)

x = cos(2t+δ)
y = sin(t)

III

III

II

II

°

δ = −10

I

Figure 4: Lissajous patterns. A high degree of similarity to the
observed bowing patterns is obtained by introducing a phase lag
of about 10 deg to the x-component. The dotted lines indicate
the Lissajous patterns without phase shift. In the right panel the
dashed lines indicate the positions of the string crossings.
for a high level of control.
Figure 4 shows how the phase plots of both bowing patterns
can be reconstructed by introducing a phase lag of about 10 deg
to the x-component of the shown Lissajous patterns. However,
it is possible that the optimal amount of phase delay depends on
performance variables such as bow force.
3.3. Inferior performances
Figures 5 and 6 show performances of the two fragments by
two other players. Player B – an advanced student – was sight
reading the piece at the time of the recording. Player C – an
amateur player – was familiar with the piece.
The phase plots in Fig. 5 reveal that there was a high degree
of similarity between the performances of Fragment 1 by all
three players (cf. Fig. 2). All performances exhibit hysteresis in
the phase plot, indicating that bow changes lagged behind string
crossings. However, there were also some discrepancies. The
pattern of player B was slightly irregular, which might be due to
unfamiliarity with the piece. Furthermore, the phase plots show
sharp cusps at the down-left end of the patterns, most notably in
the performance of player C. Inspection of the separate movement components showed a variable phase lag throughout the
cycle. At the cusp the minima of the time series were in phase,
whereas there was a clear phase difference between the maxima.
This implies that the movement components deviated somewhat
from a perfect sine shape, and it is tempting to speculate that the
variable phase behavior reveals a less efficient movement strategy. However, no definitive conclusions can be drawn based on
these examples.

Inclination

Player B (sight reading)

Player C (amateur)

II

II

I

I

−100
0
100
Bow vel. [cm/s]

−100
0
100
Bow vel. [cm/s]

Figure 5: Phase plots of performances of Fragment 1 by players
B and C.
The performances of Fragment 2 shown in Fig. 6 reveal
greater discrepancies between the players’ performances. Player

I

Figure 6: Spatial trajectories of the bow motion of performances
of Fragment 2 by players B and C.

B made many mistakes and did not manage to develop a stable
coordination pattern. Player C did develop a somewhat stable
coordination pattern. However, the shape of the spatial trajectory is clearly different from the performance of player A (cf.
Fig. 3). Player C made larger excursions on the outer strings
(I and III), which is indicative of a less efficient movement
strategy. Furthermore, it was found that the phase lag between
the movement components was inverted in the performance of
player C, i.e., bow changes were leading string crossings. By
listening to the audio recording it could indeed be noted that
the quality of the note transitions was inferior compared to the
performance by player A, confirming the significance of the observed phase behavior for the control of note transitions.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented preliminary analyses of coordination of
complex bowing patterns in musical performances by three violin players. The bow motion was decomposed into two components; a radial component related to sound production, and a
tangential component related to selection of the string played.
It was demonstrated that the two motion components showed
a systematic phase relation, in such a way that the timing of
bow changes lagged behind string crossings. It was hypothesized by considering the mechanics of the bowed string that
this most likely reflects an optimal strategy to obtain clean note
transitions. This needs to be further investigated by analysis of
the synchronously recorded sound, possibly complemented by
bowed-string simulations.
The study focussed on two typical bowing patterns. Both
patterns reflect expert behavior, internalized as a result of longterm sensorimotor learning. The circular pattern associated with
Fragment 1 (see Fig. 1) represents a relatively basic skill, and
is encountered in a wide range of musical repertoire. The figureof-eight pattern associated with Fragment 2 is considerably more
difficult to master, and requires deliberate practice even by advanced players. The analyses presented in this paper showed indeed that the circular bowing pattern was mastered by all three
players, whereas the figure-of-eight pattern was only performed
well by the advanced player who was prepared.
The measurement method in combination with the visualizations allowed to differentiate between subtle aspects of the
movements of the three players, and some inferences could be
made about the effectiveness of the strategies. However, further
studies are needed to shed more light on this largely unexplored
area. In any case, the presented analyses demonstrated that the
used methods offer the possibility to analyse performance skills
at a high level of detail, and as such possess promising peda-
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gogical potential.
On a more general level, it can be stated that there still exists
a wide gap between scientific performance studies and musical
practice and pedagogy. Bridging this gap will require efforts
from both sides. Some of the main challenges for scientists
will be to account for the complexity encountered in music performance, to focus on topics relevant to music practice, and to
present the results in an intuitive way understandable to musicians and music teachers. Challenges for the latter will be to
break through the barriers of traditional teaching, to have an
open mind to scientific results and possibilities offered by technology, and to be willing to put popular beliefs and “idées fixes”
to the test.
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ABSTRACT
The acoustic properties of the sitar string are studied with the
aid of a physical model. The nonlinearity of the string movement, caused by the bridge acting as an obstacle to the vibrating
string, is of special interest. Comparison of the model’s audio
output to recordings of the instrument shows important similarities. Several hypothesis concerning the non-linearity of the
string movement and the sound formation can be verified and
further studied in the model.

damped. Comparison to western plucked string instruments,
such as the guitar, shows four major differences:
1. Descending formants are one striking feature of the sitar
sound which can not only be heard easily, but is also very
obvious in spectrograms (see fig. 1).
2. The envelopes of the partials of the sitar sound are very
complex (see fig. 2) in comparison to most western plucked
instruments. Since energy is fed to the system only when
the string is plucked, the fluctuations in the partials’ envelopes must be caused by energy flow between partials
or between the string and the body.

1. INTRODUCTION
The sitar is a stringed instrument from South Asia known for its
very distinctive timbre, which is quite different from the sound
of most western plucked instruments. Here a physical model
of the sitar’s string is designed to verify common theses about
the instrument’s sound formation as they are found in literature.
Sympathetic strings and the resonating body, although beyond
doubt important for its sound because of their filtering effect and
because of interactions between them and the vibrating string,
are neglected. The physical model could also be the first step
in developing a sitar synthesizer, since with all it’s sympathetic
strings the sitar is rather difficult to synthesize with other techniques such as sampling.
In section 2 the sound of the sitar is analyzed and important
theses concerning the string movement are summarized. In section 3 the physical model is presented. In section 4 the model is
analyzed by comparing its output to recordings of the sitar. It is
investigated if the theses presented earlier can be applied to the
modelled string as well.
Sample sounds of the model and the model itself can be
downloaded from www.talaash.at/sitar.
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITAR
2.1. Sound Analysis
The sitar sound analyzed was recorded in an anechoic room. All
strings except the plucked string (c with f0 ≈ 131Hz) where

3. On the ideal string, when plucked at one fifth of its length,
the fifth, tenth, fifteenth etc. modes remain silent, because the string is plucked at one of their nodes [1]. This
rule, known as the Young-Helmholtz law, is not valid for
the sitar [2], as figure 3 shows.
2.2. The Sound Formation of the Sitar
2.3. The Effect of the flat Bridges
Raman identified the flat bridges1 (see fig. 4) of the sitar as the
main reason for its distinctive sound [2]. The bridge disturbs
the free vibration of the string which is resting on it, varying the
length of the vibrating part periodically. Laws which assume
that the string has constant length are thus not applicable.
2.4. The Importance of Dispersion
Although commonly neglected in literature describing string
vibration, dispersion plays a key role in the effects described
above, as noted by Bertrand [3] and Valette and Cuesta [4].
Looking at one wavefront travelling towards the bridge the importance of dispersion becomes clear: When the lower frequency
waves of the wavefront, which usually let the string vibrate with
higher amplitude, cause the string to collide with the bridge, a
part of the higher frequency waves will already have passed the
point of impact and thus not die away when string and bridge
1 It should be noted that the bridges of the sitar are not really flat.
Their surface is rather a curved plane. In default of a prevalent term
the adjective ”flat” was chosen to emphazise that a string segment of a
certain length rests on that curved surface of the bridge, or collides with
it when vibrating.

1st partial
2nd partial
3rd partial
4th partial
5th partial
6th partial
7th partial
8th partial
9th partial
10th partial

0s
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3s

4s

5s
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Figure 1: Spectrogram of the sitar
Figure 2: Envelopes of sitar partials

8s

Figure 3: Spectrum of the sitar string, plucked at
one fifth of its length
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collide [4]. Furthermore, dispersion also alters the shape of the
vibrating string [5], so that the contact of string and bridge is
affected.
3. PHYSICAL MODELLING
3.1. Simplifications of the String Vibration
In the proposed model the string is broken down into a finite
number of points, of which only vertical displacement in a plane
perpendicular to the bridge is considered. Longitudinal waves,
torsional waves and transversal waves in a plane parallel to the
bridge are neglected, although especially the latter might be of
great importance for the sitar string. Such simplifications are,
however, acceptable, because the coupling between transversal
waves perpendicular to the bridge and the body is more effective than the coupling between longitudinal waves or transversal
waves parallel to the bridge and the body [1]. Additionally the
main interaction between bridge and string takes place in the
plane modelled.

where fS is the sampling rate.
After the initial shapes of the travelling waves are derived
from the strings initial displacement according to the relation
above (1), they are shifted by one sample into their direction
each time step. To model the reflection at the fixed ends of the
string, samples shifted out of the waveguide are appended to the
end of the wave travelling in the opposite direction with inverted
sign.
Damping can be modelled by integrating filters into the
travelling waves’ loops. Using filters with low-pass characteristics can account for stronger damping of higher partials, as it
can be observed in real strings [10].
Dispersion means that the propagation speed of waves changes
with frequency. The travelling waves’ higher frequency components travel faster than the lower frequency components. The
effect of dispersion can thus be imitated by inserting all pass
filters, which cause delay for higher partials, into the travelling
waves’ loop [10]. As in [11] a cascade of several first order
all-pass filters is used.
3.5. Finite Difference Modelling (FDM)

3.2. Difficulties in Modelling the Sitar String
As the bridges damping effect on the strings movement increases
with amplitude of string vibration, the amplitude of the input
and output signal are not related in a linear way. The string can
therefore not be described as a linear system.
Dispersion is no trivial problem either and most works about
vibrating strings with constraints tend to neglect it. Burridge,
Kappraff and Morshedi [6] as well as Vyasarayani, Birkett and
McPhee [7] describe the movement of the sitar string with sets
of equations, while Taguti [8] describes the vibration of a biwa
or shamisen string (with similar vibrational constraints as caused
by the sitar’s bridge) with finite differences. In all these works
dispersion is neglected, which causes a huge difference as we
shall see below. Valette and Cuesta [4], who consider dispersion
and vibrational constraints (for the tanpura, which is slightly
different), mention the simulation of the string vibration, but do
not tell the reader how they do it.

In FDM [12] the well known wave equation
∂2y
∂2y
= c2 2 ,
2
∂t
∂x

is solved approximately with finite differences. The first derivation of a function f (x) is approximated as
f 0 (x) ≈

f 00 (x) ≈

(5)

f 0 (x + ∆x/2) − f 0 (x − ∆x/2)
∆x

(6)

or

f (x + ∆x) − 2f (x) + f (x − ∆x)
.
(7)
∆x2
Neglecting inexactness application on the wave equation yields
f 00 (x) ≈

y(x, t + ∆t) − 2y(x, t) + y(x, t − ∆t)
=
∆t2
y(x + ∆x, t) − 2y(x, t) + y(x − ∆x, t)
c2
,
∆x2

(8)

where y(x, t) is the displacement of the string at position x and
time t.
If we now define ∆x = c · ∆t the vertical displacement y
at position x of the string in the next time step t + ∆t can be
calculated from the current displacement of the neighbouring
points and the previous displacement at x [12]:

3.4. Waveguide Modelling

y(x, t+∆t) = y(x+∆x, t)+y(x−∆x, t)−y(x, t−∆t) (9)

In waveguides [10] the travelling waves on a string are used to
model string vibration. One right travelling and one left travelling wave determine the string’s shape (see fig. 6) according to
the simple relation
y(x, t) = yl (x, t) + yr (x, t),

f (x + ∆x/2) − f (x − ∆x/2)
.
∆x

The second derivation is therefore

3.3. Design of the Model
Waveguides are a fast and efficient way to model string vibration and will be used in the sitar string model, but the string’s
interaction with the bridge is difficult to model in waveguides,
since they are based on the wave equation of the ideal string
and nonlinearities can’t be inserted into the model directly. The
part of the string colliding with the bridge is therefore modelled
using finite differences and coupled to the model as described
in [9].

(4)

t=0

13+12-8=17

y = yl + yr
yl and yr

t=2
13

(1)

12

x
t=2

yl

yr

t=1

which is based on d’Alembert’s solution of the wave equation
[10]
y(x, t) = yr (x − ct) + yl (x + ct).
(2)
The pitch of the modelled string is determined by the length of
the waveguide L according to the formula [10]
fS
,
f0 =
2·L

(3)

t=4
t=0
-8

Figure 5: Calculating one point in the Figure 6: Two travelling waves determine the shape of the string in a wavegFDM
uide model
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excitation

excitation

flat bridge
no flat bridge

color codes:
0ms

ideal string

434ms

Figure 8: Stroboscopic images of the dispersive string without vibrational constraints (left) and with flat bridge (right)

dispersive string

Figure 7: Stroboscopic images of the ideal string and the dispersive string

4. ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL
Figure 5 shows this relation schematically. If outermost points
are fixed, the movement of a whole string can be calculated.
By applying finite differences to the enhanced wave equation describing the movement of the dispersive string [5]
2
∂2y
E · J ∂4y
2∂ y
·
=
c
−
,
∂t2
∂x2
S
∂y 4

(10)

where E is the Young modulus of the string, J the area moment of inertia and S the string’s cross-sectional area, we can
calculate the movement of each point of the dispersive string as
y(x, t + ∆t) = y(x + ∆x, t) + y(x − ∆x, t)
−y(x, t − ∆t) − Q[y(x + 2∆x, t) − 4y(x + ∆x, t)

(11)

+6y(x, t) − 4y(x − ∆x, t) + y(x − 2∆x, t)].
where
Q=

c4

E·J
.
· S · ∆t2

4.1. Graphical Output
The effects of dispersion and the flat bridge are best seen in stroboscopic images of the string movement. Figure 7, depicting the
vibration of an ideal string and a dispersive string, both without
flat bridges, shows how dispersion alters the form of the vibrating string over time. The effect this deformation would have
on the string’s interaction with the bridge is obvious, especially
when closely examining the snapshots taken at t = 84ms and
t = 126ms, in which the form at the left end of the dispersive
string, where we would insert the flat bridge, is quite different.
The importance of the flat bridge can be seen in figure 8.
Since each snapshot is taken several periods after the preceding
one, even the first snapshot after the excitation in the right image
already shows the effect of the string’s periodic collision with
the bridge.
4.2. Sound analysis

(12)

By introducing constraints for the movement of some points
at one end of the string, the effect of the sitar’s bridge can be
imitated in FDM. Since those points loose their kinetic energy
when colliding with the bridge, the string is damped. Further
damping is achieved by introducing additional coefficients in
equation 11 as proposed by Karjalainen for the non-dispersive
equation [12]:

When the string’s interaction with the bridge and dispersion are
modelled, the same phenomena which were observed in the sitar
can be observed in the model.
1. Descending Formants
The importance of dispersion can be verified in the model:
Descending formants, as in the sound of the real instrument, can only be observed in dispersive models. The
flat bridge’s effect on the sound spectrum is much weaker
if dispersion is neglected (see fig. 9).

y(x, t + ∆t) = g · [y(x + ∆x, t) + y(x − ∆x, t)]

2. Energy flow between partials
In a non-dispersive model with flat bridge energy flow
between the harmonics can only be observed at the very
beginning of the sound. Similar complexity in the structure of the harmonics’ envelopes as observed in the sitar
sound can only be found in the model with flat bridge
and dispersion (see fig. 10).

−a · y(x, t − ∆t) − Q[y(x + 2∆x, t) − 4y(x + ∆x, t)
+6y(x, t) − 4y(x − ∆x, t) + y(x − 2∆x, t)].
(13)
Karjalainen calculates g and a from the two constants b and d
by
a = 2bd − 1
(14)
g =1−d

3. Young-Helmholtz law not applicable
Different modelled strings have been ”plucked” at one

(15)

where 0 ≤ d ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1. Proposed values for the sitar
string’s model are b = 0.97 and d = 0.00005 to avoid too fast
decay.
3.6. Sound output
In acoustic string instruments the resonator, which is coupled to
the strings through the bridge, serves as an amplifier and radiates sound waves into the air. The audio output of the string
models is therefore the force exercised by the string on the
bridge.

(a) dispersion and flat bridge

(b) only flat bridge

Figure 9: Spectrograms of different models
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fifth of their length. Only in the case of ideal strings the
Young-Helmholtz law is fully applicable. Even dispersion introduces some limitations, because the ratio between the fundamental frequency and the frequency of
the higher partials is not an integer. In string models
with flat bridges, the Young-Helmholtz law is not valid,
as in the case of the sitar (see fig. 11).
5. CONCLUSIONS
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A real time physical model of the sitar string has been proposed.
Audio output of the model shows important characteristic features also found in the sound of the sitar. Not only the flat
bridge, but also the dispersion on the string plays an important role in the sound formation of the instrument. Neglecting
dispersion when describing the vibration of strings periodically
colliding with objects is an oversimplification and abstraction
with very restricted validity.
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ABSTRACT
The measurement and emulation of audio systems (devices,
environments and sound boxes) have been walked in these
years. The most-used methods to obtain information about
an audio system are those based on measuring its impulse
response (IR). Once the IR has been caught it is possible to
recreate, by the use of linear convolution, the output signal
that the audio system will generate when it is physically
driven by any input signal. This method gives great results if
the system is linear and time-invariant (environments
behaviour is much linear and therefore its reverberant effect
can be faithfully recreated using IRs) but not satisfactory in
other cases, such as the emulation of tube preamps (mainly
nonlinear) and musical instruments. Since the musical
instruments cannot be considered completely linear, their
musical performance might be analysed properly
considering also their nonlinear behaviour.
By using Volterra series it is possible to represent the inputoutput relationship of nonlinear systems. This mathematical
theory uses a set of impulse responses to describe the system
and not only one as before. By an enhanced impulse
response measurement method it is possible to obtain this set
of impulses and then with Volterra series it would be
possible to have the output of the audio system driven by
any input. A special numerical tool has been developed to
recreate the system behaviour by using this method.
Satisfactory results have been obtained in comparison with
the traditional linear convolution based approach.

1. INTRODUCTION
Any complex tone "can be described as a combination of many
simple periodic waves (i.e., sine waves) or partials, each with its
own frequency of vibration, amplitude, and phase." [1]. A
harmonic (or a harmonic partial) is any of a set of partials that
are whole number multiples of a common fundamental
frequency [2]. This set includes the fundamental, which is a
whole number multiple of itself (1 times itself). The relative
amplitudes of the various harmonics primarily determine the
timbre of different instruments (see Figure 1). The ratio of these
harmonics (and therefore the timbre) generally varies during the
execution of a note if it is played with different dynamics: that’s
one reason why raising the volume of a pianissimo performance
is not the same as listening to it if played fortissimo (see Figure
2). Thinking as the instrument as if it were a black-box (i.e. a
system) these behaviours let us understand that it has the key
features to be classified as nonlinear.

Figure 2: Changes of harmonics ratio while playing the same
note on trombone (more harmonics when played louder)

a

Nearest note in
equal
temperament
A#3
1
233.1
(233.1 Hz)
A#4
2
466.2
(466.2 Hz)
F4
3
699.3
(698.5 Hz)
A#5
4
932.4
(932.3 Hz)
D5
5
1165.5
(1174.7 Hz)
Table 1: Frequency to note relation table

Harmonic
order

b

Figure 1: Fundamental and harmonics in an A#3 (233.1 Hz)
played by a trombone (a) and a guitar (b).

Frequency
(Hz)

2. NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
With a more musical than mathematical approach a nonlinear
system can be described as a system that if driven by a pure tone
exhibits harmonics with ratios that are correlated with the
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volume of the stimulus. A way to formally represent this
input-output relation has been developed by Vito Volterra
(1860-1940) in 1887.

2.1

the result of the measurement obtaining the leading kernels of
the Volterra series basically using (3), the latter implements the
formula (2) in discrete time domain: it can be used as a real-time
or offline effect in the major VST compatible applications.
Adobe Audition 3, Steinberg Cubase SX 3, Cockos Reaper 3.35
have been chosen as reference.

Volterra series
1 
   kn (t1 , t2 ,, tn ) x(t  t1 ) x(t  t2 ) x(t  tn )dt1dt2 dtn
n
n1 ! 


y( t )  k0  

(1)

Equation (1) represents the input-output relation of a
continuous time-invariant system with memory using
Volterra series. The term kn is called n-th order Volterra
kernel and can be seen as a higher order impulse response of
the system. If only the 1-st kernel differs from zero, the
Volterra series reduce to the input-output relation of a timeinvariant linear system with memory (i.e. the output is the
convolution between input and the impulse response of the
system). Imposing that nonlinear part is purely algebraic and
that the memory effects reside only in the linear part of the
system, eq. (1) can be rewritten as (2) where the terms 1/n!
have been embedded in the respective kn:


y (t )  k 0   k n (t )  x n (t )

(2)

Figure 4: Nonlinear system “train of impulses”

3.1

Scilab script and corrective filters

The actual version of the script provides mainly one public (i.e.
not for internal use) command:

n 1

kernelCreator(_rawIrPath, _sineSweepdBGain, _irsLength, _offset,
_irsToIsolate, _T, _f0, _f1, _deltaInvBaseName)

Figure 3: Hammerstein model (diagonal Volterra kernels)

2.2

ESS (Exponential Sine Sweep) and
harmonic distortions

A new method for measuring the IR has been recently
developed [3]. It is based on an exponential sweep of
frequencies (ESS) that could collect information even on
harmonic distortions generated by nonlinear systems [3].
This information is related to the kernels of (2) and they can
be obtained by using the following frequency domain
formulas [4]:
H 1  3H 3  5H 5

 K1 


jH

2
8 jH 4
K 
2
 2
2

 4 H 3  20 H 5

K 3 
3


 8 jH 4
K 4   4

16 H 5

 K 5   5

The arguments of kernelCreator(...) are the full path of the file
containing the “train of impulses” (Figure 4) obtained following
[3] and [4], the gain (in dBFS) of the sine sweep (ESS) used
during the measurement, the length (in samples) of the kernels
to obtain, the offset (i.e. the latency of the soundcard), the
number of kernels to extract (max 5), the duration of the sweep
in seconds, the starting and ending frequencies of the sweep in
Hertz. The last parameter permits to load a set of filters
developed during the progression of this work that are able to
compensate for phase misalignment that mainly appears in the
higher order harmonic responses. The development of them has
been inspired by the work of Kirkeby, Nelson, Hamada [7] and
Farina [8]. The filters depend on the ESS features (length, f0, f1)
and afterwards they are applied to h2, h3, h 4 and h 5 in order to
compensate the worsening of the delta Dirac function in the
higher order harmonic responses (see Figure 5).
4-th order delta
Dirac

(3)
4-th order phase
corrector filter

where Kn represent the Fourier transform of the n-th time
domain diagonal Volterra kernel; Hn are the Fourier
transform of the n-th harmonic responses of the systems
(Figure 4); j is the 90° phase shift and α is the linear gain of
the exponential sine sweep.

4-th order delta
Dirac after
correction

3. VOLTERRA CONVOLVER
Volterra Convolver is the name of the developed software. It
is composed by two different tools: an offline Scilab script
[5] and a real-time VST plug-in [6]. The former processes

Figure 5: Phase corrector filter effect
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3.2

VST plug-in

c
a

The VST plug-in implements the Volterra series in discrete
time domain. The input and output gain can be changed
using knobs, the single kernel might be turned on/off and the
whole process can be bypassed to permit fast comparisons
between “dry” and “wet” signal. By right clicking a kernel
switch it is possible to change the output gain of the sound
generated by that kernel. Of course presets can be changed
using the combo-box. The presets information is stored in an
.XML file.

d

b

Figure 9: Jupiter C flute measurement session

Figure 6: VST plug-in GUI

(a)

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSES
A basic and clear test was conducted, comparing the results
of three different emulations. A guitar overdrive has been
measured, its output is the “real output” labelled signal in
Figure 8, the following signals are the virtualizations using
only the linear impulse response (linear convolution) and
using 5 kernels, with and without phase correcting filters.
The usefulness of these filters is clear as the last signal in
Figure 8 is similar than the third to the reference “real
output”.

(b)

Figure 10: ESS Frequency responses of Jupiter C flute when
ESS reaches 1 kHz (yellow line is the real flute frequency
response. 10-a is the response using only the linear IR, 10-b
is the 5 kernels response)
real output
Nonlinear effects

Linear effect

Figure 7: Guitar overdrive spectrograph

only linear IR

A Jupiter C flute has been measured too. The output of the
ESS measurement is shown in Figure 9-c. The comparison
between spectrographs (Figure 7 and Figure 9-d) reveals the
flute has definitely less harmonic distortions than the guitar
overdrive.
5 kernels

Figure 11: ESS emulation of Jupiter C flute
when ESS reaches 1 kHz

Figure 8: Emulation comparisons

After obtaining the kernels an initial comparison between the
ESS outputs (i.e. measured and virtualized by the Volterra
emulator) has been performed. In a further step, a real
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performance and a virtualization of the “anechoic” version
of that performance has been taken. Nonlinearities of the
flute even if well matched by the 5 kernels rendering (Figure
10-b) have little effects on the ESS wave (Figure 11);
therefore the emulated performances with and without
harmonic distortions will not be much different (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Performances comparison

5. CONCLUSIONS
It has been seen that the measurement of harmonic distortion
of nonlinear systems with ESS and the following emulation
using the diagonal Volterra kernels provides better results
than a single IR convolution approach (Figure 8). If the core
of the system resides in its low order harmonic distortions
the progress of that kind of virtualization is revealed to be
evident instead if the system doesn’t have sharp harmonic
distortions linear convolution is able to provide comparable
results (Figure 11 and Figure 12).
As known in nonlinear system harmonics ratios may depend
on the volume of the stimulus. To improve the emulation on
the whole dynamic of a signal it would be necessary to
measure the system with different amplitudes of ESS,
collecting the different sets of kernels and based for example
on the actual RMS value of a suited length buffered input
chose on the fly which set of kernels to use.
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ABSTRACT
The Pipa [1] is a short-necked lute and one of the oldest and
most important solo instruments in China. Because of its complicated technique and wide range of expressive musical forms
and styles, the Pipa is an instrument which is popular not only in
China, but also in Western culture. The traditional Pipa schools
were formed in Shanghai, the most prosperous place, in the
middle of the nineteenth century. Each Pipa School had its own
special music collections, notations, techniques, styles, different ornaments, performance aesthetics and representative Pipa
teachers [2]. For this study, recordings of three representative
Pipa Masters were used to analyse the same civil piece Yue
er gao (The Moon on High) [3], [4] [5] [6] instead of simply
analysing the musical score, using the computer program SNDAN developed by Rob Maher and James Beauchamp [7]. This
paper explores the way the masters used to perform the same
core melody but embellished it in various ways, which were
governed by the different aesthetic principles of the respective
school. In addition, this paper examines how various playing
techniques produce different sound effects regarding pitch variation and tremolo [8].
1. INTRODUCTION
The aesthetic of the ornamental parts of a piece shows which
school it was performed by, as the pupils always learnt how
to embellish a piece from their masters. Pudong Master Lin
Shicheng refers to the adornment of a piece as a symbol of mastery:
“How to embellish a piece is a masters art, and
the masters always play without a score. The Pipa
score merely helps the student memorise the music more easily, as the traditional score is not very
complex and usually notes the core melody only”
[9], [10].

dents of the Pudong School, the Wang masters display a greater
Pudong influence than those of the Pinghu School. The aim of
this paper is to identify this phenomenon in their musical interpretation and examine how the music principles of both schools
stand in a reciprocal relationship with one another, paying particular attention to the parallels and contrasts, freedoms, continuity and discontinuity - such as technique and the melody
line and how they embellish the melody line. A further focus
is the uniqueness of the musical interpretation by the master of
the Pinghu School. In order to achieve this objective, the main
motif of the piece The Moon on High as performed by three different Pipa masters of the said schools were compared using the
computer sound analysis program SNDAN [7]. The recordings
were obtained from a private collection. The masters that played
were Wei Zhongle (1909-1998, Wang School) [13], [14]; Lin
Shicheng (1922-2006, Pudong School) [15] and Yang Shaoyi
(1913-1974, Pinghu School) [16]. The following aspects were
compared: 1. The melody line, and 2. The playing techniques
used to embellish the music. Analysing the melody lines proved
helpful in comparing the different ways in which the masters
used to interpret the ornamental parts of the piece. The notes
that were played using ornamental techniques were selected for
further analysis, e.g. the extent of the frequency modulation.
The techniques that were analysed are: 1. the most important
and typical two techniques on the left hand called Yin (vibrato)
and La (glissando) of the left hand, and 2. how these two techniques are combined with the right hand technique called Lun
(tremolo).
2.1. Description of the Pipa techniques which were used in
this study
• Right Hand:
– Tan: The nail of the index finger strikes a single
string using a down stroke from right to left.
– Tiao: The nail of the thumb strikes a single string
using an up stroke from left to right.

In my Pipa lecture with master Lin, he told me that at the
beginning his teacher had only noted down the Gongchi score
(core melody) for him so that he was able to memorise the music
more easily, but that he had not written down the ornamental
parts, as he, the pupil, was expected to develop his own creative
style of interpretation [11] p. 79, [12].

– Lun (*): The five fingers of the right hand should
first be round and then open gradually, beginning
with the index finger, the second, third and fourth
fingers and ending with the thumb. The movement
of this technique is very fast and should not be interrupted as its function is to produce and sustain
a long note.

2. OBJECTIVE AND METHODOLOGY
The history of the traditional Pipa Schools shows us that the
Wang School derives from the Pudong School; as former stu-

– Fen (F): The nail of the index finger and the nail
of the thumb both strike different strings, moving
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(a)
(a)

(b)
(b)

Figure 1: Wang School (a) Melody line and (b) Score (transcription
by authors)
from inside to outside at the same time. R1, R2
and R3: Tan+Lun+Tan+Tiao

Figure 2: Pudong School (a) Melody line and (b) Score (transcription by authors)

• Left Hand: Mostly combine with Tan and Tiao
– Yin: the string is pushed up and down, or left to
right, by the left hand several times, and the movement is similar to western vibrato, but not so regular.

(a)

– La: the string is pushed to the left by the left hand,
normally changing the pitch e.g. interval small
second to fourth and then back to the initial note.
The effect is similar to western glissando except
for the return to the initial note.
– Da: the index finger of the left hand strikes the
string, without involving any techniques of the right
hand.
– The natural flageolets (0): the left hand is put softly
on the fret, without pressing the fret, producing
a flageolet note. This is combined with the right
hand Tan or Tiao.
3. MELODY LINE
(b)
The difference between the melody lines of Wang and Pudong School lies in the ways the two schools use the technique
Yin and La to draw their melody lines. The melody line of the
Wang School (see Figure 3) shows us that it has more small
ornamental notes, repeated notes or small leaps by using more
techniques La and Yin than the Pudong School. By contrast, the
melody line of the Pudong School (see Figure 3) is straighter,
more direct, less use of La and Yin techniques and without any
“stair cadence” at the end (see Figure 3 (a), 32- 36 secons or (b)
bars 14-16). But still through the thick melody line we can see
the major trend: both schools are very similar. The difference

Figure 3: Pinghu School (a) Melody line and (b) Score (transcription by authors) V1=La, V2=Yin
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Sample
Where the technique was used1
Technique used2
Note that was embellished3
Frequency Modulation (cents)

2/3
V2: La
A♯4
↑ +50
↓ +30

Wang School
8/3
9/3
V6: La V7: La
A♯4
F4
↑ +60
↑ +80
↓0
↓0

13/3
V8: Yin
C♯4
↑↓ ±30

2/3
V1: La
A4
↑ +60
↓0

Pudong School
8/3
9/3
V5: La V6: La
A4
E4
↑ +140 ↑ +80
↓ +40
↓0

13/3
V7: Yin
C4
↑↓ ±30

1 Format

is bar/beat
Figures 3 (b) and 3 (b) for the lables Vx
3 Actually, both schools embellish the same notes, the differences noted in the table are due to the fact that the instrument on the Wang School
was tuned a semitone higher than that of the Pudong School
2 see

Table 1: Comparison of playing techniques between Wang and Pudong Schools

between both schools is that the Wang School used more La and
Yin techniques to draw their melody line, and repeated notes,
whereas the Pudong School used more major second intervals
to draw their melody line.
The melody line of the Pinghu School (see Figure 3) shows
that it was performed at a very fast tempo and with a changed
beat (6/4-4/4). Compared to Wang School and Pudong School
this piece has its own character, for instance with regard to
tempo and technique. It is very interesting to see the musical
principle of the Pinghu school in that the techniques were used
on the first, second and third beat. It is remarkable that in this
piece, the master of the Pinghu School used an old instrument,
and due to the smaller number of frets and the different tuning
system one can observe a special pitch and interval such as on
beat 6 A and G♯ (major seventh), which in the Wang School and
Pudong School were not used. Such special pitch and intervals
give this piece a totally different character, and today this kind
of interpretation is very rare, as is its performance.
4. PLAYING TECHNIQUE

the master used the technique of the right hand R1, R2 and R3
(Tan+Lun+Tiao) so that it can be played faster. The techniques
such as Yin (vibrato) or La (glissando) were used sparingly, in
the notes marked V1 and V2 respectively (see Figure 3 (b)).
5. CONCLUSIONS
A comparison between the recordings from the Wang and Pudong Schools reveals not only the interpretations by the different schools but also 1. how the same technique was used in the
same note, 2. how intensively the techniques Yin and La were
played in the same note, and 3. the musical function of these
techniques. We can also determine how each master decided
which ornamental note, interval, technique and beat to use to
draw their melody line. Their similarity in the musical interpretation, as well as the techniques they have in common, prove
the strong link between the Wang and Pudong Schools, while
the Pinghu School is less influenced by the others. The Master
Yang Shaoyi of the Pinghu School provided a new definition of
the tempo (fast tempo) for the civil style of the Pipa.
6. REFERENCES

Table 1 shows the similarity between Wang School and Pudong
School, with regard to e.g. on which beat they use the same
techniques in the same notes, and the acoustic phenomena (Frequency Modulation). This comparison shows an interesting phenomenon, i.e. that the techniques La and Yin are used ornamentally on the third beat. The difference lies in the ways the
two schools use the techniques Yin and La and how they draw
their melody lines. Figures 4 and 6 show the techniques of
the left hand (frequency modulation) from the acoustic measurement: the Pudong master played the Yin (like Vibrato) and
La (like Glissando) techniques more intensively than the Wang
master. This acoustic phenomenon reflects the typical style of
the Pudong School: my Pudong master Lin Shicheng once told
me during my private Pipa lecture with him that these intensity effects on the Yin and La techniques are used in order to
express the emotion of the music and that this is also typical
performance style of the Pudong School. However, the RMS
measurement on the Lun technique (see Figure 5) reveals that
the Wang School plucked the string more often with the right
hand than the Pudong School.
Through this analysis we can see the influence of the Pudong
School on the Wang School in the way the major thick melody
line tends to be similar. We can see how the masters of both
schools were closely related to each other, and how this relationship influenced their musical interpretation.
The comparison shows that both Schools also have a greater
similarity with each other than with the Pinghu School: Because
of the fast tempo of the latter there is almost no long notes apart
from the notes A, C and G. Therefore in these three long notes
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TO THE INFLUENCE OF THE WALL OSCILLATIONS AT BRASS INSTRUMENTS
Gunter Ziegenhals
IfM - Institute for research and development of musical instruments at the Technical University of
Dresden
post@ifm-zwota.de
ABSTRACT
The wall (the corpus) of the brass instruments becomes
lively when playing over inside vibrating air column to own
oscillations. Investigations led to the result that maintaining
the operating oscillations of the corpus needs between 1 %
and in extreme cases 20 % of the sound power, under normal
play conditions. This achievement goes either to the tone
lost or must be applied of the player additionally. The
differences of the wall oscillations are clearly noticed of the
player over the sense of touch. The changes in level lie in the
range < 0,5 dB and are therefore only conditionally audible.
One can decrease the energy dissipation of the wall
oscillation by minimization of the oscillation ways.
Obviously more rigidly built instruments, which are
preferred however only of a part of the musicians, realize
this. It is that the musician changes his embouchure and thus
the tone quality of the instrument as a reaction of different
power consumption of the wall, thus an indirect wall
influence on the sound is probably present.
Effects of the wall oscillation are discussed on the basis
extreme examples. These examples go out over the normal
game situation respectively usually used materials. The
effects of the wall should become apparent extremely
clearly. Since this is not the case, the influence of the wall
oscillations must be classified as very small.

1. INTRODUCTION
Already simple attempts (inspect by touching the
instruments is sufficient) occupy clearly that with the play of
wind instruments their wall implements clear oscillations. It
is disputed, how does the wall vibration affect sound and
speech of the instrument? The literature permits references
on the fact that modes of the wall (called in the literature
usually system modes) withdraw energy from the air
oscillation and so speech and affects sound.
0
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•
•

5000
20

Rigidly built, little vibrating instruments supply more
sound.
If one builds only few props between the pipes and
valves, then the trumpet swings more freely, the tone
becomes fuller and softer. If one supports against it
the pipes in several places against each other off, then
the natural oscillation is limited, the tone becomes
harder and more centered.

2

Sound pressure level / dB (0dB - 1Pa)

4000

The statements from musicians to the topic appear at first sight
chaotically and extremely contradictory. They can be reduced
however in the long run to the following core: ·

Accelerometer

Microphone

Acceleration level / dB (0dB - 1m/s )

40

Measurements from operating oscillations „thin-walled“ brass
instruments at the same time with the radiated sound show that
practically all frequency components of the sound are also
represented in the wall oscillations (Figure 1). The amplitudes
of the wall oscillations lie depending upon frequency range
between 1nm and 1μm. 5 ms… 10 ms hang vibrations of the
wall after behind the airborne sound. One receives completely
similar results when homogenous measurements with „thickwalled“ woodwind instruments.
From appropriate publications in musician technical periodicals
(such as SONIC) and discussions with manufacturers one can
derive the following, frequently returning and statements
agreeing in it:
Strongly vibrating instruments exhibit fuller, darker tone
qualities and respond more badly. One can contain oscillations
by a more rigid building method (e.g. additional bracings) and a
higher mass. If one assumes the wall contributes only little to
the radiation, then these effects could be described over
absorption of high frequencies from the airborne sound in
principle. If wall oscillations are suppressed, then the effect is
alleviated.
Solid materials, like copper and silver, a darker sound than brass
is attributed. If one assumes as given that a wall influence is
present, then is rather to criticize this statement of evaluating.
Copper and brass exhibit similar values for ρ and E, while silver
possesses different values clearly. A difference would be best
for silver to expect.
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Figure 1: Sound and wall vibration spectrum of a trumpet

Strongly vibrating instruments withdraw thus energy from the
sound, in particular in the upper frequency range. One should
evaluate this actually in principle as negative. But nevertheless
rather strongly vibrating instruments wish themselves much
musician.
The fundamental statements of the musicians correspond to
physical considerations. The entire energy for airborne sound
and wall oscillations must be applied by the player. The energy
portion, which flows into the wall oscillations, is lost to the
direct sound. However is the energy portion how large into the
wall oscillations flows and how is its frequency allocation? In
which measure can it be changed and as changes this the
radiated sound in the far field (with the spectator) and in the
near field (at the player ear)? The influence of the radiated
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Figure 3 shows now the spectra of the operating oscillations of a
trumpet, playing tone b. The broken vertical lines mark the
frequencies of the found wall fashions. The modal analysis took
place up to a frequency of 2 kHz.

20

-2

2. SOUND POWER OF THE WALL
OSCILLATION
The sound power of blown tones was measured in anechoic
chamber of the IfM. A recording of the vibratory levels at
the four points took place. In a second attempt the wall
became so lively over a shaker with the noted oscillation
signal that the vibratory levels at the four points failed as
when blowing on, i.e. approximately same wall oscillations
predominated. The sound power radiated now from the wall
could be measured in such a way. The following results
showed up:
•
•
•
•

typical sound power trumpet mf: 102 dB (lin.)
typical sound power trumpet wall: 56 dB (lin.)
typical sound power tuba blown mf: 105 dB (lin.)
typical sound power tuba wall: 56 dB (lin.).

One can state in the result of the measurements that the
sound power radiated from the wall is smaller more as 45 dB
than „the airborne sound achievement“. It can be excluded
with the fact that listeners hear wall sound portions.

3. TO THE INFLUENCE OF THE WALL
MODES
At a trumpet and a tuba modal analyses were made and
afterwards the spectra of operating oscillations of the wall
when single tone alluding were determined. Figure 2 shows
the appropriate grid network model of a tuba.
Undeformed

Z

Y

29

Figure 2: Grid network model tuba for modal analysis
At the following four points at the instrument were the
acceleration adaptors: ·
•
•
•
•

bell (29) ·
in the middle of sheet of piece of sound (177)
lower surface second valve (199)
mouthpiece ferrule (266)

The numbers mark the points in the grid network model.

Trumpet Challenger note b

10

Acceleration level / dB (0dB -1ms )

sound by the wall oscillation can take place in principle in
two kinds, via energy withdrawal and own radiation via the
vibrating walls. It follows a further question immediately:
How does the player notice the changes, over the ear or over
the sense of touch? How does he evaluate this observation?
Does it connect violent wall oscillations, which it feels with
the hands, with a good sound? Over many years only small
attention was given to these questions.
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Figure 3: Vibration spectra of different points of instrument
The vibration spectra show that effects of wall self-fashions are
provable at the bell only. One recognizes clearly the strongly
minted partial tone row of the played tone. The instrument wall
implements thus pronounced from the oscillations of the air
column lively (forced) oscillations. The amplitude distribution is
clearly different than with the modes. Practical all parts of the
instrument are almost equivalently (equivalent violently)
involved in the oscillations. One finds oscillation portions of the
modes as to be expected only on the bell and in small measure
on the sheet of piece of sound. The modes will sound by the
initial impulse lively and rapidly off. A connection between the
characteristics of the determined fashions and the development
of the forced oscillations did not let itself manufacture.

4. ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS AT THE
PLAYER EAR
Due to the radiation characteristic listeners and players notice
typically different sounds of the instruments. In the
instrumentation sense we understand a position in 1 m distance
of the player (2 m with tubes) in typical direction of the
spectators by listeners. Records made in the anechoic chamber
of the IfM were observed in the context of our measurements
again. Beside the microphone in the listener position (see above)
a second microphone was positioned at the right ear of the
player. The musicians blew single tones of the basic nature tone
row. The two microphone signals were noted first on DAT and
of afterwards different analyses were submitted. The recording
of the two microphone signals secures that in each case at both
microphone positions really the same allude one evaluates. In
order to be able to separate the effect wall radiations better, a
part of the photographs with completely instruments included by
foam material took place.
The analyses did not show references on sound portions of the
wall. The sound spectra with and without foam material packing
were practically identical both at the listener and at the player
ear microphone. However, clear differences between listener
and player perspective are shown, in particular in the case of
trumpet (Figure 4). The averaged spectrum in Figure 4 means
the averaging over all in the context of this attempt row made
trumpet-records. One recognizes, which the sound pressure
level drops clearly above 1500 cycles per second at the player
ear. A cause is the arranged radiation of the acoustic horn with
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higher frequencies. The player hears thus his instrument
clearly less brightly, sharply and brilliantly than a listener.
With tubes the effect is pronounced clearly less. On the one
hand the position of the player ear is to the acoustic horn
another, on the other hand arises with tubes more substantial
sound portions in deeper frequency ranges.
0

Averaged spectrum near to the ear of the musician
Averaged spectrum near to the listeners

rel. Sound pressure level / dB

-20

-40

-60

him. During the measured achievement it concerns an active
power. It must be applied in the stationary part of the tone
permanently around the wall oscillation to keep upright. By
friction and in smaller measure by radiation permanently energy
is removed from the wall oscillation. However, there has to be
another achievement: to generate the wall vibration. Since one
gets this achievement back at the end of the tone purely
physically, it concerns a reactive power here. The musician
cannot use this returned achievement however. It must again
apply it with each tone, which in particular with fast passages of
short tones of importance can be. An accurate determination of
this reactive power was not possible us. We measured it
therefore on the basis the measured middle peak-to-peak swings
on the instrument wall and the instrument masses. Arise for
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Figure 4: Comparison of the average sound pressure spectra
of trumpets at the player ear and at the listeners

5. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
If thus neither players nor listeners can notice wall sound,
from where then again and again the descriptive wall
influence comes? We want to compare in addition in the
sound and in the wall oscillation putting energies, which
must be applied both by the player. The measured sound
power levels of 100… 105 dB correspond to an achievement
in the SI system of 0,01 Nms-1 ... 0,032 Nms-1. For the
determination of the energy of the wall oscillation we
repeated the attempt described above for the excitation of a
play-equivalent operating oscillation by means of shaker.
However now at the shaker both the produced oscillation
and applied force were noted over an impedance measuring
head.

Figure 5: Arrangement to the simulation of the operating
oscillations without airborne sound
From the measured values for force and speed of oscillation
one can compute the fed, thus achievement necessary for the
maintenance of the wall oscillation. The evaluation supplies
for trumpets 0.0001 … 0.0006 Nms-1 and for tubas 0.0001
… 0.002 Nms-1. I.e. between 1 % and 20 % of the
achievement which is in the instrument sound migrate into
the wall oscillation. This effect means an additional effort
for the musician to create the sound and it is observed by

•

tubas 2.10-5… 0.0002 Nms-1,

thus 0.1 % … 10 % of the achievement fitted into the sound
production. Also this should notice the musician. Both
achievements can be reduced by decrease of the possible
oscillation ways, thus more rigidly built instruments. A tone
dependence could not be determined. More rigid instruments
take up less achievement to the wall oscillation. For the sound
production is to more energy at the disposal. Since no
tendentious frequency response of the effects could be proven,
the question arises, on which again and again the sound
differences described by musicians are based. A possible
explanation is that the wind player as a function of the necessary
achievement changes his embouchure and thus the sound.

6. INSTRUMENTS PACKED IN SAND
In order to study wall effects under extreme conditions, the
instruments were packed in each case in 15 kg quartz sand and
blown in the comparison to the normal condition as well as
measured concerning the feed impedance process.

Figure 6: Sand back-filling of a trumpet
The vibratory level of the wall is lowered by the packed in sand
around more than 10 dB. The measured tendency of instruments
packed in sand sinks around 10… 15 cent in particular in middle
tonal range (Figure 7). Determined differences in the level and
in the spectrum in spectator position and at the player ear could
be attributed in the long run to the additional directive effect of
the equipment.
The test musicians described uniformly a more difficult control
of the instruments packed in sand. This phenomenon could be
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increasing of the sound. The delay is approximatly 15 ms until
20 ms.
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Figure 10: Acceleration and sound spectra of the tone attack of
paper and brass instrument

Figure 7: Feed impedance process cut out trumpet
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7. MATERIAL CHANGES

Figure 9: Simple
instruments, (aluminum
mouthpiece, m = 34 g)
Sound (1 m before bell) and
the wall vibrations (a point
on the bell) during the tone
attack and during the stationary state were observed.
One is surprised when blowing, as small the perceptible differences fail. The following
diagrams show spectra and time signals of wall vibrations
and radiated sound. The paper model shows clearly stronger
wall oscillations in the tone attack. This leads to a slower
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Figure 11: Acoustic signal of tone attack and stationary tone of
paper and brass instrument.

In the context from work to the Vuvuzela, we made
measurements of simple brass instruments of very different
materials:
• brass, l = 410 mm, m= 118 g (without mouthpiece)
• paper, l = 410 mm, m= 23 g (without mouthpiece)
• polystyrene, l = 500 mm, m= 44 g.
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Figure 8: Two type-same trumpets
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clarified, by blowing an instrument of the same type so that
the musician could not touch also this instrument with the
hands (Figure 8). Similarly problems arose. The musician
uses thus obviously the sense of touch for control of the
instrument. After equal some exercise the musicians could
blow both instruments on and determined no more
differences.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We find two influences of the wall oscillations on the sound of
the instrument: An indirect influence over the wind players and
a direct influence due to migration of energy into the wall
oscillation. The wall oscillations noticed with the hands use a
set of wind players as control display for the current oscillation
state of the air column. In particular this technology seems of
importance in situations, in which the player hears himself
badly. The player reacts to different wall oscillations of
individual instruments with a changed embouchure. This leads
to change in the sound color. Those take listeners really notice
the changes.
The direct influences are clearly smaller, by which energy is
removed from the acoustic vibrations of the air column. The
effect is clearest in the range of the tone attack. Although they
are technically quite provable, they become however only with
the employment of extreme material variants, those use in
practice not really find really perceptible.
This publication at the basis lying research work partially from
household means Federal Ministry for economics and
technology were promoted by means of the AiF „Otto von
Guericke “registered association.
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ABSTRACT
Interactive software applications have proved to be powerful
means for music education as they provide the user with real
time performance assessment, unlimited orientation and practice time, variable set of user selected features, entertaining
ways of displaying content and variable levels of difficulty in
a single application. The algorithms behind these tools require
in general solid rhythmic, harmonic and melodic processing approaches as well as flexibility in terms of parameter selection
and processing time. In the past years, many efforts have been
made by the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community to
improve algorithm performance. Even though good results have
been obtained in systems for harmonic-percussive separation,
singing voice extraction, accompaniment track creation, pitch
tracking, rhythm and beat extraction, audio segmentation and
chord transcription among others, there is still much room for
improvement and exploration. In particular, better understanding of instrument acoustics and models and their implications
in signal processing is needed. Many studies have attempted to
include instrument dependent spectral information in their algorithms. However, most of them are trained systems that use
a set of collected data but that include very limited or no real
acoustical models and parameters. In contrast, some few systems have attempted to use instrument specific acoustical models but suffer in general from lack of robustness due to the great
variability found in terms of playing styles, setups and performers that necessarily create deviations from the model. It is then
important and relevant to explore possibilities of building algorithms that combine the flexibility of trained systems with current signal processing techniques and real structured acoustical
information from the treated instruments. Furthermore real testing data, recordings, measurements and design parameters used
by acousticians and instrument makers can also be important in
terms of generality and flexibility in any built system.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past years, several efforts have been made to build interactive tools, web-based applications, e-learning solutions and
games for music learning. Music games such as RockBand
[1] and GuitarHero [2] offer an entertaining approach to play
music through specially designed game controllers. The user
is presented with different tasks with varying levels of difficulty and a set of songs is available in each game [3]. Similar approaches are offered by singing games as Singstar [4]and
Mikestar[5] where the user scores points depending on the accuracy of their performance. Leaning to a more structured music
education process, initiatives like Music Delta [6], i-Maestro[7]
and SmartMusic [8]offer a wide set of possibilities to enhance
and complement education methods. Production tools that allow you to design and personalize music exercises and lessons,

cooperative work support that allows groups of musicians or
students to collaborate in a single project, servers especially designed to distribute material in schools and music academies,
self learning applications that provide audio and gesture feedback to the students and possibilities to learn about the different musical instruments, genres or periods in music history are
among the possibilities offered by these initiatives. In general,
these applications try to make the process of learning music a
more efficient and engaging one.
Our approach in the development of Music Education software tries to take advantage of the flexibility and accessibility of web-based applications, with the entertaining and engaging possibilities of Music Games, while allowing the user
to develop real musical skills by using their own musical instrument, getting feedback of real musical elements as rhythm,
pitch, tempo and dynamics and by offering wider access to musical content as no restriction is set in terms of the music pieces
that can be used. The ability to extract semantic content from
any audio recording or music file that the user wants to practice
requires specialized signal processing techniques often linked
to the Music information Retrieval research field.
Music Information Restrieval was defined in [9] as follows:
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) is a multidisciplinary research endeavor that strives to develop
innovative content-based searching schemes, novel
interfaces, and evolving networked delivery mechanisms in an effort to make the world’s vast store
of music accessible to all.
It is a research effort that includes the fields of computer science, information retrieval, musicology, music theory, audio,
signal processing and cognitive science among others. Common applications of MIR research are music indexing and classification, automatic music transcription, audio remixing, restoration and coding, music perception, cognition and emotion, music archives and libraries, music queries, acoustic fingerprinting, metadata and semantic web, human-computer interaction
and interfaces [10].
Songs2See 1 is our current project for development of Music
Education software which in consequence has working teams
in music information retrieval, musicology, education and interface development. The remainder of this paper will only
refer to the music information retrieval aspects concerning the
Songs2See project.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents an
overview of the project Songs2See, its main research fields and
challenges. Section 3 presents some conclusions and future approaches. Sections 4 and 5 present acknowledgements and references.
1 http://www.idmt.fraunhofer.de/de/
projekte_themen/songs2see.html
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2. SONGS2SEE
Supported by Thuringian Ministry of Economy, Employment
and Technology, the project Songs2See addresses the development of a web-based application that assists music students
in their individual practice time. The student has the option
to load any audio track or recording for processing and practicing. Commonly used digital audio formats as .mp3, .wav
are supported. The possibility of loading music scores in MusicXML [11] format and tracks as midi files is currently being
studied. MusicXML is supported by scorewritting softwares
as Finale[12] and Sibelius[13] and by music sequencer softwares as Cubase[14]. Using their own musical instruments, the
student plays the selected music piece to the computer’s microphone. This removes the need for specially designed game
controllers and hardware and allows the user to develop real
musical skills. Using signal processing techniques and music
information retrieval algorithms, the application provides immediate assessment and feedback in terms of dynamics, rhythm
and pitch. In order to personalize and make practice sessions
more efficient and entertaining the application allows the user
to select options as tempo, key, playback loops, difficulty level,
instrument and volume. Furthermore, the application provides
different symbolic representations of the processing results, i.e.,
traditional score notation, piano roll view and dynamic animations of fingerings for a certain instrument. Figure 1 shows an
image of the prototype application.

- Isolation of individual instruments, e.g., voice, percussion or soloist, in the track. This can be used for analysis
and better understanding of the different voices in a musical piece.
- Removal or attenuation of a certain instrument in the
track to create accompaniment or play along versions of
real recordings, e.g., remove the soloist from a recording
of a certain concerto and obtain a track of the remaining
orchestra accompaniment to play along.
- Automatic transcription of individual instruments or musical lines when no musical score is available
Currently, three different sound separation scenarios have been
studied and developed for the project: Harmonic-Percussive decomposition, voice extraction and soloist removal for accompaniment track creation.
Harmonic Percussive Decomposition: Being able to separate
percussive and harmonic instruments not only allows the
creation of percussion tracks for transcription, rhythmic
analysis and play along options, but also makes the analysis of musical elements in the harmonic instruments a
much simpler task. In general, the characteristics both
in the frequency and in the time domain, of percussive
and harmonic instruments are too different in nature to
be processed with the same types of algorithms. Furthermore, pitch tracking, see Section 2.1.2, time stretching
and chord transcription algorithms notoriously decrease
performance in the presence of percussive material in the
audio signal.
Voice Extraction: Detecting and isolating the singing voice allows the creation of voice tracks for analysis and performance. Given a certain voice track, the algorithm can
compare the user’s recoded performance with the extracted voice and assess elements as rhythm and intonation. Voice extraction has also been thoroughly used
in singing games and karaoke applications.
Soloist Removal: Deals with the detection and removal of soloist
instruments from real recordings. Both piano and orchestra accompaniments have been studied and prototype algorithms have already been designed[15]. The
main benefit of this feature is that it would give the flexibility to the performer to play along his favorite recording of a certain piece or concerto. The need to transcribe
full orchestra scores and the use of midi files to play
along would be removed.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Songs2See prototype application.

2.1.2. Automatic Music Transcription

2.1. Music Information Retrieval & Songs2See
In terms of the technical aspects of the application, two main
fields of research, both of them developed within the scope of
the Music Information Retrieval (MIR) community, are essential: Sound Source Separation and Automatic Music Transcription.
2.1.1. Sound Source Separation
Sound Source Separation deals with the extraction of individual musical signals from an observed mixture by computational
means, e.g., obtaining separate audio tracks for the violin and
piano from a recording of Beethoven’s Kreutzer Sonata. In the
scope the Songs2See project, the capability of separating or
simplifying audio tracks is desirable as it allows the inclusion
of speciel features into the application:

Automatic Music Transcription deals with the extraction of symbolic representations, e.g., music scores, from real-world music
recording. It is the direct connection between the application
and the user as both user renditions and application results have
to be translated to symbolic representations. Only after renditions and recordings have been transcribed can they be displayed to the user. Automatic music transcription is very closely
related to pitch tracking and multi-pitch detection algorithms.
Pitch Tracking: Describes the process of determining the frequency that a human listener would agree to be the same
pitch as the input signal[16]. The outcome of such an algorithm is most often a sequence of frequencies played
over a time interval. Multipitch tracking algorithms attempt to detect fundamental frequencies played simultaneously by different sound sources. In general, pitch
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tracking algorithms need to deal with complexities inherent in spectral content and time evolution of musical
tones. Attack transients, time-frequency resolution of
processing algorithms, overlapping of different sources
and acoustical characteristics of the recordings are some
of the main difficulties faced by pitch detection algorithms.

- For the design and development stage of all algorithms,
appropriate audio signals are needed for testing and evaluation. Even though many music databases are available
now[19][20], separation algorithms require both original
signals and mixtures to be properly evaluated. Multitrack recordings are often used for these tasks, but availability of such signal collections is scarce. Furthermore,
the diversity of characteristics of any given instruments
will only be revealed by having very thorough signal collections recorded in different dynamics, set-ups, registers, instruments and performers. Building such datasets
is a time consuming and expensive task.

2.2. Research Challenges
Some of the biggest challenges faced in the development of this
application are:

- Better understanding in terms of the acoustic characteristics of musical instruments and their impact on musical
signals is needed in order to incorporate such parameters
in classification and separation algorithms[21]. Being
each instrument such a complicated system, good characterization in terms of frequency and time information
and their variability in terms of registers, instruments,
performers and setups is needed.

- In any sound separation task, the proper and accurate
detection of the source to be isolated is critical. The
spectral and temporal content of a source needs to be determined before any attempt of separation can be made.
Overlapping spectral components, mixing conditions of
the recording, complexity of the musical line played by
the source, frequency and time resolution of the algorithms are a few of the intricacies of the process. Performance of any given separation algorithm is strongly
dependant on the quality and accuracy of the source detection.
- All musical instruments have different acoustical characteristics. Building a general, robust and flexible algorithm that would perform under all conditions is a complicated task. Harmonic and percussive instruments are
completely different in nature[17]. Dealing with percussive instruments requires fine time resolution and dealing with noise-like signals. Harmonic instruments have
slower time evolutions but require finer frequency resolutions to be properly characterized. Furthermore, characteristics of musical instruments are very variable throughout their registers and are further modified by dynamics
and style of the performance[18]. Attacks transients in
harmonic instruments are difficult to characterize and are
often misclassified as belonging to percussive sources.
The singing voice also poses a complex mix between
harmonic and percussive material.
- Overlapping of spectral information is a given in all separation applications. Musical signals, especially in Western music where a strong harmonic relation between the
sources can be expected, will share frequency bands in
the spectrum. Separation in the strict sense of the overlapped components is a problem for which a general solution has not yet been proposed. Several estimation
techniques have been developed but there is still a lot
of room for developments and research. Better understanding of the characteristics, behavior and evolution in
time and frequency of musical signals is needed before
any real solution can be proposed.

3. CONCLUSIONS
It is our belief that further progress and development can be
achieved if joint efforts between the different communities are
made. Expertise of the MIR community in terms of signal
processing and information retrieval, acoustical knowledge and
data from the acoustics field, musical knowledge and feedback
from musicians and music schools can be a compelling mix to
develop software as the one here described. Our final objective
is in benefit of music, trying to develop better and more efficient tools that will lead to better musical experiences for the
final user.
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- When it comes to dealing with commercial recordings,
a great deal of variability can be found in terms of mixing conditions, acoustic characteristics of the recording,
instrumental set-ups and digital audio effects used in the
recording. All of these elements influence performance
of tracking and separation algorithms and need to be taken
into consideration when building such an application.
- Being a web-based application, there are processing time
constraints that need to be considered. In this regard,
separation and tracking algorithms have to be kept simple and efficient, processing times and delays have to be
minimized and memory usage has to be controlled.
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